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‘‘The Water Follows the Stream’’

Historical Ethnography, History of Anthropology,

and Indigenous Anthropologists

Matshakaza Blackson Lukhero grew up in Feni, the Ngoni para-
mount chief’s village in eastern Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia).
While still a child in 1935, he saw the British anthropologist Mar-
garet Read, while she was doing a short period of fieldwork in
Northern Rhodesia to supplement her main work on the Ngoni of
Nyasaland (now Malaŵi). She wore leather riding breeches, he re-
called, and, because she did not speak the local language and stayed
such a short time in Feni, she was ‘‘not close to the people.’’ Read
was his first anthropologist.∞

Recruited for war service in 1941 when only fifteen, Lukhero
served in Kenya in the Seventh Northern Rhodesia Field Ambulance
Corps, trained in first aid by Desmond Clark, archeologist and first
curator of the Rhodes-Livingstone Museum. Clark couldn’t pro-
nounce ‘‘Matshakaza’’ and so he nicknamed the young African
‘‘Matchbox,’’ a name that didn’t survive Lukhero’s war service. Back
in Feni in 1946, Lukhero became an interpreter for a newly arrived
anthropologist, Max Marwick, a Colonial Social Science Research
(cssrc) fellow attached to the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute (rli).
Marwick soon left the Ngoni to do fieldwork on the Cheŵa people.
J. A. Barnes, an rli research officer, then arrived in the Ngoni area
and hired Lukhero as interpreter and research assistant for the dura-
tion of his fieldwork. With only a few breaks after that, Lukhero
continued to work for the rli and its anthropologists or former
anthropologists in rural and urban fieldwork until 1966, a career as
research assistant that spanned twenty years and included research
in three countries.
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From the later 1960s through the 1970s Lukhero worked for the
copper mines on aptitude testing in the newly independent Zambia,
taking up anthropology again in the 1980s when he became involved
with the revival of the Ngoni Nc’wala traditional ceremony and
wrote a book on it. When I met him in 1991, he was doing fieldwork
for a second book on Ngoni chiefly succession. He answered my
questions about the rli fieldwork in which he had participated, as
well as assisting my own interviews with people who had been
Barnes’s informants and attempting to train me in what he called
‘‘the rli way’’ of fieldwork. It was during my second interview with
him that I asked about the names local people gave to anthropolo-
gists and their assistants. According to Lukhero, people usually re-
ferred to Barnes as ‘‘one who learned (or studied) people’s tradi-
tions.’’ Lukhero himself they gave the nickname ‘‘Manzi okhonkha
mkolo—the water follows the stream.’’ ‘‘I am following Barnes’s
footsteps,’’ he explained.≤

Lukhero did not say what he thought of this nickname. It suggests
a dependency and loyalty—of African assistant to white anthro-
pologist—that we are not comfortable acknowledging today. At the
same time it describes, as well as contradicts, Lukhero’s account of
his work for Barnes and later research for his own books. In his
description, ‘‘following’’ amounted to his leading Barnes to the peo-
ple, introducing him, interpreting for him, teaching him the lan-
guage, discussing local traditions, and afterward talking to people
about their reactions to the anthropologist and assuring them Barnes
was not a spy.

On the other hand, Lukhero also sometimes followed Barnes as
they worked in the field together, learning (and helping to develop)
‘‘the rli way’’ of doing research. Later, he continued asking ques-
tions and collecting material for the anthropologist after Barnes had
left the field. And in subsequent years Lukhero followed the rli way
after his own fashion, using its style of titling for one of his books,
claiming professional anthropological skills as a way of legitimating
his part in the revival of the Nc’wala ceremony, and, especially, using
the word ‘‘fieldwork’’ for his activities, something indigenous an-
thropologists do not generally do.
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M. B. Lukhero with

John and Frances

Barnes’s child, Rory,

during fieldwork in

the Ngoni area in

Eastern Province in

1946. (Reproduced

by permission of

John and Frances

Barnes.)

In the following chapters I treat Lukhero’s nickname as suggestive
in ways that its original speakers may not have intended, working
with its different possibilities as a kind of thought experiment: how
does the water follow the stream, or the research assistant the an-
thropologist? Indeed, does the water follow the stream—isn’t it the
water that makes the stream, or the assistant who shapes the anthro-
pologist’s knowledge? And how much does Africa itself—the land
that the water flows through—determine the course of the stream,
the anthropology that results? Here is a research agenda for telling
the history of the rli as a story of the coproduction of cultural
knowledge. In other words, how did Africans and the African con-
text shape the work of anthropologists there?
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From History of Anthropology to Historical Ethnography

The Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, founded in 1937 in Northern
Rhodesia, was the first social science research institute in Africa.
Until that country gained its independence as Zambia in 1964, the
rli carried out a coordinated research program involving several
teams of anthropologists and their African assistants. The Institute
also coordinated research in Nyasaland and Southern Rhodesia—
the other two countries of what was to become, between 1953 and
1963, the British Central African Federation. From 1949 when its
second director, Max Gluckman, became chair of the University of
Manchester’s new department of sociology and social anthropology,
the rli acted as the locus of fieldwork for an evolving school of
anthropology, later known as the Manchester School. The Manches-
ter School became a major force in British social anthropology in the
1950s and 1960s and exerted a strong influence outside the British
scene, as well.≥

This book is not a history of anthropology in the usual sense. Such
a history of the Manchester School would focus on its place in the
story of British functionalism, as in Kuper’s Anthropology and An-
thropologists (1983), or on its innovations in theory and method, as
in Werbner’s article, ‘‘The Manchester School in South-Central Af-
rica’’ (1984). This book does not focus on the intellectual genealogy
of theories or the intellectual connections of famous anthropologists
that such a history would entail. Instead, this history focuses on the
cultural and social factors in the particular historical situation of the
Manchester School that were as important as the intellectual factors.
It attempts to discover people, ideas, and practices that, though im-
portant at the time, have left no recognized disciplinary descen-
dants.∂ And it reveals the influences on anthropology that came from
nonscientific activities that shared a location with it, whether in the
fieldwork site, at the institute headquarters, or in the daily domestic
life of the anthropologists in Northern Rhodesia. Thus, this history
explores in detail the often acknowledged but rarely analyzed role
played by colonial settler culture and mission and administrative
practices in shaping the work of anthropologists.∑
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This book places anthropology and anthropologists in multiple
contexts—social, cultural, political, historical, and material—and
discusses the forces that have mutually shaped both anthropology
and the world around it. Social histories of this kind can provide a
richer understanding of the processes involved in doing anthropol-
ogy, useful to anthropologists as well as historians.∏ The social con-
text dealt with in this kind of history can be construed very broadly,
as in Stocking’s Victorian Anthropology (1987) and Kuklick’s The
Savage Within (1991), or more narrowly and with greater focus on
the discipline’s more immediate academic context and social and
intellectual networks, as in Stocking’s After Tylor (1995) and Vin-
cent’s Anthropology and Politics (1990).π Here I deal with the multi-
ple contexts of anthropology, but center these on Africa, where the
fieldwork of the Manchester School began.

The field often appears as an important context in social histories
of anthropology. Rarely, however, have scholars taken the fieldsite
as the central context for a social history of anthropology, as this
book will do. Such an approach requires a different type of chronol-
ogy of events relevant to the evolution of the Manchester School
as an anthropological research school and, indeed, requires an al-
together different construction of its identity. Use of the name ‘‘Man-
chester School’’ focuses attention on the British metropolitan char-
acter of a group of anthropologists famous for specific advances in
theory and method.

Instead, this study takes the rli as its focus—a very different
and more Africa-centered phenomenon. Although it has resonances
of institutional and colonial history, the name ‘‘Rhodes-Livingstone
Institute’’ captures many of the local social and cultural factors
and the nonanthropological personnel and perspectives that would
be neglected in a metropolitan-centered history. The comments of
Zambians on this name today reveal a rich local history quite dif-
ferent from the Manchester School’s better-known metropolitan and
disciplinary history. The name resulted from early fund-raising ac-
tivities aimed at local white benefactors interested in the upcom-
ing Rhodes Jubilee and Livingstone Centenary in 1940.∫ Although
the fundraisers did not consult African opinion, Africans may have
seen the name as neutral, balancing the imperialist reputation of
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Rhodes with the more positive reputation Livingstone enjoyed at
the time.Ω

To tell the history of anthropology with the field as the central
context, I have used approaches from the history and sociology of
science and technology.∞≠ First, I have examined anthropology from
the perspective of the history of the field sciences—those sciences
that use fieldwork instead of, or in addition to, laboratory work.∞∞

This approach draws attention to the field itself; to the material side
of fieldwork; and to the infrastructure, equipment, and work organi-
zation necessary to conduct scientific work in a particular fieldsite. It
also allows one to relate scientific activities to nonscientific activities
occurring in the same fieldsite, such as the sharing of practices be-
tween colonial administrators and anthropologists, one of the sub-
jects to be considered in this study. Ideally a field science perspective
allows one to examine the relationship between the material culture
and technology of a science and the view of the field that informs its
daily practice and that makes the field what it is for a particular
science. What this perspective brings to the history of a colonial
science in Africa such as anthropology is the ability to ground that
science in its African context and thus to understand what is African
about anthropology in Africa.

The history of colonial science in Africa has often suffered from
too sharp a dichotomy between what is seen as the external metro-
politan and the local indigenous, with science being viewed as a
European import more or less successfully transferred into a hostile
environment. Looked at from the perspective of the field sciences,
however, colonial science in some respects looks more like science
in other, noncolonial, contexts—adapting to its environment, as
well as changing it, surviving through local connections as much as
through external impetus. This study shows how this process oc-
curred in the case of anthropology—a science in which fieldwork
plays a central role in both practice and disciplinary ethos. A field
science perspective on anthropology will show that it is not simply a
product of Western thought brought to bear upon African societies
but is itself a product of Africa. The anthropology of the rli was
in many respects an anthropology that had become Africanized—
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through the influence of research assistants, African informants,
white settlers, administrators, missionaries, and others who played a
role in shaping its fieldwork, and through its adaptation to the land-
scape of Africa itself and to the material constraints and oppor-
tunities it found there.∞≤

Despite the fact that rli anthropology developed in a colonial
setting, I will not treat it simply as an example of colonial anthro-
pology. As terrible in its consequences as colonialism was, colonial
actors never exercised complete domination and colonial subjects
never behaved solely as passive victims. Analyses of anthropology as
a ‘‘handmaiden of colonialism’’ often portray colonialism as a hege-
monic system, more or less uniform in its discourse, motives, and
practice. In these accounts, anthropologists are implicated by their
position in the system, and little scope is given for their own agency
or the agency of the people they study.

Recently, however, a number of scholars have begun to look in
detail at particular anthropologists in particular colonial situations
or at anthropology’s changing relationship with colonialism over the
course of its history.∞≥ These studies have captured the changing
character of colonialism across time and place and point to the need
to look at particular contexts in order to understand how anthropol-
ogists and the people they studied negotiated issues of power and
understandings of racial and cultural difference.

Colonialism is a historically situated and diverse process, as well as
a global phenomenon, and looking at anthropologists’ relationships
with particular colonial projects rather than evoking the dominant
influence of a hegemonic and homogeneous colonialism promises a
more productive approach to the history of anthropology in colonial
settings. The ‘‘anthropology of colonialism’’ can also take this ap-
proach, providing a kind of historicized reflexivity or ‘‘anthropology
of anthropology’’ in its analysis of both anthropology’s origins in
colonial contexts and its continuing struggles to critique and rein-
vent itself as a discipline.∞∂

Second, in writing this history I have focused more on the practices
of anthropologists than on the theories of anthropology. As a result,
rli anthropology can be seen not only as a science but as a practical
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activity engaged in by various kinds of people in various kinds of
location. Moreover, the practices of anthropological fieldwork can
become a window on the politics and society of the time, as well as a
means of tracing the impact of social and political forces on anthro-
pology. ‘‘Practices’’ here will be defined as the practical daily ac-
tivities of scientists pursuing their work and will include the more or
less routinized ways of dealing with the basic problems of fieldwork,
such as getting into the field, living there, and doing the research. I
draw no sharp distinction between practices and methods, for I see
methodology as growing out of practices, even very mundane ones
like choosing a tent site or hiring a cook. When practices become
standardized and mythologized, scientists call them methods, but
this should not obscure the fact that a variety of often contingent
daily activities is what gets the work done and shapes the theory, as
well. Nonetheless, the distinctions that some anthropologists draw
between practices and methods will not be ignored but will be con-
sidered in the light of what they say about the disciplinary concerns
and professional politics of anthropology at the time.∞∑

An approach that focuses on the practices of science also avoids
the problems inherent in one of the dominant approaches to the
history of anthropology: the analysis of anthropological texts using
the methods of literary criticism, part of the larger enterprise of
colonial discourse theory. My desire to avoid a narrow focus on
Western anthropologists’ discourses, metanarratives, and other tex-
tual phenomena does not derive from a naive positivist position. I
am motivated by a need to find ways to check and criticize the prod-
ucts of a textual approach and to escape the dominance of a Euro-
centric textual metaphor for making sense of culture.

This is not to say that practices are in some way closer to reality,
that practices do not have text-like features, or that a focus on prac-
tices frees one from the need for interpretation. I am, however, using
practices comparatively with textual evidence as a means of getting
at the variety of ways that people relate to the physical and social
world and the senses in which practices involve technical skills that
cannot be subsumed in language. Practices can also be treated as
constituted by discourses. In doing this, however, colonial discourse
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theory captures only a more limited aspect of experience and—
especially in its recent application to non-Western peoples and their
histories—takes on a totalizing character, neglectful of agency and
intention. The effect produced is such that ‘‘the subjects and objects
of colonial discourse theory seem sometimes to be captured in a
closely-woven web of the language of theory. It makes little differ-
ence that this theoretical language is one of indeterminancy, con-
tingency, fragmentation.’’∞∏

For a science like anthropology, the rhetoric found in its classic
monographs was but one of a number of strategies for disciplinary
definition and survival, and one that is particularly amenable to
discourse analysis. But an approach that focuses on practices and
material conditions, as well as discourses and representations, can
evaluate the usefulness of different strategies in a particular histor-
ical context and trace their origins and subsequent influence on other
activities. For the history of anthropology, a focus on practices can
lead to a re-evaluation of the meaning of fieldwork for the discipline
and the relevance of that activity for other field-based endeavors,
such as development work in Africa. It can also address the neglect
of the experiential side of anthropology that has, as yet, found little
place in published monographs.∞π This aspect of anthropology can
also be explored through an examination of other texts besides the
classic monographs, texts that grow out of the daily experiences of
anthropologists and assistants, such as their correspondence, infor-
mal newsletters, collections of field photographs, field reports, and
fieldnotes, all of which are analyzed in this study.

Third, I have used an analytical concept adapted from the history
and sociology of technology—the idea of a ‘‘work culture.’’ For the
purposes of this book, work culture comprises the sum of the tech-
nologies, work organization, work processes, uses of space and ma-
terial artifacts, and ways of representing and thinking about these
that are unique to a particular small group or institution.∞∫ In the
case of the rli, a unique work culture developed out of anthropolo-
gists’ and assistants’ shared experiences of fieldwork and then fur-
ther evolved into an institutional culture that characterized the rli
headquarters (located in Lusaka after 1951), where many of the
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researchers and assistants lived, spent breaks from the field, or at-
tended conferences during the course of their research. The political
and social background of these researchers, the technologies avail-
able to them in postwar Central Africa, the work relationships and
methods of communication developed by them, and the rli ethos of
rural and urban fieldwork constitute the chief elements of a work
culture unusual in the history of anthropology.

This book will also contribute to recent work that joins anthropol-
ogy and history together for studies of Africa.∞Ω It is a serious attempt
to do a historical ethnography of anthropology itself—to evoke the
nature of life in the field and the processes of fieldwork, and to gain
an understanding of the relations and rituals of a diverse group of
people drawn together for the production of cultural knowledge. I
have pursued this goal through a number of field strategies and
archival and secondary sources. I did fieldwork in many of the rli
anthropologists’ research sites, where I sought out people who had
acted as informants, domestic employees, interpreters, and assistants
and interviewed them about their perceptions of anthropology. I also
observed over time their reactions to my own fieldwork and any
comparisons they made between what I was doing and what rli
anthropologists had done. This included observations, in a number
of communities, of how local people managed and shaped my own
experience of the field and used my presence for local purposes.
In addition, many of the former rli assistants provided me with
lengthy accounts of their work for the rli and their subsequent
careers. During the two years that I lived in Zambia I followed two
of the former assistants in their rural and urban cultural activities,
becoming a participant-observer in the promotion of a traditional
ceremony and the planning for an ethnic museum, in the case of one,
and the fieldwork for a book on local social organization, in the case
of the other.

This study also is based on interviews with the researchers and
extensive work with archival sources, including researchers’ per-
sonal papers, rli personnel files, research assistants’ field reports,
British and Zambian government records, the records of the mining
companies, and collections of the anthropologists’ field photographs
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and home movies. In the process of looking at this material, as well
as at research assistants’ and informants’ accounts, I have discovered
many rli and Manchester School ‘‘legends’’ and field anecdotes, and
have compared and analyzed these for what they say not only about
the rli’s history, but also the numerous interpretations by partic-
ipants of the meaning of that history and its place in their con-
struction of their identity. Finally, in writing up this material, I have
blended anthropological and historical secondary sources, including
the Manchester School monographs, trying to situate the latter in
their historical context and relate them to the anthropologists’ own
accounts of their fieldwork and theoretical insights. Because of the
great number of monographs produced by the rli researchers, I
have only made a start in this endeavor, but I hope that I have
provided the basis for future work. Although this book cannot be
considered a thorough restudy≤≠ of the classic topics of the Manches-
ter School, I hope that it will cast some light on the making of this
corpus of anthropological knowledge and provide a history of field-
work that anthropologists and historians will find useful.≤∞

Indigenous Anthropologists,
or Why All the Fuss about Muchona?

One of the problems involved in writing a history of anthropology
that deals with a group of anthropologists, their research assistants,
and informants is to find concepts appropriate for analyzing a di-
verse group of people with often very different notions of what they
are doing. The literature on anthropology, as well as on other activ-
ities in a colonial setting, provides a number of possibilities. Scholars
have conceptualized assistants and informants as colonized by an-
thropologists or, alternatively, as indigenous anthropologists them-
selves. Or they have put them in categories that include anthropolo-
gists as so-called marginal men or culture brokers. All these choices
have drawbacks.

In ‘‘Anthropology’s Hidden Colonialism,’’ Roger Sanjek discusses
the ways that anthropologists and their texts have made the work of
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research assistants invisible (though he sees the rli anthropologists
as something of an exception to the rule).≤≤ This approach has much
to recommend it; research assistants generally are invisible in the
finished texts of anthropologists both today and in the past and, like
wives, often receive only a token measure of gratitude in the preface.
A field-centered history of anthropology can make research assis-
tants’ work visible again. Nevertheless, seeing research assistants
solely as an exploited group of local actors misses two other impor-
tant aspects of their position. Research assistants differ as individ-
uals, and, for some, their work as assistants is more like that of the
discipline’s own students in the metropolitan universities, subject to
an internal colonialism that they tolerate in order to rise in the pro-
fession. Some of the rli’s educated, urban assistants viewed their
careers this way, though it is essential to explore what effect the
colonial color bar, differential access to education, and the coming of
Zambian independence had on their aspirations.

A simple model of exploitation is especially inappropriate for the
Munali Secondary School students in Lusaka who, in the late 1950s
and early 1960s, worked for the rli during their school vacations.
Some saw this work as a step in a possible future career, while others
did the work simply because it was an interesting way to earn money
during breaks from school. Nevertheless, even for rural assistants
and less well-educated members of the the urban survey teams, the
model of exploitation fails to capture the assistants’ own motives
and goals in taking on anthropological work.

A more significant problem with this approach, however, is that a
focus on the anthropologists’ exploitation of assistants may cause
one to play down assistants’ agency in fieldwork and exploitation of
anthropologists for their own ends. Some scholars have attempted to
capture this aspect of the situation by stressing the potential equality
between anthropologist and assistant in field and text. Some, like
James Clifford, have pointed out that assistants and informants can
be ‘‘indigenous ethnographers’’ with their own independent interest
in cultural matters already existing or stimulated by the anthropolo-
gist’s presence.≤≥ Others have focused on the ‘‘decentering’’ of an-
thropology’s texts when the anthropologist portrays assistants or
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informants in the text as ‘‘indigenous anthropologists’’ with voices
of their own. This is the case in Bennetta Jules-Rosette’s analysis of
Victor Turner’s relationship with his informant, Muchona, the sub-
ject of his famous essay ‘‘Muchona the Hornet.’’≤∂

I do not believe this view of the anthropologist as a conduit for
local voices actually solves the problem of the inegalitarian relation-
ship between anthropologist and informant; moreover, the concept
of the indigenous anthropologist is inadequate for dealing with the
range of people who worked as assistants for the rli. This is because
it privileges the rural assistant or informant like Muchona, sup-
posedly rooted in indigenous society (even if in some ways marginal
to the community Turner studied) and in touch with traditional
knowledge. Most of the rli assistants—including Turner’s main
formally employed assistant, who rarely appears in his texts—were
nothing like Muchona, at least as Turner portrays him. Most had a
mixed background of urban and rural experience and some had
traveled extensively in Africa and elsewhere for education, work, or
military service. Most had an intrinsic interest in culture but at the
same time saw racial politics as a far more important issue. Many
sought employment with the rli for other reasons than the study
of culture, and they used their expertise in culture as a means to
other ends.

A concept that captures the use of culture as both intrinsically of
interest and as a means to other ends is the concept of ‘‘culture
broker.’’ This concept also does honor to Turner’s sense of a common
ground between himself and Muchona, without accepting his notion
that he and Muchona shared a kind of professional objectivity, or
equality.≤∑ Culture brokers use their cultural knowledge to broker
relationships between different ethnic or racial groups involved in
struggles for power and resources. Chiefs, mission-educated Afri-
cans, traders, missionaries, and anthropologists have all acted as
culture brokers at various times≤∏ and institutions can perform a
similar role, as well.≤π Both rli researchers and assistants acted as
culture brokers, with the assistants most frequently acting as brokers
between the anthropologists and the people they studied.

In addition, the rli itself acted as an institutional culture broker in
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its role as an interpreter of cultural and social knowledge, situated
between Africans and government administrators in the often diffi-
cult terrain of colonial development policy. Through its association
with the Rhodes-Livingstone Museum, the rli also played a role in
the collection and display of African material culture to both white
and black publics at a time when culture often provided the ammuni-
tion for political debate. Individual anthropologists and research
assistants also acted as culture brokers, claiming a special profes-
sional expertise in debates about African political and social de-
velopment. This book focuses on the process of the professionaliza-
tion of this kind of brokerage, placing both the researchers and their
African assistants in a wider context of technical experts in Africa at
a time when many sciences—anthropology among them—sought to
play a role in postwar colonial development planning. Former rli
assistants have continued to act as culture brokers in the postcolo-
nial period, writing tribal histories and reviving or ‘‘inventing’’ tradi-
tional ceremonies in an atmosphere of ethnic rivalry for develop-
ment resources and recognition from the state.≤∫

Even this concept, however, must be used with caution, because it
focuses too much attention on culture as the key difference to be
negotiated by anthropologists and assistants. The racial politics of
central Africa also played an important role in the daily activities of
anthropologists and assistants in the field and informed the thinking
and writing of many of them. Assistants facilitated the research,
particularly in urban areas, by negotiating the color bar that sepa-
rated whites from blacks in most work and social situations—a ne-
gotiation that dealt directly with historically situated ideas of racial
difference rather than cultural difference.

Similarly, like ‘‘indigenous anthropologist,’’ the term ‘‘culture bro-
ker’’ suggests a central identification with a local culture, and this
may not always be appropriate. Use of the term ‘‘intellectuals’’ can
get around these problems, because it allows for different degrees
and types of attachment to the local on the part of both assistants
and anthropologists. ‘‘Intellectuals,’’ in its broadest sense, refers to
people who take an active and conscious role in shaping and elu-
cidating various kinds of knowledge, whether or not their audiences
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recognize them as professionals. Used in the context of fieldwork, it
allows for study of a spectrum of people employed by, and otherwise
assisting, anthropologists in their work, rather than implying a sim-
plistic distinction between informant and assistant. Like Muchona,
informants, friends, or others who volunteer their views in the field
can be as influential as paid assistants.

Neither does this concept exclude apprenticeship in a profession
as part of the research assistants’ perspective on their work. More-
over, it is a term that can be applied equally to the anthropologists
themselves.≤Ω The term is not unproblematic, however. Not all those
who volunteer their views in the field can be classified as intellec-
tuals, but their views can nevertheless substantially inform the re-
searcher’s work.

Anthropologizing Africa and Africanizing Anthropology

‘‘The problem with doing statistical surveys in African towns is
that Africans aren’t used to sociological methods,’’ remarked an an-
thropology student in the middle of fieldwork in one of the urban
centers previously studied by the rli. ‘‘They don’t know how to
respond like Americans do, when an interviewer comes round asking
questions.’’

When I heard this comment in 1991—when I was beginning my
own fieldwork on the rli—I felt something was not quite right in this
assumption that Africans are naive about sociological methods—
especially in Zambia, with a history that included the rli in the
colonial period, as well as extensive development research and inter-
vention in the postcolonial period. This comment stimulated me to
consider how extensive the African experience with anthropology—
or research of any kind—was and where this experience fit in the
larger context of Africans’ understanding and use of cultural knowl-
edge in central Africa.

To explore this issue, this study examines two processes in the
history of anthropology in the region. The first I call ‘‘anthropologiz-
ation.’’ Anthropologists at rli spoke of African societies as having
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been ‘‘anthropologized’’ when these societies had been studied by a
researcher and put on the ethnographic map. Anthropologizing,
however, was not merely a process of gathering data and making
it known in Western academic circles. Africans observed the re-
searchers’ interest in African society and culture, compared it with
the sometimes similar interests of missionaries and administrators,
controlled the research to a considerable extent, and used the result-
ing data or the process of fieldwork itself for their own purposes—in
conflicts with the colonial government over administration or de-
velopment, as well as in rivalries with other African groups. Thus,
anthropologists’ activities became part of a larger process of increas-
ing awareness by Africans and Europeans of cultural differences in
southern Africa and the propensity to emphasize and use these dif-
ferences in political debates. Africans still find anthropologists—
and historians—useful in this process, as evidenced by the role re-
searchers have played in ethnic politics in recent Zambian history.

Anthropologization was more than that, however. The work of
the rli covered all the major ethnic groups and multiethnic ur-
ban areas of Zambia and many in Malaŵi and Zimbabwe, as well.
The rli was a presence in Northern Rhodesia from 1937 to 1964,
known to most educated Africans and familiar even to the unedu-
cated in the ethnic areas and towns where the researchers had done
fieldwork, sometimes repeatedly, for over two decades. During this
time, Africans in these areas developed their own understanding of
what anthropology was and their own ways of accommodating or
resisting research. These historical experiences have had a lasting
effect on Zambians’ attitudes toward research and researchers, even
into the postcolonial period.

The second process I examine is ‘‘Africanization.’’ This concept is
adapted from what Patrick Chabal calls ‘‘political Africanisation’’:
‘‘[T]he process by which colonial politics was re-appropriated by
Africans (rulers and ruled) in the context of a (historically) modern
world of nation-states . . . the process by which post-colonial Af-
ricans ‘digested’ the political legacy left by their European con-
querors.’’≥≠ An important difference between anthropology and
politics in this process is that the replacement of whites by local
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Africans has not taken place in professional anthropology, which is
still carried on primarily by expatriates. In spite of this, some of the
rli assistants have developed an anthropological activity that modi-
fies the ideas and practices of professional anthropology for use in
local African contexts. What these assistants have reappropriated,
digested, and transformed are fieldwork practices, as well as ways of
talking and writing about culture and society.

As with political Africanization, the transformation has occurred
mainly after independence, but it is based on precedents in their
work for the rli in the late colonial period when they actively took
part in the coproduction of cultural knowledge. This book examines
the fieldwork activities, the writing of local history, and the cultural
promotion of ethnic museums and traditional ceremonies that these
former assistants have accomplished since leaving the rli. It also
makes a beginning toward placing them in the context of the larger
political arena of Zambia today, including the current process of
democratization and the renewed debate about tribalism, national-
ism, and indigenous identity that has accompanied it. It particularly
engages with questions of the production of locality and anthropol-
ogy’s role in this process in the colonial and postcolonial periods.≥∞

Anthropology became Africanized in the course of fieldwork and
the interactions that make up the processes of fieldwork. Thus, the
title of this book, Africanizing Anthropology: Fieldwork, Networks,
and the Making of Cultural Knowledge in Central Africa, is intended
to emphasize the understanding of the process of Africanization that
can come from a study of fieldwork. It is a study of the anthropolo-
gists’ and assistants’ own overlapping social and cultural fields, a
unit of analysis with no sharp geographical or chronological bound-
aries and with links extending into a number of larger contexts.

The title emphasizes Africanization over anthropologization. This
emphasis is a product of the methods of the history of the field
sciences; if one looked solely at texts one would be more likely to see
the anthropologization of Africa, that is, the anthropologists’ work
of transforming descriptions of daily life into theories about human
culture and social organization. The history of fieldwork, however,
tells a different story, with emphasis on Africanization—the shaping
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of anthropology’s methods and theories by Africa, by Africans, and
by others living and working in Africa. Returning from looking at
fieldwork to looking at texts, we can read the texts in a new way and
see how much the rli theories and methods owe to the anthropolo-
gists’ fieldwork and social networks in the field, balancing that with
what the anthropologists brought to the field with them from their
background and training.

Thus, for example, Lukhero’s image of Margaret Read and her
riding breeches could tell a story about anthropology and Africa
that is as significant for the shaping of theory as any of the formal
methods this anthropologist used or the theories she learned in her
training. With sufficient contextualization, one could answer several
fascinating questions about her understanding of gender, nature,
class, and culture in Africa during her fieldwork, using clues from
this image. Africa as frontier, fieldwork as sport—did Read have
such expectations of Africa? Similarly, how does her choice of dress
reflect her class background or her need to project a certain image as
a woman in the field? Indeed, are anthropology’s practices gendered?
Of interest also is the larger story of Read’s negotiations with the
local community of white settlers, with the hierarchy of colonial
administrators, and with the Ngoni royalty and villagers, implied in
Lukhero’s image of the anthropologist in the field.

In the following chapters I use images such as these to build a
picture of the rli anthropologists and assistants to show how cul-
tural and social factors shaped their theories. Chapter 2, ‘‘Contexts
and Chronologies,’’ outlines briefly the numerous contexts in which
the rli can be placed, focusing particularly on the southern African
context and the influence of South Africa’s intellectual, political,
social, and economic presence on the Institute’s development. This
will include the idea of the ‘‘field generation’’ as a way of concep-
tualizing stages in the development of the rli’s work culture. The
rli’s character at each point reflected a particular grouping at the
headquarters and extending into the field, reflecting the social net-
work the researchers could establish with the help (or constraint) of
administrators, settlers, and assistants.

Chapter 3, ‘‘Archetypal Experiences,’’ examines the early field ex-
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periences and directorships of Godfrey Wilson and Max Gluckman,
showing how the colonial administration, white settlers, and mining
companies placed limits on the political range of their research, how
the anthropologists circumvented some of these limits, and how the
strategies they used affected their perspective on African societies.
Here I focus on the politics of identity revealed in the clothing, talk,
and technologies of the researchers—strategies that were effective in
defining and making a place for anthropology in the field.

Out of these experiences, the second director, Max Gluckman de-
veloped a research plan for the rli that was put in motion after the
Second World War. He drew on ideas from the development plan-
ning movement and from the South African political situation to
explore the social field of Northern Rhodesia and Central Africa as if
it were an ethnic and racial laboratory—the subject of chapter 4,
‘‘The Laboratory in the Field.’’ He trained a team of talented young
anthropologists to carry out the plan, using technologies for field-
work newly available in the postwar environment to evolve a coordi-
nated, comparative style of research that had the potential to chal-
lenge the dominant functionalist categories that supposedly shaped
the anthropology of the time.

The fifth chapter, ‘‘A Lady and an American,’’ discusses the direc-
torship of Elizabeth Colson, 1947–1950. The experiences of Col-
son, and of other women associated with the rli as wives, mothers,
doctors, assistants, and fieldworkers in their own right, is discussed
in relation to current ideas about the effect of gender on method and
the experiences of women anthropologists. This discussion engages
with recent work on husbands and wives in the field, on mascu-
linities, on gender and colonialism, and on the social and cultural
construction of biological sex and gendered bodies.≥≤

Also during this time the rli’s intellectual network extended to
Manchester where Gluckman had taken up the first chair in social
anthropology. The chapter examines this link and places it in the
context of the rli’s earlier links with the universities of Cape Town,
Witwatersrand (Wits), and Oxford. The decision to move the In-
stitute’s headquarters from Livingstone to Lusaka, moreover, sig-
naled an important confirmation of the rli’s institutional focus,
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moving from the cultural capital of the country to its political capi-
tal, where the rli positioned itself for its future political and social
studies of the nearby Copperbelt. Meanwhile rli institutional cul-
ture benefited from the proximity of the first African secondary
school in Northern Rhodesia, Munali Secondary, where many post-
independence leaders got their education in the 1950s.

Chapter 6, ‘‘Atop the Central African Volcano,’’ deals with the
pathbreaking research program in urban anthropology begun by the
rli in 1950. The adaptation of rural practices for urban quantita-
tive and qualitative research took place during this period, along
with technological innovation in the use of early computers for
statistical analysis. Chapter 7, ‘‘Africanizing Anthropology,’’ dis-
cusses the transition from rural to urban research from the perspec-
tive of the rli research assistants, examining both their rural and
urban practices, experiences, and conceptualization of anthropolog-
ical research. These chapters engage with recent debates about the
nature of Copperbelt ethnography and historiography, showing in
what ways the ethnography reflected African research assistants’
perspectives and concerns.≥≥

Both of these chapters analyze the politicization of fieldwork and
African informants’ views of urban and rural research during a pe-
riod of escalating political struggle. Another theme is the shaping of
theory by the urban research assistants’ political and social activities,
as well as by their and the anthropologists’ experiences of daily life in
the Copperbelt towns at a time when the nature of the African city
itself was being defined by competing groups. Assistants enabled the
urban survey to go on despite the difficulties of the political situa-
tion, doing work in areas anthropologists sometimes could not enter
either because of the European-imposed color bar or because of
African hostility to Europeans gathering information. The assistants
themselves experienced some difficulty in carrying out the survey but
succeeded when they represented their work to urban Africans as
part of the production of an urban African history. This strategy
worked because it helped urban Africans to define and control their
urban experience at a time when Africans’ permanent settlement in
colonial towns was still contested.
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With the imposition of the Central African Federation on North-
ern Rhodesia’s dissenting African majority in 1953 and the Colonial
Office’s support for the founding of other social science research
institutes in Africa, important changes in the Institute’s status began
to shape its research. The final chapter, ‘‘The Culture of Fieldwork,’’
considers the historical impact of the rli, its subsequent history, and
the conclusions that can be drawn from its history about the nature
of fieldwork in anthropology. This chapter follows the legacy of the
rli, beginning with the fourth director J. Clyde Mitchell’s move to
the Federation’s first university in Southern Rhodesia in 1956. The
diaspora of researchers and research assistants that began in 1956
with these changes is described, as rli people, practices, and ideas
moved into academic, government, and development contexts, both
in central Africa and elsewhere. Meanwhile, from 1960 to 1970 the
experience of political decolonization, rapid economic development,
and escalating liberation struggles in Central Africa led to a com-
plete change of identity and purpose for the rli at its headquarters
in Lusaka.



2

Contexts and Chronologies

This chapter treats the appropriate contexts and periodization of
rli history as a question, rather than as an obvious aspect of its
story. First, three larger political, cultural, and economic contexts
are considered—the British, the American, and the southern Afri-
can. Reasons will be given for placing greatest emphasis on the
southern African context, while not neglecting the importance of the
other two. In addition to broad political and scientific movements
and economic conditions, this chapter considers cultural events in
these three contexts because of their effect on the rli’s work as a
producer of cultural knowledge. Similarly, the chapter develops,
rather than takes for granted, a chronology for rli history in terms
of the timing of important influences—the dates that emerge from
stories told by the actors themselves and from archival records of
their reactions at the time to important events.

At the end of this chapter, I discuss useful ways to think about the
chronology of changes in practice at the rli, taking a ‘‘generational’’
rather than genealogical approach to understanding the cohorts of
researchers who moved through Central Africa in the course of its
history. During the most productive ten years of the rli’s history,
its anthropologists and assistants developed methods and theories
largely through their activity in teams that received field training
together, supervised by directors or, in the case of the research as-
sistants, senior assistants who had been members of earlier teams.
Partly because of this unusual pattern of training and teamwork, the
rli became the center of a research school whose members based
their cohesiveness on fieldwork experiences as much as on their later
academic experiences at Manchester or their intellectual lineage be-
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fore coming to the rli. Thus, I refer to these successive teams
as ‘‘field generations,’’ to distinguish what they had in common
through their association within a shared field from what they and
others had in common through their intellectual lineage or academic
experience.

The British Context

A story of the rli told from the perspective of British social anthro-
pology from the 1930s to the 1960s would be the story of those rli
anthropologists who figured prominently in the history of func-
tionalist anthropology.∞ This would be a story of disciplinary rival-
ries among groups of anthropologists based at British universities,
focusing on the territorial aspects of the process of their development
of fieldwork areas, methods, and theories, and the fostering of ca-
reers of academic disciples. Within the larger context of twentieth-
century British history, the story would describe the movement of
professional anthropologists into the African field for the first time,
just before and after the Second World War, to do research stimu-
lated by the changing nature of the British Empire. Few untouched
societies remained to be studied in Britain’s colonial territories, and
anthropology had to justify its growth as a profession by demon-
strating the need for research in areas where European penetration
and resulting social change were far advanced, as they had become in
some of Britain’s African colonies. Moreover, new funding became
available for African research beginning after World War One, be-
cause of the need to obtain knowledge useful for the governing of
other territories more recently acquired, such as the former German
colonies like Tanganyika, where British knowledge of traditional
African political organization was scant.≤

Colonial social research also received support from the so-called
development science movement that emerged after World War One
and gained in strength with World War Two. The development sci-
ence movement was part of the planning movement that had arisen
during the drive for national efficiency following World War One.
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Indeed, part of the inspiraton for the early functionalists’ approach
to research derived from the increased emphasis on government
planning and economic regulation after the First World War. These
movements received further impetus from the highly planned and
researched war effort on the home front in World War Two and the
continuing need to deal with shortages of commodities during the
period of reconstruction in Britain after the war, all of which fur-
thered the cause of social research.≥

The Utility Scheme, which affected building and furnishing styles
and the manufacture and distribution of goods in Britain from 1941
to 1951, also focused attention on efficient functioning and the care-
ful rationing of resources in daily life.∂ The vision of society and the
planning necessary to carry out the scheme owed much to func-
tionalist ideas in the social sciences. The resulting building and fur-
nishing styles affected colonial architecture in central Africa, which
experienced a building boom in the postwar period due to the large
numbers of demobilized British servicemen attracted to the colonies,
plus government and mining company programs to improve African
housing in the towns. Postwar scarcity also fueled a push for de-
velopment in British Africa, which was intended to become the
source of the products and revenues necessary for British reconstruc-
tion. Because of the loss of the Asian colonies after the war, British
hopes had turned to Africa: ‘‘The colonies were an important source
of the dollars desperately needed to buy American goods. Because of
restrictions on the free exchange of sterling, surpluses that the colo-
nies acquired from the sale of raw materials to the United States were
used by Britain to offset its vast trading deficit with the U.S.’’∑

British cultural events echoed postwar revival of identity themes
(and the need for spectacle, according to Arthur Marwick), as, for
example, in the 1951 Festival of Britain and the coronation of Eliz-
abeth II.∏ Worries about national identity resulted equally from po-
litical and economic problems—from political crises like the Suez,
which challenged Britain’s international image, as well as from the
loss of international economic power with respect to the United
States. Government and opposition campaigns to shape public opin-
ion and bring about social change developed out of models used for
war propaganda and the management of civilian morale. These be-
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came a part of everyday life, not only in the transfer of McCarthy-
style anticommunist rhetoric from the United States but also in more
subtle ways—for example, the popular bbc Radio series The Ar-
chers developed out of a propaganda show aimed at mobilizing rural
society for the war effort.

Along with the wartime emphasis on food self-sufficiency, the
postwar campaign for more amenities in villages and small towns,
and an enormous increase in agricultural subsidies under the Labour
government, a ‘‘renewed cult of the countryside’’ emerged after
1945.π This had ramifications for African development policy, which
strongly emphasized reform of agricultural practices and which in
some respects echoed a romantic vision of English village life, trans-
ferred to Africa. In chapters 3 and 4 I expand on the ways that rli
researchers who did rural fieldwork often found themselves interact-
ing with technical officers who had come out to Africa to assist in
colonial agricultural interventions and who, in a few cases, shared
with the anthropologists a deep interest in African practices and
understandings of the land. 

The political success of the British labor movement after the Sec-
ond World War, signaled by the Labour Party’s election victory in
1945 and the resulting growth of the welfare state, also influenced
policy in Africa. For the first time, the Labour Party and left-wing
groups in Britain expressed sympathy for the aspirations of Africans
instead of seeing the colonies as a burden that should be either dis-
pensed with or more efficiently exploited for the benefit of the metro-
politan working class. The increasing importance of sociology, so-
cial work, and social research in the postwar period paralleled the
growth of social welfare programs in Britain. To a small extent,
social welfare programs were extended to the colonies especially
where urbanization was taking place—though never implemented
as fully as in Britain. Thus, researchers in Africa began to carry out
surveys of urban poverty, which had a long history in Britain begin-
ning with Booth’s survey of London in the nineteenth century. In the
colonies, however, the continuing strength of white settler and busi-
ness interests usually compromised social welfare programs, for
whites as well as for Africans.

The shift in colonial policy toward aggressive development plan-
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ning for Africa came as a response both to a similar British develop-
ment campaign at home spurred by Labour and to international
pressure on the imperial nations to divest themselves of their colo-
nies. The Labour government devised a development and decoloni-
zation policy intended to lead to the eventual independence of most
of its colonial possessions in Africa, though not without consider-
able struggle on the part of colonized peoples, who demanded much
faster change than the colonial authorities envisioned. Colonial Sec-
retary Arthur Creech Jones led this development and decolonization
policy, called by some, ‘‘Fabianising the Empire,’’∫ because of its im-
plementation of some social welfare ideas. Andrew Cohen, known
as the ‘‘King of Africa,’’ acted as undersecretary in charge of African
affairs from 1947 and joined in promoting devolution and develop-
ment.Ω (He also supported the funding of social science at the rli at
several crucial turning points, as will be discussed in chapters 4 and
5.) The amount of spending toward development and, especially,
toward social welfare of Africans, was limited by budgetary con-
cerns, and the pace envisioned for devolution shifted with each polit-
ical shift in the ruling party in Britain.∞≠

Overall British postwar policy led to increased paternalism toward
black colonies and disastrous concessions to white settler-dominated
colonies.∞∞ The amalgamation of smaller territories to create eco-
nomically more viable ‘‘federations’’—an empire-wide policy—also
had disastrous political results. At the Victoria Falls Conference in
1949, Creech Jones, Cohen, and others urged the federation of the
Rhodesias and Nyasaland. Underlying motives included stopping
South African expansion northward and preserving good relations
with Southern Rhodesian settlers who controlled the mining of stra-
tegic minerals.∞≤ African leaders unanimously opposed the Federa-
tion, and the process of its imposition and eventual dissolution
caused much bitterness in Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, as
well as a bloody African independence struggle in Southern Rho-
desia. Many of the development programs initiated in the British
African colonies also failed, including the notorious Groundnuts
Scheme in Tanganyika. Creech Jones’s political career foundered in
1950, and he became a forgotten figure.∞≥ The prominent woman
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social anthropologist Audrey Richards—who did research in North-
ern Rhodesia between the wars and became the representative of
anthropology on the Colonial Social Science Research Council in
1944—named a cat after him, probably not for flattering reasons.∞∂

The international movement for decolonization, which had put
pressure on the British, was exemplified by United Nations’ policies.
The un pressured colonial powers to prove the benefits of colonial-
ism to subject peoples and also developed international standards in
the area of human rights—the unesco statement on race being one
of the most influential of these on public and scientific opinion.∞∑ At
the same time a movement for decolonization developed in Britain
itself, crystalizing around older groups such as the Aborigines Pro-
tection Society that had been associated with the antislavery move-
ment, but gaining momentum with the emergence of new groups
such as the Movement for Colonial Freedom founded in 1954.∞∏

Gluckman and several other rli anthropologists joined this move-
ment while in Manchester.

The United States and the Soviet Union spearheaded the move-
ment to enforce international standards of human rights, using this
movement to further their own rival foreign policy objectives.∞π As
the Cold War developed, ideological concerns partly motivated Brit-
ish interventions into the development of African institutions in the
colonies, as, for example, in the African trade union movement.
American Cold War interests in this area had already been channeled
through British unions, by way of delegations from American trade
unions that had purged themselves of radical, left-wing members
and who urged British trades unions to do the same.∞∫

The delegations which the British unions then sent to the African
colonies encouraged African labor leaders to model their organiza-
tions on America’s and Britain’s newly depoliticized type of union
organization. The rli researcher A. L. Epstein would study the de-
velopment of the African miners’ union (see chapter 6). Although the
British Colonial Office had earlier expressed concerns about the pos-
sible influence of communism or fascism on colonized peoples, Cold
War McCarthyism in the United States played a powerful, though
indirect, part in intensifying security fears in the British African colo-
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nies, which would also lead to the suspicion that anthropologists
might play a subversive role if they studied African political organi-
zation or mentioned politics while doing fieldwork. The impact of
this on rli fieldwork is taken up particularly in chapters 3, 6, and 7.
In other areas American involvement was more direct.

The American Context

The history of the rli could also be told as an American story, both
in terms of the discipline of anthropology and in terms of the history
of Africa. For Anglo-American anthropologists, finding work to do
in the postwar world led to an interest in doing research for develop-
ment, as well as an interest in urbanizing, industrializing societies
with multiracial dimensions. Thus, central and southern Africa held
interest for anthropologists whatever their nationality, and par-
ticularly for American anthropologists, who themselves lived in a
racially divided society. American anthropological theory also had
particular relevance for this area. Rural development policy in the
late colonial period focused on making changes in African agricul-
tural practices and moving Africans toward types of economic be-
havior that would further the British goal of increasing colonial pro-
duction for the world market. Thus, the ‘‘cattle complex’’ theory,
developed by American anthropologist Melville Herskovits, may
have influenced some anthropologists who advised the colonial gov-
ernment after the war.∞Ω This theory purported to explain the cul-
tural aspects of African cattle-keeping societies that made it difficult
to persuade Africans to produce cattle for the market.

Another more general influence on colonial agricultural devel-
opment policy derived from the American Dust Bowl experience.
Particularly in southern Africa from the 1930s onward, agricul-
turists and ecologists used this model to make recommendations
for changes in African pastoral and farming systems in semiarid
regions.≤≠

The model for the interest in urban Africa, however, lay not so
much in anthropology, with its rural precedents, as in sociology. The
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American sociology of the Chicago School provided a model of ur-
ban research focused on ethnic and racial differences.≤∞ Some of
the rli anthropologists drew on the Chicago School studies for
their early conceptions of urban anthropology, especially J. Clyde
Mitchell, who played a role in developing the rli’s method of net-
work analysis.

American cultural influences also permeated Britain’s central Afri-
can colonies. ‘‘Cowboy music’’ and ‘‘cowboy movies’’ dominated
popular entertainment, including the film shows taken to Africans in
the countryside and shown in the urban recreational centers pro-
vided by the mining companies. American folk music influenced
African township bands and helped to inspire the African nationalist
protest songs of the 1950s. Latin American styles also reached Brit-
ish central African colonies by way of West Africa and the Belgian
Congo, and these included the Cha Cha Cha, a 1950s dance craze
that provided an apt metaphor for the African independence move-
ment in Northern Rhodesia and its desire to make the colonial gov-
ernment dance to its nationalist tune, just as a man dancing Cha Cha
Cha controls his female partner.≤≤

The importance of the race question in the United States led Amer-
ican foundations to fund social research in Africa. In their view,
southern Africa’s multiracial societies could be used as a human
laboratory for testing future policies on black education, race rela-
tions, and other areas before putting them into practice at home. The
reverse was also true, with American models such as the Tuskegee
Institute being used by colonial educationists for developing pro-
grams in Africa.

Both the Rockefeller Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation
began funding British anthropology between the wars. Although
Rockefeller did not fund the rli studies, its funding channeled
through the International African Institute supported many of the
students of the prominent functionalist anthropologist Bronislaw
Malinowski, who promoted social anthropology in the interwar pe-
riod at the London School of Economics, where he was professor of
anthropology. Some of his students worked in Northern Rhodesia,
as in the case of Audrey Richards, or nearby, as in the case of God-
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frey and Monica (Hunter) Wilson, who worked together in Tan-
ganyika.≤≥ Godfrey would later become the first director of the rli
and Monica already had an established career as a South African
social anthropologist before the Tanganyika work. These scholars
had an impact on the development of the rli and its research goals,
which is discussed at greater length in chapter 3. The Carnegie Com-
mission in South Africa in 1928 was the forerunner of American
funding initiatives in Africa, though local white South African schol-
ars in this case managed to divert the foundation’s original intention
to fund research on black South Africans toward funding a ‘‘multi-
disciplinary social science investigation’’ of white poverty.≤∂

In the 1920s the Rockefeller Foundation also began to fund an-
thropological research in Africa, urged on by the missionary J. H.
Oldham, a prominent critic of colonial policy. Oldham used the
argument that ‘‘a nation with so many of the ‘African race’ within its
own borders could not afford to remain indifferent’’ to the changes
occurring in Africa itself, an argument that apparently worked since
Rockefeller began funding the British-based International Institute
of African Languages and Cultures a year later.≤∑ American money
provided the main support for anthropology in Africa until the late
1930s.≤∏ After World War Two, the Fulbright Act also began to
finance American scholars’ research in British colonies. The Colonial
Office listed the rli as an institution that should benefit from this
program, and by the late 1950s American Fulbright researchers be-
gan to arrive in small numbers.≤π

In the international context, America pressured the British to de-
colonize in order to open an African market for U.S. goods, while the
start of the Cold War in the late 1940s fueled American interest in
Africa’s strategic importance, and especially its mineral production.
This led to the establishment of African area studies programs in the
American universities, which, along with the Fulbright program,
added to a growing number of American researchers finding their
way into British Africa.

The history of copper mining in Northern Rhodesia, which is dis-
cussed in greater detail in chapter 6 as the context for the rli’s urban
industrial studies, is also partly an American story. Capital for the
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early development of the mines in the 1920s came from the Ameri-
can A. Chester Beatty, whose Selection Trust, Ltd., was based in Lon-
don, as well as from Anglo-American, a South African company.≤∫

Beatty’s Rhodesian Selection Trust, which was heavily backed by the
American Metal Company, brought numerous American managers
to the Copperbelt and established management policies on the Amer-
ican ‘‘company town’’ model—emphasizing greater stabilization of
labor and provision of services to workers than the South African
company. Although American and British capital also provided part
of the backing for Rhodesian Anglo-American—later Rhokana Cor-
poration Ltd.—the two mining companies always competed for la-
bor in Northern Rhodesia. Rhokana attempted as much as possible
to continue its dependence on migrant labor backed by the com-
pound system of housing developed in South Africa. Both com-
panies, however, reduced the cost of labor by sending the old, dis-
abled, and unemployed back to their villages rather than caring for
them in town.≤Ω This pattern of labor management derived from the
established model of labor management on the South African Rand.
Indeed, the influence of South Africa on developments in Northern
Rhodesia and all of southern Africa was a crucial element in the
context of the rli’s research.

The African Context

The most neglected context of the history of the rli and its research
is Africa itself. An institutional history, such as Brown’s work on the
founding and early years of the rli, captures some of the local Afri-
can context but more from the perspective of the metropolitan Brit-
ish institutions instrumental to the birth of the Institute.≥≠ An Africa-
centered perspective would start with the movements in southern
Africa that provided both a context and a motivation for establish-
ing the rli there. The rli’s birth resulted from local initiatives long
before the Colonial Office began its postwar program of founding
African research institutes.≥∞ Moreover, until the Colonial Develop-
ment and Welfare Fund began providing support, the Institute was
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funded primarily from local sources.≥≤ Indeed, the growth of the rli
out of local needs shaped it in ways that sometimes jeopardized its
support from its metropolitan funders. For example, when the newly
formed Colonial Social Science Research Council attempted to inter-
pret in the strictest sense its policy that research institutes should be
based near colonial universities, the establishment of a university in
Northern Rhodesia was not felt to be possible in the foreseeable
future. Some members of the Council used this as a reason to argue
against funding any expansion of the Institute’s program, though
they were overridden by others.≥≥

The local initiatives that led to the rli’s founding also derived
from South Africa and its developing scientific community, par-
ticularly the natural science disciplines, because the country’s un-
usual flora and fauna drew worldwide interest, and some branches
of the human sciences, especially archeology and physical anthro-
pology. The 1920s brought the ‘‘South Africanization’’ of these sci-
ences, as studies of the Bushmen and archeological discoveries of
early humans made this country, and Africa more generally, appear
to be the most promising arena for the study of human prehistory. At
the time, this had inescapably eugenic overtones, with the leading
American physical anthropologist, Ales Hrdlicka, viewing the coun-
try as a racial laboratory.≥∂ Partly because of South Africa’s reputa-
tion for archeology, the white settler population of Northern Rho-
desia and its governor in the 1930s, Hubert Young, felt positively
disposed toward archeological investigations being done in their
country, and this motive figured in the governor’s plans for the rli.
Archeology did, indeed, benefit from the founding of the rli. Its
associated museum and the important discoveries of its first curator
and later director Desmond Clark led to a thriving tradition of ar-
cheological research. For the African population, as well, the promi-
nence of the Museum at Livingstone and its association with cultural
performances and sale of curios for tourists visiting Victoria Falls
would have long-term effects on their use of cultural resources to
argue for greater attention from the colonial and postcolonial states.

The so-called native question, however, would be the single most
important feature of the rli’s larger southern African context. This
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issue spawned movements both to the left and to the right on the
political spectrum, and these would influence the Institute’s work.
The emergence of experts and the establishment of university depart-
ments of Bantu studies and social anthropology in South Africa was
a direct response to the importance there of the native question in the
1920s and 1930s.≥∑

The increasingly segregationist thrust of South African politics in
the postwar years, and the liberal and radical dissent from it, con-
tinued to keep this issue on the agenda.≥∏ South African social scien-
tists figured prominently in liberal and radical dissent and formed
the primary political network supporting the rli’s particular re-
search program as it was delineated by South African or South
African-connected directors such as Godfrey Wilson (who was mar-
ried to the South African anthropologist Monica Hunter), Max
Gluckman, and J. Clyde Mitchell. Max Gluckman, the second direc-
tor, ensured that the influence of the South African anthropologist
Isaac Schapera and the historian W. M. Macmillan contributed to
the shaping of rli theory. (This influence is discussed in greater
detail in chapters 3 and 4.) Moreover, institutions that grew out of
the South African social welfare movement—the South African In-
stitute of Race Relations and the National Institute for Personnel
Research, for example—along with the more liberal South African
universities, provided an institutional network for the rli through-
out its existence that was just as important for its work as its Oxford
and Manchester connections. Until 1948, Lovedale Press in South
Africa produced the rli’s publications.≥π Prominent South Afri-
can scholars served on the rli’s selection committees, and rli or
rli-associated researchers followed career paths that sometimes in-
cluded posts in South African universities.

Placing the rli in the context of South African liberal and radical
social science casts in a different light some of the assumptions that
its researchers brought to their work. Social science has been crit-
icized for its so-called universalizing gaze. In the context of South
African racial politics and the justification of segregation through
claims of essential racial difference, however, the refusal of rli re-
searchers to define the problems of African societies simply in terms
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of cultural differences was not a failure to recognize important cul-
tural differences but part of a political stance against segregationist
policies.≥∫

Other aspects of the rli’s approach derived from South African
social science, including Gluckman’s interest in learning how sys-
tems with major racial conflicts and cleavages, as in South Africa,
managed to function. Gluckman also used the term ‘‘sociology’’
more often than ‘‘anthropology’’ to describe the kind of social re-
search he had in mind, and this was also partly a product of the
South African context. The influential British anthropologist A. R.
Radcliffe Brown had introduced the term to South Africa during his
stay as professor of anthropology at the University of Cape Town
from 1921 to 1925, using it ‘‘as a synonym for social science or as a
general term to describe the scientific study of society.’’≥Ω In South
Africa the term may have also carried the message that Africans
should be studied in the same way that whites were studied—socio-
logically as similar, rather than anthropologically as different—and
Schapera and Gluckman always emphasized that white and black
societies must be studied together as a single social system.

In addition, certain types of research, such as in-depth urban re-
search, could rarely be done in South Africa, especially after the
imposition of apartheid. This and other similarly politically dan-
gerous kinds of research could be deflected north, particularly to
Northern Rhodesia, with its similar problems but somewhat more
tolerant political and racial atmosphere. The move north was also
natural for South African anthropologists, for central Africa had
long been an economic and political hinterland of South Africa. It
was seen as a frontier useful for experimentation—as in the case of
Anglo American’s experiments with labor stabilization on the Cop-
perbelt—and a place to send excess population—as in the case of the
numerous white South African emigrants who settled in Northern
Rhodesia as farmers, miners, or traders. Use of the ‘‘Human Labora-
tory across the Zambesi,’’ at least in Gluckman’s view, however,
could produce political lessons as relevant to South Africa’s future
development as to its own.∂≠

Historically, Northern Rhodesia lay in the path of major influences
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from the Belgian Congo and East Africa, as well as from southern
Africa. Most of the peoples of Zambia migrated from the Congo/
Angola region prior to the nineteenth century, with some immigra-
tion continuing into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Impor-
tant migrations in the nineteenth century also came from the Nguni
and Tswana peoples from the south, the Swahili from the northeast,
and the Portuguese-influenced Mang’anja from the east. War service
in East Africa in first and second world wars increased the East
African contacts and experiences of Northern Rhodesian Africans.
Labor migration to the Congo/Katanga region became extremely
important between the wars. Belgian colonial social welfare policies
that stressed settlement of workers and their families and the encour-
agement of a high birthrate often figured as models for those plan-
ners who wished to promote the idea of a settled African working
class in British Central Africa. Direct competition with the Belgian
Union Miniere company for African mine labor, in particular, made
the Congo an important influence on mines’ and government think-
ing in the post–World War Two period.

The rli was not only Africa-centered in the sense of being pri-
marily shaped by Africa-centered colonial policies, but also in terms
of its own personnel, the majority of whom were Africans when all
job categories are counted as relevant. Collectors, clerks, cleaners,
and gardeners outnumbered the researchers but may have only mini-
mally influenced the rli’s character. African research assistants,
however, had enormous influence—outnumbering the anthropolo-
gists and being employed in greater numbers than was usually the
case in anthropology because of the Institute’s need for urban sur-
vey teams. Like the anthropologists, the assistants functioned self-
consciously in a regional African context. Sometimes educated in
secondary schools in Southern Rhodesia, in South Africa’s Lovedale
Mission School, or Nyasaland’s Livingstonia Mission School—with
some going for further education to Fort Hare in South Africa∂∞—
the assistants understood from personal experience the broader is-
sues of segregation and early African struggles for self-determination
in a regional context. Even assistants with little education often had
war experience or labor migration histories that gave them a knowl-
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edge of regional African or worldwide black movements. Their pre-
vious work for government or the mines in clerical positions also
fostered their regional connections and experience, a good example
being the mines’ preference for employing educated Nyasaland Afri-
cans as clerks on the Copperbelt and the significant presence of Afri-
cans of this background in the rli survey teams. These issues are
discussed in chapter 7, on the rli research assistants’ teams.

Genealogies and Generations

One of the goals of this book is to produce a field history of the rli
anthropologists. To do this, I have found it necessary to depart from
a theory-focused discussion of their work, centered on their articles
and monographs and their relation to previous and subsequent work
within the discipline. Several fine articles have been written about
the Manchester School and its characteristic theories, placing them
more generally in the history of anthropological work and relating
each anthropologist’s ideas to the theories of their teachers, disciples,
and rivals. These accounts of theory development and genealogies of
scholarly descent, though they are often called ‘‘histories,’’ are not
actually historical accounts. They function, rather, as programmatic
interpretations of anthropology’s history, pointing the discipline in a
particular direction of development by emphasizing some historical
connections over other connections that may have been equally im-
portant to the actors at the time.

What is ahistorical about this genre of anthropological writing is
not only this differential emphasis, but the fact that theories do not
simply spring from other theories. Theories grow out of practices
and interactions within intellectual, social, and cultural networks
that contain many nonanthropological actors. A genealogical ap-
proach puts the field in an incorrect relationship with theory, pro-
ducing a picture of fieldwork in which the field only provides raw
material to be fit into existing theory or from which to fashion new
theories. This type of explanation fails to capture the way theory is
shaped by the practices of a particular group of people living their
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daily lives in a particular setting—how the culture of a working
group of scientists produces its science. Although the field is not
prior to theory—for anthropologists do come to the field with some
theories already in mind—neither does the field simply provide the
raw material from which theory is developed.

For most of the rli anthropologists, fieldwork was a group expe-
rience, and this, perhaps more than any other factor, shaped their
work. In order to tease out the influence of this particular style
of anthropological research, this book employs a field-based mode
of analysis that analyzes researchers and their experiences in terms of
their field training and interactions in the field rather than in terms
of the theories in which they were trained and the theories which
they produced. To do this, I focus on ‘‘field generations’’—those
groups of rli researchers who entered the field at approximately the
same time, who often received an introduction to fieldwork from the
same previous researcher, and who shared a larger social network
and common experience of historical events during their time in the
field.

In the case of the rli, one finds a clear generational aspect to the
development of the researchers’ and assistants’ social contacts and
research experiences. This came about because specific directors,
senior researchers, or senior assistants consciously recruited and
trained most of the researchers and assistants as teams. Each team
got field training at a specific time and place and from particular
supervisors, thus developing a group character and approach. This
generational aspect of the rli experience also shaped the profes-
sional hierarchy within the group of people who worked at the rli
and in the research school as it continued to evolve at Manchester.

Seen by way of this generational approach, rli history does not
emerge simply as a chronology of successive directorships, though
each director left a mark on the Institute’s style of anthropology that
must not be neglected. Field generations sometimes overlapped more
than one directorship, while at other times more than one field gener-
ation developed within a single directorship. Moreover, the evolu-
tion of the Manchester School as a research school can be directly
related to the common experiences of these field generations, and the
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movement of its center from the rli to Manchester and other univer-
sities can be partly explained by the loss of common field training
and contacts that increasingly characterized the researchers who
worked at the Institute after 1956. In addition, one can use field
generations and their varying levels of commonality of experience
and coordination from the rli as a meaningful way to periodize the
rli’s history. Thus, I begin each of the following chapters with a
brief discussion of where it fits in this periodization.



3

Archetypal Experiences

The first field generation at the rli spanned the first directorship and
most of the second, covering the years 1938 to 1945. Included in this
generation were Godfrey Wilson, the first director from 1938 to
1941; Monica (Hunter) Wilson, who had already published work on
Pondoland in South Africa; Max Gluckman, the senior sociologist
from September 1939 and second director from 1941; Mary Gluck-
man; J. Desmond Clark, the archaeologist and curator of the Rhodes-
Livingstone Museum, who would continue as curator until 1961;
Betty Clark, who temporarily served as curator while Desmond
Clark was away for war service; Gluckman’s research assistants and
close associates in his Lozi research, Davidson Sianga, Francis Suu,
and Mwendaweli Lewanika, the second being the administrative
secretary of the Barotse native authority and the third a core member
of the Lozi royal family; a number of African clerks, interpreters, and
collectors; and, finally, a number of loosely associated administrators
and technical officers, including Thomas Fox-Pitt, Hugh Cary-Jones,
Colin Trapnell, D. U. Peters, and William Allan. By befriending the
Gluckmans, Roy Welensky, then a trade unionist and later prime
minister of the Central African Federation, became the most promi-
nent white settler to participate in the rli’s social network.

This generation did not share intellectual or fieldwork experi-
ences to as great a degree as some of the later ones, though Godfrey
Wilson’s conceptualization of the rli’s research goals had a major
impact on Gluckman’s later research plan. Most of the people associ-
ated with the rli, however, shared a social network at the headquar-
ters in Livingstone or in Broken Hill where Wilson did his fieldwork
or in Mongu, the administrative capital of Barotseland where Gluck-
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man did his work. When the Wilsons, Clarks, and Gluckmans lived
in Livingstone, three anthropologists and an archeologist shared
this setting, but for much of the time Gluckman was away doing
fieldwork in Barotseland and Wilson was away doing fieldwork in
Broken Hill north of Lusaka, both a considerable distance from
Livingstone. During the war, after Wilson’s resignation, Gluckman
was the only anthropologist at the headquarters in Livingstone,
working among administrators and settlers but maintaining a lively
connection to his assistants and informants in Barotseland. In 1944
he took part in the reconnaissance survey of land tenure and land
usage among the Tonga of Mazabuka District, in conjunction with
the technical officers, Allan, Trapnell, and Peters—a shared field
experience that had a major impact on his subsequent work and on
Allan’s work, as well as on the approach that Gluckman used in
training the next generation of rli researchers.

The politics and patronage involved in the founding of the rli and
Wilson’s and Gluckman’s early work there have been masterfully
analyzed by Richard Brown, and portions of his argument will be
referred to throughout this and the following chapters.∞ I also draw
on Hugh Macmillan’s insightful analysis of Gluckman’s Zululand
fieldwork in relation to his earliest published work.≤ Where I go
further than their work is to cast light on the cultural and material
factors that characterized the Institute’s birthplace, Livingstone, and
that shaped the research that the first two directors attempted to
carry out. I also further flesh out some incidents in that fieldwork
and in earlier fieldwork conducted by Gluckman in South Africa,
based on new sources of information—Godfrey Wilson’s papers, as
well as interviews with a number of people familiar with Wilson’s
and Gluckman’s early work. Unfortunately, my access to Wilson’s
papers was limited, and I was unable to see Gluckman’s papers,
which are under closed file.≥ Therefore the arguments in this chapter
are necessarily speculative and subject to future correction.

The oral material, however, carries significance that goes beyond
questions of accuracy. The informants’ stories I have used in this
chapter reflect the meaning of Wilson’s and Gluckman’s experiences
for later anthropologists, who would tackle similar problems in their
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fieldwork. Incidents in the first two directors’ fieldwork became ar-
chetypal experiences that shaped the attitudes of researchers, mining
companies, white settlers, and colonial administrators.∂ Told and
retold, reinterpreted and misinterpreted, stories of these incidents
have passed into a folklore of fieldwork in southern Africa. The
painful silence surrounding certain aspects of these incidents points
to the continuing vulnerability of anthropologists to political and
commercial powers that can damage the lives and careers of young
researchers.

The Dancing Anthropologist

In the course of my research many people told me stories of Max
Gluckman dancing Zulu dances at faculty parties while he was a
professor of social anthropology at Manchester.∑ It is well known
that anthropologists engage in demonstrations of identification with
the people they have studied. At their universities or at conferences,
whether dancing Zulu dances or wearing ethnic clothing and jew-
elry, anthropologists make reference to the experience of fieldwork
to legitimize their status as cultural experts, in everyday life doing
what Malinowski did in his texts with his famous photograph of
‘‘the ethnographer’s tent’’—authenticating his knowledge of the
Trobriand people by showing that he had been there.∏

While referring to the field, these demonstrations may also mimic
experiences that actually took place in the field and, along with
anecdotes about the field, teach novice anthropologists about proper
field behavior while proving the actor’s own proficiency in that be-
havior. As the professor of anthropology at the London School of
Economics, Raymond Firth, observed of Gluckman’s stories: ‘‘He
found Malinowski’s account of myth, in which narration of the story
was linked with boasting about status, both vivid and cogent, and
turned it to account in talking of his own field experiences.’’π

The meaning of these experiences in the field, however, is different
from their meaning in the university setting. In the field these experi-
ences play a role in a process of legitimation performed for a very
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different audience—for those who already occupy that field, for the
administrators, settlers, Africans, and others with whom the anthro-
pologist must struggle for status and earn credibility in order to be
allowed into the field. Thus, another story lies behind the tale of
Zulu dances in Manchester.

While Gluckman did research in Zululand in 1936–1938 after re-
ceiving his D.Phil. at Oxford, another young anthropologist, J. F.
Holleman, took a brief trip to Zululand with his mentor at the time,
P. J. Schoeman, from the University of Stellenbosch in South Africa.
There he saw (but did not meet) Gluckman in Nongoma, the admin-
istrative center, a small town containing government offices, a hotel
for whites, and a number of shops run by white traders. According to
Holleman, Gluckman had come in from the village where he did
fieldwork in order to buy supplies, while wearing traditional Zulu
dress. This aroused the disapproval of the local shopkeepers who
complained to the authorities. Later this incident caused feelings of
antagonism when Holleman and Gluckman met at the rli in 1946,
because (according to Holleman) Gluckman believed it had been
Holleman or Schoeman who reported him to the authorities. Holle-
man stayed at Gluckman’s home while in Livingstone, and he felt that
they ironed out their differences during his visit. As he summed up the
relationship: ‘‘We were good friends, but our style is different.’’∫

This story invites comparison with the event Gluckman described
in his ‘‘Analysis of a Social Situation in Modern Zululand,’’ the
article that resulted from the sixteen months he spent in Zululand
and that first employed what would become the characteristic Man-
chester School method of situational analysis.Ω In this article he de-
scribed the official opening of a bridge in the district of Mahlabatini
in 1938 and a magistrate’s district meeting in Nongoma on the same
day. He described the various white and African groups involved in
the ceremony at the bridge and in the later meeting. He analyzed the
groups’ relationships with each other in the context of South Africa
as a single society containing antagonistic but interrelated white and
black groups. Ultimately he situated the different groups within the
context of Zulu history, South African racial politics, and the larger
world economy.
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In his descriptive sections he used distinctions in dress and be-
havior to clarify the affiliations and oppositions that existed within
and between the groups involved in the ceremony, particularly be-
tween Christian and pagan Zulus and the white and black groups as
a whole. He argued that the main distinction between Christian and
pagan Zulus’ dress lay in the amount of European clothing worn—
Christians wore ‘‘full European dress,’’ while pagans wore shirts and
perhaps jackets over skin girdles called bheshu, a term also used to
indicate that the wearer was pagan.∞≠ It was this kind of dress—
bheshu—that Holleman claimed he saw Gluckman wearing.

Gluckman built reflexivity into his text by using his own move-
ments and behavior during the course of the day to explore the racial
politics of the larger context. This is significantly different from
Malinowski’s use of a photograph of his tent to authenticate his
presence as a participant-observer in Trobriand society. Although
Gluckman’s description of his own movements also textually au-
thenticates his presence, while in the field itself he used this device as
a self-conscious method to achieve an understanding of the political
and racial situation. Moreover, in the resulting text he directly ad-
dressed the question of how far the anthropologist or any other
European could enter into Zulu society, a question that, rather
than simply supporting the efficacy of participant-observation, high-
lighted its limitations in a racially charged situation.∞∞

Holleman’s story about Gluckman, like Gluckman’s story of the
opening of the bridge, could be analyzed in terms of relationships
among various groups acting in the context of South African racial
politics. But in his story the important groups are the three different
types of anthropologist to be found in South Africa, and the differ-
ences among the anthropologists are what drives Holleman’s story.

Gluckman was a young South African Jew from a well-off family,
whose lawyer father sometimes defended African clients. He had
attended a liberal South African English-speaking university (Wit-
watersrand) and went to Oxford on a Rhodes Scholarship. Holle-
man was Dutch, born in colonial Java where his father worked as a
judge and magistrate and developed a reputation as a pioneer in the
study of indigenous adat law. Because Holleman’s grandfather had
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lived in South Africa and left for Holland after the Anglo-Boer War
in which he had supported the Afrikaner cause, the family had long
wanted to resettle in South Africa. Young Holleman returned first, to
do his university degree, and he strongly identified with the rising
Afrikaner self-consciousness of the interwar period. While studying
anthropology and law at the Afrikaans-speaking University of Stel-
lenbosch he quickly became fluent in Afrikaans and wrote a novel
that was nominated for a prize. (The book failed to win because its
characters used curses, which were considered ‘‘unAfrikaans’’ in the
strict Dutch Reformed Church atmosphere of the time).∞≤ Despite
their substantial differences in background, however, Gluckman and
Holleman shared an interest in indigenous legal systems derived
from their fathers’ law careers.

The third anthropologist in Holleman’s story is his mentor, Schoe-
man. An Afrikaner anthropologist, he played a role in developing
the discipline of South African volkekunde, a type of anthropology
that brought together German ethnology and German missionary
views.∞≥ In the South African context the German elements became
melded with the elements of Dutch Reformed Church religious ide-
ology that justified Afrikaner claims to self-determination. Volke-
kunde posited the unique creation by god of each ethnic group—or
ethnos—and its god-given right to separate development. Volke-
kunde evolved as a discipline in conjunction with interwar Afrikaner
intellectuals’ concerns about the effects of English-speaking whites’
political dominance and the growing poverty and urbanization of
Afrikaners, who, like Africans, were leaving the farms and con-
gregating in mixed race urban slumyards. It blossomed with the
triumph of apartheid politics after the Nationalist Party victory in
1948, and key volkekundiges, like Schoeman, played a central role
in the development of apartheid policies.∞∂

Schoeman, however, had also attended Malinowski’s famous sem-
inars in London and understood the basic tenets of functionalism, as
had Gluckman. Thus, both had been exposed to a type of anthropol-
ogy that had emerged with interwar British colonial concerns. Mali-
nowski echoed these concerns in his promotion of the ‘‘culture con-
tact’’ approach—an anthropologicial approach that examined the
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changes in African societies that came about due to exposure to
Western influences and that stressed African maladjustment. (Gluck-
man’s later challenge to that idea is discussed in greater detail in
chapter 4.)

Schoeman and Gluckman, however, took very different lessons
from Malinowski’s seminars. Malinowski had become the great
promoter of both functionalism and the participant-observation
method, claiming credit for its development. Gluckman embraced
participant-observation with fervor, but his particular interpretation
of functionalism had already been shaped by his teachers in South
Africa, who had been strongly influenced by A. R. Radcliffe-Brown
during his years at the University of Cape Town from 1921 to 1925.
(Gluckman also participated in Radcliffe-Brown’s seminars at Ox-
ford in 1938–39∞∑ and, through them, had been influenced by a
mature form of the latter’s structural-functionalist approach, which
encouraged the comparative study of social structure.) Furthermore,
he would become a critic of Malinowski’s culture contact approach.
Schoeman, it seems, did not take up participant-observation or
many elements of functionalist analysis, but, like many volkekun-
diges, he may have found the culture contact theory useful as ‘‘ideo-
logical groundwork’’ for apartheid policy making.∞∏ Both Gluckman
and Schoeman, however, imbibed the idea of anthropology as public
service, which was strongly promoted by interwar functionalists, as
well as by volkekundiges (who interpreted it as service to the Af-
rikaner people, who had long suffered under British domination in
South Africa).∞π

As in Gluckman’s text, dress plays a crucial role in Holleman’s
story of clashing anthropological styles at Nongoma. Gluckman
wore Zulu traditional dress while Schoeman and Holleman wore
European clothing suitable for the bush, perhaps very similar to that
worn by administrators.∞∫ Moreover, when telling me the story, Hol-
leman stressed that Christian Zulu would have looked down on
Gluckman for wearing bheshu. He further claimed that the com-
plaints of shopkeepers led to Gluckman being asked to leave Zulu-
land. Whether or not the latter was true, his claim says a great deal
about the larger context of South African racial politics. Like his
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description of himself in ‘‘Analysis,’’ Gluckman in Nongoma moved
among different groups, white and black, in a culturally complex
field where no simple identification with Africans was possible—
where neither the Africans nor the Europeans constituted a homoge-
neous group. It is not unlikely that his sensitivity to the importance
of identification, evidenced later in his writing, may indeed have
been heightened by differences with the authorities or white settlers
over the proper behavior of researchers in the Zululand Reserve,
whether or not he had to leave because of such differences.∞Ω In any
case, the South African authorities subsequently prevented him from
returning to Zululand.≤≠

Most important, however, is the fact that differences over dress
style in this story are a shorthand for differences over fieldwork
style—as Holleman summed it up, ‘‘Our style is different.’’ His story
about Gluckman speaks of their larger differences over the proper
way to conduct research, and the story itself may have been Holle-
man’s retrospective defense (for my benefit) of his own field practices
which were criticized at the rli when he later worked under its
auspices. His fieldwork style owed some of its elements to his men-
tor, Schoeman, who may have picked up some tenets of functionalist
theory but had not taken up Malinowski’s challenge to anthropolo-
gists to do intensive fieldwork. Volkekundiges based their writing on
many brief visits to their fieldsites, where they stayed with local
whites or lived in tents outside the villages and spent most of their
time interviewing elderly informants selected as experts on various
topics by the Zulu authorities. Staying with other whites or living in
tents outside the villages was also the rule among English-speaking
anthropologists in South Africa, though some took advantage of the
greater freedom of the interwar period to participate in African daily
life (relative to research conditions under apartheid after 1948).≤∞

Heavy teaching loads in recently established departments also kept
both English and Afrikaans-speaking anthropologists from spending
large amounts of time on fieldwork, though Afrikaner anthropolo-
gists may have used this as an excuse to mask their distaste for close
relations with Africans.

Nevertheless, the political difficulty of living with one’s informants
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in South Africa remained a constant feature of doing anthropology
there regardless of the individual anthropologist’s methodological
or political commitments. And despite his short visits to the field,
Schoeman had a reputation at Stellenbosch as an avid fieldworker;
he had become fluent in the Zulu language as a child; and he flavored
his teaching with vivid descriptions of Zulu and Swazi life that stu-
dents found compelling. He compensated for his brief fieldtrips by
keeping an uneducated Zulu ‘‘from a good family’’ at his home in
Stellenbosch, finding the man useful for practicing his language skills
and asking questions about customs.≤≤ For Schoeman, as for the
volkekundiges more generally, good fieldwork meant understanding
the language and its deeper nuances, as well as talking to the ‘‘right’’
people—those whom one could expect to be experts on tribal cus-
toms because of their position in indigenous society.

The emphasis on language fit with volkekunde’s roots in the
highly philological German school of ethnology, as well as with the
dominance of ethnolinguistics (and its evolutionary assumptions
about the links between languages and races) that dominated South
African anthropology at both the English and Afrikaans universities
well into the interwar period.≤≥ Through his education at Stellen-
bosch Holleman picked up this respect for language-learning and
concern with speaking to the Africans most knowledgeable about
local customs.

Although Holleman learned to distance himself socially from Afri-
cans in a way similar to that practiced by Schoeman, later he would
cultivate a style of fieldwork based on the practices of administrators
in British colonial Africa, influenced also by his memories of his
father’s willingness to visit people in their homes in Java while learn-
ing adat law. Although still maintaining some distance from their
subjects, British administrators toured villages, lived in tents on the
outskirts (though they justified this for health, rather than racial,
reasons), mimicked indigenous styles of authority, and prided them-
selves on having an empathy with their subjects based on frequent
and lengthy tours among them, as well as on language skills. When
he did his later fieldwork in Southern Rhodesia, Holleman built a
separate compound for his family in which he interviewed Africans
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brought to him by his assistant. This was very similar to the way a
visiting administrator would call the people to himself, collect taxes,
and hear local cases—as well as being similar to Schoeman’s inter-
viewing of elderly expert informants. At times in his eventual career
in government and municipal service in Southern Rhodesia, Hol-
leman adopted other administrative behaviors, holding informal
courts and settling disputes among his African informants—proudly
describing to me the time a group of his informants traveled hun-
dreds of miles to ask his support against a local district officer’s land
tenure decision.≤∂ Unlike most administrators, however, he carefully
observed local African etiquette and shook hands with Africans, a
behavior frowned upon by both Northern and Southern Rhodesian
whites.

Finally, Gluckman clearly admired and promoted the Malinow-
skian participant-observation style of fieldwork (despite his differ-
ences with Malinowski over theoretical approach; see chapter 4).
Nevertheless, he was also fascinated by administrators’ behavior,
both as a subject for research and as a strategy for the anthropolo-
gist’s survival in the field. Although he may have dressed in Zulu
traditional clothing at some point during his first fieldwork, most
of the time he dressed appropriately for interacting with the ad-
ministrators he met there. Later in Northern Rhodesia he wore
khaki shirts, shorts and/or trousers that mimicked administrators’
dress, and he keenly observed and styled his own behavior on that of
technical officers from the colonial agricultural service. Paternalism
marked his field style, as well as Holleman’s, though Gluckman ex-
pressed it by making lavish gifts and payments to his assistants and
informants. Holleman, in contrast, expressed it through a fatherly
authoritarianism and intervention into their daily lives, tempered,
at least in his accounts, by stories of his own cultural mistakes—
usually pointed out by his research assistant, whom he gave the kind
of fatherly admiration administrators reserved for their loyal Afri-
can messengers.

A sense of romanticism permeated Holleman’s descriptions of his
fieldwork and paternalistic relations with Africans. Neither were
Gluckman’s descriptions entirely free of romanticism, particularly
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when he described his reactions to the landscape of Barotseland,
which he loved and avidly photographed. A sense of irony, however,
and the same reflexivity that stands out in his ‘‘Analysis’’ marked his
explicit and implicit observations of both the Malinowskian and
administrative elements in his field style. In his collection of photo-
graphs at the Royal Anthropological Institute there is a photo of his
tent in Barotseland—an allusion to Malinowski’s famous photo and
possibly also an allusion to a photo used by the first social anthro-
pologist who worked in Northern Rhodesia, Audrey Richards, who
had a picture of her tent at the beginning of her book, Land, Labour
and Diet.≤∑

In another picture, either Gluckman or an administrator is cap-
tured in the act of photographing a Lozi scene—the face of the
photographer is hidden and it is impossible to tell from the clothing
whether the man is an administrator or anthropologist. And again
and again one finds photos Gluckman took of the Lozi mimicking
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the administrators and the administrators mimicking the Lozi, pro-
cesses he discussed in his scholarly and popular writing. He took a
particular interest in the roots of administrative authority and Afri-
can reactions to it, strikingly illustrated in photographs of the ad-
mixture of symbols of authority fostered by indirect rule in Barotse-
land—as, for example, in the provincial and district administrators’
participation in the Lozi Kuomboka ceremony.≤∏

Clashes in fieldwork style reflected the racial politics of southern
Africa, but fieldwork as a practice could also affect the political
situation, at least according to the settlers and administrators who
sometimes saw the anthropologist’s work as useful, but who more
often saw it as a threat to the racial order. South Africa was a difficult
field site for an anthropologist such as Gluckman, attempting to
develop egalitarian relations with his informants but subject to sur-
veillance by local whites and the administration. Northern Rhodesia
would prove to be a similarly complex field but with a somewhat
different mix of local powers and possibilities that would play a
significant role in shaping rli field practices. Wilson, Gluckman,
and the later rli researchers had to create for their discipline a
legitimate place in that Northern Rhodesian field, and to do this they
had to prove their credibility to a wide array of people who lived and
worked in that field—to African chiefs, educated Africans, and Afri-
cans working for government, pagan, Christian, and Muslim, as well
as to colonial administrators and technical officers of various kinds,
to mining companies and their officials, and to missionaries, settler
farmers, traders, and local newspaper editors. The latter frequently
published letters and editorials warning of the dangers that could
result from anthropologists’ behavior.≤π

One of the few certainties in the anthropology of the last twenty-
five years has been that social facts are constructed out of fragile
human observations and that truth is always contested and contest-
able. Usually the so-called functionalist anthropology of the inter-
war and postwar periods is used as the foil against which this new
awareness stands out. Nevertheless, because of the contests that
took place within the field and the battles that they had to fight to
carry on their work, many anthropologists of that time keenly ap-
preciated the precarious nature of the production of knowledge and
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the political and social constraints placed on their understanding of
the subjects of their research. They employed a number of strategies
to get around these limitations, as many of which failed as suc-
ceeded. They saw social knowledge as a hard-won and precious
commodity, and, whether or not they questioned its truth they were
aware of the role that power and politics played in its making.

But before discussing the early battles fought by Wilson and
Gluckman at the rli, it is necessary to look at the processes of
cultural mixing and conflict that shaped the first setting for the rli
as an institution—the town of Livingstone, formerly the capital of
Northern Rhodesia.
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Saints, Sinners, and Tourist Attractions

The British anthropologist (and one of Gluckman’s mentors at Ox-
ford) E. E. Evans-Pritchard called the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute
‘‘the Saint and the Sinner Institute.’’≤∫ Zambians today generally
agree with the meaning behind this joke and describe the position of
the colonial Institute as ‘‘neutral’’ because of the balancing of the
associations of the two names that make up its title.≤Ω The reference
is to the reputations of the missionary, David Livingstone, and the
colonizing entrepreneur, Cecil Rhodes. Colonial Northern Rhodesia
itself can be understood as a product of their partly conflicting,
partly overlapping enterprises to open central Africa to Christianity,
civilization, and capitalism. This section shows how these contradic-
tory forces set the stage for the rli’s work.

The town of Livingstone, the site of the first rli headquarters, had
been a mecca for tourists visiting Victoria Falls since the late nine-
teenth century. When founded there in 1938, the Institute would
absorb the influences of earlier traditions of anthropology and arch-
eology, museum-style collecting and tourist trading in African cu-
rios, as well as styles of exploration and prospecting, labor recruiting
and frontier administration that figured in local white and black
attitudes to cultural knowledge. For Africans, the Old Drift—the
shallow crossing place on the Zambezi River where the first town
was situated—was a feature of the landscape far more important
than the Falls that had captured the imaginations of the earliest
European explorers. Central and southern African societies tell their
histories in terms of migrations marked by river crossings, and the
groups that migrated into present-day Zambia from the Congo/Kola
region to the northwest brought with them a riverine mapping of
space rooted in that humid and heavily forested landscape.≥≠

The Drift and other shallow crossings on the Zambezi in the area
between today’s towns of Katima Mulilo and Livingstone repre-
sented an important trade, migration, and warfare route, because of
their position between the rapids north of Katima Mulilo and the
Falls below Livingstone. This was especially the case during the
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nineteenth-century conquest of the Lozi kingdom (known as Barot-
seland to Europeans) to the north on the Upper Zambezi, by the
Makololo, a Sotho people who came from the south and crossed the
river to attack the Lozi. Ndebele raiders from western Southern Rho-
desia also followed this route for their raids on the Lozi. When the
Lozi regained their ascendancy in the late nineteenth century, white
traders, cattle buyers, missionaries, and hunters followed the same
route north across the Zambezi into the kingdom. Prospectors and
representatives of the British South Africa Company also used this
route and exploited the struggles for hegemony between the Ndebele
and Lozi, as well as the dissatisfaction of the many groups that lived
within their spheres of influence, in order to gain control of mineral
rights in western Northern Rhodesia.

In the years just before the turn of the century, as the British South
Africa Company made treaties with the Lozi and established their
own control of Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, and the
Barotseland Protectorate, labor recruiters visited both the Lozi king-
dom and Tonga areas east of the Falls (claimed as Lozi territory),
enticing young men with promises of wealth in the South African
Rand mines or rounding them up for the enforced labor of the chi-
baro system that supported the Southern Rhodesian mines. Mission-
aries with Sotho-speaking assistants followed the linguistic pathway
into Barotseland hacked out for them by the Sotho-speaking Mako-
lolo invaders.

The name ‘‘Livingstone,’’ given to the town when it moved to a
higher and healthier site in 1906, honored the first missionary to
travel to Barotseland, David Livingstone, who had visited in 1851
during the Makololo ascendancy. The Northern Rhodesian territory
was also a projection of Cecil Rhodes’s speculative mining ventures.
The railway that opened up these northern territories partly fulfilled
Rhodes’s Cape to Cairo vision, extending from Johannesburg to
Livingstone in Northern Rhodesia in 1905 and from there to the
Copperbelt and Belgian Congo Katanga mines in 1910.

Despite the campaign by anthropologists, including Malinowski
and Audrey Richards in the interwar period, to advertise the useful-
ness of their work for African administration, the rli’s origin owed
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as much to an older anthropological tradition as it did to the efforts
of Richards and her association with the Northern Rhodesian gov-
ernment and its governor, as discussed by Brown.≥∞ Governor Hu-
bert Young’s interest in anthropology included the then new social
anthropology with its focus on social change, but it also included
archeology and the goal of building a museum that would display
archeological collections and the rapidly vanishing material culture
of contemporary Africans.

Local settlers supported the latter aim, and this support brought
about the construction of a museum much earlier than a social sci-
ence institute. The idea of collecting and preserving African material
culture on a colony-wide scale was first suggested in 1930, and dis-
trict commissioners began buying local craft items shortly after the
Legislative Council allocated money for the purpose in the 1930–31
budget.≥≤ The David Livingstone Memorial Museum was founded in
Livingstone in 1934, later to incorporate the Institute in 1938.≥≥

Local support grew out of the needs of Livingstone as a town, which
would lose its status as Northern Rhodesia’s administrative head-
quarters because of the move of government to the more central po-
sition of Lusaka in 1935.≥∂ Livingstone had long been developing
into a center for culture and tourism because of its location near Vic-
toria Falls, so making it the cultural capital in compensation for the
shifting of government offices to Lusaka seemed a natural move.≥∑

Thus, the rli’s local roots derived to a large degree from its site in
Livingstone, its potential use for tourism, and the idea of the local
white settlers that anthropology was practically synonymous with
archeology.≥∏ During the early years of the rli, its museum acted as
an institutional culture broker, supervising the collection and mar-
keting of African culture to the white settler public.≥π The first re-
searchers in the postwar period wrote pamphlets about the material
culture of the societies they studied, playing an educational role with
respect to local whites that had political overtones in that setting
because it stressed respect for African culture. Battle lines in this war
over the uses of cultural knowledge had been drawn even before the
Institute’s official founding. Brown quotes Leopold Moore, owner of
the Livingstone Mail in 1937, who feared that the Institute would
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become ‘‘a means of disseminating religious propaganda as witness
the bbc.’’≥∫ The religious propaganda he no doubt meant was the
‘‘Negrophilia’’ that local whites felt was practiced by the colonial
government and missionaries at their expense.≥Ω They deeply re-
sented Colonial Office policies that limited their exploitation of Afri-
can land and labor and limited settler political power, in contrast to
the devolution of government to white settlers that was taking place
in neighboring Southern Rhodesia in the interwar period.

And, as settlers feared, the rli’s work did highlight the conflict
between the commercial interests of settler society and the welfare of
Africans.

Benevolent Empires and Mining Empires

Godfrey Wilson became the first rli director in 1938 and conducted
research in the mining town of Broken Hill (now Kabwe). Wilson
directed his work toward solving the problems of Africans experi-
encing rapid social change due to the effects of the mining industry in
Northern Rhodesia. Wilson interpreted social anthropology’s goal
of public service as a personal moral commitment. Both he and the
senior sociologist, Gluckman, raised moral and political issues in
their early fieldwork, which led to controversy over the purposes of
social anthropology in a colonial setting.

In his Christian commitment to ameliorating the African condi-
tion, Wilson had the support of his wife, Monica (Hunter) Wilson,
the daughter of a missionary family at the famous Lovedale Mission
in South Africa.∂≠ Educated partly at Fort Hare in South Africa, she
went on to Cambridge, returning to South Africa to do her doctoral
fieldwork on the Pondo people. That study, Reaction to Conquest,
had focused on the Pondo’s responses to changes brought about by
colonialism and included brief sections on their life in urban areas
and on European farms, instead of confining itself to the more con-
ventional focus on rural traditions.∂∞ While writing up at Cam-
bridge she attended Malinowski’s seminars at the London School of
Economics. She also met and married Godfrey Wilson, son of the
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British Shakespearean scholar John Dover Wilson. Through her, he
became interested in anthropology. They both worked in Tangan-
yika from 1935 to 1938, doing fieldwork on Nyakuysa society under
the auspices of the Rockefeller-funded International African In-
stitute scheme, which actualized Malinowski’s plans for the study of
culture contact by supporting the fieldwork of a large number of
young scholars.

In 1939 Godfrey Wilson began his study of the African miners of
Broken Hill, a town halfway between Lusaka and the Copperbelt.
Also, until his death in 1941, he and Monica worked together on a
book, The Analysis of Social Change, which set out their approach
to research in Africa.∂≤ The argument of the book focused on African
responses to the increases of scale (in the social, political, and eco-
nomic realms) brought about by colonialism. The Wilsons empha-
sized the loss of equilibrium and the conflict experienced by African
societies affected by large-scale Western systems, revealing a Mal-
inowskian concern with the maladjustments caused by culture con-
tact, though they did not uncritically accept Malinowski’s scheme.∂≥

A South African scholar attending the lse seminars, Jack Simons
(whose work is discussed in chapter 4), observed the arguments that
took place between Malinowski’s radical students and the ‘‘more
establishment ones’’ on the role of anthropology. ‘‘Godfrey Wilson
would argue that the anthropologist should be more than an ob-
server and recorder of practices—he or she must also evaluate the
trend of policies and should speak up, if they are harmful, in the role
of consultant.’’∂∂

Max Gluckman and the African scholar Z. K. Matthews also at-
tended Malinowski’s seminar at this time.∂∑ As Hugh Macmillan has
argued, Gluckman’s ‘‘Analysis’’ constituted ‘‘a systematic assault on
the concept of the ‘bounded tribe’ ’’ through its attack on the idea
that any society could be made up of a homogeneous group.∂∏ Tak-
ing a different approach, the Wilsons’ ideas about African adapta-
tion to increases in scale also represented an early effort to find
methods for dealing with social change that would allow researchers
to go beyond the tribe as the primary unit of analysis.∂π Moreover,
Godfrey Wilson’s study of African miners at Broken Hill would be
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the ‘‘most direct confrontation with the tribal model of Africa’’ cher-
ished by the mines and the colonial government.∂∫ (Whatever differ-
ences Godfrey Wilson may have had with Malinowski then or later
with respect to the role of anthropologists or the nature of change in
Africa, Malinowski prized him as a student and was delighted when
he got the rli job.∂Ω)

In his career at the rli, Wilson found himself caught between the
very forces he would describe as causing the uneven development
that he blamed for African maladjustment in the mining towns and
rural labor reserves of Northern Rhodesia. In the work he published
based on his research at the rli, ‘‘The Economics of Detribalization
in Northern Rhodesia,’’ he noted the ways that industry’s demand
for cheap labor depended on both the underdevelopment of African
agriculture in the reserves and Africans’ temporary residence in
towns, both allowing the colony’s young industries to avoid the cost
of supporting its African workers at the same level demanded by
European workers.∑≠ He was also sensitive to the ways that Euro-
pean miners used race prejudice to maintain an impermeable hier-
archy of skilled European and unskilled African labor—like a rigid
caste system, but one that would inevitably break down, in Wilson’s
view, as a new social and economic equilibrium emerged with inevi-
table changes in the world economic system. Most importantly, he
did not see maladjustment as a condition limited to those African
societies struggling to deal with the Western systems imposed on
them. Maladjustment characterized the world system as a whole,
particularly while in a state of war—a factor he was well aware of,
for World War Two broke out while he was in the midst of his
fieldwork.

The Hegelian Marxism of many of Cambridge’s young left-wing
Christian students influenced Wilson’s interpretation of Malinow-
skian functionalism, and in particular, the idea of societies as har-
monious interdependent organisms: in Wilson’s view, equilibrium
emerged only after Marxist-style contradictions worked themselves
out. And, as Brown has noted, disequilibrium did not simply lead to
maladjustment but became the ‘‘motor of permanent change’’ in the
Wilsons’ work.∑∞ Much of Godfrey and Monica Wilson’s argument
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about uneven development and the uneasy coexistence of subsis-
tence agriculture with a tiny but rapidly industrializing sector could
be recast in the ‘‘articulation of modes of production’’ language of
later Marxist anthropology, as well as in the language of later cri-
tiques of imperialism and its fostering of underdevelopment.∑≤

The forces that pressed upon Wilson’s fieldwork included the
world capitalist system, represented locally by the mining com-
panies—American, British, and South African—which had followed
the path laid out by Rhodes’s vision of southern Africa’s development
and the British South Africa Company’s style of colonialism. The
Anglo-American Corporation (a South African based company) de-
scended directly from Rhodes’s ventures, and its mining empire had
become one of the most powerful economic forces in the world by the
interwar period, through its production of a large portion of the
world’s gold supply, as well as control of many of the copper mines
that would become so important during the war.

But another empire existed in an uneasy relationship with the
mining companies, an empire which in many parts of southern Af-
rica predated them—the so-called benevolent empire of the mis-
sions.∑≥ A wide variety of missions had already carved out their terri-
tories in Northern Rhodesia before the mines got a foothold, and
their influence on anthropological research was profound. Mission-
ethnographers, along with administrator-ethnographers, did the
first ethnographic mapping of the territory; they provided some
of the first experiences from which Africans drew their expectations
of European behavior; and they provided the English education
that shaped the outlook of the research assistants who worked for
anthropologists.∑∂

Not only did the missions often oppose capitalist forces and, in a
paternalistic way, attempt to protect Africans from their degenera-
tive influence, with few exceptions they also promoted agriculture
and skilled trades as the appropriate arena for transforming African
culture and morality. Thus, the descendants of mission families often
joined the new agricultural professions that began to flourish in
Africa in the interwar period, seeing in the nascent work of agricul-
tural development a natural extension of the ameliorative goals of
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the missions. This was not surprising, considering that many of
those who sought careers in the agricultural sciences saw themselves
as ‘‘missionaries of science.’’∑∑ Mission influences on the agricultural
services in central Africa were strong. Descendants of the Moffat
mission family, into which David Livingstone had married after his
arrival in South Africa, worked in both the agricultural and admin-
istrative services in Northern Rhodesia, and a former missionary
headed the agricultural services in Southern Rhodesia for many
years.

The narrow rural focus of the mission view, however, would begin
to change in the interwar period, with profound implications for
anthropological research. Thus, Godfrey Wilson’s sensitivity to the
relationship between the urban industrial sphere and the under-
development of rural agriculture would arise from his links with a
missionary tradition that was changing in response to industrial
forces.

Social anthropology, like the agricultural development profes-
sions, had roots in a morally informed vision that characterized the
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century social sciences. Profes-
sionalization of the social sciences in that period did not demand the
renunciation of social activism. Rather, a shared organic view of
society gave these professions an agenda for shaping human evolu-
tion in a healthy direction.∑∏ Although not evolutionists, many inter-
war social anthropologists argued that they deserved a role in colo-
nial policy making, and they made these arguments from a similarly
principled stance about the usefulness of their field for development.
R. H. Tawney, whose vision of a functional society called for an end
to the wastefulness of the slumps and booms of uncontrolled capital-
ism, represented the larger currents of functionalist thought in the
professions in the interwar period. In 1928 his call for a ‘‘Christian
sociology’’ inspired professionals, as well as missionaries, toward
activism.∑π Godfrey Wilson’s ‘‘Anthropology as a Public Service’’
set out this activist agenda for the rli at the outset, though he
carefully stood back from claiming a decision-making role for the
anthropologist.∑∫

Although Africans never mistook anthropologists for mission-
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aries, settlers and government officials often put the two in the same
category as so-called Negrophiles. In their relationships with settlers
and administrators, both anthropologists and missionaries often
played the role of advocates for African interests. Godfrey and
Monica Wilson fell into this pattern of interaction with government
officials on their arrival in Northern Rhodesia when they became
part of the social scene in Livingstone. According to their son, Fran-
cis, his parents’ relationship with the administrators was intellec-
tually ‘‘ambivalent and creative,’’ as they played chess and attended
dinner parties hosted by colonial officials.∑Ω They carried on the
mission tradition by acting as ‘‘congenial gadflies,’’ reminding offi-
cials of African interests and becoming a thorn in the side of govern-
ment over its policies.∏≠

The mission tradition of social critique had customarily focused
on the condition of rural Africans and the degenerative influence of
Africans’ exposure to the money economy, but at the same time
restricted mission activity to the villages. This began to change in the
1930s, resulting in an important 1933 publication sponsored by the
International Missionary Council—Modern Industry and the Afri-
can—based on research on Northern Rhodesia’s Copperbelt.∏∞ Gov-
ernor Young used this book in his arguments with the Colonial Of-
fice about the need to establish an institute to study social change.
Later the British missionary J. H. Oldham suggested Wilson for the
directorship of the rli. Oldham’s support of anthropological re-
search reflected an interwar shift in mission attitudes to African
cultures—viewing them more positively and taking care not to dis-
solve the bonds that held African societies together. Oldham had
taken a particular interest in the effects of industrialization and
since the 1920s had seen Northern Rhodesia’s nascent copper indus-
try as an example of the need for greater control of modernizing
processes.∏≤

The mission critique of industrialization emphasized the pathol-
ogy of urban conditions for Africans,∏≥ which would have reinforced
Wilson’s Malinowskian focus on maladjustment. Ultimately, the
findings of his research on Africans at the Broken Hill mines would
be taken up by local missionaries and used in a further exposé of
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conditions in the mining industry on the Copperbelt. The missionary
author of this later study had some anthropological training and
cited Wilson’s research in support of his argument for improved
conditions for African workers and their families.∏∂

Before it was finished, however, Wilson’s research in Broken Hill
suffered because of tensions surrounding the outbreak of World War
Two—an event that caused the mining companies to see fieldwork as
likely to stir up African discontent while being superfluous to the
war effort. Before war broke out Wilson had permission to conduct
his research on mine property, had completed a portion of the study,
and had planned to extend his work to the Copperbelt, but after the
war began, the Broken Hill Development Company first tempo-
rarily, and later permanently, revoked his permission. African and
European workers’ strikes and riots on the Copperbelt, as well as the
possibly disturbing nature of anthropologists’ questions, were the
explicit reasons given by mine officials, but the political implications
of anthropologists’ patterns of interaction with Africans were the
underlying, and more important, reason. Wilson’s behavior had un-
dermined the color bar and the image of the European that whites
used to safeguard their dominant political position.

Ironically, the lse-trained American anthropologist Hortense
Powdermaker, later living in Luanshya during the rli Copperbelt
surveys in the 1950s, was favorably impressed by the local white
attitude toward anthropologists, in comparison with that of whites
in the southern United States where she had previously done re-
search: ‘‘The upper levels of the white hierarchy were more sophisti-
cated as well as less fearful than the Mississippi whites, and, even
more important, an anthroplogist was not a new phenomenon to
them. The head of a department on the mine rebuked an unusually
liberal employee sitting on a bench and smoking a cigarette with
an African during the lunch hour, by saying, ‘You looked like an
anthropologist!’ ’’∏∑

Powdermaker, however, was not aware of the real threat to an-
thropologists that lay behind this rebuke, for both Mitchell and
Epstein working there at the time had been criticized for such too-
familiar behavior, and, like Wilson earlier, Epstein lost his permis-
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sion to conduct research on mine property. Wilson had been told by
a compound manager that it was all right ‘‘to give cigarettes to
workers, but not right to smoke with them—that was letting down
the prestige of the white man.’’∏∏ As the mining compound manager,
Young, complained in a meeting at which Wilson attempted to per-
suade him to allow him to continue his research, ‘‘the white man, in a
chair and the natives on the floor, that is what we are accustomed
to . . . It is said you have been seen sitting on a box with a Native on a
chair.’’

This meeting took place in the office of the company’s general
manager, T. R. Pickard, who claimed neutrality on the issue but
abided by the views of his compound managers. In a subsequent
letter to Wilson, he added, perhaps sarcastically, that the importance
of the mines’ established traditions for managing African life in
the compounds was something that Wilson, as an anthropologist,
would surely appreciate.∏π Wilson’s threat to fight the case publicly
may have angered Pickard, for Wilson had appealed to Governor
John Maybin, Hubert Young’s successor, at several points during his
negotiations with the mines.∏∫ The government, however, custom-
arily allowed the mines to exercise complete control over their own
domain, and Maybin’s intervention had little effect.

Wilson also fell afoul of the gender aspect of Northern Rhodesia’s
racial politics, for local whites criticized him for giving lifts to Afri-
can women, and the mining compound managers in the African
housing areas objected to his entering the houses of Africans in the
course of his research. Local settlers criticized him and his wife
for visiting Chirupula Stephenson, a retired colonial administrator
whose values dated from a much earlier ethos of administration and
who was notorious for having several African wives.∏Ω Other issues
raised against anthropological fieldwork also focused on the domes-
tic realm, which, given the poverty of Africans’ lives in towns, the au-
thorities had good reasons for wanting to keep private. When the
mines revoked Wilson’s permission to work on mine property, the
municipal authorities also barred him from doing work in the mu-
nicipal location he had been surveying, ostensibly because Africans
had ‘‘protested against Europeans making enquiries about their do-
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mestic life and habits.’’ In his answer Wilson implied that these
charges had been trumped up by the compound managers.π≠

The banning from the municipal location, as well as the mining
compounds, made it impossible for Wilson to continue his research.
As he observed: ‘‘The effect of my absence from the Location, even
for a few days, is to create a most serious gap in my observations. It is
as if a chemist, in the middle of a delicate experiment, needing con-
tinuous watching, were to find the door of his laboratory shut and
locked in his face.’’π∞

Wilson’s pacifism in the context of the early months of World War
Two and the applications for conscientious objector status by him
and Desmond Clark, the curator of the Rhodes-Livingstone Mu-
seum (both on religious grounds), however, may have been a more
important factor than the social conventions that Wilson broke. As
Brown argues, pacifism was considered a bad example to be set by a
European whose work required him to deal with Africans.π≤

At the time, the author of a local newspaper article about Wilson’s
application for exemption as a conscientious objector expressed out-
rage at Wilson’s claim in the hearings that his work at the rli
was ‘‘of the greatest importance from which he should not be re-
moved.’’π≥ Frank Ayer, the general manager of Roan Antelope Mine
in Luanshya on the Copperbelt—and one of the most influential
members of the mining community—sent a cutting of the article
to the Rhodesia Selection Trust secretary in London, complaining
about Wilson’s testimony: ‘‘For your information Mr. Wilson kept
insisting on coming here to study our native conditions and I repeat-
edly turned him down telling him that we did not want anyone going
about the Compound questioning natives during the War as it might
be misunderstood. In view of the above you may wish to postpone
your contribution [to funding the rli] until some future date when
these two gentlemen [Wilson and Clark] are not connected with the
Rhodes-Livingstone Institute.’’π∂

Although mining company officials, such as Pickard, repeatedly
assured Wilson that his banning from mine property was ‘‘a question
of principle’’ caused by the possible disquiet among Africans that
might result from any sort of anthropological enquiry and that
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‘‘[Wilson] personally had not caused anxiety or embarassment to
them,’’π∑ behind the scenes the mining companies did indeed see
Wilson and the staff of the rli as an embarassment. The elected
members of the Northern Rhodesia Legislative Council (represent-
ing white settler interests) agreed with this assessment and made
known their opposition to the government’s renewal of the Insti-
tute’s £1000 grant if Wilson and Clark remained on the staff. Wilson
resigned, partly because he could not guarantee that his pacifist
views could be kept from the Africans he studied.π∏ He stayed on
long enough to finish his report on Broken Hill. In the case of the
Museum curator, Clark, the rli Trustees decided to keep his post
open for him after he joined an ambulance unit in east Africa.ππ

During his negotiations to continue his work, Wilson also fought
to keep Gluckman from being ousted from his fieldsite in Barotse-
land.π∫ Gluckman had offended local administrators with remarks
they construed as ‘‘anti-British’’ and brought to the Governor’s at-
tention. In a confidential letter to Wilson, the Chief Secretary re-
ported the Governor’s conclusion that Gluckman had merely crit-
icized ‘‘pre-war lethargy and post-war complacency,’’ but ‘‘on the
other hand he had been ill-advised and indiscreet’’—the latter re-
mark possibly meant to chide Wilson for not ensuring that Gluck-
man behaved properly.πΩ Gluckman’s favorable references to the So-
viet kolkhoz had also led some whites in Northern Rhodesia to
regard him as a communist.∫≠ This, along with the anti-Semitism
cited by Brown, would make his later transition to the directorship
difficult.

Wilson finished his report on the Broken Hill fieldwork before
leaving Northern Rhodesia and volunteering for noncombatant mil-
itary service, some of it in the ambulance corps in North Africa.
J. Clyde Mitchell, a South African who would work at the rli after
the war, met Wilson briefly by chance while himself serving in the
South African air force. He recalled Wilson as being torn between his
principles and his war work. The educational work he had been
assigned to do with recently recruited troops in South Africa re-
quired him to propagandize them against communism and fascism,
as well as motivate them for their military duties. When Mitchell
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returned to South Africa some weeks later, he found that Wilson had
committed suicide.∫∞

Gluckman did not explicitly use Wilson’s experiences as a warning
to the researchers he would later introduce to fieldwork in Northern
Rhodesia. Nevertheless the story of the first director’s banning was
well known to those who eventually contributed to the rli’s urban
research program.∫≤ As Brown has astutely observed, this incident
motivated Gluckman’s attempt to get concrete assurance from gov-
ernment that any future urban researchers would be free to carry on
their work, and his failure to get this assurance may have led both to
his not taking up the urban study himself and to his insistence on the
theoretical soundness of studying urban and rural areas separately.∫≥

This, and Gluckman’s own near loss of permission to conduct field-
work in a rural site, may have inspired the caution that he and later
directors practiced when dealing with the mines, though it did not
stop them from making strong recommendations for change based
on their research once it was accomplished.

Despite the seriousness of these conflicts, a third, more positive,
experience would also significantly shape the rli’s future research
practices, as well as their relations with another important group,
the agriculturists.

Culture and Agriculture

When Gluckman became acting director after Wilson’s resignation,
he assiduously developed links with government and settlers in
Northern Rhodesia despite his earlier problems with the provincial
administration in Barotseland. His interactions with individuals in
the administration continued to be ambivalent, as they no doubt had
been in Zululand. But Holleman’s story notwithstanding, Gluck-
man’s application for a job at the rli had received a glowing rec-
ommendation from a Zululand administrator in Nongoma.∫∂ Two
things are important to understand about the nature of rli research-
ers’ interactions with the colonial government. Anthropologists and
administrators were united by some shared elements in their ethos of
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fieldwork and public service, and the people who worked for the
colonial government were diverse in their training and attitudes to-
ward Africans. Thus, anthropologists could develop productive rela-
tionships based on a variety of partially shared interests. Gluckman
became a master of this project (as did Mitchell when he took on the
task of cajoling mines and government to facilitate the Copperbelt
studies). Because this project aimed at acquiring legitimacy for an-
thropologists’ presence in the field, and was not only aimed at pro-
moting the relevance of their work for government policy making, it
would survive Gluckman’s later disillusionment with applied an-
thropology (discussed in chapter 4).∫∑

Although he may have become more cautious about overt political
debate with administrators as a result of their attempt to get him
banned in the early days of his fieldwork, Gluckman, like Wilson,
fiercely defended social anthropology as a profession vital to policy
making. In doing this he drew upon the precedents being set by the
agricultural sciences, newly arrived in the African field. In both his
field behavior and writing, he emphasized the elements of practice
and professional ethos shared by anthropologists and agricultural
technical officers, using these commonalities to legitimate anthopol-
ogy as a field science. Moreover, both he and Wilson stressed com-
monalities in anthropological fieldwork and administrative touring
in order to get good conditions of service for rli researchers. When-
ever these practices diverged, both directors justified the differences
as due to professional standards entailed by the nature of their disci-
pline and argued for higher field allowances for anthropologists than
those given to administrators.∫∏ In this they also mimicked legitima-
tion strategies used by the agricultural services, which were in-
creasingly asking for higher levels of technological support than
those enjoyed by district and provincial administrators. Administra-
tors did not easily accept the demands of these new professions, and
in the case of anthropology neither did they acknowledge that the
professional expertise being claimed was greater than their own.

Evidence of this battle over claims to expertise can be found in
the responses by provincial administrators to drafts of Gluckman’s
seven-year plan for the Institute’s postwar work, which he developed
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during 1944 and 1945. Three issues emerge from their reactions:
what is the proper political identity for anthropologists? what is the
disciplinary territory for their expertise? and what is their relation-
ship to the experts already in the field, the technical officers, and
the provincial administrators—the administration’s so-called prac-
tical men?

First, concerns about the political identity of researchers reflected
the Second World War context and the defensiveness of the remain-
ing skeleton staff of administrators about their own exemption from
military service. The provincial commissioner of Northern Province
expressed his fear that the research team Gluckman hoped to recruit
would be a team of people who had been unfit for war service, too
old, too medically unfit, or, worst of all, conscientious objectors who
would be personae non gratae with the officers of the provincial
administration—all of whom, he insisted, would have joined up if
they had been allowed. Although he did not state it explicitly, this
was an attack on the professional importance of anthropology,
which Wilson had given as a reason for his own exemption from mil-
itary service. Other administrators were concerned that the spheres
of duty of anthropologists and administrators needed to be carefully
defined, with anthropologists not being allowed much scope to crit-
icize government or the administrators’ work. Others were con-
cerned that anthropologists should not expect too much assistance
from administrators—in response to one of Gluckman’s sugges-
tions, that the district officers might participate in some of the re-
search—while still others felt this kind of activity would be appro-
priate as long as administrators headed the research team. Some of
these responses derived from actual experiences administrators had
had because of Gluckman’s previous attempts to engage them in the
work of the rli.

When discussing all of these issues, the administrators tended to
use the term ‘‘anthropology,’’ while Gluckman used ‘‘social anthro-
pology’’ or ‘‘sociology.’’ As in Radcliffe-Brown’s use of the term,
Gluckman’s use of ‘‘sociology’’ was a rhetorical move intended to
stress the scientific character of the discipline of social anthropology
and to contrast it with earlier forms of anthropology—evolutionary
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or diffusionist. In Gluckman’s draft of the seven-year plan and in the
administrators’ responses, one can discern the outlines of an implicit
conflict over the professional status of social anthropology and the
ways that its practitioners’ claims to disciplinary territory differed
from those of evolutionists and diffusionists.

For example, District Commissioner Gervas Clay expressed con-
cern about the proper realm of anthropology in terms that reflected
older approaches that Gluckman’s research plan implicitly chal-
lenged. According to Clay, anthropologists should be assigned to
tribes rather than to subjects, as the director had suggested: ‘‘each
major tribe or each province should have its anthropologist.’’ To
Gluckman’s suggestion that the sociologist could help Africans to
formulate criticism of government policy, the provincial commis-
sioner for Northern Province responded that conditions after the
war would make the results of such behavior ‘‘unfortunate.’’ Clay
suggested anthropologists might take on a role similar to that played
by information officers during the war, explaining the European to
the African, implying that this was needed more than explaining the
African to the administrators, who could be expected to already
understand ‘‘their’’ people. District Commissioner Munday of East-
ern Province echoed these concerns, suggesting that the district of-
ficers should head the research teams and that each anthropologist
could become a member of a team consisting of ‘‘practical men of the
area under review.’’∫π

Two of Gluckman’s goals for social anthropology particularly an-
noyed administrators—that Africans should learn to use the disci-
pline’s findings and that rli researchers should study administrators
themselves, as an important aspect of African life.∫∫ These goals no
doubt convinced many administrators that anthropological research
needed careful control. Moreover, all of these responses reflected
administrators’ fears of being displaced as experts on African mat-
ters. This fear had emerged not only because of the presence of
anthropologists as a new breed of professional experts, but also
because of the increasing load of paperwork and time administrators
spent on bureaucratic matters in the capital city of Lusaka. These
duties prevented them from developing language skills and local
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knowledge of the rural areas to as great a degree as in the past.∫Ω As
mentioned in the first section of this chapter, language skills and the
local knowledge gained from touring figured prominently in the ad-
ministrative style of fieldwork, and these skills bolstered their claims
to be experts on Africans.

Despite this rather unfavorable assessment by the administration,
Gluckman’s efforts to promote the usefulness of anthropology found
more fertile ground in Northern Rhodesia than would have been the
case in either South Africa or Southern Rhodesia, because of prece-
dents within the colonial service in that colony. The highly talented
agricultural technical officers who found employment in Northern
Rhodesia in the interwar period had already developed an interest in
African agricultural systems and their efficacy. Some of these men
felt that understanding African practices must come before attempt-
ing to change them.Ω≠ This attitude was exemplified in the work
of the ecologist Colin Trapnell and the agriculturist William Allan,
though the latter has been criticized for developing a concept of
the ‘‘carrying capacity’’ of land which justified the unpopular anti-
erosion regulations of the postwar period.Ω∞

Nevertheless, although anthropologists and agriculturists might
disagree on interventions, they clearly found common ground in
their mutual interest in African practices. Gluckman’s focus on ma-
terial conditions affecting African life in the colonial period—exhib-
ited particularly in the decay of subsistence agriculture due to male
labor migration—motivated his deep respect for the work of Trap-
nell, whose ecological survey of the northwestern part of the country
critically informed Gluckman’s analysis of the Lozi economy of the
Barotse Flood Plain.Ω≤

Furthermore, an experience of actually working in a team with
government technical officers gave Gluckman some optimism for the
future of anthropology in colonial development work; this experi-
ence was the reconnaissance survey of Plateau Tonga agriculture
carried out by the agriculture department in 1945.Ω≥ The survey itself
reflected the new aggressive approach to development favored by the
colonial government after the war. Examples of a transfer of military
terminology to agricultural conditions abound in the published text
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resulting from the study, the title ‘‘reconnaissance survey’’ being but
one example. As in a military operation, survey members intended to
produce a rapid assessment in a crisis situation, but with the crisis
expressed in the subsequent report in the language of ecological dete-
rioration, population pressure, and need for rapid social change.Ω∂

Gluckman saw this survey as an important model for cooperative
research with government and proof that technical officers and an-
thropologists could work effectively in teams, especially given later
signs that his expertise was valued. The agriculturists subsequently
asked him to accompany them on another survey and accepted his
African research assistant, David Sianga, in his place. The Assistant
Director of Agriculture also showed Gluckman around the resettle-
ment area in the Lamba reserve near the Copperbelt, which the direc-
tor would later choose as the field-training site for the first post-
war rli team of anthropologists who arrived in 1946Ω∑ (see chapter
4). These signs of acceptance of anthropology by the agricultural ser-
vice were important, for Gluckman had perceived that agriculturists
presented a successful model for anthropologists’ behavior in the
field. And indeed, the colonial government did implement some of
the recommendations of the Tonga reconnaissance survey which
Gluckman had helped to shape—in particular, the recommendation
for communal ownership of farming implements (which ultimately
proved unworkable).Ω∏ Being accepted by this group perhaps could
ease acceptance by other groups—the rural administrators and white
settler farmers, in particular. The presence of agriculturists in the
field was also useful for intellectual cross-fertilization. Gluckman’s
use of Trapnell’s ecological research in his own work set the agenda
for future intellectual interactions between rli researchers and agri-
culturists. As Elizabeth Colson, a member of the first postwar rli
team, recalled, ‘‘At one time we swore that we really couldn’t do an-
thropology in an area where there was no agricultural station be-
cause there was so much cross-fertilization, so much stimulation.’’Ωπ

Imitating elements of agricultural officers’ behavior in the field
proved for Gluckman to be a useful strategy for gaining legitimacy.
Imitating administrators’ behavior could also be helpful, but in their
choices of models for identification the rli anthropologists always
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balanced uncomfortably between African and government expecta-
tions and suspicions, and ultimately rli researchers would reject
many of the behaviors Gluckman recommended. And Gluckman
never attained the acceptance he hoped for, either from government
policy makers or from the practical men in the field.

Gluckman never completely lost his desire for that acceptance and
the power it would give him to influence government. His descrip-
tion of his final field tour in Barotseland reveals a continuing identi-
fication with certain aspects of the administrators’ field ethos: ‘‘Here,
I’m having a grand time. Nice country when the flood is up. You
have to go to work in a dugout and can shoot duck, and I’ve had a lot
of riding . . . I like the Lozi and have the best dc I’ve known—
grandson of Pitt-Rivers, Com. Fox-Pitt, r.n., obe, (military) etc.
but a good socialist and most helpful and keen on the work.’’Ω∫

In this description Gluckman enjoys the sports associated with the
life of the English rural gentry, shooting and riding. Colonial admin-
istrators also cultivated these sports as part of an ethos of vigorous
masculinity and chivalrous public service taken on by the colonial
service in the late nineteenth century and fostered subsequently by
the paternalism of indirect rule. Throughout colonial Africa, hunt-
ing formed an important part of this ethos and riding was done
wherever conditions allowed it—or demanded it, as was the case in
Barotseland, where the Kalahari sands made other forms of admin-
istrative transport, such as bicycles, impossible to use. Gluckman
enjoyed this aspect of fieldwork, but he did not take on other ele-
ments of the administrative ethos—authoritarian behavior towards
Africans, for example.

His remarks about the new District Commissioner, Fox-Pitt, may
also reveal a longing to be able to express his political principles
unproblematically in this colonial setting. Fox-Pitt, ‘‘a good social-
ist,’’ was thought by many to be a communist, though his aristocratic
family connections led most critics to dismiss his left-wing point-of-
view as a harmless eccentricity.ΩΩ Nevertheless, he had more power
than Gluckman to promote African interests in his administrative
work, and Gluckman would have been feeling his own powerless-
ness keenly during his last months in Northern Rhodesia. Identifica-
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tion with technical officers might have helped anthropologists to be
accepted in the field, but it did not ensure that government would
implement their recommendations.

Conclusion

In his writing Godfrey Wilson exhibited a clear sensitivity to the role
of politics in shaping knowledge. This awareness was not incompat-
ible with his claim to reveal facts; each discipline has standards for
the production of what it will accept as legitimate data, and each
puts sanctions of a quasi-moral kind on failure to meet these stan-
dards. The term ‘‘fact’’ is a product of these processes, unique to each
discipline, and built into these facts are the political struggles that
have surrounded their making.∞≠≠ Wilson was well aware of the con-
tested nature of the assumptions from which he built his case and the
likely response to his recommendations.∞≠∞ Nevertheless, he deliv-
ered his argument with force, actively engaging in the struggles
through which the scope for the activism of the social sciences was
continually being renegotiated with the objects of that activism—
both with governments and powerful industrial interests.

Wilson’s arguments and those of later rli researchers had a posi-
tivistic character—in a context in which anthropologists stood ac-
cused of introducing politics and religion into the discourse they
could hardly have afforded to be tentative.∞≠≤ Nevertheless, it is un-
likely that they embraced an entirely uncritical positivism, judging
from the advice given by a later rli researcher, Clyde Mitchell,
during a similarly contested period of urban research, that one must
maintain a façade of Victorian objectivity in order to do fieldwork at
all.∞≠≥ But what is more important in the case of the Wilsons is the
dialectical vision of truth that informed their arguments, and that
would become a strong and continuing theme in the rli’s (and later
Manchester School’s) work.∞≠∂ Truth emerges from struggle, and the
field is the immediate battleground of that struggle. And, if truth be
in the field, as Monica Wilson would later entitle her Alfred and
Winifred Hoernlé Memorial Lecture for the South African Institute
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of Race Relations, then the worst fate for the social scientist would
be the loss of access to that field.∞≠∑

After Godfrey Wilson left the field, Gluckman continued this
struggle through fieldwork strategies intended to gain credibility for
anthropology—taking on some elements of the language, dress, and
practices of a more successful group, the government agriculturists.
Later Mitchell and his African research assistants, too, would take
on some of the characteristics of another group that was gaining
legitimacy in the urban field—the government labor officers and
welfare workers. It was partly through the adoption of this strategy
that the early archetypal experiences recounted in this chapter made
themselves felt throughout the rli’s history.

These archetypal experiences also contributed to important under-
currents and painful silences in the rli’s work. According to Barnes:

Gluckman certainly did talk about Wilson’s resignation, but my recol-
lection is that this was only after he had moved to Manchester. [In
Northern Rhodesia] we were all told to read the Wilsons’ book on
social change and knew that his death in South Africa was said to have
been ‘‘on active service,’’ but the details of what went on while Wilson
was on the Copperbelt I learned about only years later. Gluckman was
always ready to relate anecdotes about his relations with patrol officers
and agricultural officers but said little about his relations with Godfrey
Wilson.∞≠∏

During his directorship, Mitchell saw a locked box of confidential
papers in the rli office dealing with Wilson’s resignation, but he did
not open it.∞≠π

In addition, the early experiences Gluckman and Wilson suffered
may have contributed to a political silencing that affected the subse-
quent work of the rli. The Marxist strand in the rli approach, in-
cluding Gluckman’s materialism and Wilson’s and Gluckman’s dia-
lectical understanding of social processes, may have been less overtly
expressed because of the political context surrounding the rli’s de-
velopment: prewar anticommunism, wartime ambivalence toward
the Soviet Union, and subsequent Cold War purges of left-wing
thinkers in union, government, and academic circles that went on in
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the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s. The tendency to see an-
thropologists such as Wilson as potentially dangerous outside agita-
tors and the colonial government’s response to Gluckman’s early
lack of discretion about his political views would be reinforced later
by the growing McCarthyism of the 1950s, which made itself felt
both in Britain and in its colonies. Use of technologies of surveillance
increased dramatically in this period, both in the metropole and the
colonies. The South African academic community, in particular, suf-
fered under political bannings and restrictions on fieldwork that
stemmed from apartheid policies that were often justified in terms of
anticommunism. Gluckman maintained contact with that commu-
nity and helped some of its members to establish themselves at the
rli and at Manchester. Thus he would have been in touch with the
concerns of academics there and may have shared in their increas-
ing caution and preference for clandestine activity in response to
repression.

Ultimately Gluckman’s absorption into the British academic estab-
lishment after he left the rli may only partly explain his failure to
develop the Marxist aspects of his work.∞≠∫ Given the general atmo-
sphere in the 1950s and the conservatism of the higher levels of the
academic hierarchy in Britain, this aspect of his work would have
been actively discouraged and compromises demanded as the price
for any advancement in his career. As it was, Gluckman’s activism
did lead to sanctions of various kinds. Because of his involvement in
the Movement for Colonial Freedom, the colonial government pre-
vented him from returning to his fieldsite in Northern Rhodesia until
after Independence, nor was he allowed to go to Papua New Guinea
(then under Australian rule) while staying at the Australian National
University as a visiting fellow. And it is also possible that his and his
wife’s earlier membership in the Communist Party may have preju-
diced his chances for an academic post in the United States.∞≠Ω
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The Laboratory in the Field

The second field generation at the rli set the standard for later rli
teams with its cohesiveness and coordination of research. This team
established the distinctive work culture of the rli during the years
from 1946 to 1949 when they were together during preparatory
study in Cape Town, during their fieldwork in Northern Rhodesia,
and during writing-up periods in Oxford. Teamwork in anthropol-
ogy did not come easily, however, and the coordinated, comparative
nature of rli research must be seen relative to the dominant image
of anthropology as an individualistic endeavor. This chapter will
show how the rli team became a team and how its own network of
relationships—social, intellectual, and political—was created and
maintained in the field, when members of the group were often far
apart and focused on their specific research problems.

Gluckman recruited this team and became the fieldwork super-
visor for those who were working for doctorates, as well as for the
additional rli-associated researchers with Colonial Development
and Beit fellowships. The group included Max G. Marwick (Colo-
nial Development Fellow); Elizabeth Colson, who had considerable
previous field experience; John A. Barnes; J. Clyde Mitchell; the
economist Phyllis Deane (Colonial Development Fellow); and J. F.
(Hans) Holleman (Beit Fellow), who had previous field experience.∞

New research assistants, interpreters, and clerks in the field included
M. B. Lukhero, who worked briefly for Marwick and extensively for
Barnes; Benjamin Shipopa (Colson); Rafael Almakio Mvula (clerk-
interpreter for Marwick; Marwick employed his wife Joan for most
of the research assistant work); Dyson Dadirayi Mahaci (Holleman’s
interpreter and assistant); and Rajabu Kumpulula (Mitchell’s clerk
and main informant during his second field tour during this period).
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All of the anthropologists except Colson and Holleman got their
first taste of fieldwork in the Lamba field training session organized
by Gluckman, which included visits by the agricultural officers Trap-
nell, Peters, and Allan. The anthropologists also gathered for a con-
ference in Livingstone; Colson was visited in the field by Gluckman,
and several of the others visited each other’s sites and Gluckman’s
field site. Lukhero and Barnes visited Mitchell in Nyasaland. The
economist Phyllis Deane fostered the cohesiveness of this group, for
she visited nearly all their fieldsites and had their help in collecting
budget data in African villages. Sianga, Suu, Albert Kafunya, and
David Kalimosho Maila worked for Gluckman in his Lozi field site
or at the headquarters in Livingstone. Colonial administrators and
technical officers remained a significant part of Gluckman’s social
and intellectual network in Livingstone, while still others became
part of each researcher’s network in the field. Clark continued to
direct the Museum, which separated from the Institute in 1946.≤

‘‘Human Laboratory Across the Zambesi’’

The rli team’s cohesiveness derived partly from Gluckman’s vision
of Central Africa, and Northern Rhodesia in particular, as a labora-
tory for sociological inquiries relevant to all human societies in
southern Africa. Although this vision developed out of his opposi-
tion to racial segregation, it was also rooted in the cultural and
economic forces that had shaped southern African history. This his-
tory had been marked by large-scale migrations of African and Euro-
pean groups northward, some to Northern Rhodesia, where repre-
sentatives of many ethnic groups rooted in South Africa settled,
including the Dutch Afrikaners, the Nguni, and the Tswana. Eco-
nomic forces in the twentieth century kept migrants from these and
other groups in constant flow between north and south. For exam-
ple, from the 1920s European workers migrated from South Africa
to work in Northern Rhodesia’s mines and developing industries,
just as Northern Rhodesian and Nyasaland Africans had migrated
south since the turn of the century, forced by taxation to seek work
in South Africa’s mines and industries.
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Two people who indirectly shaped the rli through their influence
on Gluckman fit this pattern: Clements Kadalie and Roy Welensky.
A Nyasaland African, Kadalie migrated to South Africa for work
and in 1919 founded the Industrial and Commercial Workers Union
(icu), a multiracial urban and rural union that ignited fears of revo-
lution in the 1920s.≥ Gluckman’s father, the prominent Johannes-
burg lawyer Emanuel Gluckman, defended Kadalie in court.∂ Roy
Welensky, on the other hand, came from a Southern Rhodesian Jew-
ish family and migrated to Northern Rhodesia to become head of the
railway workers union in 1933. He and Gluckman became close
friends while Gluckman stayed in Livingstone, their shared socialist
sympathies outweighing their differences on the issue of segregation.
Unlike Kadalie’s union activism, Welensky’s led to a political career
carried forward on the postwar wave of white settler demands for
autonomy, and he eventually became a prime minister of the Federa-
tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

The divergent biographies of these two men say a great deal about
the forces that shaped the rli’s research goals in the postwar years.
Kadalie’s multiracial union may have failed in the 1930s, but World
War Two gave hope to Africans, some white liberals, and liberal
industrialists throughout southern Africa that the industrial—if not
the social—color bar would have to be eased to meet the demands of
war and the acceleration of development that was expected to follow
the peace. In South Africa these hopes would be destroyed by the
Afrikaner Nationalists’ rise to power in 1948, but in Northern Rho-
desia change did come, though slowly.

During the war years and the years immediately after, however, the
direction that events would take in southern Africa was far from
certain, and this context inspired Gluckman’s approach to the study
of social change. He viewed colonial central Africa as a single inter-
dependent society of Africans and Europeans and focused on the
universal factors shaping this rapidly changing social situation, such
as responses to industrial work and urbanization, rather than on the
cultural differences that separated blacks and whites.

The political context for this approach reflected the late interwar
questions that faced South African society. The young Max Gluck-
man did fieldwork in Zululand in 1936–38, during the ‘‘high-water
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point of Hertzog’s segregationist ‘solution of the Native Problem’,’’∑

a time when anthropologists’ interest in the differences between Afri-
can and European culture could easily be construed as supporting
segregation.∏ The majority of English-speaking South African an-
thropologists followed Malinowski’s culture contact theory, which
emphasized the importance of these differences for analyzing the
problems Africans encountered when they entered the supposedly
separate sphere of European industrial and urban culture.π Gluck-
man instead preferred the ideas of the historian William Macmillan,
who held that South Africa was a single society, racially diverse but
economically and socially interdependent.∫ Macmillan was ‘‘bitterly
contemptuous’’ of the anthropologists’ interest in cultural difference,
and his critique was taken to heart by the South African anthropolo-
gist Isaac Schapera, a student of Malinowski.Ω Gluckman followed
Schapera in his belief that anthropologists must study colonial so-
ciety as a racially mixed whole.∞≠ And he went further in insisting that
universals such as the experience of industrial work deserved greater
attention, a belief he emphasized in his later statement that an Afri-
can miner is a miner, an African townsman is a townsman, implying
that they should be studied primarily as such.∞∞ The rli’s enormous
contribution to the sociology of work would develop from this goal.

The result of Gluckman’s early fieldwork in Zululand was an arti-
cle published in Bantu Studies, ‘‘The Analysis of a Social Situation in
Modern Zululand.’’∞≤ The article dealt with a contemporary situ-
ation—the opening of a new bridge in Zululand. In it he described
Africans and Europeans in various roles, including himself, the an-
thropologist, among them. The article took the form of descriptive
sections followed by analytical sections, and in both its form and
content provided a template for later rli work. Gluckman’s acute
perception of the different modern expressions of ethnicity influ-
enced Epstein’s and Mitchell’s later interpretations of urban eth-
nicity on the Copperbelt. When they arrived in 1946, all the new rli
researchers familiarized themselves with Gluckman’s article—which
was popularly known as ‘‘The Bridge’’—and they thoroughly dis-
cussed its implications. As one researcher remarked, it was ‘‘The
Bridge, the Bridge, all the time the first few years.’’∞≥
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The Bridge expresssed Macmillan’s and Schapera’s approach in
terms of its theory of society. But Gluckman also saw Northern
Rhodesia as a laboratory for developing a social-scientific critique of
trends emerging and spreading from South Africa.∞∂ He directed this
critique at both professional and lay audiences, the former through
published criticism of Malinowski’s culture contact approach, which
he believed encouraged South African segregationism.∞∑ The lay
public he attempted to educate through articles in the South African
magazine Libertas.∞∏ In one article, ‘‘Human Laboratory Across the
Zambesi,’’ he emphasized that the Europeans, Indians, and Africans
who lived in southern Africa were ‘‘all members of a single commu-
nity.’’ He used a map of Northern Rhodesia, with arrows showing
the flow of laborers from rural areas to the Copperbelt and the Rand,
to impress upon the reader the reality of the forces of urbanization
and migration that united the region.

Throughout the article Gluckman pointed out features of the ‘‘lab-
oratory’’ that allowed good comparative research on issues of impor-
tance in South Africa as well as in the rest of the region, including
rural/urban connections and the problems of industrialization and
urbanization.∞π The notion of social ‘‘problems’’ that Gluckman held
differed significantly from the problems associated with so-called
African acculturation, as studied by those who endorsed the culture
contact approach. Although his and the rli’s approach to change
was not entirely free of concern for the cultural or psychological
losses experienced by central Africans who moved to towns and
industrial work, their approach stressed more strongly the African
potential for healthy adaptation to such changes, the gains to be had
from urban life and work, and the attractions that drew Africans to
them. Such an approach shared roots with the approach of members
of the South African Institute of Race Relations who stressed in the
postwar period that the benefits of modernity should be available to
all races.∞∫

Gluckman also intended to use Northern Rhodesia as a laboratory
for comparative research to test the theories of particular anthropo-
logical colleagues or rivals. He chose sites for the rli team partly
based on a desire to fill in the blank spaces on the ethnographic map
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of Northern Rhodesia. Just as important, however, was his determi-
nation to check the conclusions of earlier anthropologists, as in the
case of his placement of Barnes with the Ngoni to test Margaret
Read’s ideas∞Ω or his theory of the relationship between divorce and
matrilineality, which was to be tested in the work of the entire team.≤≠

In this he followed a path suggested by Audrey Richards for under-
standing the effects of labor migration, as discussed with the mem-
bers of the first team during an early fieldwork conference at the rli:

. . . we selected as our first subject for comparative analysis the relation
between kinship and local systems. The importance of this is indicated
by a quotation from Dr. Richards’ paper on Bemba Marriage and
Modern Economic Conditions (rli Paper, 1940): ‘‘We have as yet few
accounts of the social effects of migratory labour sufficiently detailed
for long-time policies of Native rehabilitation to be based on them.
The general similarity of the problems in these different African ter-
ritories has, I think, blinded us to one important point: viz. that the
reactions of the different Native tribes to this particular form of indus-
trialisation are not identical. One type of family structure seems to
collapse more quickly than another under urban conditions or in the
manless countryside of the reserve . . .’’≤∞

Gluckman also chose research sites for the individual anthropolo-
gists based on the advice of colonial government officials about the
places that, in their estimation, would be the most useful to inves-
tigate. Contrasting economic and social factors led to his selection
of the Ngoni of Eastern Province, the Plateau Tonga of Southern
Province, the Lunda of Luapula Province, the Yao of Nyasaland’s
Southern Province, and the Hera, a Shona-speaking society in north-
eastern Mashonaland Province of Southern Rhodesia. These groups
exhibited high or low labor migration rates, which he hoped to re-
late to different patterns of marriage and family organization. The
economic and social pattern of the entire region would then be
analyzed in a macro-study, with the aid of a demographer and an
economist. This final part of the plan could not be followed through
because funding for the demographer could not be found and the
Institute was only able to hire an economist in 1948,≤≤ one who
failed to complete work on the labor migration aspect of the study.
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Tribal map of Northern Rhodesia, from Audrey Richards’s Land, Labour

and Diet in Northern Rhodesia published in 1939. (Reproduced by kind

permission of the International African Institute, London.)

Major groups already covered by professional studies were not to
be included; for example, Gluckman had already done research on
the Lozi of the Barotseland Protectorate, a group that in its strong
hierarchical government resembled the Zulu he had previously stud-
ied, and whose protectorate status presented unusual problems for
the colonial administration’s attempts at reform. These people also
interested Gluckman because of their labor migration to the Rand
gold mines of South Africa, which he visited briefly to interview Lozi
workers, though he did not carry out extensive research on Lozi
urban industrial experiences. And a fine study of the Bemba, useful
for the issues of family organization and labor migration, already
existed, produced by Audrey Richards in the 1930s. Nevertheless,
Richards’ work and Gluckman’s Lozi study constantly figured in the
team’s thinking about their major sociological questions.

The government had a particular interest in the Tonga of the
plateau along the line of rail between Livingstone and Lusaka. Here
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Gluckman and the agricultural officers had carried out a preliminary
survey of their agricultural practices and rules of land tenure (dis-
cussed in chapter 3). Despite their loss of the land closest to the line
of rail to white farmers, these people had resisted labor migration
and developed a thriving agricultural economy, adopting the plow
with little stimulation from missionaries or government. Colson
took on this research site despite her greater interest in the study of
fishing economies (from her prior research on a fishing community
of Native Americans on the American northwest coast). The govern-
ment would not countenance a female researcher in the primary
fishing area of the colony—the region of the Luapula River which
bordered on the Belgian Congo—because it considered this area to
be dangerous because of cross-border smuggling activities. Although
selected as one of the most urgent sites for study, the Luapula had to
wait until the rli appointed Ian Cunnison at the end of 1947.

Barnes went to the Ngoni area of the country’s Eastern Province.≤≥

Gluckman was interested in that area because he wanted to compare
the Ngoni of Northern Rhodesia with those previously studied by
Margaret Read in Nyasaland. Mitchell studied the Yao of Nyasa-
land, partly because of their interesting combination of Muslim re-
ligious belief with matrilineality.≤∂ The government of Nyasaland,
like those of Tanganyika and Southern Rhodesia, had also been per-
suaded to give the Institute funding at its inception, on the argument
that it would be a regional research center, and, thus, it was impor-
tant to do some work outside Northern Rhodesia. Personal reasons
also motivated the choice of the particular place: Mitchell’s wife and
new baby would later join him, and, Mitchell was told, this site had
better medical services than the other possibilities, though they were
still eighty miles distant.≤∑

The Beit Fellow, Hans Holleman, worked on a Shona group called
the Hera, in Southern Rhodesia. After clashing with Gluckman over
the aims of this study, Holleman was allowed to continue on his own
course. This involved doing a basic ethnography without the em-
phasis on labor migration or other common themes pursued by the
rli team. According to Mitchell, Holleman had a completely dif-
ferent approach to anthropology based on training at Stellenbosch
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under P. J. Schoeman and the famous volkekundige Van Warmelo—
a training that emphasized ‘‘the beauty of African culture. [That
was] completely different from Max—so he was always the odd man
out at the Institute’’ (see chapter 3).≤∏ The Colonial Research Fellow
Max Marwick had intended to do a comparative study of Ngoni
(patrilineal) and Cheŵa (matrilineal) groups in Northern Rhodesia,
basing his choice on Read’s mistaken assumption that both spoke the
same dialect, so that he wouldn’t have to learn two languages for the
comparative work. After realizing the two groups spoke different
languages, he shifted to doing research on the Northern Rhodesian
Cheŵa alone.≤π He studied Cheŵa sorcery beliefs from a social psy-
chology perspective, based on his training in that subject at the Natal
University College. Unlike Holleman, however, he converted to the
rli approach, becoming more and more a social anthropologist in
his analysis and writing.≤∫

Two research assistants who would maintain a long-term relation-
ship with the rli, M. B. Lukhero and Davidson Sianga, shifted their
research work during this period. Sianga worked for Gluckman in
Livingstone initially, but was seconded to work for D. U. Peters on a
study of agriculture in Serenje District, somewhat east of the Copper-
belt.≤Ω Lukhero began his first work for the rli as Marwick’s as-
sistant for the brief period the anthropologist studied the Ngoni,
chosen by the paramount chief as the most appropriate assistant.
When the Marwicks moved to the Cheŵa area near Katete and John
Barnes began his study of the Ngoni area, Lukhero became Barnes’s
assistant.≥≠

In the case of the urban research, which would not take place until
after he left the rli, Gluckman hoped to question Godfrey Wilson’s
ideas about detribalization and intended the research to undermine
the centrality of the use of that concept by administrators trying to
understand African behavior in the towns.≥∞ The idea of detribal-
ization, like acculturation, carried assumptions about the cultural
losses that would be suffered by Africans who moved to town and
took up industrial work.≥≤ In response to Gluckman’s interest, the
later urban research done by Mitchell and Epstein would pay close
attention to the nature of ethnicity in the towns and to any changes
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that had taken place in response to the increasingly stable residence
of urban Africans. Much of that work also took note not only of
loss, but also of the optimism with which many Africans approached
urban life and their delight in the creation of new social patterns and
activities.≥≥

Gluckman’s use of the term ‘‘laboratory’’ when referring to the
anthropological field was not unusual at the time, but reflected a
widespread phenomenon in the social sciences of borrowing terms
from the more established physical and biological sciences in order
to gain legitimacy and prestige. For the director, this meant more
than the transfer of a metaphor: Governor Hubert Young had in-
tended the Institute to sponsor medical, geological, and other types
of scientific research, as well as social anthropology, and in the early
days when it seemed likely that medical scientists might work at the
rli, Gluckman hoped for interdisciplinary cross-fertilization. He
also justified the construction of new Institute buildings in the same
terms used for justifying biological research stations, which were
outposts of metropolitan universities—and in a mailing for an im-
pending trustees meeting he emphasized the comparison by enclos-
ing an article by Dr. Frans Verdoorn in Nature No. 4007, 17 August
1946 that stressed the biological science model.≥∂

At the rli, the concept of the field laboratory helped to structure
the research and standardize the researchers’ individual approaches
(though each produced a unique monograph and most initiated new
developments in theory). In addition to structuring the research,
the idea of a shared laboratory aided the emergence of a shared
work culture among the team members, not unlike the unique styles
that develop in physics and biology laboratories, based on practices
specific to each laboratory and passed on as much through ap-
prenticeship as through explicit textbook knowledge or classroom
training.≥∑

The next two sections of this chapter describe how this process
worked in the case of the first rli team. Surprisingly, the so-called
functionalist paradigm—that many subsequent anthropologists
have seen as characterizing colonial anthropology and as supplying a
strong central core of assumptions—did not seem to these anthro-
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pologists at the time to provide the coherence of theory and unifor-
mity of training necessary to guide the comparative research for
which the rli strove. Indeed, the rli team associated functionalism
mainly with Malinowski and his pupils and not with their own ap-
proach. Colson, Mitchell, and Marwick had not been trained in
functionalism, and Barnes had had little exposure to it at Cam-
bridge. Moreover, Gluckman shared Evans-Pritchard’s mistrust of
Malinowski.≥∏ I will argue that shared experiences of apprenticeship
and the sharing of a social and intellectual network in the field car-
ried more weight for the rli’s approach than any overarching para-
digm that, in retrospect, may have appeared to have existed. 

Introduction to the Social Situation in Southern Africa

Even before they arrived in central Africa, the rli research officers
began their education into the ethnography and conditions under
which they would work. In letters to the officers who were in En-
gland, Gluckman advised on which people to meet, as well as on
appropriate reading and appropriate shopping for equipment that
could not be supplied in Northern Rhodesia. For example, he ad-
vised Barnes that he must meet with Margaret Read, Edwin Smith (a
missionary who, with the administrator A. Dale, had produced an
ethnography of the Ila that Gluckman judged as close to a profes-
sional standard≥π), Evans-Pritchard, Radcliffe-Brown, Audrey Rich-
ards, and Raymond Firth (all underlined by Gluckman to emphasize
their importance), as well as with Phyllis Deane, E. G. Robinson,
Lord Hailey, and sympathetic Colonial Office people like Andrew
Cohen. The director also advised Barnes to ‘‘work hard’’ at reading
Hailey’s African Survey≥∫ and listed what the rli supplied to re-
searchers: good field notebooks, an African carpenter to make tour-
ing boxes for food and kitchen utensils, a ‘‘good tent and a bell tent
for your servants and interpreter; camp chairs and tables; bath; one
stretcher (not for your wife); and if we can get it, at least one power
lamp. . . . We also provide a typewriter—again, if we can get it.’’
Because of the postwar shortages in England, he felt that one could
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buy the necessary clothing as easily in Africa as in Britain.≥Ω One
must not play down the importance of this advice on equipment: the
material culture of fieldwork shaped the data that anthropologists
collected as meaningfully as did the theories they brought to bear on
their experiences. (See the discussion in chapter 8 of the meaning of
books and typewriters, and of ‘‘being written.’’)

When Barnes, Mitchell, and Max and Joan Marwick arrived in
Northern Rhodesia early in 1946, Gluckman took them for a field-
training session in a resettlement area occupied by members of the
Lamba people, a group who had lost their best land to the white
mining towns of Northern Rhodesia’s Copperbelt. He chose the site
in accordance with his design for the overall research project: the
Lamba area allowed for study of colonial resettlement practices and
issues of land tenure, agricultural improvement, local government,
and the consequences of changes in settlement on kinship structure.
The Lamba people also represented a type of adaptation to indus-
trial society different from that studied by Audrey Richards, who
previously examined the consequences of labor migration to the
mines for a more distant group, the Bemba. Despite living nearby,
Lambas rarely worked in the mines themselves but instead had de-
veloped local agricultural production and trade to take advantage of
the urban market.∂≠

Gluckman and the newly arrived researchers worked together as a
group for a few days, visited by the government agricultural officer,
David U. Peters, the government ecologist, Colin Trapnell, and the
assistant director of agriculture, William Allan. The team was as-
sisted by Davidson Sianga, who had worked with Gluckman on
previous studies. It was during this research that the group first dis-
cussed what would become the concept of ‘‘interhierarchical roles,’’
focusing on the pressures that characterized the position of the vil-
lage headman as intermediary between the colonial administration
and Africans governed under the native administration.∂∞ They also
designed a special form for recording genealogical and other infor-
mation that could be used by all members of the group. Barnes used
the material from this study for his first published article, written
later in Cape Town under Schapera’s supervision, on the genealogi-
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cal method.∂≤ While there, he and Mitchell also analyzed the Lamba
material and wrote a report.∂≥

The agricultural officers showed the researchers how to interpret
signs of previous cultivation in fallow land and taught them other
practices of reading the landscape that would be helpful in their
future land tenure inquiries and mapping of village gardens. ‘‘Hob-
nobbing with the agriculturists was a very valuable experience,’’
Mitchell observed. Trapnell was an expert on the chitemene system
(a form of agriculture that involves the burning of tree branches to
raise the fertility of the soil and which requires long periods of fal-
low) and showed them how to evaluate the regrowth coming out of
the side of cut-off trees to judge the length of time since the last
cultivation.∂∂ By including agricultural officers in the group, Gluck-
man may have intended to reproduce for his new researchers the
kind of teamwork he had experienced in the earlier government
survey of the Tonga, which had given him high expectations for
future collaboration between anthopologists and government tech-
nical officers.∂∑ And after the Lamba field visit, the team went on to
visit the same Tonga area in Mazabuka District where Gluckman
had worked, to make general observations for a few days. Social
anthropologists as conceived by Gluckman in this period clearly
shared the technical officers’ professional interest in the problems
associated with development. A sample of the reading rli officers
did during this period reveals that they also explored this theme in
the anthropological literature while in the field.∂∏

Elizabeth Colson joined the rli team in Cape Town after they
arrived there from the Lamba field training session. Holleman had
already started fieldwork in Southern Rhodesia and didn’t partici-
pate in all of the South African study sessions,∂π though he did ar-
range a visit for the team to the University of Stellenbosch, where his
father had been given a professorship.∂∫ Gluckman arranged the
study sessions at the University of Cape Town (uct) to familiarize
the new researchers with African linguistics and sociology, taught
through intensive courses given by Schapera and the linguist G. P.
Lestrade. Although no urban research was planned for the first team,
their training included discussion of the city as a field site. Schapera
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focused particularly on field methods for rural research and, accord-
ing to Barnes, gave them a system for classifying subjects which
Barnes used all the time—a system ‘‘as theoretically unpretentious as
possible.’’ Barnes also wrote his genealogy paper for Schapera as
part of the work for his course in field methods.∂Ω

Sites and Scholars

Equally important to this intellectual work was a tour Gluckman
suggested of sociologically significant sites, as well as introduc-
tions to South African scholars. Because Colson was the most senior,
she arranged these introductions using a list the director sent from
Northern Rhodesia: ‘‘Dr Sonnabend (with whom you will stan-
dardise the collection of vital data.), Prof. Marais (Historian), Prof.
Gray, Dr Wulf Sachs, Mrs Hoernlé, Brian Farrell, Hilda Kuper, Ellen
Hellman, Dr. Biesheuvel, Mr. Rheinallt Jones (s.a.i.r.r.), Prof.
Doke, Julius Lewin, Dr. J. N. Reedman, Prof. Macrone, M. D. W.
Jeffries (No good but courtesy call), Mr. Glynn Thomas, Mr. Freer
(Librarian).’’∑≠

Many of these scholars were personal friends of Gluckman, as
was, for example, the psychiatrist Wulf Sachs, who visited him
in Northern Rhodesia; Winifred Hoernlé, who had been his first
teacher of social anthropology; and Kuper and Hellmann, who had
been students during Gluckman’s time there.∑∞ J. S. Marais was at
Wits in History; John Gray was the head of the department of Social
Studies and a key figure in social work and community health; I. D.
MacCrone and Simon Biesheuvel were in Psychology; Julius Lewin
in African Administration; Brian Farrell taught political philosophy
and shortly left for a distinguished career at Oxford; Rheinallt Jones
was a leading figure in the study of race relations (as was Hoernlé);
Clement Doke was professor of Bantu Languages; John Reedman
was in Economics; and Glyn Thomas was registrar of the university.
Formerly a British colonial administrator in Nigeria, M. D. W. Jef-
fries had replaced Hilda Kuper as senior lecturer in Social Anthro-
pology at Wits and was much disliked because he changed the focus
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of the department from the structural-functionalist approach of
Radcliffe-Brown to the diffusionist approach followed by some an-
thropologists in the 1910s and 20s, considered outdated by others in
the department at Wits.∑≤

A number of other scholars at uct and Wits participated in the
first team’s introduction to the South African situation. H. J. Simons,
who had done one of the first systematic urban studies in Africa,
contributed lectures and took them to see his research site, Langa,
the oldest African urban area in Cape Town.∑≥ Simons published
very little because his political involvement with African activists in
Langa left no time for writing. Nevertheless, his research focused on
topics directly relevant to the rli’s interests, and he and Gluckman
shared a left-wing political analysis of the South African situation.
Indeed, he called his approach ‘‘political sociology,’’ and his contro-
versial openness about the political aspects of sociological work had
gotten him thrown out of uct in 1945.∑∂ Some members of the rli
team also visited the South African Native College at Fort Hare and
met with Monica Wilson, who lectured there, to discuss her field-
work in Pondoland, the subject of her first book (mentioned in chap-
ter 3 and discussed below).∑∑

South Africa possessed a well-established and dynamic intellectual
community with its own questions, questions that were relevant to
research in any multiracial society.∑∏ English-speaking South African
scholars had provided the context that initially shaped Gluckman’s
approach to anthropology, as well as his political views. During the
interwar period that community had mounted an interdisciplinary
attack on South African physical anthropology and its racially deter-
minist elements. Speaking for the social anthropological approach,
Schapera had criticized the link physical anthropologists made be-
tween race and culture, and the philosopher R. F. A. Hoernlé crit-
icized the concept of ‘‘the primitive’’ and its application to ‘‘child-
races,’’ a term which implied the superiority of Europeans.∑π The
linguist Lestrade, on the other hand, maintained conservative ideas
about languages and their connection to race, though he was gener-
ally recognized as the leading scholar of African languages. The Afri-
can Languages chair at uct had been disestablished by Radcliffe-
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Brown because of the conservative nature of linguistic research in
South Africa, but reestablished for Lestrade, whose research was
later used by the apartheid government to justify separate ‘‘Bantu
Education.’’∑∫

The department of Bantu Studies at Wits, in particular, reflected the
context that had shaped Gluckman’s views during his time as an
undergraduate there. That department had embraced structural-
functionalism after the appointment of Radcliffe-Brown to the chair
of Social Anthropology at uct in 1921. Subsequently that approach
was promoted in South Africa by Winifred Hoernlé, who had first
studied philosophy at uct (starting in 1903 while it was still called
the South African College) and later studied anthropology and expe-
rimental psychology under Haddon and Rivers at Cambridge, Wundt
and Kulpe at Leipzig and Bonn, and Durkheim at the Sorbonne.∑Ω She
also mixed with American anthropologists in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, while there when her husband was at Harvard.∏≠ She became
Lecturer in Ethnology at Wits in 1923 and began her work with
Radcliffe-Brown, whom she had met earlier in Cambridge, England.
This joint project would have become a comparative study of African
social institutions in southern Africa, if Radcliffe-Brown had not left
for the chair of social anthropology at Sydney in 1926.∏∞

Hoernlé also promoted Malinowski’s approach to fieldwork. Al-
though she took a personal interest in the effects of colonialism on
the Nama people she studied during her field expeditions from 1912
to 1923, her published studies focused on reconstructing their pre-
colonial society rather than on constructing a theory of change.∏≤

Nevertheless, students influenced by her interpretation of structural-
functionalism focused their research on the contemporary prob-
lems of South Africa∏≥ and took social change as an object of study.
Hoernlé also saw public service as an important role for the social
anthropologist and resigned from her senior lectureship at Wits in
1938 to pursue a more socially activist career. By the end of World
War Two she had become a central figure in that ‘‘bastion of liberal
thought,’’ the South African Institute of Race Relations.∏∂

The first rli team (and most members of subsequent teams) met
with Hoernlé and a number of those who had been at Wits under her
supervision when Gluckman studied there, including Ellen Hell-
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mann, Eileen Krige, and Hilda Kuper. Hellmann’s research on an
African ‘‘slumyard’’ in Johannesburg drew their special attention.
She had pointed out the postwar influx of Africans to the city and
discussed their increasingly permanent urbanization and its conse-
quences.∏∑ The rli team also met with Julius Lewin, the lecturer in
Native Law and Administration at Wits, who as a Fabian socialist
often critiqued the political stance of the liberals who dominated the
university.∏∏

The sites they visited illustrated the social processes they would
examine in Northern Rhodesia. After discussions with Monica Wil-
son, some members of the team visited her former field site in Pondo-
land and met the district officer, the owner of the local trading post,
and several Africans who held positions in the native authority.∏π

Wilson’s book, Reaction to Conquest, published in 1936, primarily
focused on the rural side of Pondo life but had included one of the
first attempts to deal with the urban experiences of an African peo-
ple.∏∫ While at Wits the team toured the nearby African areas of
Orlando and Sophiatown, the latter a vibrant multiethnic, multira-
cial suburb that would be demolished under later apartheid policy.
They descended into a gold mine to examine miners’ working condi-
tions, a visit the researchers found particularly useful because of its
timing: ‘‘The African strike coincided with our visit, so that all the
racial attitudes that one could ask for were on display,’’ John Barnes
commented.∏Ω

When they began their own fieldwork, rli researchers would soon
find all the racial attitudes one could ask for on display in Northern
Rhodesia, both among the Africans and the Europeans they intended
to study there.

Making the Field

In many ways, the field for anthropological research in Northern
Rhodesia had to be made—constructed out of materials provided by
prior researchers, as well as routes of access to places and people that
others had developed first. Administrators and missionaries were re-
sponsible for most of these prior patterns of access to and acquisition
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of knowledge, but explorers, prospectors, and traders had also af-
fected the variable ways that Africans responded to anthropologists
in the field, dependant on what their experiences of these different
types of Europeans had been. The rli anthropologists used these
earlier pathways into the field—receiving help and advice from ad-
ministrators, missionaries, and settlers—but they also distanced
themselves from them in the attempt to gain access to information
that Africans would not share with these groups. The success of this
distancing crucially depended on the help of their research assistants,
or ‘‘clerk-interpreters,’’ as they were usually called at the time. These
men mediated the anthropologists’ initial exposure to the societies
they studied, through their translation work, introductions to poten-
tial informants, smoothing of the way for the researchers’ questions,
and general management of the researchers’ interactions with local
people.π≠

One important ‘‘rule’’ for fieldwork, Gluckman advised Mitchell,
was not to take one’s wife, for this could lead the researcher to live
in a ‘‘cultural bubble’’ avoiding contact with the local society.π∞

Mitchell, Marwick, Holleman, and Barnes, however, all took their
wives to the field. Ultimately, a far more important cultural bubble
affected the work of the rli researchers—one that was deliberately
created by the people they studied. Here, the research assistants
worked in two ways, interpreting for anthropologists but at the
same time protecting the local society and the interests of some of its
members. These clerk-interpreters usually came to the anthropolo-
gist through local channels of power rather than through the re-
searcher’s choosing. African royals or mission-educated elites could
play the chief role in their choosing (or act as the interpreters them-
selves), or the colonial administration could attempt to control the
researcher through a hand-picked interpreter.

Gluckman, for example, worked with members of the Lozi royal
family, as well as commoners, for his research. Mitchell found his
contact with informants seriously compromised during his first field
tour because of the length of time he took to rid himself of an inter-
preter picked by the government, who made it difficult for Mitchell
to allay suspicion of his motives—and whose incompetence in col-
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lecting data led to angry outbursts in Mitchell’s letters to other rli
researchers in the early days of his fieldwork.π≤ Association with the
government placed an anthropologist on the wrong side of what
Gluckman had called the dominant social cleavage, in his Zululand
work. As Barnes observed of his own fieldsite: ‘‘I can see more cleav-
ages than ties here, and so far it appears that the whole social order
is held together only by its common opposition to the Boma, ‘the
men with small hands.’ ’’π≥ Mitchell felt that the main social cleavage
was between the Yao and himself until his wife, Edna, arrived with
their new baby and broke the ice with Yao women.π∂ And the Mar-
wicks were ‘‘very depressed initially’’: ‘‘We could see the airliners
flying overhead on their way between Jo’burg and Nairobi and felt
stuck.’’π∑

All of the researchers complained about the difficulty in early field-
work of overcoming the boredom of Africans weary of answering
questions, as well as their own experience of tedium and confusion
in the early stages of language learning. Some of the locals’ boredom
with questioning may have been intended to deflect attention from
sensitive topics. In her second tour, Colson found that in a village
where she had collected demographic data during the first tour, ‘‘the
people agree quite cheerfully that they lied last year—not all of
them, but enough so that the figures weren’t at all reliable.’’ She went
on to suggest writing a paper on the problems of the reliability of the
kind of ‘‘snap censuses’’ that the rli researchers made—‘‘as Ben-
jamin says wisely, ‘If we did this again next year, they might remem-
ber some more children they hid this [year].’ ’’π∏ Even a sympathetic
assistant, like Colson’s assistant, Benjamin Shipopa, could not guar-
antee complete cooperation in an environment where traditions of
data collection by colonial administrators were well known to work
against local interests. Such was also the case with Mitchell’s inves-
tigations into sorcery practices, and he was extremely gratified dur-
ing his second tour when people began to discuss the matter with
him and revealed that practices they had earlier described to him as
long dead still went on despite decades of mission and government
attempts at eradication.ππ

Anthropologists were not, however, naive victims of local manip-
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Mitchell’s wife, Edna, with their baby, Donald, visited by Yao

women with their babies, in Mitchell’s fieldsite in the Yao area

of Nyasaland. (Photo from J. Clyde Mitchell’s private collection.

Reproduced by permission of Donald Mitchell.)

ulation. Athough they tried to subvert these defenses in order to get
at protected areas of local knowledge, they also cooperated with
local ways of managing their behavior and activity. In all cases the
relationship between the researcher, the assistants, and the infor-
mants had to some degree an antagonistic character, but local people
were aware that anthropologists also represented a useful resource
for battles with other colonial actors, such as the white administra-
tion.π∫ Their mapping of gardens and interest in land tenure and
property rights could be controversial and was often resisted, as was
also the case with their inquiries into witchcraft and sorcery prac-
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tices. But these inquiries were also welcomed in cases where the
work could be used to argue the local case against the administra-
tion’s stand in a territorial dispute. Anthropologists could become
allies and advocates in such struggles. Moreover, African societies
did not present a united front to outsiders but consisted of groups
and individuals with diverse and conflicting interests. While some
might be unwilling to give information about certain aspects of local
life, others might be happy to do so for any number of reasons,
including their own interest in tradition, history, or politics.πΩ

Researchers at the rli usually explained what they were doing as
‘‘history’’ rather than ‘‘anthropology,’’ because they felt that Afri-
cans understood what history was about.∫≠ This was not simply
because they believed Africans had a nostalgic or proud sense of
tribal identity, but because they recognized that Africans in general
possessed a long and often unpleasant experience of the use of local
history by the colonial administration to create tribes, allocate terri-
tory, decide the make-up of the native administration, and impose
rigid laws where more fluid rules had formerly obtained. Depending
on its results, anthropologists’ work might or might not have been
useful to particular factions in these disputes, but it nearly always
undermined or complicated the colonial administration’s views. In
cases where local religious or political practices were at stake, an-
thropologists nearly always aimed their work to counter mission and
government attempts to suppress certain activities. Marwick’s study
of the Cheŵa nyau secret societies and his confidential report to the
Nyasaland government, for example, made a case for their continua-
tion under the rubric of their educational function for boys—with
Marwick denying government and mission fear that they perverted
the young or provided a secret network for political subversion.∫∞

That anthropologists’ work functions locally in this way has been
recognized by current researchers who have observed how their own
work is used for the invention of tradition and the creation or re-
generation of local identity. This work has produced a growing liter-
ature on the politics and preservation of local knowledge. More
emphasis needs to be placed, however, on the very local character of
practices of managing outsiders and the historical factors that influ-
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ence the development of particular local defenses: much more than a
general desire to preserve or enhance local identity is involved. To
take one example, a distinctive feature of the early Northern Rhode-
sian scene was the prevalence of the geologist as explorer. Because of
the speculation concerning mineral wealth that characterized the
British South Africa Company’s colonization of the region, geolo-
gists had figured among the earliest arrivals. They practiced a kind of
predatory science similar to that practiced by the natural scientists
who accompanied early imperial expeditions. In southern Africa the
most notorious of these predatory geologists was Carl Wiese. Wiese
played a role in the colonial wars that led to the conquest of the
Ngoni people—by shuttling between the Ngoni court and the vari-
ous European powers interested in their land—leaving the Ngoni
with a permanent suspicion of the behavior of outsiders.

The Ngoni automatically applied the term qupe—spy—or mwana
wa Wiese—child of Wiese—to any European whose purpose in vis-
iting their territory was unknown or suspicious. When Barnes ar-
rived in Ngoniland, they initially called him qupe, though his gen-
erous behavior and Lukhero’s explanations brought an end to local
suspicions relatively quickly in the area where he did most of his
fieldwork.∫≤ Lukhero’s connection to the paramount chief’s family
may also have aided Barnes’s acceptance. And as Barnes recalled,
giving a beer party and not wearing a hat like other Europeans also
helped.∫≥ Nevertheless, Barnes suffered renewed suspicion each time
he went to a new Ngoni area, as he frequently did on his second tour
in 1948. (He thought the Tonga in Colson’s field site to be more truly
friendly in comparison to his Ngoni experiences.) In one of the
Ngoni villages he visited, he found that even after meeting the head-
man and the ‘‘drinking population’’ and attending a church service
and meal afterwards, people continued to be suspicious. As he de-
scribed the scene in a letter to Mitchell: ‘‘One of the women said,
‘Today we are all eating porridge together, and tomorrow our hus-
bands will be in prison.’ There was a delegation afterwards to see my
interpreter—‘You are an African like ourselves, tell us what this man
is really doing.’ ’’∫∂

The rli researchers used a number of strategies to overcome the
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problems of suspicion and management of outsiders. Gluckman’s
advice to avoid staying in chiefs’ villages may have stemmed from his
own experiences of Zulu and Lozi societies, both of which had pow-
erful royal families who effectively controlled outsiders.∫∑ But he did
not object when Colson decided to live in a chief’s village in her field
site, for he understood that chiefship was very different in relatively
egalitarian Tonga society.∫∏ And although he avoided living in the
Lozi paramount chief’s village during his own fieldwork, he himself
made concessions to royal control by working with members of the
royal family and promoting their interests with respect to the colo-
nial government. These influences unavoidably affected his work.

Nevertheless, both he and the research officers found other ways
of entering the societies they studied, ways that could allow them to
get a larger view.∫π These strategies relied on two factors: the lengthy
and multiple periods of time these anthropologists spent in the field
and the movement that was prescribed by the rli’s goals for the
research, which required that they spend a length of time in one
village during their first tour and then use their second tour primarily
to move from one area to another getting a sample of the range of
village organizational patterns. The researchers often moved about
during their first year, as well, to get a sense of the entire area or to do
comparisons based on lengthy stays in a small number of villages
that might have contrasting organizational patterns.∫∫ Returning
to the field after being away for a writing-up period also proved a
good strategy. According to the Marwicks, ‘‘Schapera’s advice was
good—leave the field and when you come back they’ll greet you like
a lost tribesman.’’∫Ω

The rli researchers’ ability to enter local society in multiple ways
was also facilitated by research assistants who could enter local so-
ciety through their own channels and carry out unsupervised work.
Before leaving the field for the first writing-up period, Gluckman
advised team members to train their interpreters to keep diaries of
births, deaths, arguments, and other incidents in their absence,Ω≠

something he had done with his own assistants in Barotseland. In
response, Mitchell argued that such a plan would be impracticable
because of the need to supervise the assistant.Ω∞ As mentioned earlier,
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he had had problems getting a reliable interpreter/assistant, and his
letters to Barnes reflected the frustration of his attempts to train
one of his interpreters to collect adequate demographic data. Other
researchers successfully trained their assistants to keep diaries of
events and found them eager to contribute essays on various aspects
of their societies. Thus, the researchers were enabled to extend their
field of study beyond what they themselves could experience during
fieldwork, through this vicarious form of participant-observation.

The overall comparative regional focus of the rli helped to con-
struct the field not only as a place of interaction with local people, but
also as a locus of productive intellectual and social relationships with
other professionals. This aspect of rli teamwork developed out of a
cluster of experiences made up primarily of sharing research ob-
jectives, observing each other’s field practices, and creating commu-
nication networks. Gluckman consciously arranged some of these
experiences; others took place because of outside factors or physical
and social conditions in Northern Rhodesia. The director arranged
the initial Lamba field training session and the visit to South Africa,
he visited some of the researchers at their field sites, and he required
their attendance at a conference where they gave preliminary ac-
counts of their research and critiqued each other’s methods.Ω≤ He also
set certain overall goals for each study, such as the requirement that
all researchers carry out a study of land tenure as first priority, as well
as collect demographic dataΩ≥—a goal clearly related to the interests
of government. Outside influences that structured the rli’s coordi-
nated work included Lucy Mair’s study of marriage and divorce, for
which rli researchers provided data from their own studies, and
Phyllis Deane’s national incomes study, during which she visited each
researcher’s field site and used their already established contacts to
collect the data she needed.Ω∂

Conditions of fieldwork in Northern Rhodesia that further shaped
communication among the members of the team included the postal
service which allowed fairly regular correspondence and a rapidly
improving transportation network. The range of transport included
buses and trains in a few places. A few of the researchers bought
surplus military vehicles, which, despite problems with postwar pet-
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rol rationing, made visiting each other in the field easier than would
have been the case for anthropologists working in the interwar pe-
riod.Ω∑ The Institute’s Colonial Development and Welfare grant and
its considerable local funding also made it possible to enlarge the rli
library, which allowed the researchers as a group to keep in touch
with developments in the literature. Recent sociology and anthro-
pology books and journals circulated among the researchers while in
the field, where some of them wrote reviews for the the rli journal.

The journal, started by Gluckman in 1944, and other Institute
publications initiated during Wilson’s directorship promoted coor-
dinated work among the researchers and meshed them more firmly
into the small community of settlers, missionaries, and administra-
tors who saw some value in the rli’s approach.Ω∏ Early issues of
the journal were dominated by administrator-ethnographers’ work,
partly because Gluckman could not call on professional anthropolo-
gists to contribute during the war years. Nevertheless, throughout its
history the journal’s authors and the authors of other rli publica-
tions, such as the Papers and Communications, continued to reflect
the types of people within Northern Rhodesia with whom the re-
searchers could talk about their interests—a mix of administrators,
missionaries, and a few scholars from the wider African and British
academic networks, as well as some of the African research assis-
tants and other educated Africans with an interest in social research.
This mix of authors and the wide range and usually nontechnical na-
ture of the articles reflected the director’s goal for the Institute to
produce cultural and social knowledge that was accessible to every-
one in the colony, including Africans, and he made arrangements
for a subsidy that would keep the price of the journal within reach
of all.Ωπ

Examples of local involvement in the journal abound. The govern-
ment education officer, J. M. Winterbottom (whose department
shared accommodation with the rli after the Institute offices were
separated from the Museum) jointly edited the early issues of the
journal with Gluckman. The 1947 issue, number 5—the first to
reflect the output of the new team—contained articles by L. Sil-
berman, a former lecturer in sociology at Wits; J. H. R. Shaul,
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Mitchell and family at their field camp, standing next

to their used military truck, ‘‘Sonje Sue.’’ Mitchell

captioned the photo ‘‘ ‘Investigator’s Tent in a Village,’

Chiwalo, April 1947.’’ (Photo from J. Clyde Mitchell’s

private collection. Reproduced by permission of

Donald Mitchell.)

government statistician in Southern Rhodesia; Phyllis Deane; Max
Marwick; John Barnes; and E. G. L. Nicholls, an African location
superintendent in Lusaka.Ω∫ The journal’s mix of authors reflected
not only intellectual relations but also the social relations carried on
at the rli’s first headquarters at Livingstone.
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The RLI Rapids

On arrival in Livingstone the researchers became familiar with the
structure of relations that the director had developed around the rli
headquarters, meeting the community of settlers, missionaries, and
government officers interested in the Institute’s work. The headquar-
ters was at first in the Museum building but later in 1946 it was
moved into a ramshackle building with a large verandah, shared
with officers of the government education department which had not
yet moved to the new capital of Lusaka. The director had developed
particularly good relations with the education officers and hired
some of their African clerks and messengers for rli work. The edu-
cation officers and a few other administrators and technical officers
stationed in Livingstone, along with a few local settlers and educated
Africans, provided the audience for a series of evening talks that
Gluckman had organized to promote the Institute’s work.

For the ordinary people of Livingstone drawn to these talks, the
attraction would have been rooted in an older understanding of
anthropology as a collecting enterprise closely associated with ar-
cheology and material culture displays in museums. Indeed, the rli
had originated in a joint archeological/anthropological project envi-
sioned by an earlier governor of Northern Rhodesia, Hubert Young,
and used the premises of an already existing museum in Livingstone
(see chapter 3). At the beginning of his tenure in 1934, Young had
suggested that a museum and institute devoted to archeology, an-
thropology, and geology should be founded in David Livingstone’s
memory.ΩΩ A social anthropology focus added to this project might
have come from Audrey Richards’ influence on the government, as
well as from the governor’s interest in the effects of industrialization
on Africans, highlighted by the 1935 strike on the Copperbelt.∞≠≠

Young’s plans for science in the colony ultimately resulted in a re-
quest for funding for a multidisciplinary institute, including the bio-
logical as well as the social sciences, and emphasizing the need for
research into modern conditions, with a focus on the mining econ-
omy of the country. Founded as the Rhodes Livingstone Museum
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and Institute, the rli never managed to bring in biological scientists
but its early years produced a strong and long-standing archaeologi-
cal tradition fostered by Desmond Clark, alongside the important
social anthropology work.∞≠∞

For local residents, the association with the displays in the museum
colored their perception of the rli long after the formal association
between the two halves of the project was ended by Gluckman in
1946. Moreover, Gluckman’s championing of social anthropology
included museum-style collecting and displaying activities, and these
would have represented the most visible local image of the rli to the
white public, as well as to the many Africans who collected for
Gluckman or brought items to him once his interest became widely
known. He purchased numerous objects, masks, and costumes and
provided them to the rli Museum and other museums in southern
Africa and Britain; he arranged for traditional dance exhibitions in
the museum grounds; and he wrote in the journal on the relevance of
sociological research for museum displays.∞≠≤

Despite the current image of structural-functionalist anthropolo-
gists as uninterested in material culture because of their differences
with the earlier evolutionist and diffusionist approaches, the rli
team members paid close attention to material culture, wrote on it
for the museum, and collected objects.∞≠≥ Marxist materialism could
explain Gluckman’s interest in the implements and products of eco-
nomic activity, as expressed in his article ‘‘The Economy of the Cen-
tral Barotse Plain.’’∞≠∂ Anthropologists at the time also felt that tak-
ing some account of material culture was essential when exploring
previously unstudied societies, if one intended to provide a thorough
account. At the Institute, this feeling was reinforced by the traditional
approach to scientific work of the administrator-ethnographers most
closely associated with the rli, who observed, collected, and wrote
about every social and natural object within the range of their district
tours—including birds, plants, and rare antelope, as well as marriage
customs and ritual objects.

Moreover, Gluckman believed that material culture formed a nec-
essary component of social anthropology both as data and as a use-
ful form of participation in the studied society, as evidenced in his
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requirement that the new research officers collect for the Museum
according to the specifications laid out in the article on museum
displays he wrote for an early rli journal: ‘‘I wish to point out to you
that the collection of exhibits of material culture will be of great
assistance to you in your studies both as data and as a means of
establishing contact with the people.’’∞≠∑ The curator, Desmond
Clark, also initiated a series of material culture pamphlets published
and sold at the Museum, to which the researchers contributed.

The aspect of these activities that was most important for the
structuring of rli research, however, was the material culture and
data-collecting network Gluckman developed, which extended from
Livingstone to his fieldsite near Mongu in Barotseland. A group
of African assistants and collectors, referred to as ‘‘Max’s boys,’’
moved between Livingstone and Mongu finding and purchasing ob-
jects and providing the director with reports from the field. This
practice enabled him to gather information and continue his re-
search in spite of his administrative duties in Livingstone. All of the
new rli researchers would have seen this network in action from the
Livingstone side, and some later visited Gluckman at his fieldsite
near Mongu and saw the network functioning from that side. Some
referred to this fieldsite—‘‘Katongo Camp’’—as ‘‘Gluckman’s big
establishment.’’ In this term, admiration for an efficient and com-
fortable field camp was, for some, mixed with criticism of the size,
affluence, and disturbance to local society implicit in such an estab-
lishment.∞≠∏ The director had personal financial resources and the
status acquired from past fieldwork—and his age and position—
necessary to make a place for himself in Lozi society that was quite
different from that which the new researchers could make for them-
selves in the societies they studied. The Lozis accorded Gluckman a
position similar to that of induna, a title given to senior African
officials in the Lozi government, whereas the groups that the other
researchers studied generally accorded them positions appropriate
for younger members of society.∞≠π

Once established at their research sites, the rli anthropologists
frequently corresponded and occasionally visited each other’s and
the director’s sites, further enhancing their development of similar
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research networks in the field. Gluckman described some of these
field visits in his report on research in 1946–47:

During the remaining period under review I saw Dr. Colson several
times as her field is near Livingstone and she spent two weeks in
Barotseland when I was working there. Mr. Barnes visited me there
for a week while Dr. Colson was with me. Mr. Holleman worked in
Johannesburg and Cape Town before returning to the field. Thus only
Mr. Mitchell was completely isolated, especially as he saw Miss Deane
and Mr. Marwick (Colonial Research Fellow) [only shortly] before the
January conference. Miss Deane visited Dr. Colson, Mr. Barnes, and
myself during April-May, and Mr. Barnes also met Mr. Marwick.∞≠∫

These visits also provided the setting for a comparison of field
practices that promoted comparability of the data the anthropolo-
gists collected, though they functioned just as importantly in estab-
lishing the group’s social identity. Another contribution to the rli
team’s self-consciousness of field practices was the research done by
Phyllis Deane. Her economic approach, as she expressed it in an
article for the journal describing her proposed research, shared some
basic features with Gluckman’s style of social anthropology. Her
postwar Keynesian approach treated national economies as coherent
wholes that could be understood and controlled through planned
intervention, a view similar to that of the view of society accepted by
functionalism in anthropology. The approach of both disciplines
shared political roots in R. H. Tawney’s earlier vision of the func-
tional society.∞≠Ω As with other facets of the scientific planning move-
ment, national income accounting had been transformed from idea
to practice during the war and extended to the colonies in the post-
war period.

Despite these very general commonalities, however, the two disci-
plines’ intellectual differences in terms of theory may have been high-
lighted by Deane’s presence in the field—at least for Gluckman, who
thought that national incomes was an ‘‘arid topic,’’ and for Barnes,
who had already become ‘‘disenchanted with economics’’ in 1936
while contemplating a switch from mathematics to economics as an
undergraduate at Cambridge.∞∞≠
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In addition to intellectual influences, a certain amount of stan-
dardization of the research environment had to be attained in order
for each researcher’s fieldsite to accommodate Deane’s set of re-
search questions. This was partly accomplished through each re-
searcher’s assistants working with her, translating her questions into
the local language, and interpreting the answers. In general, both the
researchers’ and the assistants’ self-consciousness about practices
would have been enhanced by her presence, regardless of whether
she commented on their practices. For example, Deane showed that
Barnes’s family’s purchases of food and payment of wages repre-
sented the single largest source of cash in the local economy,∞∞∞ a
factor in the anthropologist’s impact on his or her studied commu-
nity that was not often considered at the time. As far as individual
research responses were concerned, however, the anthropologists
did not necessarily become more interested in questions about the
local economy. Barnes reflected, ‘‘I probably thought I could neglect
inquiries into economic activities, since Phyllis dealt with them.’’∞∞≤

But Colson found that Deane’s visit stimulated her to systematically
collect data on Tonga crop sales, and she later sent Deane a list of all
items she knew had been sold in her field area.∞∞≥ At the rli con-
ference that followed Deane’s visits, the group agreed to continue to
collect income data for her, as well as demographic data for the
South African demographer Henry Sonnabend.∞∞∂ Later, Mitchell
wrote an article about the methodological problems involved in col-
lecting budgets.∞∞∑

Although her contact with the rli did not lead to standard budget-
collecting activities or a standard intellectual approach that reflected
the influence of economics as a discipline, Deane’s visits to the
fieldsites and her later continuing contact reinforced the group’s co-
hesion. As Barnes recalled, ‘‘While we—Max, Elizabeth, Clyde and
myself—were in Oxford during 1947–48, Phyllis was living in Lon-
don. I remember her coming once to Oxford to read a seminar paper,
and I think we all visited her in London on various occasions, during
that year and later when Elizabeth, Clyde and I were in Manchester.
These occasions may have had a positive effect in maintaining our
identity as rli people. . . .’’∞∞∏
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Not only the motif of economics but also that of demography
provided a cohesion-building theme for the group. Gluckman’s con-
cern to collect demographic information stimulated the researchers
to produce a standard census form for its collection. They used
guidelines provided in a seminar presented by the South African
demographer Henry Sonnabend, whom Gluckman had invited to
the first rli conference. Like other scholars in Gluckman’s South
African network, Sonnabend did research that was relevant to politi-
cal and social policy, including a 1943 pamphlet with Cyril Sofer on
the plight of mixed-race children that made the antieugenic point
that ‘‘miscegenation’’ had no harmful effects.∞∞π His relevance for
the rli’s work lay in his work to initiate a ‘‘fruitful interchange be-
tween demography and anthropology’’ in the 1930s, by demonstrat-
ing the connection between differences in the marriage age of men
and women and the potential rate of polygyny.∞∞∫ Polygyny—the
practice of having multiple wives—depended on the availability of
women of marriageable age, which increased as the age of marriage
for men increased.

While still in the field, the team had been alerted to Sonnabend’s
visit to the conference by a letter from Gluckman urging them to
think about demographic data.∞∞Ω Later the director passed on a
letter from Fortes urging them to collect statistics on women, espe-
cially births and marriages.∞≤≠ Thus, during the conference, stim-
ulated by Sonnabend’s seminar, Mitchell, Colson, and Barnes de-
veloped the census form, relying on a general understanding in
anthropology at the time of what was needed, as well as on certain
explicit models: Colson, for example, was familiar with the form
used by her former supervisor, Clyde Kluckhohn. They also used Au-
drey Richards’s article on the village census, explicit information in
Malinowski’s published work, and the work of Edward Gifford.∞≤∞

The rli also became a storehouse for copies of the researchers’
fieldnotes, which could be consulted by others and on which the
directors sometimes commented. After reading Barnes’s fieldnotes
Deane suggested that all staff read each other’s notes.∞≤≤ Similar in-
fluences toward the gathering of comparable data continued into the
team’s second fieldwork period—for example, with Lucy Mair’s re-
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quest for data from all of them for use in her sociological portion of
the African Marriage Survey, a study of the effects of modern condi-
tions on marriage and family life sponsored by the International
African Institute.∞≤≥ In addition, the process of publishing some of
their early work while still in the field also drew the team together,
corresponding about their contributions to the Rhodes-Livingstone
Institute Journal and to an edited collection, Seven Tribes of British
Central Africa.∞≤∂

Of all these influences, the rli-based conferences functioned for
the team as the most important point of intellectual exchange, stan-
dardization of practices, and development of a common identity. Ac-
cording to Gluckman’s report on the first of conferences: ‘‘All the
staff met at Livingstone in January–February 1947 to coordinate
their work and report on their respective fields. Dr. H. Sonnabend
(Acting Head of the Department of Sociology, University of the Wit-
watersrand), Miss P. Deane (Colonial Research Fellow), and Dr.
J. M. Winterbottom (Provincial Education Officer) were also present
at most of the sessions, and Mr. L. F. Leversedge (Provincial Commis-
sioner, Southern Province) and Mr. F. J. Passmore (District Officer,
Mazabuka) attended when Dr. Colson reported on the Tonga.’’∞≤∑

Each researcher gave a seminar in which he or she presented prelimi-
nary findings and suffered a vigorous critique from Gluckman and
the others in attendance. According to Mitchell: ‘‘Field methods were
the most important focus of the seminars—crucial—and this built us
into a team, with all having a similar approach. Max emphasized
concrete documentation and kept quoting Malinowski to us.’’∞≤∏

It is worth expanding on Mitchell’s view of the function of these
seminars and their place in the development of the Manchester
School, because he would himself use conferences and seminars to
further develop the rli approach during his period as the rli’s
fourth director in the early 1950s:

The Manchester School was not a school but a set of research studies
based on basic procedures: first, meticulous fieldwork; second, Gluck-
man’s Marxist materialism and interest in material conditions; three,
quantitative analysis where appropriate; and, four, a case study focus.
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Group photo at a 1951 rli Conference in Livingstone. From left

to right: A. J. B. Hughes, J. Clyde Mitchell, Ian Cunnison, Hans

Holleman, Elsey Richardson, Victor Turner, unknown man,

Bubbles Hyam. (Photo from J. Clyde Mitchell’s private collection.

Reproduced by permission of Jean Mitchell.)

Gluckman’s fieldwork seminars—it was difficult to travel so far! Each
had to read a paper and that forced us to systematize data at an early
stage. The listeners sought out inconsistencies and thinness in the data,
contradictions between data and observations about customs and
values. This allowed us to go back to the field to correct gaps.∞≤π

In the above answer to my question, ‘‘What made the Manchester
School a school?’’ Mitchell placed the emphasis on field practices—
‘‘basic procedures’’—denying that the group was a school in the
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usual sense which implies adherence to a body of theory. Although it
is in the nature of the sciences that some theory would have been
implicit in the selection of data and the recognition of inconsistencies
and gaps, theory did not form the major topic of discussion in the
rli seminars. A sense of the transitory usefulness of specific theories
was likely to have informed this approach, since Gluckman had used
the Lamba field-training session to impress upon the group the ne-
cessity to collect sufficiently detailed data that would enable one to
analyze it later from angles not anticipated while in the field. His
later use at Manchester of the reanalysis of famous ethnographies as
a teaching technique was also based on this approach—analyzing
the same date from a number of different theoretical perspectives.∞≤∫

This would have made later students keenly aware of the wide range
of information that would have to be collected to support such an
enterprise.

The rli conferences also enabled the formation of a common
social identity, equally as important as the development of a com-
mon approach to fieldwork. The social side sometimes included the
researchers’ picnics at the ‘‘Institute Rapids,’’ on a bank of the Zam-
bezi River above Victoria Falls, and forays into the surrounding
countryside.∞≤Ω The sense of an rli style of behavior that set them
apart from the often unwelcoming local white society comes through
in the stories the researchers told about these events in later inter-
views—joking about Gluckman’s sometimes eccentric behavior or
describing the laughter of African guards who caught some of them
skinny-dipping in a reservoir at night.∞≥≠

The pithiness of the groups’ banter may reflect the South African
element at the rli, as well as the working-class sympathies of nearly
all the members of the group—an earthy straightforward quality
that would have contrasted with the courtly and highly ritualistic
style of colonial administration and the higher ranks of the white
settler community in Northern Rhodesia. This difference resulted in
some tension: the administrators and technical officers in Living-
stone referred to the team on their first arrival as ‘‘Gluckman’s
Circus,’’ and the director was often hard put to keep his researchers
in line.∞≥∞ This quality would also distinguish them from the aca-
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demic community they confronted later in Britain, which in the late
1940s and into the 1950s was still imbued with the upper-middle-
class Oxbridge style. As Epstein recalled the situation during his
days in Manchester, ‘‘When we attended asa meetings in London,
we were referred to as ‘the cloth cap boys’—a reference to working
class styles.’’∞≥≤

Their first joint experience of this milieu would come in 1947,
when the team went to Oxford for a writing-up period between their
two stints of fieldwork, under the direction of Gluckman, who had
by then accepted a lectureship there. Mitchell and Barnes joined
colleges for their degrees, under the supervision of Gluckman, Meyer
Fortes, and Evans-Pritchard.∞≥≥ The team as a whole presented semi-
nars, received feedback from members of the ‘‘Oxford structural
school’’ (which included John Middleton and Jim and Laura Bohan-
nan, who were also students at the time∞≥∂), socialized together, and
gave radio talks arranged by Gluckman to popularize their work.
They also took the opportunity to attend seminars given by impor-
tant scholars nearby in London. Barnes, for example, attended semi-
nars of the sociologist, Morris Ginsburg.∞≥∑ And Barnes, Mitchell,
Colson, and Cunnison attended Firth’s and Forde’s combined Uni-
versity College and lse seminar, where they mixed with Richards,
Nadel, Leach, and others.∞≥∏

The time in Oxford was a formative experience for the rli team,
not only for their development of an rli identity but also for their
individual career paths. Academic posts in anthropology could not
be taken for granted in the interwar period, and even in the late
1940s the rli researchers could not have foreseen the boom in
anthropology posts that would accompany the 1950s and 1960s
expansion of the university systems in Britain, the United States,
and Australia. They saw an academic career as highly desirable, even
if difficult to obtain, evidenced by Gluckman’s concern about his
own career and his fight to base the team in Oxford during its first
writing-up period. As he reported to the cssrc on his resignation in
June 1947: ‘‘I must get teaching experience or I should never be able
to return to university life.’’∞≥π He was certain that a period at a big
university at that stage would ‘‘be the making of the members of our
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team,’’ and defended the decision to send them to Oxford, in prefer-
ence to the University of Cape Town or, especially, in preference to
remaining in Livingstone, where he argued lack of housing and an
unhealthy climate—not to mention lack of a university library—
would hamper their writing.

The Board of Trustees, the cssrc, and the Colonial Office reacted
angrily to this plan, because it violated the goal of establishing
colony-centered intellectual institutions. In response to Gluckman’s
argument that some team members needed further training to finish
doctorates and that they should be allowed to enroll at Oxford to
complete their degrees, various members of these bodies saw the
writing-up period as an anthropological plot to divert colonial re-
search funds for the purpose of establishing the researchers’ aca-
demic careers. The researchers, on the other hand, felt disadvan-
taged by the temporary contracts and lack of adequate pensions that
came with colonial research posts.∞≥∫ Gluckman and Colson, on the
basis of their previous experience, also defended the amount of time
needed for analysis and writing up between tours of fieldwork, with
the director, no doubt irritatingly, reminding the cssrc of his origi-
nal proposal to bind the researchers to two terms of service and to
provide a year in, a year out, and a year in as the ideal proportion
of fieldwork to writing up during the first half of the first term of
service.∞≥Ω

In the end, the rli team got its time at Oxford because of the lack
of housing in Livingstone and Schapera’s absence from uct, but the
issue of local writing-up periods remained unresolved and would,
along with the rli’s status as a colonial research institute that was
unattached to a colonial university, again become a bone of conten-
tion in negotiations about the Institute’s future.∞∂≠

Conclusion

A crucial factor in the thinking of anthropologists about the value
of applied research—what effect such work would have on their
careers—has been neglected in the literature on colonial anthropol-
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ogy because of the enormous amount of attention given to questions
about the morality of anthropologists’ involvement in colonial de-
velopment work and about the relative status of applied versus theo-
retical pursuits. The latter factors of morality and status played an
undeniable role in each researcher’s decision making—expressed at
the time as disillusionment with the potential role of anthropology in
colonial development and in the tension between anthropological
interests and the colonial administration’s goals. But the failure of
the Colonial Office to support the development of careers based in
colonial research institutes also played an important part, as we shall
see in chapter 6 on Mitchell’s directorship. The cssrc exacerbated
this failure by insisting on applying academic standards to the rli
research proposals, which limited the rli’s ability to do research im-
mediately relevant to local government concerns, and which might
have encouraged them to remain attached to colonial institutes.∞∂∞

Whatever career path a researcher might have desired, the aca-
demic route, when available, remained the one most likely to pro-
vide security and the time to publish, as Gluckman recognized in his
own decision to resign the rli directorship in 1947.∞∂≤ When he
subsequently founded the social anthropology department at Man-
chester in 1949, the former director could then provide rli re-
searchers with a metropolitan university base from which to pursue
academic careers. This did not, however, cause rli researchers to
shift toward a purely academic focus, for they continued to share an
intellectual and social network within Northern Rhodesia during
fieldwork and to contemplate careers in southern Africa—both fac-
tors that kept rli research focused on more than the development of
theories. The journal maintained a mix of local authors, held a place
on the shelves of colonial administrators, and became highly re-
garded among the new generation of administrators that began
work in the 1950s, despite the anthropologists’ frustration with gov-
ernment’s general failure to take account of their work.∞∂≥ Subse-
quent directors continued to foster government connections and
planned for the Institute’s possible future as the core of a university.
After Mitchell moved to the chair of African Studies at the University
College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (ucrn), he sent students to the
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Northern Rhodesian field. Some of them worked on topics directly
relevant to local government and African concerns—an example of
the importance of examining the connections between colonial in-
stitutions such as the rli and ucrn, rather than only the influence of
metropolitan institutions on colonial ones. Gluckman’s approach
and that of other directors would also foster a strong tradition of
applied research, both in Northern Rhodesia and other parts of the
world, though this strand of the rli legacy has received practically
no attention in previous histories of anthropology. (See chapter 8.)

Before he left, moreover, Gluckman had established a new ap-
proach to anthropology at the rli, which would continue to develop
through the work of subsequent directors. This approach emerged
from a creative mix of often dissonant elements rather than from the
application of a consistent theoretical stance. To the actors at the
time, structural-functionalism did not provide a clear template for
research. Referring to problems of doing coordinated team research,
Gluckman observed: ‘‘The problem of achieving co-operative re-
search in as undeveloped a discipline as social anthropology is tre-
mendous, since the workers have very varied trainings which are not
co-ordinated by a precise and limiting body of theory’’ (emphasis
mine). He made this statement as part of an argument for putting a
potential new researcher, Ian Cunnison, into the Luapula research
site, because he would be available to spend six months in prepara-
tion in Oxford while the first rli team was writing up there and,
through this opportunity to share in their experience, become a true
member of the team.∞∂∂

‘‘Very varied’’ is not the view of postwar structural-functionalism
that anthropologists hold today. Since the 1970s, most anthropolo-
gists have viewed the 1940s–1950s as the high point of a functional-
ist paradigm—consciously using the term ‘‘paradigm’’ to stress an
early Kuhnian model of ‘‘normal science’’ and contrasting it both
with an earlier ‘‘pre-paradigmatic’’ stage and the current state of
supposed post-paradigmatic (and postmodernist) loss of commit-
ment to a single body of theory. The question of whether or not
Kuhn’s model is appropriate for the history of anthropology since
the war must be addressed, because this is still the most commonly
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held view of anthropology within the discipline itself, expressed in
textbooks, lectures, and most of the memoir/histories produced in
recent years.∞∂∑

As shown in the quote from Gluckman, anthropologists in the
1940s were hardly the monk-like devotees to a monotheistic scien-
tific creed that Kuhn found in the natural sciences.∞∂∏ The members
of the first team came from diverse educational backgrounds, includ-
ing American anthropology, with its greater focus on cultural and
psychological factors. Some arrived with primary training in entirely
different disciplines—social work (Mitchell) and social psychology
(Marwick), for example. American, British, and South African styles
of fieldwork intermingled and clashed. Serious differences in re-
search style is one of the meanings we can draw from Gluckman’s
description of the variations between sociological researchers: ‘‘So-
ciological research is not like other forms of research where the
personal element can very largely be excluded. The type of the work
that a man does depends largely on his temperament and also on
his training.’’∞∂π Holleman and Gluckman, for example, clashed
over their divergent South African styles of field behavior, as shown
in the preceding chapter when the young Gluckman eagerly joined in
the dance and dress of his Zulu informants while Holleman fol-
lowed the more segregationist style of his volkekundige mentor, P. J.
Schoeman.

Furthermore, the rli’s creative mix does not fit the retrospective
image of social anthropology at its high point as a discipline domi-
nated by the tribal unit of analysis, with little scope for discussing
politics or the agency of the individual. In the team’s plans for re-
search, as well as in Gluckman’s prefaces to the completed mono-
graphs, attention to the individual and to psychological and cultural
themes enriched the rli’s version of social anthropology. At the first
rli fieldwork conference, they ‘‘were all agreed that to prevent our
reports being a repetition of the surface generalizations already
known from Southern Africa, we must make detailed studies of
inter-personal relations of small groups.’’∞∂∫ In a conscious con-
trast to earlier work, team members focused on the tribe and village
as political entities in the colonial administration.∞∂Ω Individuals
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figured both as members of lineage systems (drawing on Fortes,
Evans-Pritchard, and ultimately Durkheim) and as political actors in
modern systems of government from the beginning of the rli’s
work—as, for example, in the attention paid to the interhierarchical
role of the village head already considered in work that grew out of
the Lamba Survey.

What marked the period in social anthropology in general—and
the rli’s approach in particular—was not the tribal unit of analysis,
but a strong interest in social change, a characteristic that has not
been sufficiently acknowledged in the standard picture of structural-
functionalism. To get at social change, Gluckman promoted a new
approach built up out of Malinowski’s style of fieldwork, Radcliffe-
Brown’s stress on comparative analysis, and Marx’s focus on mate-
rial conditions and dialectical historical processes.∞∑≠ He attempted
to apply this approach, through the work of the rli team, to every
social problem that troubled central Africa (and, later, the industrial
north of England and other parts of the world). In the process he
created a research school, but it was one based not on an overarching
paradigm but on the tension and divergence of its theoretical ele-
ments, as well as endless critique and reanalysis of meticulously col-
lected field data.

Even Gluckman’s attachment to an equilibrium model of society
did not escape his colleagues’ pursuit of the nature of conflict and
change, as they increasingly discarded this model in favor of more
open-ended views, both of societies and of the forces that held them
together or tore them apart. And when they broke new ground as
they analyzed their own data, team members often experienced the
director’s preference for specific approaches as rigid. According to
Mitchell, Gluckman insisted he read constantly while doing field-
work on the Yao, including in particular Fortes’s Dynamics of Clan-
ship among the Tallensi. Mitchell was also urged to communicate
with the Bohannons about their ongoing work on the the Tiv and the
Tiv’s ‘‘lovely’’ kinship systems—‘‘crystalline in structure’’—but the
Yaos’s shallow genealogies simply would not fit. He chafed under
these models and once remarked, to Gluckman’s annoyance, that
‘‘the Tallensi have been tortured on the rack of clanship.’’ The break
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that would eventually lead to network analysis derived from these
and other dissatisfactions, discussed in conversations and corre-
spondence between Mitchell and Barnes.∞∑∞ (For more discussion of
network analysis, see chapter 6.)

Thus, it was appropriate that the Manchester School, as it came to
be called in the 1960s, was also known as the ‘‘Conflict School.’’∞∑≤

Conflict would soon dog the fieldwork of the rli researchers as they
initiated urban studies in the 1950s, but it also lay at the heart of
Gluckman’s idea of social equilibrium: in his earlier and his later
work, he always pointed out—more dialectically than function-
ally—that equilibrium in South Africa relied on contradictory eco-
nomic and social motives and that historically this equilibrium was
initiated and maintained by force.∞∑≥



5

‘‘A Lady and an American’’

Elizabeth Colson directed the rli from 1947, when Gluckman left,
until early 1951, when illness forced her to resign. The third genera-
tion at the rli during this time included Ian Cunnison (who arrived
in 1947 and overlapped with the previous team), A. J. B. Hughes,
and Marjory Elliot. In 1950, Victor Turner, William Watson, Mar-
ion Pearsall, and Lewis Gann were hired on the basis of Colson’s
seven-year plan but primarily trained and directed by her successor,
J. Clyde Mitchell, who also acted as director during her leave in
1951. A. L. Epstein, who came to do a study of urban courts in
Northern Rhodesia under a Colonial Research Fellowship, began his
work in 1950 supervised by the administrator, Robert Moffat (a
descendant of the Moffat mission family), who got on well with the
rli directors. Epstein attended rli conferences, and when Moffat
went on leave Epstein’s supervision was transferred to the rli. Ep-
stein wanted to get rural experience before beginning an urban
study, so he spent some time with the Bemba and later with the
Lunda in Cunnison’s Luapula field site.∞

Turner studied the Ndembu of Northern Rhodesia’s Northwestern
Province, with his wife Edith sharing equally in the research; Watson
studied the Mambwe (a group near the Bemba but who had a differ-
ent adaptation to the migrant labor economy); and Pearsall started
work on the Lakeside Tonga of Nyasaland but left the field for per-
sonal reasons and was replaced by Jaap van Velsen. Gann’s post
involved researching and writing the history of Northern Rhodesia,
vital to the overall rli project of understanding the region’s experi-
ence of social change. He spent a year in Oxford looking at archival
material before arriving in Africa. Funding for two sociologists to
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begin the urban study of the Copperbelt would eventually provide
the basis for Mitchell’s directorship and his social survey, as well as
A. L. Epstein’s study of urban African politics. Colson’s plan also
requested a survey team of trained African assistants, but the rli’s
board of trustees would not agree to a salary level commensurate
with the educational level the Institute required. This ultimately
led to the lowering of these salaries and the considerable difficulty
Mitchell would later experience in recruiting and keeping the team
of Africans he employed for the Copperbelt survey.≤ (See chapter 6.)

The first team’s writing-up period in Oxford in 1947 had resulted
in the production of a volume of articles, Seven Tribes in British
Central Africa, four out of its seven articles written by rli team
members Gluckman, Colson, Barnes, and Mitchell and based on
seminars they gave at the Institute for Social Anthropology in Ox-
ford.≥ This writing-up period solidified their links with British aca-
demia and, from the metropolitan perspective, endowed them with
an identity as part of the Oxford structuralist school dominated by
E. E. Evans-Pritchard.∂

Cunnison joined the team while they were writing up in Oxford
and came out to Northern Rhodesia in June of 1948, where he had a
field training session with Colson in Mazabuka District before be-
ginning his fieldwork on the Lunda in Luapula Province. The econo-
mist Marjorie Eliot, who had worked at the British Ministry of La-
bour and studied economics at Oxford, was recruited in Oxford and
began a macrostudy of labor migration intended to place the rli
primary research within that larger context (but which she never
published). A. J. B. Hughes took up a Beit Trust grant to work
in Southern Rhodesia on the Ndebele people (after a period of train-
ing in Britain with Gluckman), administered from the rli. The
Beit Trust also gave Holleman funding for a second research tour
among the Hera. In between he had spent a writing-up period in
Cape Town with Isaac Schapera. Anne Close became the rli’s ad-
ministrative secretary. Sianga continued as a research assistant repre-
senting Gluckman in Barotseland until the end of Colson’s director-
ship, while Lewanika did the same until he got a job in the Lozi
administration in 1949.
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Colson and the others from the second generation continued field-
work during this period; she visited Barnes in the field and together
they traveled to Nyasaland to visit Mitchell. Colson also visited Cun-
nison in the field. Both Barnes and Cunnison visited Colson at dif-
ferent times. They all met in Salisbury and Bulawayo for conferences
because of the housing shortage in Livingstone. Salisbury, the capital
of Southern Rhodesia, was also more convenient for Holleman, and
Bulawayo, the largest city in the western part of that country, was
convenient for Hughes, in his nearby Ndebele fieldsite. Lucy Mair
provided an important cohesive factor despite not being in the field
herself—by requesting that all the rli research officers send her
comparable data on marriage patterns to help with her part of the
African marriage study for the International African Institute.

At least three themes of this book find expression during the pe-
riod of Colson’s directorship—race and gender factors shaping the
researcher’s identity in the field; research for development as part
of the rli’s mission; and intellectual and institutional networks as
shaping influences on the rli’s research goals. All of these themes are
encompassed in Colson’s career, as a female anthropologist, as a
long-term researcher whose work has been important in both theo-
retical and applied anthropology, and as an American in the center of
a largely British and South African disciplinary network in southern
and central Africa. She also provided the key impetus to solve the
rli’s problem of finding a suitable location and adequate funding
for administration as well as research—both pressing problems be-
cause of postwar inflation and the housing shortage in Northern
Rhodesia at the time. Lack of funding for accommodation in Living-
stone, as well as for a director’s salary, meant that Colson often
directed the rli from her tent in her Plateau Tonga fieldsite while
carrying on the research for which she was paid.∑ She was instrumen-
tal in relocating the Institute from Livingstone to Lusaka and getting
it an adequate headquarters building and houses for researchers. She
developed the Institute’s new seven-year research plan, which began
in 1950. The Colonial Development and Welfare fund agreed to
finance the continuing research and provided some money, as well,
for the rli’s new buildings. Local support also continued, especially
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from Northern Rhodesia’s then-governor, Sir Gilbert Rennie, who
took a personal interest in the Institute and convinced local corpora-
tions to aid the building effort.∏

Reconsidering Women in the Field

During my first interview with Elizabeth Colson, I asked her if she
had ever experienced any discrimination as a woman anthropolo-
gist, and she replied, ‘‘No.’’π I was surprised by this answer and was
at first eager to explain it away as I found evidence that her gender
had, indeed, made a difference in the perceptions of some of those
she encountered during her education and in her career in Northern
Rhodesia. Nevertheless, there is truth in her view that has survived
my exploration of the roles of women in the history of the rli and of
the current literature on women in the field. In a number of impor-
tant ways, Elizabeth Colson’s career and the careers of other women
anthropologists in central Africa critically challenge the often-heard
assumptions about gender and anthropology which will be discussed
in this section.

Most of the writing on women anthropologists in the field pro-
duced over the last twenty years expresses a single-issue focus on,
and Eurocentric definition of, gender that is, no doubt, useful to
women anthropologists today who are attempting to rise in the
metropolitan-based profession. Nevertheless, this literature fails to
capture the complexity of the fieldwork situation itself—and its au-
thors fail to appreciate the importance of the interaction between
local ideas of gender and more general local practices for the manage-
ment of outsiders. These local practices often derive from complex
precolonial, colonial, and postcolonial interactions among race, gen-
der, and class factors and, especially, from the cultural violence inher-
ent in the imposition of Western gender categories on local societies
that led to the enormous changes in relations between men and
women demanded by missionaries, governments, and commercial
interests. These Europeans interpreted African societies in terms of
Western gender categories and, through their interpretations and
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impositions, created gendered behavior in areas of social interaction
where it may not have existed before, while missing entirely other
forms of gendered behavior that were alien to Western experience.∫

Moreover, even the rigid Western gender categories that colonials
attempted to impose came blended with other factors, such as class
and race. In other words, gender, race, and class were (and are)
radically interactive concepts impossible to entirely disentangle even
for analytical purposes.Ω Thus, to truly understand the situation of
women anthropologists in the field, one must look historically at the
complex negotiations and blendings that took place among all three
categories. We must not limit ourselves to looking at the actual or
perceived dichotomy between local and European notions of the
proper place of women.

In the existing literature dealing with the gender of the researcher,
three questions predominate. First, do women anthropologists enjoy
a special understanding of, or access to, the lives of women in the
societies they study? Second, do the societies they study give female
researchers a particular status or role primarily because of their gen-
der? And third, what is the woman anthropologist’s status within the
discipline itself, what are the causes of this status, and how can it be
bettered?

In its attempts to answer these questions, this literature often
makes generalizations about women’s careers but rarely grounds
these generalizations in particular case studies, though the authors
do use anecdotes from personal experience. Because of this, there is
little appreciation of gender as a historically, as well as culturally,
constructed category. Moreover, most of those who discuss their
personal experiences as women in the field deal only cursorily, if at
all, with their relations with the local European communities. These
communities usually provide crucial support of various kinds for
female (and male) researchers in the field, and their negative evalua-
tion of a researcher’s behavior can affect the researcher’s access to the
field. Historically, too, the indigenous communities that the anthro-
pologists study formed their ideas about Europeans on the basis of
experience with local settler communities and usually attempted to
‘‘place’’ a visiting researcher into appropriate categories related to
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these experiences. Because the literature on women in the field does
not deal with this factor, it is necessary to turn to the insightful
exploration of gender in European colonial societies made by Helen
Callaway and to the groundbreaking work of Ann Stoler on the
anthropology of colonialism. These scholars point to the uses of
gender within European communities in the colonies,∞≠ the gender-
ing of relations between the races, the relationship of gender with
changing class interests, and the ritualization of colonial social life.
This literature informs the following discussion.

Female anthropologists in the colonial period had to deal with the
gender rules of small and diverse settler communities before they
could get into the field and whenever they encountered Europeans in
the field. They had to adopt local styles of behavior or invent accept-
able ways of transcending settler-imposed masculine and feminine
roles before they could even begin to do fieldwork. In this light,
Margaret Read’s wearing of riding breeches in the field, mentioned
in the first chapter, can be understood as a way of transcending
settlers’ and administrators’ ideas of a woman’s proper place.∞∞ Her
choice of dress may have made little reference to expectations or
preferences of Africans (though there is no indication from the inter-
views I conducted that Africans found her dress offensive). The cul-
ture of riding in twentieth-century Britain, as well as in the colonies,
allowed women to wear a traditionally masculine type of dress. Rid-
ing breeches would have been sturdy and comfortable for fieldwork
and would have given an impression of self-sufficiency and compe-
tence to European observers. They would also have invoked an aura
of the English rural gentry, providing the perfect way for a female
academic to impress administrators and settlers who had transferred
romantic ideas about the English countryside to the form of life they
had created for themselves in Africa.∞≤ Read also had an upper-class
background and may have participated in English riding culture, like
Thomas Fox-Pitt (mentioned in chapter 3), a member of the aristoc-
racy who was notorious for arranging unsegregated interracial ‘‘fox
hunts’’ while in the colonial administration in Northern Rhodesia.

Evoking the ethos of the English rural aristocracy was not a strat-
egy limited to female anthropologists, however, as one can see from
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the discussion of Gluckman’s dress and hunting activities in Barotse-
land in chapter 3. Because power itself is gendered, masculine and
feminine styles of behavior can be found even in situations where
only the members of one sex interact. Thus, Gluckman sometimes
found it useful to invoke a particular kind of masculinity—the rural
upper-class image—in the field. At the end of World War Two, this
would have been one of the few strategies open to him, given the
defensiveness and self-consciousness of many colonial administra-
tors about the issue of their own masculinity. Some were men who
had been exempted from military service. They would also have
been experiencing a loss of the frontier style of masculinity they had
previously claimed from experiences of active touring in the bush,
for in the postwar period ‘‘men’s duties’’ in ‘‘the wilds’’ had turned
into tame administrative work at desks, the ‘‘masculine virtues’’ into
a ‘‘de-sexed existence.’’∞≥ Gluckman, too, had been exempted from
active military service, though he had tried to enlist and he drilled
with the Northern Rhodesian Defence force during the war.∞∂ The
rli, however, had a reputation as a haven for conscientious objec-
tors. (See chapter 3.) When the new team of rli researchers arrived
in 1946—many of them decorated veterans—and a new crop of
administrators with war service also returned—like Fox-Pitt—the
politics of masculinity for Gluckman would have been challenging,
indeed.

Gender permeates not just class but other categories, as well, in-
cluding notions of comfort and ideas of expertise. For women, com-
fortable, functional, and healthy clothing was rarely considered
fashionable or appropriate, and most of the women at the rli com-
promised in various ways with local settler expectations—wearing
ordinary dresses with mosquito boots or donning trousers in the
evening to avoid mosquitoes, in spite of the disapproval of admin-
istrators’ wives.∞∑ Mimicking the dress of similar professionals in the
field was also an option not available to them: Gluckman could wear
khaki shorts and shirts similar to those that technical officers wore,
but Read, Richards, and Colson could not. Riding breeches, how-
ever, may have also been worn by administrators and technical of-
ficers who used horses in the field, which was common in parts of
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central Africa. And Colson wore khaki army uniform slacks given to
her by her brother-in-law, as well as jeans, which in the 1940s may
have been seen as a type of American rural work clothing that did
not fit any local category.∞∏

To return to the three main questions addressed in the literature on
women in the field—first, do women anthropologists enjoy a special
understanding of, or access to, the lives of women in the societies
they study? Throughout the history of the discipline, anthropolo-
gists in general have claimed to have special insight into the lives of
the people they study. This has been an essential feature of their
claims to expertise, as well as the justification of the method of
participant-observation when it was taken up by the discipline. In
the literature on women anthropologists as fieldworkers, this claim
is given a double edge: not only are women anthropologists gifted
with special insights about the female members of the societies they
study, but they also have the social skills to gain access to the male
realm—while male anthropologists must necessarily be excluded
from any deep understanding of the women’s side of the societies
they study.∞π This resonates with some of the 1980s scholarship on
women in science, which emphasized women scientists’ unique ways
of understanding the biological and physical worlds because of their
early socialization, inherited psychological make-up, or position as
oppressed members of male-dominated societies. For example, using
a historical case study, Evelyn Fox Keller has argued that a female
geneticist developed a particularly feminine way of looking at her
objects of study, quite different from the masculine style that domi-
nated her field and prevented her work from being fully appreciated
at the time it was done.∞∫

While it is certainly true that scientific sensibility is critically
shaped by gender, the case Keller wrote about involved particular
historically and culturally shaped categories of womanhood and sci-
entific knowledge. As well as being historically contingent, gender
can be a very fragile construct, constantly in need of reinforcement,
and it is also relational, that is, any particular gender can only be
understood within the totality of possible genders within a society.∞Ω

So it cannot be assumed that Western women anthropologists al-
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ways and everywhere have enjoyed special insight into the lives of
women of other cultures—it can only be justified by examining the
particular commonalities and sensitivities of individual female re-
searchers and their subjects.

When dealing with other cultures and with a science such as an-
thropology which is dedicated to understanding them, we must re-
consider Western categories. Henrietta Moore’s ‘‘On Sex and Gen-
der’’ provides a framework for doing so if we use its ideas to look at
the researchers, as well as at those whom they researched. If we take
Moore’s thesis seriously—that not just gender categories but also
Western biological sex categories cannot be assumed to be univer-
sal—then we must rethink the issues surrounding the role of sex and
gender in anthropologists’ fieldwork. And this brings us to the sec-
ond question addressed in the literature on women in the field: Do
the societies they study give female researchers a particular status or
role primarily due to their gender?

The answer is ‘‘not always.’’ The male or female anthropologist’s
subjects do not necessarily place the same degree or kind of signifi-
cance on biological sex that is placed on it in Western societies, or
they may not recognize the biological differences in the same way at
all.≤≠ This is not to say that people of different cultures do not dif-
ferentiate male and female anthropologists, or that they don’t recog-
nize sex differences—that they can be ‘‘fooled’’ by a female re-
searcher dressed in masculine clothing, or vice versa. It does mean
that they may place the sex of the researcher on a spectrum different
from the mainly dichotomous scheme of many Western cultures and
that they may differently construe the relation between biological
sex as understood in the West and social gender and/or other impor-
tant local categories. Among these possible categories are age or
position in the life cycle, designation as an adult, as a witch or non-
witch, as slave or free, as a productive or nonproductive member of
society, or as some degree of insider or outsider.

Life-cycle events can be important in making such distinctions, but
how closely they can be related to gender status, or even biological
sex in the Western sense, must remain open for investigation rather
than assumed. Particularly relevant here is the collection edited by
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Whitehead and Conaway which contains essays on issues of identity,
sex, and gender from both male and female fieldworkers’ perspec-
tives in a number of different cultures. Although individual women
authors sometimes make claims for special gender-based knowledge,
the editors’ conclusion stresses that these views are debatable, that
male fieldworkers’ experiences in the area of gender are underrepre-
sented, that gender-role flexibility and the ability to adopt a ‘‘neutral
professional stranger’’ role can overcome some of the limitations of
gender, and that many more factors besides gender affect the field-
worker’s sensitivity to various aspects of the studied culture.≤∞ The
conclusion, however, contains little about the potential effects that
the studied community’s different categories of biological sex—and
any different significance attached to them—might have on the posi-
tion or insights of the fieldworker.

Nevertheless, the book emphasizes the ways that different gender
categories might compare in importance with other crucial factors
such as age, experience of key life-cycle events, race, and education.
Although this complex field of relations may allow the researcher to
negotiate a position that allows him or her greater leeway in terms
of gender, the importance of this goes deeper than the idea of con-
scious negotiation implies. Where the studied community is cross-
culturally sophisticated, but the researcher assumes it to be ‘‘virgin’’
to research or outsiders generally, the researcher may not be aware of
exactly what is being negotiated. She or he may assume that gender is
the central issue, when in fact the key issues of power and access may
attach to other features of the interaction. And access to locally
gender-restricted activities may be determined on other grounds en-
tirely outside of judgments of the researcher’s appropriate place in
the local community’s gendered or age-specific realms.

One must also remember that, however similarly or differently
from Western standards a society may construct sex and gender, all
societies are made up of individuals who have varying interests with
respect to the anthropologist. In several cases, male rli anthropolo-
gists, for example, gained access to information about the private
aspects of African women’s lives, while in at least one case a female
anthropologist did not. Gluckman, a research assistant recalled,
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‘‘also asked women about everything, [about] what they do when
girls come of age. They showed him even though he was a man. He
gave them some money and asked, ‘Show me how you do it.’ So they
disclosed everything. Many people were embarrassed and wouldn’t
tell him, but others would disclose.’’≤≤

In another example, Ngoni women allowed Barnes and his male
assistant to attend a girls’ initiation ceremony, though local people
recounting the story insist that they made the anthropologist wear
women’s clothing.≤≥ In contrast, one rli woman researcher in the
1950s, Ann Tweedie, was given incomplete information about the
Bemba girls’ initiation ceremony because local women considered
her too immature to have access to such knowledge.≤∂ Other young,
unmarried female anthropologists in the past had had no difficulty
attending the ceremony in this area or other parts of Northern Rho-
desia, so her immaturity may not have been the real reason. Accord-
ing to a research assistant who accompanied her at the time, ‘‘She
only pretended to drink [beer in the village], and they thought she
was up to something.’’≤∑ The tense political situation in 1959–60
when she did her fieldwork, which was reflected in African fears of
poisoning by whites, may have been the deciding factor in the local
reaction to Tweedie, eclipsing the issue of gender.

To go further than Whitehead and Conaway, one must consider
gender in a particular cultural and historical fieldwork situation. In
Northern Rhodesia from the 1930s to the 1960s, local African sex
and gender categories doubtlessly affected the position and insights
of the rli anthropologists. This chapter cannot answer that ques-
tion in any detail, since a close look at the sex and gender categories
of each of the African societies studied by the rli is beyond the scope
of this book. Nevertheless, a number of examples suggest that while
sex and gender were important, other categories were equally so,
and many of the rli anthropologists knew this. What is most impor-
tant is that during this period of rapidly increasing research activity,
African societies developed ways of understanding and accommo-
dating researchers as researchers. This process drew on earlier expe-
riences with outsiders—in particular, locally established outsiders
such as the administrators and missionaries who visited African vil-
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lages and studied customs and traditions. The African understand-
ing of research and researchers was influenced by the ethnographic
activities of some of these missionaries and administrators, as well as
by the increasingly frequent and often widely known presence of
professional anthropologists.

Among the most well-known and influential of the latter were
women, like Audrey Richards, Margaret Read, and the amateur an-
thropologist and friend of Richards, Lorna Gore-Browne. Thus
from the earliest years of professional anthropological activity, the
African perception of the researcher in some parts of Northern Rho-
desia would have been based on experiences that mainly involved
female researchers. The rli continued this pattern to some extent.
Men may have outnumbered women in the research officer posts at
the Institute, but several of the anthropologists’ wives participated in
the work on a partial or equal basis while in the field. Thus, although
the metropolitan scholarly community and white colonial society
may have seen the female anthropologist as an anomaly, it is possible
that the African societies that they studied did not find them excep-
tional at all.

This brings us to the third question in the literature on women in
the field: What is the woman anthropologist’s status within the disci-
pline itself, what are the causes of this status, and how can it be
bettered? In the case of Northern Rhodesia, the white settler image
of the anthropologist and the position of women within the disci-
pline itself had been profoundly influenced by the concentration of
women anthropologists in Africa and the prominence of Audrey
Richards, both in central Africa and at the Colonial Office. Thus,
women in African anthropology cannot be seen as necessarily mar-
ginal people. That kind of approach is essentialist in assuming that
women are always marginal in disciplines that are predominantly
male. Audrey Richards was a central figure in African fieldwork and
British anthropology from the 1930s through the 1960s, both be-
cause of her intellectual connections (as the most prominent Afri-
canist student of Malinowski) and because of her class status (an
important factor in her rise to a position of influence on research
matters at the Colonial Office).≤∏
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In Northern Rhodesia Richards was the first social anthropologist
to do fieldwork (1930–31 and 1933–34), and she facilitated the
birth of the rli, setting the agenda for its future relations with gov-
ernment and settlers. The Governor, however, did not allow her to
become its first director. As she recalled, ‘‘He had ‘nothing against
women,’ he said—a phrase often heard at the time—but he felt it
to be too great a risk to appoint someone who was not only a
woman but also a woman who was an anthropologist, a word which
aroused the greatest possible apprehension in the minds of govern-
ment officials and settlers at the time.’’ But he later supported her for
the directorship after Godfrey Wilson resigned, though she did not
want the post at that point.≤π The rli directors and researchers took
her work seriously, and Gluckman acknowledged her influence on
his Seven-Year Plan.≤∫

Her friendship with the most prominent settler family, the Gore-
Brownes, and her sometimes joint fieldwork with Lorna Gore-
Browne provided a hopeful model of cooperation and amicable rela-
tions between settlers and anthropologists. Her work had impressed
the governor who founded the rli, and she initiated the efforts of
social anthropologists in Northern Rhodesia to cooperate with colo-
nial technical officers and make their findings useful to the admin-
istration.≤Ω The flavor of this hoped-for relationship with govern-
ment is suggested in Elspeth Huxley’s novel, Murder at Government
House, in which the heroine, Olivia Brandeis, is an anthropologist
partly modeled on Richards.≥≠ Brandeis enjoys cordial relations with
government officials and gets on particularly well with the District
Commissioner in the area where she does research. They discuss
esoteric anthropological topics together—which he may have stud-
ied at one of the Oxbridge summer courses for colonial civil ser-
vants—and he encourages her to do a ‘‘systematic study’’ of the local
people.≥∞ Unlike the later rli anthropologists, however, Brandeis
cooperates with the colonial police by investigating a local African
secret society that might be implicated in the Governor’s murder.≥≤

(In the case of the rli, government did not ask researchers to carry
on covert investigations, though individual administrators might
sometimes have asked anthropologists about what they had ob-
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served of certain Africans suspected of misbehavior.≥≥ According to
Colson, it was understood from the beginning that the Institute
wrote about ‘‘people, not persons,’’ and that they ‘‘wrote ethnogra-
phy, not reports on persons.’’≥∂)

Important for the issue of gender is Huxley’s portrayal of the se-
riousness with which Brandeis is taken by the government—espe-
cially the administrator in the field who is sympathetic to her work
and impressed by her agricultural knowledge. Neither does Brandeis
feel compelled to present herself as entirely sexless, for by the end of
the novel she is being wooed by a government official. Elements of
this picture surely reflect Huxley’s wishful thinking about the posi-
tion of the woman professional at the time. Nevertheless, Richards’s
previous work in Northern Rhodesia and her continuing presence at
the Colonial Office ensured that female anthropologists in central
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Africa had strong precedents to draw on when claiming a place in the
field.

It also set a precedent for Africans’ expectations of all anthropolo-
gists’ behavior. In a letter to Audrey Richards, her former research
assistant, the Reverend Paul Mushindo, expressed concern about the
behavior of a later male anthropologist whom he helped to get estab-
lished in the field:

he [is] a very good young man, but he displeased me very very much.
He was approaching any African in the way as if he is his or her slave. I
was ashamed very much and felt sad.

According to Bemba custom, a woman should respect men and a
common man should respect those above him, but he or her should not
forget dignity for himself or herself as a human being. If one is humble
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to others, but must not forget himself, as Dr. Richards appeared at
[Paramount Chief ] Chitimukulu[’s] court or anywhere without dis-
pis[ing] anybody but she was Dr. Richards. Whether present people
knew about her professor[ship] or not matters nothing.≥∑

A research assistant’s insistence on the dignity of the anthropologist
might reflect self-interest—the desire to be seen as the employee of a
powerful patron.≥∏ Nevertheless, as Stocking has pointed out, rela-
tions of ‘‘social parity’’ are not necessarily the best in every field-
work situation. Among the hierarchical Bemba—as for Malinowski
among the socially stratified Trobrianders—Richards asked for, as
well as gave, respect.≥π According to Moore and Vaughan, gender
and political status were partly cross-cutting systems in Bemba so-
ciety, and Richards was frequently referred to as a chief, and not
simply a chieftainess: ‘‘She was, like some senior Bemba women, at
times treated as something of a surrogate man.’’≥∫

Academic professions also exhibit many of the features of small-
scale, hierarchical societies in which senior women can find them-
selves treated as surrogate men, as was the case for social anthropol-
ogy in Northern Rhodesia.

A First-Class Research Man

It was into this context that Elizabeth Colson arrived in 1946. She
came from a family in which girls were expected to go to university,
and her mother and a maternal aunt had bachelor of arts degrees.
Before the war Colson had received a bachelors degree in anthropol-
ogy at the University of Minnesota and a doctorate at Radcliffe, the
women’s college associated with Harvard. At the time, women grad-
uate students at Radcliffe could take courses at Harvard that were
restricted to male graduate students, though even then the professor
could insist that a woman student remain outside the door to take
notes. Kluckhohn, Colson’s supervisor, allowed women to come in-
side and join the discussions. Colson pursued anthropology even
though there weren’t many jobs in the field and ‘‘few women got jobs
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in anthropology.’’ Although she felt that she wouldn’t have been
allowed to join summer archeological field trips while at Minnesota,
she had no difficulty taking part in a summer anthropological field
school, the New York University Field Laboratory in Social Science,
run by Bert and Ethel Aginsky. Her Ph.D. at Radcliffe in 1945 was
based on fieldwork with Native Americans in Washington state, and
she had done additional fieldwork at a Japanese-American relo-
cation camp during the war.≥Ω By the time she reached Northern
Rhodesia in 1946, Colson had extensive field experience and pos-
sessed the highest qualifications of any of the first team chosen by
Gluckman.

During the negotiations over Gluckman’s seven-year research plan,
the British government requested that the Institute appoint at least
one woman, an indication that a commitment to having women
working at research institutes existed in the postwar period.∂≠ But
this did not mean that the women chosen would be as unrestricted as
men in terms of choice of topic or fieldsite. Although Colson wanted
to do a study that would build on her doctoral work, which had dealt
with a fishing economy, the colonial government objected to placing
her on the Luapula River where she could study this topic. They
considered the area too dangerous for a woman because of the pres-
ence of smugglers crossing the border with the Belgian Congo (see
chapter 4). The Nyasaland government raised similar objections
when Marion Pearsall joined the rli to do research in Nyasaland.
She was placed with the Lakeside Tonga because all the other possi-
ble fieldsites would have involved work within range of a nearby
border.∂∞

Colson studied the Plateau Tonga area instead, another of the
priority sites for research in the opinion of both Gluckman and the
administration. The Director, the Provincial Commissioner, the Dis-
trict Commissioner, and the agricultural officers in the area decided
on the general field location in which she would work.∂≤ Male over-
protectiveness made itself felt in pressure on her choice of an initial
place to live. In a letter to Mitchell, Gluckman exclaimed that he had
to rush off to Monze (the town on the line-of-rail nearest to Colson’s
fieldsite) ‘‘to straighten things for Elizabeth, who is being so well
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cared for by Hart that he won’t let her go and camp where she wants
to.’’∂≥ An agricultural officer chose her initial campsite but she chose
her own campsites after that.∂∂

The local settler reaction to Colson’s arrival differed somewhat
from administrators’ concerns about her safety, however. To them, a
white woman living alone in African villages aroused suspicion: ‘‘her
life would be in danger and she would tarnish their reputation—‘let
down their side’.’’ She had very few European visitors the first year
other than the agricultural officer who helped her get into the field,
but the District Commissioner informed her of the local hostility and
held out against the settlers’ demand that she not be allowed to work
in the area. Sensitive to this covert appraisal, Colson accepted a local
farm manager’s invitation to tea so she could show them that she was
not the dreaded anthropologist of local rumor, but only a ‘‘quiet
unassuming sort of person.’’∂∑ The visit led to a lasting friendship
with the owners of the farm.

Previous settler relations with Africans may have reflected racial
politics more than African concerns about appropriate gender behav-
ior by female anthropologists. The principal role of European women
toward Africans in the rural areas was that of settler farmers’ wives as
‘‘madams’’—employers of black domestic workers, nearly all of
whom would have been men in this period. Because he preferred not
to call Colson dona—the local equivalent of ‘‘madam’’—the Plateau
village headman, Chepa, chose the name Kamwale, meaning ‘‘young
woman.’’ This name indicated her status as a learner rather than as a
madam giving orders.∂∏ Despite this local placement in terms of gen-
der, she wore jeans and slacks more often than dresses while in the
field, which did not comply with local standards of appropriate fe-
male dress. She also used reactions to her style of dress in her analysis
of the socialization of children into Tonga society: ‘‘So much does
appropriate clothing come to be associated with a paricular sex that
for children of four or five it becomes evidence for the classification of
a person into one sex or another. They need to be reassured again and
again that a European woman dresssed in slacks is really a woman
and not the man that her clothing indicates.’’∂π

Local people also worried about the appropriateness of her be-
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havior as a young woman ‘‘living alone in the village, just like a man,
moving about without other people.’’ According to one young man
living in a village Colson studied, ‘‘She was both respected and
feared because of her respectability and correctness, and not being
married and living alone—no man would live like that.’’ Young men
in one village where she stayed among the Plateau Tonga watched at
night to see if she had male visitors to her tent.∂∫ This local reaction
to a woman researcher shows concern about proper gender behavior
but focuses more on issues of respectability and correctness impor-
tant to local standards of dignity that apply to both men and women.
It also hints at a Tonga fear of people who live alone, a behavior that
could be associated with witchcraft. As Colson herself observed,
people sometimes remarked on the speed at which she walked, get-
ting from one place to another so quickly that one might suspect
witchcraft was involved.∂Ω

Another factor—race—would matter more than gender or age
when the Gwembe Tonga allowed Colson to be present at births
during her later fieldwork there, which started in 1956. According to
her research assistant: ‘‘She used to witness child births because there
was a general belief among the whites that Africans are born with
tails and these are cut at birth. She thought an African child is born
like a monkey. So she wanted to prove whether African children are
like white children at birth. So, she proved there is no difference.’’∑≠ 

Although Gwembe people mistakenly attributed her interest to an
old evolutionary view of Africans that no European scientist still
held in the 1950s, their interpretation of her behavior reflected white
settlers’ continuing use of this racial insult, rather than the expecta-
tion that Colson would be interested in births simply because she
was a woman. On the Plateau, as well, reactions to Colson as a field-
worker emphasized characteristics of her behavior that Africans ap-
preciated because of the racial context. According to one, ‘‘She was
different from other expatriates, not aggressive’’; neither was she
‘‘demanding and questioning, as a DC would [be].’’∑∞ Respectability
and correctness also meant giving respect, and in a general context of
colonial disrespect for Africans, Colson’s behavior stood out.

Gluckman had a high opinion of her abilities, as well, and recom-
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mended to the Board of Trustees that she become assistant director
after her first year in the field.∑≤ The trustees, however, objected to
appointing Americans to such posts.∑≥ Gluckman persisted in his
view, and in June 1947, when he received an offer from Oxford, he
again recommended Colson, this time as his replacement. In support
he cited the difficulty of getting directors for institutes in Africa, her
secretarial skills gained while working to support herself as a student
at Minnesota, and her status as a first class researcher.∑∂ The cssrc
did not discuss gender in its deliberations, since the precedent had
earlier been set when Richards had been asked to take over the rli
after Wilson’s resignation.∑∑ The reference to Colson’s secretarial
skills pointed to the difficulty the Institute was having in employing
a good secretary and the general dissatisfaction with Gluckman’s
bookkeeping; a potential director, whether male or female, who
could keep the paperwork in order while dealing with inadequate
secretarial support would appear as a godsend to Colonial Office
bureaucrats. More important were issues of finding someone suffi-
ciently qualified (Colson being the only senior research officer at the
time), whether to match the salary to that of the director of the
proposed East African institute, whether to continue to pay Gluck-
man during the transition while Colson was acting director, and to
decide who was responsible for choosing the new director.∑∏ Again
and again in the negotiations, Gluckman emphasized Colson’s quali-
fications, and the Council showed its support for Colson for the
post.∑π

African and settler reactions to women in the field also point to the
need to look more closely at local definitions of race—a problematic
and changing category of colonial discourse, discussed in the next
section.

True Europeans

Colonial societies’ concerns about preserving their racial distinctive-
ness did not only impinge on women anthropologists. Male anthro-
pologists also experienced restrictions, especially where concerns
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about the defense of white settler societies became conflated with
class and gender issues. As was shown in chapter 3, Godfrey Wilson
violated the racial rules of settler society in a number of ways—by
fraternizing with African men, by giving lifts to African women, and
by visiting the retired colonial administrator, Chirupula Stephenson,
and his African wives, who were living representatives of an earlier
style of colonial gender relations.

Most scholars have interpreted incidents such as these as the viola-
tion of a strict boundary between two separate racial groups. This
dichotomous view, however, fails to capture the complexity of the
racial politics of the time. Intertwined as they were with consid-
erations of class status and commercial interest, racial categories
shifted frequently during the colonial period, though most scholar-
ship has focused only on the shift that came in most colonial societies
with the first arrival of significant numbers of European women
between the first and second world wars.

Racial categories reflected other important shifts, as well, includ-
ing the changing status of various European ethnic groups within the
colonial setting and shifts in the political power of the imperial and
nonimperial nations back in Europe. In the nineteenth century the
term ‘‘race’’ referred as much to the spectrum of competing national-
ities within Europe as it did to globally defined racial types such as
‘‘European’’ and ‘‘African.’’ Although in the twentieth century the
term ‘‘race’’ itself came to be associated with an image of a strict
dichotomy between ‘‘white’’ and ‘‘black,’’ the finer gradations of the
racial spectrum still made a powerful difference within colonial so-
cieties. South African whites, for example, felt a greater concern for
the racial conflict between English-speaking and Afrikaans-speaking
groups than for that between whites and Africans. Ultimately class,
as Stoler has pointed out, was the strongest motive behind the polic-
ing of the boundary between those categorized as Europeans and
those who fell into other groups.∑∫ Class considerations shifted enor-
mously during the colonial period in central Africa, following the
rise and fall of the economy, the need for mine laborers, and the
influx of European and South African migrants during and after
World War Two.
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I would argue further that racial distinctions within the group
classified as Europeans reflected hierarchies determined by the ap-
plication of a climatological north-south scale to nationalities within
Europe and by lingering concerns in settler society about physical
and mental degeneration potentially brought about by life in the
tropics. These ideas continued in popular discourse long after the
idea of degeneration lost scientific credibility in the aftermath of
World War Two. The importance of colonial rituals and concerns
about strict adherence to etiquette, thus, derived from the necessity
to place people correctly in these hierarchies, especially when skin
color did not conveniently provide a determining feature. Etiquette
was an important way of signaling status differences, as well as a
method to detect creeping degeneration from European standards.
Both of these factors figured strongly in the evaluation of char-
acter—a term that like ‘‘degeneration’’ had emerged from a much
earlier humoral medical understanding of the relationship between
individuals and their environment that was given renewed impor-
tance in the nineteenth century debates over acclimatization and
colonialism.∑Ω This discourse re-emerged whenever colonial societies
in Africa experienced a new migration of Europeans threatening the
established class and racial order.

Anthropologists in the field often diverged from appropriate racial
and social etiquette, and they rarely responded to colonial ritual
occasions with convincing enthusiasm. Researchers for the rli no-
ticed the etiquette and rituals and observed them (or violated them)
where necessary, as, for example, when John Barnes chose never to
wear a hat, to let Africans know that he was unlike all other Euro-
peans.∏≠ This pattern was already apparent in Gluckman’s analysis
of the ceremonial opening of a bridge and his careful attention to his
own style of dress and behavior in colonial social situations. In his
‘‘Analysis of a Social Situation in Modern Zululand,’’ he describes
himself as moving between two segregated white and black groups,
as well as between the different groups within each of these racially
designated groups. In reality, the situation was even more complex.
Northern Rhodesia was not made up solely of two segregated racial
groups—white and black—between which anthropologists gingerly
moved back and forth. In the middle was a small group of Indians
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and a small group of Coloureds—both official racial categories in
the eyes of the government—and small numbers of Africans and
whites who failed to fit comfortably into any category. These groups
had in common an uncertain or changing identity—in class, ethnic,
and racial terms—and could use this ambiguity in status to move
across boundaries and profit from unacknowledged economic and
social links between white and black, though they did not enjoy the
explicit power of the dominant group.

Anthropologists with the rli had contact with people in these
groups but did not often utilize their patterns of access to African
societies, though these might have proved useful especially for gain-
ing access to the economic side of village life. Indian, Greek, Jewish,
and other traders established outposts in remote villages and often
learned the languages and customs and acquired practical knowl-
edge about the economic life of the areas in which they worked.
Anthropologists’ contacts with traders followed the general pattern
followed by settlers with high status, though some struck up friend-
ships with members of these groups. Relations with Indian traders
were friendly but mainly over-the-counter exchanges while purchas-
ing supplies.∏∞ Indian families did not invite white anthropologists to
stay with them during breaks in fieldwork as white settlers some-
times did. This may have been partly because of fears that anthropol-
ogists might find their living arrangements not up to European stan-
dards and partly because of the desire to preserve their own cultural
distinctiveness from outside influences.

Ian Cunnison paid particular attention to marginal European
groups because of their importance in the Luapula region.∏≤ Smug-
glers and other entrepreneurs of what we would today call the ‘‘in-
formal economy’’ profited from the river border between the Belgian
Congo and Northern Rhodesia, as did those who attempted to suc-
ceed in legitimate trade, business schemes, and formal employment.
Cunnison explored both sides of the border, met all manner of Euro-
peans, and described them in his field notes:

Wangled a night at Katabulwe [on the Belgian Congo side of the
Luapula River]. . . . There are 3 whites at K—Ongaretti, Italian, about
to make a canal somewhere. Leon Meyer, the richest of the lot, a
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Turkish Jew. And Paschael, a Belgian, as poor as a church mouse,
unhealthy and broken in spirit. It was he who offered me hospitality.
They all live in the utmost squalor. . . . I could see Paschael struggling to
offer me a slice of bread and a cup of tilleul. . . . He came out as a
railway inspector in1923, soon left it and started trading and has been
around all the provinces. Dogged all the way by misfortune. . . . Sym-
pathetic with Africans, probably half the cause of his failure here. Had
wanted to cross to nr [Northern Rhodesia] and had written away but
suddenly felt a change of heart. Je suis fatigue de l’ Afrique.∏≥

Although Northern Rhodesia more effectively policed smugglers,
traders, and other dropouts from white society than the Belgian
Congo in the postwar period, this picture suggests the conditions that
obtained earlier in both colonial territories and that provided the
rationale for the policing of social and racial boundaries. In Northern
Rhodesia white traders, often of non-British ethnic groups, still usu-
ally failed to meet colonial British society’s standards and found
themselves outsiders because of their class, economic failure, or
failure to preserve racial distinctiveness. The Jews, Greeks, Italians,
and other groups who predominated among traders also fell into
European categories that those of British descent considered racially
inferior. The white traders who entered Northern Rhodesia in the
1940s and 1950s, in contrast to the traders who arrived earlier, also
had to move into territory unclaimed by earlier whites and often lived
in economically and socially precarious circumstances. Marriage or
concubinage with local women was part of this pattern, as it had
been for the first traders and British South Africa Company (bsac)
administrators in the early days of colonialism, but this practice was
now frowned upon by the more established groups.∏∂ The more re-
cent arrivals, too, had to compete with African traders on terms that
could not be counted upon to be favorable to them, especially if a
local administrator was attempting to foster African entrepreneur-
ship.∏∑ Like Indian traders, the less affluent white traders worked
alongside their children and their African help, another factor that
lowered their status in white society. Thus, the category of ‘‘trader’’
was racialized, regardless of the skin color of the individual.
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In Cunnison’s perceptive account of the whites of Katabulwe, the
characteristics of this excluded category emerge, along with some of
the reasons for its marginality:

We went to Meyers place. He was there with his African (half caste)
mistress, trez trez decolletee, who was eating fish with her fingers and
not speaking. . . . After her meal, a large tumbler of lutuku, which sent
her silently below the table, and she was assisted away. Ongaretti was
there too, with the bearing of an officer, except when he walked in a
sort of slouch, hands in pockets. . . . These three people say that we are
des congolais, oui, mais nous sommes les Katabulwistes . . . and that
they had a language all of their own. This language was really no worse
French than the jargon of Kasenga or Eville [Elizabethville].

I got off in the morning after a reluctant cup of coffee from P. Ka-
tabulwe was a cold place, a bitter wind blowing down Luapula. . . .∏∏

All had failed economically except Meyer, but Meyer found himself
on the margin because he was a Turkish Jew with a half-caste mis-
tress. Ongaretti, on a government development project, was already
showing signs of decline, his officer’s bearing deteriorating into a
slouch. Their degeneration from ideal standards of character be-
comes clear in their reference to the ‘‘language all of their own’’—
supposedly worse than the French of the larger colonial towns of
Kasenga and Elizabethville—and their contrary pride in identifying
themselves as les Katabulwistes. Sympathy for Africans or too close
relations with them may have also been ‘‘half the cause’’ of their
failure, as Cunnison noted in his earlier observation of Paschael.

Although the Belgian side nourished more of these marginal
groups than the British side,∏π similar people could be found in
Northern Rhodesia, and concern to know more about their trading
and smuggling activities had partly motivated the colonial govern-
ment to support rli research on the Luapula area. Such research
was initially suggested by a local administrator, and, when asking
the cssrc to fund the study, Gluckman argued that Luapula was
worthy of study for several reasons, not least of which was that
‘‘Middlemen of all races flourish.’’∏∫

John Barnes also closely observed the complex hierarchies in colo-
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nial society in his research area and believed that racial, ethnic, and
class groupings could be called ‘‘castes’’ because of the lack of mobil-
ity between them. He despaired of the possibility of ever doing re-
search on the towns, because of the language problem involved in
dealing with so many groups of diverse origin. He listed them: the
British English-speakers—the ‘‘Azungu ngako,’’ or true Europeans;
the Afrikaaner farmers; the wartime Polish refugees who weren’t
British subjects and therefore had civil liberties on the order of Col-
oureds and Africans (and who could only go ‘‘submissively’’ into
European shops). Indians could also go ‘‘submissively’’ into Euro-
pean shops, and Coloureds and Africans could go ‘‘submissively’’
into Indian shops.∏Ω Generally in Northern Rhodesia Africans and
Coloureds could buy from European shops but only if served from a
hatch in the back.

Barnes’s observation of behavior in shops carried particular signif-
icance: etiquette in shops was related to a person’s recognized class
(or consumer) status. In Northern Rhodesia, African buying power
never overcame racial barriers. On the contrary, Europeans of Brit-
ish descent frequently employed racial and ethnic distinctions to
police class boundaries and limit access to commodities, in a process
similar to the ‘‘exclusion and enclosure’’ described by Stoler.π≠

The language problem Barnes mentioned may not have been the
most compelling reason why he could not do research in town. At
one point, he noted that in shops he was being greeted by Africans in
Polish. Although he did not go on to discuss the implications of this,
it might indicate that his status as a muzungu ngako was getting
shaky, perhaps due—as in the case of Paschael—to too much sym-
pathy for Africans and a failure to strictly follow the etiquette of
European colonial society.π∞ Although Africans noticed the social/
racial categories he mentioned, ultimately it was the British who
had decided the ranks within that hierarchy, which had existed in
roughly similar form since British colonial rule had been established
in South Africa. People of British and, sometimes, Dutch descent
invariably stood above Africans, while Indians, Coloureds, and non-
British whites occupied shifting layers below them, sometimes even
falling below specific African groups that were perceived by the Brit-
ish as superior in civilization.π≤
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Other rli anthropologists got direct experience of colonial racial
rules, both written and unwritten. Edith Turner remembered the
disapproval and threats of legal action when local settlers discovered
that her family lived in a ‘‘grass camp’’ made up of African-style
temporary shelters, instead of a large cottage tent of the kind used by
Europeans.π≥ And Ruth van Velsen remembered the distaste with
which she and her husband were approached by visiting administra-
tors in Nyasaland, because of her husband’s Dutch name and lack of
British nationality, as well as their living situation in the midst of
African society.π∂ Suspicion of his possible Afrikaner origin may
have figured in this evaluation because Afrikaaners often have Dutch
names. Partly through such experiences, rli researchers were con-
vinced early on of the difficulty of doing what Gluckman’s seven-
year plan had originally set out for them to do—to study Europeans,
as well as Africans. Some research was done on Europeans, but the
researchers always found this work presented them with enormous
problems due to their own vulnerability and discomfort in settler
communities.π∑

This vulnerability affected not only individual researchers. Be-
cause the rli had been founded partly on the basis of local interest
and support, criticism from settler society could threaten the con-
tinued existence of the Institute itself.

A Future University

In the deliberations of the cssrc in 1947 and 1948 over the hiring of
Colson first as acting director and later as full director, the worth of
the rli and the direction of its work came up for consideration, and
not only by the Colonial Office. Settler opinion in Northern Rho-
desia also intruded. In a minute to J. G. Hibbert, Secretary of the
Colonial Research Council and Andrew Cohen, head of the Colonial
Office African Division, Sir Thomas Lloyd quoted a minute by Rees-
Williams on a Northern Rhodesian press article and asked that they
look into it.π∏ Canham replied at length, quoting the Central African
Post: ‘‘[The article] accuses the Colonial Office of wasting money on
research by Rhodes Livingstone Institute. There are already masses
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of information about tribal customs and trends which for lack of
time have never been adequately studied.’’ In response, Canham
gave a short history of the work of the rli, mentioning its very able
young director, Colson—‘‘a lady and an American’’—and its pres-
tige in academic circles, and he emphasized the Northern Rhodesia
governor’s enthusiastic support for its new grant.ππ Others agreed
with this evaluation, especially Andrew Cohen (discussed in chapter
2), who dismissed the Central African Post as ‘‘not a particularly
serious paper.’’π∫

Aside from the criticism directed at the Institute from local settlers,
at this point in the rli’s history the Colonial Office had three major
reservations about continuing its work: the inadequate housing for
researchers at the headquarters in Livingstone; ‘‘a certain want of
confidence in the policies and abilities of those in control’’ based on
disagreements with Gluckman;πΩ and the larger problem of the over-
arching policy for colonial research institutes—that they should be
sited near colonial universities. They judged Gluckman to be a poor
administrator because of his lack of what they considered sufficient
attention to paperwork, which had burgeoned at the Colonial Office
while Creech Jones was Colonial Secretary. This was why Colson’s
secretarial skills figured in their positive evaluation of her for the
directorship.

They also disagreed with many of Gluckman’s ideas about the
proper relationship between colonial governments and research in-
stitutes and the role of the sociologist in policy making—a long-
standing disagreement which had erupted at various points during
his directorship. His acceptance of a lectureship at Oxford and his
fight to get the rli team there for their first writing-up period had
also left the lingering suspicion that he was using Colonial Develop-
ment and Welfare funding to launch anthropologists into academic
careers, which would also make it more difficult to get them to re-
main in colonial research posts. He was also accused of changing his
mind about the importance of local colonial institutes, which he
denied.∫≠ This concern may have been based on the suspicion of many
at the Colonial Office that Gluckman wanted to continue to control
the Institute from his new post at Oxford, which would violate the
principle that colonial institutes should be locally controlled.∫∞
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The Northern Rhodesia governor, Gilbert Rennie, supported both
Colson and the Institute, and this proved to be the critical factor in
the cssrc’s continuation of its funding. According to Rennie, the
rli was the only colonial research institute for the social sciences
that was ‘‘a going concern’’ (the East African and West African insti-
tutes still being largely on paper at this stage), and he reassured them
about local support for solving the Institute’s housing problem.∫≤

The decision to move the Institute to Lusaka developed as a solu-
tion to the housing problem, as well as from the need to get closer to
the Copperbelt for the proposed urban research. During her direc-
torship Colson dealt with the rli’s affairs mainly from her tent in the
field in Mazabuka District, partly because the government no longer
honored its commitment to supply housing for the rli. Postwar
expansion of the civil service had led to a serious housing shortage:
Gluckman’s house had been given to a civil servant; the rli head-
quarters had to share office space with the Department of African
Education; and even the hotels in Livingstone were crowded with
newly arrived civil servants.∫≥ Colson also began writing up her ma-
terial in the field, preferring this to working from a hotel room.
Directing involved more than administrative work, because Colson
kept up the tradition of rli conferences and visiting researchers in
the field.∫∂

One of the tasks facing Colson as director was the development of
a new seven-year research plan to fund the Institute and another
team of anthropologists, as funding for Gluckman’s plan drew to a
close. She attempted to negotiate longer contracts for rli research
officers and the funds for more African research assistants at higher
salaries, a pressing issue since the Northern Rhodesia government
had recently raised its African staff salaries and assistants would
leave the rli for these higher-paying jobs. She pointed out that the
Institute desperately needed assistants for the collection of quanti-
tative material. She also pressed for an urban sociologist to com-
plement the rural studies and for continuing the effort to attract
researchers from other disciplines, in particular, history.∫∑ This pres-
sure facilitated the hiring of Gann, though the cssrc and Board of
Trustees continued to block significant change in the area of research
officers’ conditions of service and African assistants’ salaries.
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Because of Gluckman’s move to Oxford (and later Manchester),
the rli began to lean more toward Britain in its institutional net-
work, but other African developments would have as strong a role to
play in shaping its intellectual—and political—character in subse-
quent years. The most significant of these were the transfer of its
headquarters to Lusaka and Mitchell’s and Fosbrooke’s director-
ships there. Although Mitchell clearly found the prospect of urban
research an exciting intellectual challenge likely to make his career,
both of these directors also kept the rli’s research relevant to colo-
nial planning and supported major research initiatives that got sub-
stantial funding from the cssrc and local sources (the Copperbelt
Survey and the long-term Kariba Dam resettlement study, discussed
in chapters 6 and 8). The establishment of other social science re-
search institutes in British Africa, unlike the rli associated with
developing colonial universities, also kept up the pressure on the
Institute to link itself with a colonial university.

Gluckman had the latter development in mind already in 1947
when reporting on the Institute’s budget prior to his departure and
requesting more funding to balance it in 1948:

I would emphasize that [though] the Institute has perforce diverged
from the policy of the Council, it has never been granted the sums
granted in West and East Africa, where similar Institutes are related to
incipient Universities. But it has a major piece of research under way,
and under way successfully. . . . I understand that I am said to have
changed my mind about the importance of local Institutes. This is not
so, though I do consider that the balance to be struck between the local
Institutes, especially in Central Africa, and the universities is a major
problem still to be tackled.∫∏

Gluckman expressed this concern (that the rli received less gen-
erous funding) at a time when the East African institute was hardly
more than an idea in postwar planners’ minds.∫π This state of affairs
reflected issues of control over the rli that undoubtedly affected
the cssrc’s attitude toward funding it. The rli had independent
sources of funding, locally derived from central African colonial
governments and the mines, and thus it enjoyed greater freedom
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from cssrc control, and it had the ability to use cssrc support to
limit local government control. This balance of power had ramifica-
tions for the rli’s research program, as well as for its place in the
larger political context of central Africa.

One factor in this larger context was the rli’s relations with the
Northern Rhodesia government as it increasingly moved its own
operations to the new capital, Lusaka. Another was the possibility of
political amalgamation among the three central African countries
that figured in the rli’s mandate for research—Northern Rho-
desia, Southern Rhodesia, and Nyasaland. It would be efficacious
for both research and political reasons to move the rli headquarters
closer to the center of the combined territories or to the capital
of a future federation. High among research-related reasons for a
move was the impending urban research, which would focus on the
Copperbelt. The latter reason figured high in the cssrc’s delibera-
tions about funding the move. In a report of 2 November 1948 on
the rli’s work and needs, Keyston, Research Secretary to the Cen-
tral African Council, noted the greater interest the Northern Rho-
desia government had shown in the rli’s research but stressed the
need for even closer cooperation. This could be facilitated by ap-
pointing special government administrative officers to advise the
governments of the three territories on their ‘‘practical sociological
problems.’’ He emphasized in his report that the Institute’s buildings
in Livingstone were ‘‘shocking’’ and ‘‘no sort of home for a field
investigator.’’ Instead of remaining in Livingstone, which also had a
‘‘bad climate,’’ he recommended the rli should move to Lusaka or
Salisbury.∫∫

A number of potential sites were considered in addition to Salis-
bury and Lusaka, including Kitwe or Ndola on the Copperbelt,
and Broken Hill—halfway between Lusaka and the Copperbelt and
the former site of Godfrey Wilson’s research.∫Ω Choosing Salisbury
would cause difficulties because the Northern Rhodesia government
had a greater interest than the Southern Rhodesia government in the
rli and administered not only the local funding for the Institute but
also the cssrc funding.Ω≠ The rli’s identity as a ‘‘Northern Rhode-
sian institution’’ was recognized and confirmed even after plans were
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begun to site the future central African university in Salisbury.Ω∞

Moreover, Colson expressed concern that if the Institute had to
mount its urban social surveys in Southern Rhodesia at the same
time as it was starting them in Northern Rhodesia, the researchers
would be spread too thinly during the crucial early period of their
work.Ω≤

Racial politics may have also weighed against Salisbury in the eyes
of the anthropologists, because its stricter color bar would have
made collaborative work at headquarters more difficult for both the
researchers and African assistants. The Copperbelt, on the other
hand, would have been too distant from the center of gravity of a
future federation, and choice of such a site may have given the im-
pression the rli was not sufficiently interested in doing Southern
Rhodesian research. Thus, Lusaka emerged as the site most reflective
of these various interests. Although set aside for the moment, the
issue of association of research institutes with colonial universities
would arise again in the 1950s.

Colson had reservations about siting the new headquarters in
Lusaka because she feared the Institute could be dominated by
Northern Rhodesian government interests. Nevertheless, she saw
advantages in associating the rli with a ‘‘pro-African’’ institution at
the Lusaka location—the recently founded Munali African Second-
ary School, which she thought might become the site of a future
university. Along with its potential as a source of educated Africans
to work as assistants, a location near Munali would also provide an
intellectual community of European and African teachers who lived
on the grounds and which included the few university-educated Afri-
cans in the country.Ω≥ Because of the presence of a group of highly
trained Africans, Colson hoped the rli would eventually be able to
appoint African research officers on equal terms with the European
officers. This, too, could foster the growth of a future university in
Northern Rhodesia.

Unfortunately, settler political aspirations and a growing African
opposition would lead to conflicts that would deflect these plans.
During Colson’s directorship, the Victoria Falls conference on the
political amalgamation of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and
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The Institute buildings in Lusaka shortly after construction. (Photo from

rli poster in author’s possession.)

Nyasaland caused acrimonious debates among settlers agitating for
self-rule, Africans of all kinds who were opposed to white domina-
tion, and colonial administrators often divided in their loyalties.
Although amalgamation failed at that point, the Federation that was
established in 1953 would radically alter the political and economic
balance of central Africa, redirecting the resources of Nyasaland and
Northern Rhodesia in favor of the larger white settler society in
Southern Rhodesia. As a result, the hoped-for future university
would be placed in Salisbury, reopening the debate on the rli’s
location.

The aspirations of another white group, Afrikaner nationalists in
South Africa, would also influence the rli’s future. The growing
importance of apartheid policies after 1948 and the changes forced
on the liberal universities there led to the flight of many South Afri-
can academics. Some of these left by way of the rli and Manchester,
where South African exiles joined Gluckman and others in anti-
apartheid and anticolonial activities in the 1950s, keeping alive there
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and at the rli many of the political issues that had informed Gluck-
man’s original seven-year plan and its vision of central Africa.

Conclusion

Colson left the directorship before the new rli buildings in Lusaka
were started. Mitchell became acting director and eventually full
director of the rli while working on his Copperbelt study. He would
direct the Institute from Luanshya, his fieldsite on the Copperbelt,
until the buildings in Lusaka were finished. Meanwhile Colson took
up a senior lectureship in the social anthropology department that
Gluckman founded in Manchester in 1949.

Gluckman’s prior move to Oxford and an academic career in En-
gland not only led to Colson’s rli directorship and later lectureship
in Manchester but also affected other key areas. These included the
position of the rli in the career paths of anthropologists, its role in
the development of a group of researchers into a research school,
and the Institute’s own position in the geography of political and
intellectual institutions in British Africa, South Africa, and Britain.
When Gluckman moved to Oxford in 1947, and especially when he
became the chair of social anthropology at the University of Man-
chester in 1949, he strengthened the Institute’s and its researchers’
ties with the metropolitan universities and funding organizations.
Colson’s subsequent lectureship there pioneered the kind of career
path that several former rli researchers would follow. Gluckman
also provided at Manchester a firm base for initial training and writ-
ing up of research results for new groups of rli fieldworkers. The
fact that many of the original team and subsequent students ob-
tained posts at Manchester contributed to the interaction necessary
to produce the related body of theory and method that earned them
recognition as the Manchester School.

This, however, has given rise to a picture of the relationship be-
tween Manchester and the rli that is far too simple—that of Man-
chester as the intellectual center and the rli as a dependent field-
work outpost available for occasional outdoor relief for a group of
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intellectuals whose development of theory necessarily depended on
the intellectual stimulus of the university setting. Anthropology’s
own self-histories usually produce stories of this sort, where the field
might be a source of revelation and insight but not the setting for the
serious work of theory development. Gluckman’s own published
description of the process also follows this way of looking at the
relationship of fieldwork to theory construction, for already in 1947
he felt it was time for the new crop of fieldworkers to ‘‘forsake the
savage for the study’’ and devote themselves to using the data they
had collected for developing new anthropological theories.Ω∂

Although Gluckman’s move to England helped to foster the Man-
chester School as a group involved in the development of their char-
acteristic theories, what the previous chapters have shown is that
this research school’s emergence and group character had already
evolved in the field. Indeed, it was the rli experience that created
Manchester’s social anthropology department, according to Gluck-
man, who in 1949 told Mitchell he intended to ‘‘build a new rli’’ at
Manchester. He felt that the core of researchers already trained at the
rli provided him the means to compete with older schools in bigger
universitites.Ω∑ And, confirming the cssrc’s suspicions, he indeed
intended to use Manchester’s social anthropology department as a
means of supporting the further work of the Institute, for he saw the
rli as ‘‘an important experiment in sociological research—and it
will further that experiment if I can keep a nucleus of rli people in
association at Manchester.’’

In general, rli researchers did become more oriented toward ca-
reers in metropolitan universities and toward developments in the-
ory. But their commitment to locally useful research continued to be
strong whenever their conditions of service made that kind of work
both possible and attractive.
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Atop the Central African Volcano

During J. Clyde Mitchell’s directorship from 1952 to 1955, the rli
initiated a full-scale program of urban research. Although rural stud-
ies continued, the urban research inspired an extraordinarily pro-
ductive period of work at the Institute for a number of reasons.

First, the fact that urban and rural studies were proceeding at
the same time stimulated a new type of interaction among the re-
searchers, many of whom were now able to benefit from experience
in both settings, as well as from the insights of colleagues in one or
the other. This type of interaction provided the data necessary for
researchers to begin to see patterns of African rural and urban expe-
rience that would not have been as easily discerned if the researchers
themselves had been limited to one setting or the other. Second, this
period saw the first serious funding for training a team of African
research assistants. This team not only helped in the collection of
statistics but also provided an essential qualitative dimension to the
Institute’s work. This may have been the first time in the history of
anthropology that a large number of indigenous researchers worked
together for a lengthy period of time doing studies of their own
communities and society. The effect of their insights and their style of
research practice would be profound (see chapter 7). In addition,
their interactions with the rli research officers, like that between
urban and rural researchers, provided yet another level of intellec-
tual stimulation and yet another network—this time of African in-
tellectuals and their friends, families, and work and school con-
tacts—that facilitated and influenced the Institute’s research. Third,
the Manchester connection, and the contemporary rli researchers’
continuing correspondence with former rli researchers there and in
new non-African field sites, became stronger during this time.
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The published output from this period at the rli is so large that it
cannot be discussed in detail, though Mitchell’s ‘‘Kalela Dance,’’ like
Gluckman’s ‘‘Analysis,’’ will be considered in its role as a model for
later work. Although he only published the paper in 1956, Mitchell
discussed his ideas with his colleagues, including the African survey
team members, and presented the paper at an rli conference much
earlier. The paper itself drew together information from a number of
surveys that figured in earlier discussions, as well as observational
work by Mitchell and his assistant, Sykes Ndilila, that took place
early on in the Institute’s urban research. Epstein’s development of
the case study method for urban fieldwork and his other innovations
in method and theory will also be discussed at some length.

In general, the theoretical innovations that developed out of the
rli and Manchester School fieldwork in urban anthropology have
been masterfully described by Ulf Hannerz—in particular, network
analysis, which had a major impact on scholarship across a number
of disciplines in the 1960s.∞ Richard Werbner has also considered the
impact of other strands of rli research based on fieldwork carried
out at this time, especially that of Turner, Watson, and van Velsen.≤

Watson’s work emphasized the relationship between dual spheres
of country and city, showing structurally how the Mambwe had
achieved a different and more positive adaptation to the money
economy than had their neighbors, the Bemba, studied by Audrey
Richards.≥ Van Velsen further developed Mitchell’s use of micro-
histories to analyze Yao village politics, in his work on the Lakeside
Tonga of Nyasaland. He paid particular attention to informal politi-
cal processes and strategies that did not rely entirely upon formal
political offices or traditional practices of succession.∂ Turner’s study
of the Ndembu represented path-breaking work in the areas of trans-
actionalism and symbolic interaction, as well as further developing
the methods of microhistories and processual analysis.∑

Karen Hansen has discussed the urban work of Hortense Powder-
maker, an American anthropologist partly trained at lse, who did a
study in the rli urban fieldsite of Luanshya while affiliated with the
Institute and supported by a trained rli assistant, Frederick Phiri.∏

This work contained valuable insights about the lives of urban Afri-
can women.π Lewis Gann’s historical work continued in earnest dur-
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ing this period, as rli anthropologists familiarized him with the use
of local archival sources often neglected by the imperial-focused his-
torians but which the rli researchers had already used extensively
for the historical contextualization of their own work.∫ In addition,
my own historical/sociological approach to this study of the rli has
been influenced by later developments in the history of science, the
sociology of work, and the sociology of the professions that began
with the rli /Manchester School innovations.

Mitchell continued the tradition of taking new researchers out into
the field for a training session, but because many of the new re-
searchers arrived at different times he was unable to take any large
group out at one time. Researchers also left the field at different
times, according to when their contracts ended. Those who re-
mained for a second contract saw many of their contemporaries
leave long before they did—Epstein, for example, felt like the ‘‘last
of the Mohicans’’ at a point when nearly all of those with whom he
had worked had moved on, including Mitchell, the director.Ω Nev-
ertheless, the series of productive rli conferences continued, supple-
mented by the Manchester seminar, as researchers moved from one
institution to the other. And interaction continued to be most intense
for those researchers who did fieldwork at the same time. Research-
ers continued to visit each other in the field, with urban researchers,
in particular, doing rural work and language learning before they
started their urban work and sometimes doing those preliminary
rural studies near the sites of the rural researchers. The cohesiveness
of the rli researchers as a group was also enhanced by the team of
assistants, who could be called upon to visit as a team and do survey
work for the rural researchers. This survey work and the continuing
plan to produce a joint volume on the industrial revolution in central
Africa kept Gluckman’s vision of comparative regional research
alive until Mitchell left in 1955.

Some of the studies begun during Mitchell’s directorship spilled
over into the subsequent directorships of C. M. N. White and Henry
Fosbrooke. Moreover, Mitchell, from his new post as chair of Afri-
can Studies at the University of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (ucrn),
began to send students for fieldwork. During his directorship Fos-
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brooke kept the African urban survey team for a number of smaller
studies, and researchers arrived to do poverty datum line studies that
employed the team. He continued the rli conferences and argued
for a large-scale, long-term project—the Kariba Study—that not
only kept up the Institute’s involvement in applied anthropology
but also brought Elizabeth Colson back for a major piece of rural
research.

Because of the large numbers of people at the Institute and the
diversity of the work done there, the usefulness of the idea of a field
generation diminishes somewhat for analyzing this period. Thus, in
this chapter and the following one I will discuss the rli’s history
thematically, dividing my attention between two interconnected as-
pects of the Institute’s work in this period—its urban studies and the
emergence of the rli’s African urban survey team.

The Bridge to the City

Many of the concerns that rli anthropologists brought to their
work in Central Africa originated in the concerns of South African
society in the years from 1919 to 1936, as delineated by liberals,
social scientists, and politicians. The rapid migration of Africans to
the cities, caused by rural poverty and the attraction of industrial
work, triggered the concern of white scholars and laymen about the
so-called native problem. Mining companies generally maintained
the traditional policy of keeping African workers in a state of labor
migration because they felt South Africa’s gold was a wasting asset
that would not assure jobs for a permanently urbanized black work-
force. This policy became even stronger when the 1929 world eco-
nomic slump led to a surplus of African labor.∞≠ Politicians used
these worries to erode or delay political rights and better working
conditions for Africans, with General J. B. M. Hertzog, founder
of the Afrikaner-based National Party and Prime Minister between
1933 and 1939, being ‘‘particularly adept at transforming the idea of
black political advancement into a generalised sense of panic.’’∞∞

Emerging from this context of anxiety about Africans in the city,
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segregationist thought in the 1920s and 1930s affected even the lib-
eral anthropologists’ thinking about African culture. In the 1920s,
‘‘the reconstitution of a ‘primitive idyll’ ’’ as part of segregationist
thinking found a parallel in anthropologists’ seeking to ‘‘uncover the
essence of ‘primitive mentality’ and to proclaim the integrity and
inherent worth of different ‘cultures.’ ’’ Whether or not they agreed
with segregationist policy or had any effective influence on the gov-
ernment, anthropologists found their ideas about African culture
being used to support segregationist ideology.∞≤ In this context,
Malinowski’s ‘‘culture contact’’ theory, which became dominant in
South African anthropology from the mid-1930s, could be con-
strued as supporting segregation because of its emphasis on the dam-
aging effects that contact with a modern urban industrial society
could have on a ‘‘primitive’’ society. Ellen Hellman, the leading
South African exponent of this theory, who pursued the first urban
anthropological studies in the mid-1930s, however, disagreed that
segregation should be the solution for the psychological problems
Africans suffered as a result of bridging the gulf between cultures.∞≥

For her M.A. thesis at the University of Witwatersrand (Wits), she
did a study of a Johannesburg slumyard in 1933, the research in-
tended to parallel, in an urban context, that of Monica Wilson in
Pondoland,∞∂ which had itself included a brief look at Pondo mi-
grants in town. The importance to the rli of her urban study can be
judged from Gluckman’s interest in republishing it in 1948.∞∑

Gluckman’s ‘‘Analysis,’’ though it did not deal with an urban sit-
uation, also provided a model for the rli’s urban research in its use
of situational analysis and attention to the larger industrial context
of southern Africa. It also signaled the importance of ethnicity, not in
the form of a tribal unit of analysis, but as interpreted and employed
by Africans attempting to deal with rapid social change. This aspect,
too, would be further developed in the rli’s urban work. Gluckman
also set the agenda for undermining the idea of detribalization for
understanding the lives of urban Africans. This was partly based on
a critique of the view that towns were an unnatural setting for Afri-
cans, an idea used to justify labor migration in South Africa. But it
was also both a critique of and further development of Godfrey
Wilson’s use of the term.
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Gluckman’s South African heritage was far from being the only
source of the rli’s goals and methods for urban research. The
late nineteenth-century British movement that originated from re-
formers’ interest in the causes of poverty in Britain’s fast-growing
cities also provided inspiration. Anthropologists at the rli received
this influence in a number of ways. For example, the genealogical
method that they, like other social anthropologists, commonly used,
derived in part from early surveys of the British poor conducted by
Charles Booth and Seebohm Rowntree in the 1880s that focused on
family or household. British anthropologists began using the genea-
logical method during the 1898 Cambridge Expedition to the Torres
Straits.∞∏ The practice had become a standard method soon after.

Although the genealogical method first used in British poverty
studies had become standard practice, the rli work on assessing
poverty itself derived from other more local sources. Godfrey Wil-
son’s early rli work, though not focused on poverty, produced data
relevant to the issue because Wilson looked at wage levels of migrant
workers and stressed that they were often inadequate.∞π Attention to
poverty-related—though nonurban—subjects also came from Phyl-
lis Deane’s economic study of the rural rli fieldsites. In addition, the
influence of Booth and Rowntree found its way indirectly into the
later Copperbelt survey through Mitchell’s familiarity with the work
of Edward Batson, who had been trained by A. L. Bowley at the
London School of Economics. Batson’s social survey of Cape Town,
begun in 1936, was the first survey of poverty in an African city. He
later conducted ‘‘poverty datum line’’ surveys—that is, surveys to
determine the minimum income necessary for an adequate standard
of living—in other parts of Africa, including Salisbury, the capital of
Southern Rhodesia, in 1944. He also experimented with ways of
taking culture into account in determining minimum needs.∞∫ Bat-
son’s influence continued in the work of later human geographers,
such as David Bettison and George Kay, who conducted poverty
datum line surveys for the rli in the late 1950s.

Missionary interest in African cities emerged slowly and had little
influence on social scientists’ ideas about urban research until the
late 1930s. (Some of these issues are described in chapter 3.) Mis-
sions in southern Africa nearly always based themselves in the rural
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David Bettison with urban survey team. In the late 1950s, Bettison and the

team did the first poverty datum line studies in central Africa. (Photo from

rli poster in author’s possession.)

areas and treated the cities as white enclaves.∞Ω Ironically, starting in
the nineteenth century, missions to rural Africa had provided a
model for metropolitan-based mission work among the urban poor
in Britain because of the Victorian tendency to equate the poor with
savages.≤≠ Interest in the effects of industrialization on Africans in
the interwar period, however, stimulated some research, for exam-
ple, the World Council of Churches study of conditions on the Cop-
perbelt in 1932.≤∞ This study influenced Wilson’s hiring, and his
approach, as discussed in chapter 3, owed much to ideas of Christian
sociology. Other studies by missionaries or under the auspices of
missions followed the World Council of Churches’ study and Wil-
son’s work in Broken Hill. The first study of poverty in Southern
Rhodesia was a survey carried out in 1942–43 by the secretary of the
Native Welfare Society, the Reverend Percy Ibbotson. This study
compared wages with the cost of food in urban areas. In Northern
Rhodesia, R. J. B. Moore studied family budgets on the Copperbelt
after the 1940 miners’ strike and found that half were receiving less
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than what was required for basic needs.≤≤ The mining companies did
not accept these findings, and the later poverty datum line work
done by Bettison for the rli also would stir up controversy because
of its potential use by African miners to justify their wage demands.

The South African mining companies had long shown an interest
in African laborers’ characteristics, initially focusing on ethnic traits
that supposedly suited different groups for different kinds of work.
Later, in Northern Rhodesia, the mines sought further (nonethnic)
data to help with policy decisions about labor stabilization on the
Copperbelt, where—unlike the Rand—the companies competed
with each other and with the copper mines in the Belgian Congo to
attract African workers and, thus, had to improve living and work-
ing conditions to do so.

Other differences from the South African situation shaped mining
company policies on the Copperbelt. The initial focus on ethnic
traits had led South African mines to base labor policies such as
hiring, supervision, and housing in South Africa on the managers’
practical experience and their belief in a hierarchy of tribes well or
ill suited for various kinds of work. On the Copperbelt, however,
tribal identity did not shape workers’ experience as rigidly as on the
Rand,≤≥ though an ethnic hierarchy of job categories still character-
ized some mine work and other work that was available to Africans
in the towns. In addition, in South Africa (but only much later in
Northern Rhodesia), the mining companies, though interested in
research on Africans, favored psychological research over anthro-
pology and its possibly disturbing methods.≤∂ Industrial psychology,
unlike anthropology, focused on the worker as worker, rather than
as a member of an African society either urban or rural, and thus
promised to help in the maintenance of an efficient and harmonious
work situation through attention to workers’ psychological needs
and their fitness for specific tasks. (Gluckman’s approach, as dis-
cussed in chapter 3, also stressed treating African miners as miners,
first and foremost, but he equally stressed the importance of com-
parative research that would link urban studies with rural studies to
elucidate the total picture of labor migration, rural life, and indus-
trial urban society.) British industrial psychology had made similar
arguments for its usefulness between the wars, going so far as to
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argue that the mere presence of psychologists showed management’s
concern for workers and made them happier and more productive.≤∑

Both of these reasons may have figured in mine managers’ prefer-
ence for psychological over anthropological research. The research
methods used by psychologists could also be more easily employed
in a segregated society than those of anthropology.

The Rand mines’ history of interest in ethnicity as a means of classi-
fying labor led these companies, in 1929, to hire a psychologist from
the National Insitute of Industrial Psychology in Britain to help them
increase efficiency through the differentiation of labor. The psychol-
ogist, A. Stephenson, placed workers on a continuum from the primi-
tive to the civilized based on levels of ‘‘self control’’ and suggested
that such characteristics as adaptability, cheerfulness, and willing-
ness to work might be determined by tribe.≤∏ A more sophisticated
variety of industrial psychology emerged following the Second World
War, along with occupational testing and the professionalization of
occupational and industrial psychology through the auspices of the
South African National Institute for Personnel Research (nipr),≤π

whose director, Simon Biesheuvel, formed part of the southern Afri-
can network of the rli. (He later did research on white miners on the
Copperbelt on the eve of Zambian independence, in conjunction
with Holleman.≤∫)

All of the concerns discussed in this section—about the responses
of Africans to urban industrial life—came to be focused primarily in
the rli’s work on the cities of the Copperbelt.≤Ω Thus it is necessary
to consider the nature of the Copperbelt towns and what they repre-
sented to the Africans and whites who settled there, as well as to the
professional groups—administrators, missionaries, mine managers,
and anthropologists—who found their livelihood bound up with
this new and rapidly changing environment.

‘‘Nothing Is Pure in the Copperbelt’’

The location of Northern Rhodesia’s Copperbelt towns had been
initially determined by white interest in the copper deposits, but
Africans—and the need to attract, accommodate, or discourage
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their presence—played a decisive role in determining the nature of
the urban areas. For Africans, the Copperbelt represented a place to
get money—for taxes, for modern consumer goods, or for invest-
ment in the equipment needed for rural enterprises such as fishing or
farming. It also increasingly represented a more comfortable and
sophisticated (or so-called civilized) way of life to Africans who had
been exposed to mission education and Western commodities in the
rural areas, and who aspired to modernity. Many also found them-
selves driven from the rural areas by poverty. The initiating factor in
these needs was the demand for labor on the mines and the govern-
ment’s collusion in a tax policy designed to force rural Africans to
sell their labor in the towns. But as the rural areas suffered increasing
poverty from the effects of the migration of large numbers of young
men, more and more Africans of all kinds, including women, moved
to the towns in hope of a better standard of living.

From the beginning, urban Africans had diverse motives for being
there and for seeking the jobs they acquired in towns. Many moved to
the towns, not as potential mine laborers, but to provide services for
the miners through prostitution, beer brewing, or growing and sell-
ing food. Some also worked for whites as domestic servants, em-
ployees in shops, construction workers, or clerks for government and
the mines.≥≠ An ethnic hierarchy ruled the allocation of jobs, partly
enforced by white ideas of tribal differences, but also determined by
the migrants’ dependence for employment on the experience and con-
nections of previous migrants from their home areas, a dependence
that led to the clustering of certain ethnic groups in certain jobs, such
as the Luvale in night soil removal.≥∞ Africans from Nyasaland made
up the majority of clerks because of their greater educational oppor-
tunities in their home area and they got a reputation among mine
managers as being more intelligent than local Africans.≥≤ The Bemba,
who equated work on the mines with their former warrior roles, got a
reputation for bravery and, thus, the highest paying jobs as deep
underground miners.≥≥ Colored people and ethnic groups that Euro-
peans believed had originated from earlier racial mixing, such as the
Kunda of the Northern Rhodesia/Mozambique border area, often
got jobs as mechanics because of the general belief of settlers that
European blood gave them greater skill with machinery.≥∂
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The mines’ policies on housing and pay responded to African pref-
erences to some degree, though changing economic conditions were
always the more powerful factor. African miners had to be attracted
to the mines from other labor centers, for example, the Belgian
Congo Katanga mines, where working and living conditions were
better,≥∑ and the Rand and Southern Rhodesian mines, both on labor
migration routes that predated the emergence of the Copperbelt and
thus continued to attract Africans. Local mine conditions also deter-
mined patterns of African movement into the towns. Broken Hill
and Bwana Mkubwa mines, not located directly on the Copperbelt,
competed with the Copperbelt mines, and Africans preferred them
because management allowed miners’ families to live there.≥∏

Africans also influenced the nature of the towns by refusing to
leave when employers decided their labor wasn’t needed. Govern-
ment and mines labeled this phenomenon the ‘‘loafer problem’’ and
continued into the 1950s to express the vain hope that redundant
laborers would return to the rural areas, as most, but not all, of them
had done during the slump of the 1930s.≥π Thus, the government and
mine policy of ‘‘stabilisation without urbanisation’’ instituted at the
end of the 1940s failed to provide sufficient social services for perma-
nently urbanized Africans, though it called for greater support for
laborers whom they expected to spend a significant portion of their
life cycle in the towns.≥∫

The nature of the towns also derived from white migrant labor and
its demands, as well as government and mine policy concerning
white settlement and the provision of social services for this segment
of the population. The Copperbelt towns began as prospectors’
towns—temporary settlements designed for the exploitation of a
resource that was recognized as finite. Accordingly, the mining com-
panies paid high salaries and at times a ‘‘copper bonus’’ to attract
skilled white labor into a difficult frontier environment. This pro-
duced an inflationary economy that made life difficult for other Eu-
ropeans and Africans, as well as for government administrators,
who did not have salaries equal to those of white miners and man-
agers. The Copperbelt cities’ aura of impermanence also derived
from the boosterism (the aggressive self-advertising) that the mines
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engaged in as part of their campaign to attract white labor.≥Ω A
promotional film produced in the 1950s focused on features of white
life in the Copperbelt reminiscent of tropical pleasure resorts, with
smiling black waiters, swimming pools, and year-round golf greens.
African villages appeared as exotic curiosities, much as they appear
in films promoting popular tourist destinations today.∂≠ White so-
ciety on the Copperbelt put into practice this temporary, pleasure-
seeking ethic in behavior that emphasized excessive consumption as
a compensation for temporary hardships, which were endured only
to gain the financial means for permanent settlement elsewhere.∂∞

Other segments of Northern Rhodesia’s white population, how-
ever, wanted to remain in the country. These settlers sought self-
determination and hoped for eventual independence from British
colonial rule.∂≤ Booster campaigns on the Copperbelt thus also re-
flected the desire of some whites to increase their numbers and their
political strength. Even limited social services for Africans—involv-
ing sanitation and health care—sometimes gained the support of
these Europeans who saw such policies as a way to make the cities
healthier and more attractive to future white immigrants.∂≥ Interest
in African housing, for example, stemmed partly from these con-
cerns, originally stimulated in South Africa by the 1919 influenza
epidemic that revealed the slum conditions under which urban Afri-
cans lived, conditions that could endanger the white population
through the spread of disease.∂∂ Settlers also tried to reduce outside
control, both by the colonial government with its supposed favor-
itism toward blacks, and by the externally based mining companies
that took the copper profits out of the country. The mines responded
to white settler resentment of their failure to invest locally in a num-
ber of ways. For example, when in the 1930s Governor Hubert
Young questioned the legality of mine royalties, this may have moti-
vated the mines to donate money for the rli, the governor’s pet
project.∂∑

Members of the white miners’ union also resented their treatment
by companies that, in difficult economic times, always attempted to
replace them with cheaper black labor.∂∏ Roy Welensky, a railway
workers’ labor leader and the leader of the drive for white self-
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determination in Northern Rhodesia, (discussed in chapter 3), at-
tempted to win mineral rights away from the British South Africa
Company (bsac)—a policy that could have forced more investment
of copper profits in the country. For the same reason, he supported
amalgamation with Southern Rhodesia as a way of strengthening
Northern Rhodesian settlers in their struggle against outside control
by the mines and colonial government.∂π Northern Rhodesian set-
tlers felt ambivalent about the policy of amalgamation, however,
because of the possibility of their losing power to the greater white
population in Southern Rhodesia. Nonetheless, a looser economic
and political federation received sufficient suppport both in Britain
and the Rhodesias to become a reality in 1953.

The nature of the Copperbelt city was also determined in no small
part by colonial government policies that suppported or checked the
different African and white forces that shaped its development. As a
result, the colonial administration was resented both by Africans
because it limited their movement into towns and by whites because
it limited their local domination. The colonial government seemed
anachronistic to both whites and blacks, especially in the midst of
the 1950s’ struggles for self-determination launched by each of these
groups. Administrators often found themselves ignored or resented
in this context, a situation described by one of them as follows: ‘‘It
was appropriate at that time to tour the town and Mine Compounds
by bicycle, accompanied by two or three Messengers and dressed in
khaki. . . . We were, after all, the ‘Queen’s men’ and if we chose to be
a little old-fashioned, perhaps it was fitting. It was the sight that the
people were used to in the villages. Besides, we could take the tem-
perature as we rode along, and enter to some extent into the Afri-
can’s feelings as we were borne over to the side of the road by a
succession of badly driven motor-cars coming up behind us.’’∂∫

In the booming and increasingly modern Copperbelt towns, the
district officer on his bicycle represented the inadequacies of the co-
lonial government in urban Africa. As Epstein observed at the time,
‘‘The office of the District Commissioner has its origins in the condi-
tions of rural administration.’’∂Ω And government had since done
little to modernize administrative practices to meet urban needs on
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the Copperbelt largely because the powerful mines discouraged gov-
ernment interference in issues affecting their operations. District Of-
ficer Robin Short, who is quoted above, may have been the victim of
‘‘munt-scaring,’’ while touring the workers’ compounds on his bicy-
cle, a common practice among Copperbelt whites, many of them
miners from South Africa, who enjoyed driving their cars as closely
as possible to Africans on bicycles wobbling along the bad township
roads.∑≠ Such whites generally considered colonial officers to be
‘‘Negrophiles’’ who stood in the way of white self-determination in
Northern Rhodesia. Africans also saw colonial government in the
towns as inadequate and set about organizing their own welfare
societies, unions, and political parties.

In terms of policy, the colonial government accepted African ur-
banization after World War Two, but did not change its administra-
tive practices significantly in the colonial period. Until the early
1960s, the residents of the Copperbelt found themselves assigned to
the native authorities in the rural areas from which they or their
parents came.∑∞ The focus remained on the policy of ‘‘stabilisation
without urbanisation’’ favored by the mines, which supported gov-
ernment plans to make the rural areas more attractive as places of
retirement for labor migrants. This policy allowed the colonial ad-
ministrators, as opposed to technical officers, to retain a view of
African development that saw the countryside, and not the city, as
the appropriate locus of progress. As Heissler contends, ‘‘The Pro-
vincial Administrators . . . perceived their colonial duty to be the
generation of a ‘civilised’ society out of the bush and [the] primitive
technologies of pre-contact Zambia. These civil servants in the main
did not believe that urbanisation was the right path towards ‘civilisa-
tion.’ ’’∑≤ Government plans to improve urban social services accord-
ingly involved considerable footdragging, for administrators feared
that providing services in the towns would stimulate more urbaniza-
tion at the expense of the development of the countryside.

Government technical officers, however, pushed different ideas of
development based on their areas of specialization and, in the case of
labor, received the backing of the Colonial Office. In 1938 the Colo-
nial Office got its first Labour Advisor and began to urge colonial
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governments to found native labor departments.∑≥ The Northern
Rhodesian government, as in other colonies, did not take up this
suggestion eagerly and hesitated to transfer responsibility from dis-
trict officers to a specialist department.∑∂

In this contested urban setting, government was not the only actor
with an interest in understanding and controlling African workers.
The mining companies had a history of collecting minimal basic
statistics on their labor force and experimenting with management
practices, though practices most often were based on managers’ ex-
perience rather than on systematic research. Payroll statistics and
statistics on output could be used to roughly determine the efficiency
of the workforce, and an awareness of low productivity as well as
economic pressure to reduce labor costs was what stimulated the
introduction of so-called scientific management techniques, pio-
neered in the United States much earlier. It was partly because of
these concerns that the growing influence of industrial psychology
on the Rand found its way to the South African-owned companies
on the Copperbelt.

Often in contrast with the South African-owned companies, the
American and British-owned companies inherited a management
culture associated with the ‘‘company town,’’ which led to their
greater willingness to stabilize African labor.∑∑ The creation of the
company town in Britain and the United States had also involved
experiments in social engineering, and this heritage added to the
tendency to use the Copperbelt towns as experimental sites for trying
out new management policies. The American/British-owned mine,
Roan Antelope, also became the first—both on the Copperbelt and
in the entire southern African region—to mechanize its payroll using
early statistical technology. Eventually an in-house research depart-
ment used this new technology to gather statistics relevant to man-
agement policy. Systematic in-house research did not begin, how-
ever, until after the mines experimented with the use of external
researchers—the urban researchers of the rli.

The mines also shaped the nature of the urban areas through the
constant supervision and control of African miners, requiring them
to live in mine housing areas (called ‘‘compounds’’ or ‘‘locations’’)
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and encouraging them to use their leisure time in mine compound
beer halls and other facilities. During most of the colonial period, the
mines and government controlled African workers’ movements and
access to labor through a pass system, requiring each African worker
to carry a citupa—an employment history card signed by employers,
which made it easy to blacklist so-called undesirables.∑∏ Within the
housing areas, the compound managers exercised authority over al-
most every aspect of life, helped by white supervisors of welfare,
maintenance, and other departments, each with a complement of
African assistants of various kinds—clerks, laborers, and police—in
a system not unlike that of the rural government administrator.∑π

Although overall company policies determined basic conditions in
the mines, individual managers themselves could create urban en-
vironments that were more or less attractive to workers. Some man-
agers had a liberal and egalitarian reputation, while others beat
or abused workers or instituted unpopular scientific management
practices.∑∫

The major 1935 strike by African miners, however, revealed the
weaknesses in the mining companies’ organization and control of
the Copperbelt cities. Indeed, the general ‘‘Strike Wave,’’ which hit
Africa in the mid-1930s and continued into the 1940s, led to dra-
matic changes in labor and urban policies on the part of the British
government.∑Ω After the Copperbelt strike of 1935, Governor Young
pointed to industrialization and detribalization as the most impor-
tant problems in Northern Rhodesia.∏≠ Young was already in the
midst of a struggle with the Colonial Office to get funding for his
research institute, and after the strikes he argued the case for the
future rli on the basis of its usefulness for studying the problems the
1935 strike had highlighted.∏∞

In general, this continuing labor unrest strengthened the hand of
government in dealing with the mines and strengthened the tech-
nocrats within government who, in turn, may have looked more
favorably on the employment of experts like themselves to study
these problems. As a result, the early rli research focused on urban
African labor, though Godfrey Wilson’s study from 1939 to 1940
dealt only with Broken Hill, and he was not allowed to continue with
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his intended study of the Copperbelt. After this failure, and a second
wave of strikes in 1940, the government continued to press for re-
search and funded A. L. Saffery in 1943 to do a study of mine labor
conditions on the Copperbelt, which strengthened the government’s
argument that the mining companies must increase African wages
and avoid future strikes.

Ultimately what the 1935 strikes demonstrated to both govern-
ment and the mines was that—like it or not—urban Africans had
their own effective methods of organization and control within the
urban, industrial environment. Africans had organized the strikes
despite the absence of any formal union, through a system of com-
munication based on informal networks of African clerks, the Mbeni
dance associations, and the Watchtower church (Jehovah’s Wit-
nesses) groups.∏≤ African welfare societies, political parties, and
unions gradually evolved in the urban environment in similar ways—
in the case of the welfare societies, to fill the gaps in government and
mining company social services for urban Africans. In the case of the
other organizations, however, Africans consciously developed alter-
natives to mine or government structures of control that they found
objectionable. African women organized strategies for beer brewing
and other illegal money-making activities, subverting government
attempts to remove them from, or control them within, the urban
environment.∏≥ Unions developed out of African miners’ attempts to
channel their grievances through nontribally based organizations,
reflecting their growing consciousness of class and recognition of the
weakness of mine-imposed types of organization based on rural
models. And political parties, beginning with the Northern Rhode-
sian African National Congress (anc or Congress) founded in 1948,
rose in response to the threat of federation and developed a campaign
that eventually led to African independence.

In one way, however, urban Africans agreed with the government
and the mines—they viewed the Copperbelt environment as less
healthy than rural life and during this period frequently used appeals
to the purity of rural conditions and traditions when arguing with
Europeans over living and working conditions. Both Europeans and
Africans used the idea of tradition selectively to defend different
practices or shore up opposing arguments. This was not only be-
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cause of the inherent power of appeals to tradition. It also derived
from the history of the Copperbelt as a place of boom and bust,
where both the white and black populations fluctuated with eco-
nomic extremes.

As rli researchers discovered, access for researchers sometimes
had to be negotiated with Africans who felt that urban life was too
ephemeral to be worth studying. For example, in October 1950 an
rli research assistant, Ivor Kalima, encountered some resistance
when he went to observe a mourning ceremony for the paramount
chief of the Lunda, who had died in rural Luapula Province. Miners
from Luapula had arranged to hold the mourning ceremony at Roan
Antelope African Township for Lunda people who lived in Luanshya
and could not return to Luapula for the mourning. The Luanshya
mourners told Kalima not to bother with the urban ceremony:

In the evening I spoke to Mr. Tuba and Mr. Musumbulwa that I would
like to observe the mourning of Mwata Kasembe in connection with
the Social Study directed by Dr. Mitchell. Mr. Tuba: What has Dr.
Mitchell to do with mourning of Mwata Kasembe? We know only one
person in this country—Kalanda Mikowa [the Lunda name for rli
anthropologist, Ian Cunnison] who is at Kawambwa [in the Luapula
district]. Tell him to go to Kawambwa if he really wants to know
something about [the mourning ceremony]. Mr. Musumbulwa: In fact
nothing is pure in the copperbelt. People will not take the mourning in
the way it will be taken at home. Therefore Dr. Mitchell must record
the real things about the mourning ceremony at Kasembe’s Village.’’∏∂

Africans’ interest in the ‘‘real things’’ that could only be recorded
in the village stemmed from the past usefulness of arguments based
on tradition for influencing the colonial government on any number
of matters from chieftainship to marriage law.∏∑ Even urban Africans
employed strategies based on appeals to rural custom for organizing
and controlling their urban environment. But in the course of the
1950s Africans would increasingly turn toward other strategies and,
to do that, began to show interest in other ways of understanding the
city, going beyond the simple negative comparison of urban society
with rural society.

Indeed, Africans, the mines, and government all responded to the
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strike wave of the 1930s and 1940s with fresh attempts to under-
stand, organize, and control the Copperbelt city—Africans with a
sense of new possibilities gained from the success of some of their
strikes, while mines and government with the sense that a degree of
African urbanization had to be accepted. Whose methods of organi-
zation would dominate and what shape they would take, then, be-
came the object of struggle in the 1940s and 1950s. Despite, or
perhaps because of, these struggles for control, the African city that
was developing was in many respects an unknown quantity. The
colonial government possessed a vision of what the rural African
was supposed to be and become, but because of its rural bias it had
no strong vision of the future of the urban African. The mining
companies also clung to a rural vision of Africans, even when they
accepted that the workforce must be stabilized in the urban areas for
a portion of its life cycle. Africans, too, maintained ties to the rural
areas as long as their urban lives were made uncertain by govern-
ment and mining company policy, but they created structures for
urban survival that, though often expressed in traditional language,
constituted new urban ways of understanding and organizing them-
selves that also affected the ways they organized and understood
themselves when in the villages.

Therefore, throughout British Africa the decade from 1935 to
1945 represented a ‘‘break point in colonial thinking: the idea of
‘tribal’ Africa was losing its usefulness and officials were casting
about for conceptual tools to regain their sense of control.’’ Accord-
ing to Cooper, the British began to apply the model of metropolitan
industrial relations to their colonies, introducing labor departments,
trade unions for African workers, and social welfare programs in-
tended to produce a responsible African working class and to limit it
to a manageable size—a policy of stabilization bolstered by develop-
ment of housing, health care, and other social services.∏∏

Because understanding and organizing were important to all the
parties in the struggle for control of the African city, social scien-
tists could make arguments for the usefulness of their work that
would appeal to Africans, mines, and government. Indeed, by the
1950s when the rli launched its first successful Copperbelt study, it
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wisely offered the use of its data to all concerned, including Africans
who had come to control access to the African city on a nearly equal
basis with the mines and government. Thus, the Institute presented
itself as responding to the needs of all those groups who were trying
to make the Copperbelt towns their own. This strategy worked to
produce ground-breaking research, but it only partially and very
slowly gained acceptance among government and mining company
planners.

Finding a Frame

The rli’s urban research in the 1950s became possible because of a
number of factors that had changed since Wilson’s earlier work, even
though government and mining company anxiety about the political
position of the researcher continued. More strikes and labor distur-
bances, as well as something of a sense of obligation to demobilized
African soldiers, motivated government to consider development
plans that included city life for Africans and more social amenities
than could be offered in the villages. The likelihood of federation
also motivated British and local government interest in certain kinds
of development, including a focus on African welfare that might
make the idea of so-called racial partnership—used to persuade Af-
ricans of the advantages of federation—seem viable. Social research
played a key role in these plans. Research of any kind was a relatively
inexpensive way for the British government to demonstrate concern
for the colonies. Research results also had potential usefulness in
government disputes with mining companies over labor policies.
Moreover, in the postwar years the Colonial Development and Wel-
fare Fund actively sought research projects appropriate for its fund-
ing, including those in the social sciences, and the rli was initially
the only social science research institute in the colonies that was
already a ‘‘going concern,’’ as discussed in the last chapter—both
willing and able to utilize these funds.∏π

Despite his frequent mention of plans to begin urban studies him-
self whenever the hiring of an urban sociologist was delayed, Gluck-
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man never did urban research other than a brief visit to Lozi miners
on the Rand. He found his ability to do any kind of fieldwork ham-
pered in later years by the demands of his job as director. Moreover,
he was reluctant to begin work himself, or to allow another re-
searcher to enter the field, without a guarantee that he would not
share Wilson’s fate. The rli Board of Trustees refused him this sup-
port despite his outline of a plan of attack on the urban areas de-
signed to prove his ability to conduct noncontroversial research be-
fore he reached the Copperbelt:

The Board was unable to agree to the Director’s formula of support for
any worker undertaking urban research, though it appreciated his
point of view. The Board discussed the difficulties of this type of work,
and the Director explained that he planned to begin work in Living-
stone and proceed to other townships up the railway line before tack-
ling the mining areas. . . . Any research plans in any area would be
referred to the competent authorities. The Board agreed that plans for
research in urban areas should be laid before the Government and
other relevant authorities before the research was undertaken.∏∫

As he later complained to the cssrc, he would not do the urban
research under such conditions for a number of reasons. Wilson’s ex-
perience loomed large, as expressed in this statement of Gluckman’s
disappointment: ‘‘The request that the urban-worker be underwrit-
ten against the treatment accorded the late Godfrey Wilson in Bro-
ken Hill, as set out in my plan, has been deemed unacceptable.’’∏Ω

Later, after Gluckman established the department at the University
of Manchester, he was himself discouraged from returning to North-
ern Rhodesia because of his involvement in anti-Federation poli-
tics.π≠ If anything, the government and mines became more sus-
picious of researchers and their political motives after the war and
into the 1950s, as would become clear in their treatment of Epstein
when he later did research on the Copperbelt.

Nonetheless, before he left, Gluckman ensured that the rli had
something of a mandate for its work from the cssrc and the North-
ern Rhodesia government. He based this mandate on the fact that
the cssrc had earmarked funds for urban research. In addition, the
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mining companies—through the urging of Rheinalt Jones, a South
African liberal and friend of Gluckman who worked for the Anglo-
American mines in South Africa at this time—had also contributed
funds to this project and, thus, had a stake in its success.π∞ The chief
problem that remained was to find an anthropologist or sociologist
willing and able to do urban fieldwork.

In 1950 A. L. Epstein had received a Colonial Research Fellowship
to conduct a study of Northern Rhodesian urban courts.π≤ This fel-
lowship meant that he was directly responsible to the cssrc, but he
also developed contacts with the rli and attended one of their con-
ferences. After his court study he went to Manchester and began
doctoral work. He then returned to Northern Rhodesia as a research
officer at the Institute and began a study of African urban organiza-
tion in Luanshya. Mitchell, who had already done a rural study for
the rli in Nyasaland and was the acting director of the rli, agreed
to become its senior sociologist in 1950 and do the social survey of
the Copperbelt, which he started in 1951. As it turned out, he also
took up the directorship after Colson’s resignation and ran much of
the Copperbelt survey from the rli’s new headquarters in Lusaka.
While director, he spent part of 1953 on leave in Manchester, where
he shared an office with Barnes in the social anthropology depart-
ment, continuing their exchange of ideas about theory.π≥

Mitchell lived on the Copperbelt when he began his urban re-
search, however. From his house in Luanshya, in an area of town
populated mainly by white government and mine employees, Mitch-
ell could hear the distant booming of drums that invaded the white
residential area when Africans in the Luanshya Management Board
Location (the municipal African township) danced on Sunday after-
noons.π∂ White residents sometimes went to the African township to
watch the dancing, and when Mitchell went for a look, he noticed
that while the traditional dances of the individual ethnic groups were
often poorly attended, the Kalela dance—which involved coordi-
nated teams of male dancers in smart European dress—drew the
biggest and most enthusiastic African audiences.

Mitchell did not join the dancing as an anthropologist in a village
might have done, for white members of the audience would have
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frowned on such behavior as damaging to a dignified European im-
age they felt was esssential for white dominance in Africa. But
Mitchell returned with a research assistant, Sykes Ndilila, and re-
corded the features of the dance. He observed, took photographs,
and talked with the dancers, while his research assistant wrote down
and translated the songs. Mitchell looked into the history of the
dance and sorted out the various connections among the members of
the dance team in terms of ethnicity, housing area, work, and leisure,
as well as their positions in relation to other Africans in the town.
The resulting paper, ‘‘The Kalela Dance,’’ which he consciously
modeled on the situational approach of Gluckman’s ‘‘Analysis,’’ be-
came one of the seminal works for the rli’s study of urban African
society.π∑ Its focus on a contemporary activity in an urban setting
announced the rli’s intention to study urban African society on its
own terms rather than in reference to some purer, untouched rural
state.

This did not mean, however, that rli work ignored past models
and practices, rural or urban. The continuity in personnel from the
earlier rural research ensured that established models and practices
would be tried out and modified for use in the urban setting. And the
Copperbelt city itself offered models and practices useful for re-
search. Mitchell had done previous research in both urban and rural
settings: for example, his Yao study for the rli had been decidedly
rural, but his first degree, a b.a. in Social Science from Natal Univer-
sity College, had included a specialization in social work. For this he
had done a quantitative study of illegitimate births among various
categories of African women at a hospital where he worked as a civil
servant doing clerical work. In his application for a job at the rli,
Mitchell sent the paper resulting from this study. The paper was ‘‘full
of chi squares,’’ which impressed Gluckman, and he got the job.π∏

Epstein, who had been trained in law, did his first fieldwork in an
urban setting after a brief period of language study in a village where
he had familiarized himself with rural life. Continuities with earlier
rli research also included some of the research assistants chosen for
the urban studies. One of Gluckman’s assistants, Davidson Sianga—
who had considerable experience with rural surveys—tried out the
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rli’s new census cards for a random sample in Livingstone run by
the rli administrative secretary, Bubbles Hyam, before the main
survey began.ππ Sianga participated in a later rural field training
session for Victor Turner in Lambaland, arranged by Mitchell, and
then worked for Epstein briefly in Livingstone during the urban
courts study.π∫ M. B. Lukhero, who had worked with Marwick and
Barnes in rural fieldwork in Northern Rhodesia’s Eastern Province,
also joined the urban survey team. The plan of the Copperbelt study
itself was modeled on Wilson’s original plan and was to contain
three parts: a sociographic survey to gather basic statistical data (to
be done by Mitchell), a study of family economics and nutrition (to
be done by Elsey Richardson), and a study of social structure that
Mitchell planned to do but that was ultimately done by Epstein after
Mitchell became the director of the Institute.πΩ

Aside from Godfrey Wilson’s study of Broken Hill—which was
not a quantitative sociological survey but a study of wages and bud-
gets and an assessment of degree of urbanization—there were few
models for what Mitchell wanted to do. He had learned survey
methods as an undergraduate and had read a number of sociological
studies, including Rooiyard and Middletown. He had read some of
the sociological work of the Chicago School of sociology and was
interested in their general approach. He, Colson, and Barnes had
discussed Moreno’s work on social dynamics, charting people’s in-
teractions, as well as George Lundberg’s sociographic approach.∫≠

He was also familiar with Batson’s work, which he used as some-
thing of a guideline, though Batson’s work focused on poverty only.
What Mitchell had in mind was ‘‘straight demographic stuff’’ fo-
cused on measuring the effects of the colonial situation, that is, the
growth of towns, changes in marriage, and labor migration. In other
words, he ‘‘wanted to quantify what Wilson had done on migration’’
and extend it to other urban social phenomena.∫∞

Evolving methods for the study proved challenging. When de-
veloping urban survey practices the rli anthropologists sometimes
employed elements of earlier nonsociological information-gathering
practices. Using these, researchers could get access to information in
the initial stages by using approaches the informants had already
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experienced. Thus Mitchell considered following a local district
commissioner’s procedure at the beginning of the Copperbelt study:
‘‘We might be able to cash in on a tradition which is followed here—
that the DC sends out a private census form each year—we might be
able to get some valuable stuff from sending out a similar one.’’∫≤

Generally, however, government did not conduct true censuses in
this period. Administrators made rough estimates using the district
commissioners’ tax books and multiplying by a factor to account for
women and children.∫≥ The rli censuses would be much more so-
phisticated. Nevertheless, Mitchell found that the tools necessary for
analysis of the resulting statistics could be found on the Copperbelt
itself, where the mines had already invested in early computer tech-
nology. Mitchell used the Hollerith machine owned by the Anglo
American Copperbelt mines, which were in the process of putting all
their staff records onto punchcards. The mines had already gathered
so much data that Mitchell initially hoped to base an article on his
analysis of it.∫∂ He also later acquired for the Institute a Powers-
Samas machine for doing basic statistical analysis, and the African
assistant Edward Mbewe became proficient in its use.

Mitchell arrived on the Copperbelt and began the sociographic
survey approximately a year before Richardson and Epstein began
working for the rli. Recruiting the team of research assistants for
the social survey occupied a great deal of time in the beginning. He
found it difficult to hire well-educated Africans for the work, espe-
cially for the post of the senior assistant who was to supervise the
daily work of the team. The rli’s Board of Trustees would not allow
him to offer salaries high enough to compete with those offered by
mines and government, in a situation where Africans with cleri-
cal skills were in high demand. Government security officers also
checked the background and possible political activities of appli-
cants for the assistant posts and found many of them unsuitable for
employment on these grounds.∫∑ But by December 1950, despite
government delays, Mitchell had managed to pull together a team of
‘‘odd bods and sods’’ from the local welfare departments and began
surveying a nearby location in Luanshya.∫∏

Mitchell and the team found getting sufficient cooperation from
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informants for filling in the survey questionnaires initially very diffi-
cult, and the director waxed nostalgic about rural research condi-
tions, compared to urban research: ‘‘Its [sic] bloody work. The point
about the village is that you get hold of the village headman and spill
the beans about what you are up to. Here there is no such handy
lance-corporal and each visit to a hut means the same battle—the
same suspicions etc. The refusal rate is high.’’∫π

He also encountered problems devising a way to organize the ur-
ban field to make it amenable to quantitative research. During the
year he spent in the field before Richardson and Epstein began their
work, Mitchell set out to ‘‘design samples,’’ a task difficult to accom-
plish without a ‘‘sampling frame’’—that is, without a list of ad-
dresses or names for the African population, something from which
to build a structure for the fieldwork. In the municipal and mine
housing areas the houses had numbers, thus providing a frame, but
in the sprawling industrial housing areas—where housing for Afri-
can employees was provided by the numerous different businesses
they worked for—things were chaotic, according to Mitchell. Thus,
he devised procedures to number the houses himself and then select
the required number randomly, using a different ‘‘raising factor’’ for
each different housing section for multiplying to get a population
estimate.∫∫ At first Mitchell and the team of assistants used a form he
devised himself, but soon they switched to using Hollerith punch-
cards that the interviewer punched with a hand punch while in the
field.

Although it was a sociographic study, unlike many such quantita-
tive studies the Copperbelt survey did not completely separate the
quantitative data from its qualitative context. Evidence of this em-
bedding of the quantitative within the qualitative can be found in the
work process that the assistants and Mitchell developed for gather-
ing information in the African housing areas. There the team inter-
viewed and punched cards for the inhabitants of the randomly se-
lected houses, but they supplemented this formal procedure with
informal visits to observe urban activities, answer the questions of
residents, conduct open-ended interviews, and generally gather in-
formation. The assistants then used this information to write es-
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Advertisement for Hollerith Machines.

Note that the advertisement points out their distri-

bution to dominions and former colonies of Britain.

The Northern Rhodesian mining companies used

this early computing technology to mechanize their

payrolls. (From the Colonial Office List, 1948

[Rhodes House Library shelfmark .010.r.92. 1948;

p. 579]. Reproduced by permission of the Bodleian

Library, University of Oxford.)
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Edward Mbewe operating the Powers-Samas machine purchased by

Mitchell to aid statistical analysis of the urban survey data. (Photo from

rli poster in author’s possession.)

says, producing a series of short analyses of African urban life.∫Ω Like
the rli research officers, the assistants had also read Gluckman’s
‘‘Analysis,’’ and its influence can be discerned in their essays.

This process of embedding the quantitative in the qualitative also
revealed itself in the physical characteristics of the punchcards used
to collect the quantitative data, which became ‘‘rather well thumbed
and a bit dog-eared from much handling by the interviewers.’’ This
was because the interviewers, Mitchell included, often scribbled ob-
servations on the backs of the cards—‘‘qualitative material’’ that
Mitchell did not try to quantify.Ω≠

The qualitative aspect of the study was further reinforced by the
collection of information sufficiently detailed to allow for future
analysis. In this respect, the urban survey may have been shaped by
the Lamba survey experience, the early training session in which
Gluckman introduced Barnes, Mitchell, and Max and Joan Marwick
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to rural fieldwork and the collection of data (discussed in chapter 4).
In their report on the Lamba study, Barnes and Mitchell pointed out
that the extensive amount of detailed information Gluckman urged
them to collect was what allowed them to carry their analysis into
areas they had not anticipated while in the field. This collection of
detailed information that went beyond the basic categories was not
standard procedure in anthropology or in sociological surveys at the
time. For example, while Mitchell directed the Copperbelt survey,
another survey was being carried out by J. R. A. Shaul of the South-
ern Rhodesian department of statistics in Salisbury. Although Shaul
was the first to use sampling procedures for a population study in
Southern Rhodesia, his study lacked detail. ‘‘Shaul’s study used very
limited categories, broad age groups, [he was] mostly interested in
numbers,’’ according to Mitchell, while Mitchell saw himself as at-
tempting to get a ‘‘social profile of the people’’ by collecting extensive
information on work, marriage, children, and other topics as back-
ground for a study of social structure and the effects of colonialism.Ω∞

This insistence on the collection of detailed information so promi-
nently characterized the rli method that when Lukhero went to
observe Shaul’s survey, he wrote back to express disappointment at
the lack of detail, concluding, ‘‘Our rli way is the only one.’’Ω≤

While Mitchell and the assistants gave the qualitative side of the
research its due in the context of the quantitative survey, Epstein
carried the qualitative aspects even further through his transfer of
the rural method of participant observation into the urban setting.
This process had begun with his urban courts study.Ω≥ He felt that his
background had given him no models for an urban study. Seminars
at lse, where he was supervised by Audrey Richards, ‘‘had nothing
to do with urban courts; [there was] no literature and no model for
urban fieldwork,’’ so he ‘‘could only fall back on case method’’ de-
rived from his background in law.Ω∂ So he visited the courts in Ndola,
one of the Copperbelt towns chosen for the study, and, with an
assistant, sat with the court members and took notes on the cases.
Interest in the attitudes of local people to courts and court members
led him to experiment with an idea he had gotten from a Nyasaland
African education officer he had met in London—to form a discus-
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sion group made up of educated Africans. It was from this group that
he began to realize the political dimension of the court and the se-
lection of its members. He also learned of the educated Africans’
perspective—that the courts were ‘‘an intrusion of tribal govern-
ment into the towns . . . a dialogue of norm and counter-norm,
custom vs. the urban situation.’’Ω∑

Epstein’s work for the rli’s urban survey stimulated him to still
more creative responses to the problem of urban fieldwork. Choos-
ing an overtly political topic, he moved from Ndola to Luanshya
shortly after Mitchell moved to Lusaka to become director.Ω∏ In
Luanshya Epstein began studying the development of African politi-
cal organizations in towns, including the miners’ union and the anc.
For this study even the case method was inadequate, and, though he
was familiar with Wilson’s Broken Hill survey, he felt it looked too
much at external factors and lacked local detail. So Epstein decided
to ‘‘recreate as closely as possible the conditions of an anthropologist
in a village living with the people.’’ Because of the restrictions im-
posed on his access to an urban fieldsite, he could not live in African
locations himself, so he placed his research assistants and their wives
in different parts of the town and set them to observing urban life.
He spent time teaching the men to write reports and produce texts on
union and political meetings and to conduct informal interviews.
The women, similarly, ‘‘dropped in’’ on other women rather than
conducting formal interviews and they kept diaries of their own
daily activities and observations.

Epstein himself attended meetings of political organizations and
used his rural connections—developed during his training and lan-
guage study period in a part of the countryside from which many
Luanshya miners came—to develop good relations with Robinson
Puta, vice-president of the anc and notorious for hating whites. His
visits to union meetings led to a friendship with Lawrence Katilungu,
the African miners’ union leader. He also started a ‘‘Drama Club’’
modelled after an African-designed soap opera that was broadcast
from the Lusaka radio station, so that he could learn about attitudes
to urban life from the members’ script writing.Ωπ

Thus, in spite of the mining company’s sudden withdrawal of Ep-
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stein’s and his assistants’ permission to do research in the mining
company’s African housing locations early in the study, he managed
to get a picture of African urban life and the development of political
organizations based on his own and his research assistants’ partici-
pant observation in other areas, and occasionally through assistants’
private visits to friends on the mine.Ω∫

Before starting her urban research Elsey Richardson spent some
time in villages in Luapula and Northern Provinces—one the home
village of her assistant, Joachim Lengwe, who later joined the urban
survey team.ΩΩ There she learned the Bemba language, did censuses,
collected genealogical information, and tried to get some budget
data, though the time she spent in the rural villages was too short to
gather extensive data.∞≠≠ In October 1953 she began her urban work,
studying family budgets in the Copperbelt town of Kitwe, where she
continued to work until 1955. She took particular interest in the
effect that visiting relatives and lodgers had on urban families’ in-
come and expenditure and related these to urban families’ growing
class status, as well as continuing links to the countryside.∞≠∞

The rli’s institutional place in the African colonial context
changed dramatically during the 1950s, a shift which had ramifica-
tions both for its research and its administration. Mitchell’s duties as
director involved dealing with the rapid growth of the metropolitan-
based colonial research bureaucracy, stimulated by the relatively gen-
erous funding provided by the Colonial Development and Welfare
Fund but punctuated by periodic British government belt-tightening
exercises in the postwar years. Negotiating the Institute’s unique
position as other institutes, attached to new universities, sprang up in
east and west Africa proved increasingly difficult. The local political
situation also became more complex as a new layer of Federation
government was created in 1953 and the ‘‘unofficials’’—representa-
tives of the white settler population who were often unsympathetic to
the rli—gained more seats in the Northern Rhodesia legislative
council as part of the Federation plan for greater devolution of power
to local whites.

The larger network of African-based institutions within which the
Institute was placed also began to change dramatically in the 1950s,
leading the director to make choices in the use of his time and ener-
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gies based on the covert political mission of the rli. Confiding in
former director Colson, Mitchell explained why he decided to work
for a local government training scheme for social workers:

We’ve got to turn into a university one day. Let’s corner the market in
social science now. Let’s try to hasten our development that way. (Uni-
versity of SA has turned into an apartheid institution—[it] says Cen-
tral African territories are going to look after Africans [so it does not
have to admit them]. Union has closed S. A. universities to Central
Africa as from beginning of 1954.) Hence our library plus technical
staff could be the beginning in nr. . . . For the meantime I have
agreed to give the lectures on Sociology and social psychology to the
trainees.∞≠≤

Both professional and political reasons motivated Mitchell’s deci-
sion to teach in spite of his already heavy duties as director. As a
liberal South African he worried about the changes in the climate of
the universities in the southern African region that would make it
difficult for Africans to obtain higher education, and the natural
move of many liberal South Africans at the time was to pin hopes on
the development of education in the less segregation-oriented en-
vironment of Northern Rhodesia. Furthermore, he saw this as an
opportunity to claim future academic territory for social science—a
motive especially strong in his case since he contemplated a local
career in an African or South African university. He clearly felt at this
time that a career at a new university in Northern Rhodesia would be
an attractive option.

Political developments soon altered the context of these long-
range plans, however, as African opposition to the Federation gained
strength in the latter half of the decade and the territorial govern-
ments took a more rigid stance against Africans at the behest of
powerful white minorities.∞≠≥

Conclusion: Anthropology and the Struggle for the City

The difficulties that anthropologists and their assistants encountered
while doing urban fieldwork stemmed from two main sources: Afri-
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can and European political suspicions. The particular fieldwork
practices of anthropology aroused these suspicions, but in the long
run the anthropologists’ image of the city proved to be troublesome,
as well.∞≠∂ Anthropological practices shaped—and were shaped by—
changing images of the city, and the anthropologists’ methods of
organizing research had implications for urban social and political
policy that government and mines found threatening.

In dealing with the mines and with miners, rli researchers found
participant observation increasingly difficult to pursue, and their
attempts to compensate by using other practices also met with diffi-
culty. An already established pattern of interaction between whites
and blacks in the mines and mine compounds limited what anthro-
pologists could do in this situation. Mining company officials ex-
pected researchers to follow company patterns of interaction with
miners and were willing to provide offices for them to interview and
question informants. This was the pattern followed by compound
managers when they interviewed Africans seeking mine employ-
ment, and Africans answered often very intrusive questions in such a
setting in the hope of gaining employment.

Researchers for the rli refused the offer of offices on mine prop-
erty, however, partly because they feared surveillance by mine offi-
cials but also because this style of information gathering approxi-
mated the old ‘‘verandah ethnography’’ of an earlier period. It also
paralleled the method of using interviews with carefully chosen in-
formants favored by the South African volkekundige (see chapter 3).
In this and other respects the style of interaction used by European
staff at the mines deliberately put distance between them and the
African workers as a way of enforcing a racial hierarchy. Even whites
who spoke the local language often used translators when interview-
ing workers or hearing their complaints, again, to stress their author-
ity and distance from African workers.∞≠∑ To the social anthropolo-
gist this mode of interaction was uncomfortably reminiscent of
prefunctionalist methods. The compound managers also resented
the anthropologist’s fluency in the local language, perhaps seeing this
as an expression of solidarity with Africans or a way of usurping the
managers’ own role as experts on Africans and intermediaries be-
tween them and other Europeans.∞≠∏
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Researchers and assistants at a rli conference at the Lusaka headquarters.

Note the more casual attire of the researchers. Pictured from left to right are

Ackson Nyirenda, William Watson, unknown, Simon Katilungu, and A. L.

Epstein. (Photo reproduced by permission of Merran [McCulloch]

Fraenkel.)

As had been made abundantly clear during Wilson’s urban work,
both mining companies and the government discouraged anthropol-
ogists from publicly commenting on policy. As a result, though the
government encouraged Epstein to write a report on his earlier urban
court study and asked for recommendations, when they published
the report they left out his recommendations section.∞≠π Government
and the mines also kept close watch on anthropologists’ public dis-
cussions with Africans. A false report that Epstein had spoken in
favor of a bread boycott at a union meeting—that he had attended
only to explain his research to the union membership—gave the
mines an excuse to ban him from their property, including the Afri-
can miners’ compounds on which his study depended. His refusal to
cooperate with a ‘‘special branch type’’ (a government agent) who
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wanted him to report on African political activities may have also
contributed to the government’s refusal to intervene in the mining
company’s decision to ban him. Although the report of Epstein’s
speaking in favor of the bread boycott was false, the mines and gov-
ernment did have reason to be suspicious that his activities promoted
African nationalism, for anc and union leaders sometimes met at his
house in Luanshya, and his research assistant, Ackson Nyirenda,
used Epstein’s postbox to distribute anc communications.

When the mines banned him, Robinson Puta suggested that the
miners should strike in protest.∞≠∫ Mitchell, like Wilson before him
in his defense of Gluckman’s access to the Lozi field, argued with
government and the mines in defense of Epstein, but the mines re-
mained adamant. Epstein suffered enormous anguish from the loss
of his fieldsite and from the increasingly tense atmosphere on the
Copperbelt in the final years of his study, especially after Mitchell
and many of the other rli researchers in his field generation moved
on to academic careers. The rising coerciveness of the colonial gov-
ernment’s responses to African civil disobedience campaigns, such as
the initial campaign based on economic boycotts, led to increasingly
violent responses from African nationalists, leading eventually to the
1961 ‘‘Cha Cha Cha’’ campaign of stone throwing, roadblocks, and
riots that marked the last phase of the liberation struggle that led to
independence in 1964.

The atmosphere of repression affected the Institute headquarters,
as well as the researcher in the field. Both mines and government
kept track of the rli’s activities in official and unofficial ways dur-
ing the period of the Copperbelt survey. While living in Luanshya,
Mitchell found his files disturbed and requested the Institute to sup-
ply him with a filing cabinet in order to lock them ‘‘away from prying
eyes,’’ suspecting government agents had been at work.∞≠Ω The news-
letter that the administrative secretaries, Merran McCulloch and
Janet Longton, circulated among the researchers—which contained
frank discussions of fieldwork problems—may have also fallen into
the wrong hands. McCulloch issued a warning to researchers to keep
the newsletter to themselves.∞∞≠

Africans also criticized the activities of the rli both as individuals
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and as members of local union branches that suspected researchers
and their assistants of pro-Federation sympathies. Nonpolitical ob-
jections, such as the familiar one that urban life and customs were
not a proper subject for research, however, led the assistants to in-
voke the usefulness of history to Africans in their struggle for equal-
ity with Europeans. As one assistant argued, at a meeting at which he
was called upon to justify the rli’s research:

I told the meeting that the information we are seeking [about urban
customs] may look stupid but things that are happening today may not
happen in the next thirty or fifty years and people living at that time
will want to know what is happening now. And the only way they can
know this is by reading the records we are making now, ‘‘Europeans
have been making records about themselves and other peoples,’’ I told
them, ‘‘and that is why they are able to tell about things that happened
hundreds of years ago.’’∞∞∞

History had long proved itself to be useful to Africans in arguments
with provincial administrators about chiefly succession and the legit-
imacy of tribal claims to land or to the right to pursue their own
customs. The assistant used this general knowledge to invoke the
usefulness of history in the urban situation and also may have been
referring to the knowledge that educated Africans in the audience
would have of the way British history was taught in colonial schools
and its importance to European identity and claims to being more
civilized than Africans.

Effective as they could sometimes be, researchers’ arguments
about the historical usefulness of research had to be bolstered by
political arguments, because fieldwork itself had become politicized.
As discussed above, this politicization of fieldwork stemmed partly
from white suspicions that fieldwork practices themselves under-
mined segregation and raised African expectations. But African re-
sponses also contributed to this politicization. The political activities
of Africans and Europeans who sympathized with Federation and
created multiracial political parties—the political ‘‘fieldwork,’’ so to
speak, of the Capricorn Africa Society and the Federal Party—bore
some similarity to rli field practices. Both the rli and these pro-
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Federation parties consisted of whites and blacks working together,
and both sent teams of Africans into the townships to ask politically
significant questions and write down names on cards—party cards
in the case of the political groups and punchcards in the case of the
rli. So it was understandable that Africans increasingly responded
to researchers with suspicion.

Indeed, earlier in the 1950s, Simon Zukas, a white member of the
anc, himself questioned the rli survey team about its activities in
the townships when it first started work on the Copperbelt. After Ep-
stein left for his break between the urban courts study and his Luan-
shya study, the discussion group he had started as part of his research
method became caught up in controversy about its own political
stance and relation to Zukas’s more radical activities. Soon after, the
Northern Rhodesia government charged Zukas with sedition and de-
ported him.∞∞≤ African concern about the rli’s activities continued to
be one of the themes of African response to the urban survey and to
the other rli research studies that followed it and continued up to
Zambian independence in 1964. The national political parties and
union leaders, however, frequently took on the task of justifying the
Institute’s work to hostile local branch members. And the model of
Zukas—a Jew, a communist and sympathizer with African national-
ism who had been deported by the government—might have seemed
appropriate to apply to Epstein, by the mines that banned him and by
the Africans who wanted to strike in his support.

The politicization of fieldwork revealed itself in the rural areas, as
well, where Africans saw researchers as Federal agents, as possible
avenues of complaint against Federation, or as means of getting
attention for local problems. As Epstein observed of his census work
in Northern Province in early 1953 during the period of African
opposition to the impending Federation:

It’s been pretty quiet here since I returned from Abercorn [today,
Mbala] [where he had been visiting Watson]. I have been working two
villages this month and census cards are both completed and ex-
hausted. . . . The most interesting thing perhaps was the differential
response I got in each village. At the one it was the usual story these
days of the villagers taking to the bush as soon as they heard us ap-
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proaching; at the other the people wouldn’t let us leave until they had
‘‘been written.’’ At the end of one day, when I had completed about
fifteen cards, I was so worn out that I was confusing the sexes of the
people being interviewed.∞∞≥

Ultimately, in the later 1950s and early 1960s, the usefulness of the
anthropologist’s method of framing the urban environment for un-
derstanding the city would be eclipsed by political events after the
United National Independence Party (unip) became a force in Afri-
can politics. Rivalry between anc and unip further complicated
fieldwork, and the continuing intransigence of white settlers toward
African self-determination led to more violence. What distinguished
unip from the anc was its greater ability to organize and mobilize
the urban population, a process of framing not unlike that of the so-
cial scientists, but for a different purpose. As expressed by later polit-
ical scientists: ‘‘unip constructed a tightly articulated party organi-
sation which was a phenomenon of the high-density housing areas in
both council estates and mine townships. The basis of the structure
was a system of cells, or sections, in groupings of twenty houses,
through which the party politicised existing social relations, and in
the process created networks of social as well as political control.’’∞∞∂

The miners’ union supported nationalism but resisted unip’s ef-
forts to establish hegemonic control over miners in the urban areas, a
practice that would continue in the postcolonial period in resistance
to the state’s attempts to control miners’ wages and the dominance of
mining in the national economy.∞∞∑ Thus the union managed to re-
main a separate contender in the struggle to organize the Copperbelt
towns.

Despite the increasing perception by Africans that social research
was irrelevant to these political struggles,∞∞∏ the rli’s research left its
mark in images of the city that would continue to form a backdrop
for thinking about urban policy. The importance of these ways of
understanding the Copperbelt still reverberates in current debates
about the nature of urbanization in Zambia.∞∞π How much these
ways of understanding African societies, urban and rural, were the
product of an African perspective is the subject of the next chapter.
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Africanizing Anthropology

This chapter discusses the work of the rli’s African research assis-
tants and the effects their diverse backgrounds and goals had on the
Institute’s rural and urban research practices.

The previous chapter dealt with the development of the African
survey team during Mitchell’s directorship. Members of that team
continued to work together or in smaller teams during the subse-
quent directorships of Charles White (1955–56 and 1960–62) and
Henry Fosbrooke (1956–1960). White, a Northern Rhodesia colo-
nial administrator, had long been publishing his research on the
Luvale through the Rhodes-Livingstone Journal and Papers and
continued to do so during two periods as the rli’s acting director.
Watson, Epstein, and van Velsen continued their research during his
first directorship. Raymond Apthorpe also worked as a research
officer during White’s second directorship. Epstein completed his
work during Fosbrooke’s directorship. During that directorship Col-
son and a new researcher, Thayer Scudder, began the Kariba Study, a
project focused on the effects of resettlement on the Gwembe Tonga
people who would be moved to make way for the Kariba hydro-
electric project—a massive Federation-based development scheme.
Fosbrooke was instrumental in arguing with the colonial govern-
ment for the necessity of this study, which became a long-term proj-
ect that continues today.

New research officers and affiliates who arrived at the Institute
during Fosbrooke’s directorship included David Bettison and George
Kay, who carried out poverty datum line studies, Raymond Ap-
thorpe, Peter Rigby, Robert Sutcliffe, John Argyle, J. Matthews, and
G. Clack. Audrey Richards returned for a brief stint of fieldwork in
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1957. In addition to the urban survey team, Munali School students
did vacation work for the Institute. They included David Phiri, Ed-
ward Shamwana, Rhupia Banda, Lazarus Mwanza, Roger Mumbe,
Crispin Nyalugwe, Peter Siwo, P. P. Banda, Jacob Mwanza, and
Lyson Tembo, among others.∞

Biographical information on many of the assistants is incomplete
because of the destruction of most of the Institute’s personnel files.
The information included here has been gleaned from what remains
of the files, from other archival sources, and from interviews with
many of the former assistants and anthropologists and some of their
informants, family, and friends.

Sundry Africans

Advances: Sundry Africans. It has been the practice for the past few

years to make petty advances to African staff from month to month of

amounts from 5/- to 1. This causes much confusion and difficulty in

the accounts, and should, I consider, be stopped.

Although in the above quote≤ it is not applied solely to research assis-
tants, the phrase ‘‘sundry Africans’’ provides a way to approach the
emergence of the type of research assistant who worked at the rli
between the Second World War and Zambian independence. As the
word ‘‘sundry’’ suggests, the category of research assistant started as
an all-encompassing one, marked by the flow of a variety of people
of differing age, gender, class, education, and ethnic background,
who played a number of different roles with respect to the research-
ers. Considerable movement took place among staff positions at the
rli, with clerks or interpreters becoming research assistants, or re-
search assistants being shifted into positions as library assistants,
statistical analysts, or even gardeners during Henry Fosbrooke’s di-
rectorship. Researchers’ terms for their assistants also varied, with
some anthropologists calling them ‘‘research assistants’’ while others
called Africans doing essentially the same work ‘‘clerks’’ or ‘‘clerk-
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interpreters.’’ Indeed, the only continuity was that all research assis-
tants in the rli’s history were Africans. No European ever held that
position, though there were plans almost from the beginning to have
Africans and Europeans with undergraduate degrees in equivalent
junior research officer posts (see below).

Despite causing ‘‘much confusion and difficulty,’’ advances to Afri-
can staff continued to appear on future rli balance sheets. This
practice reflected the conditions of the Central African political and
social environment. The directors of the Institute found themselves
repeatedly frustrated in their attempts to raise staff salaries, and in
particular the salaries of research assistants, to match or rise above
those of the Northern Rhodesian government’s African employees.
Thus, the Institute’s research assistants along with other African staff
continued to ask for advances in order to meet needs these low
salaries could not cover. The resulting problems with the budget
reflected a larger confusion and difficulty both in the place of the rli
and of its research assistants in the surrounding society.

Both the rli anthropologists and their assistants occupied a mid-
dle ground in Northern Rhodesian society that was politically and
socially uncomfortable but highly productive in terms of method
and theory. Researchers moved between Africans and government,
more sympathetic to the former, while assistants moved between
African society and European society, getting access to the latter
through their employment and education. Because they occupied a
middle position, researchers and assistants accomplished their work
by acting in some respects as culture brokers—but, even more im-
portantly for the later urban survey team, they also acted as political
brokers, pointing to a variety of African aspirations to justify so-
ciological research in the highly politicized environment of the Zam-
bian independence struggle. As a result, the researchers, as well as
the assistants, had to be sensitive to the political repercussions of
their work and its consequences both for themselves and for the local
groups they studied. This sensitivity, however, enhanced their stud-
ies, particularly in cases where these studies focused on understand-
ing the emergence of African political, union, and other forms of
organization.≥
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Induna Francis Suu acting as translator for the Provincial Commis-

sioner at the Barotseland Agricultural Show. Suu also assisted

Gluckman in his fieldwork. The photo illustrates a ‘‘culture broker’’

role that some Africans assumed during the colonial period and

that shaped the background of a few of the early rli assistants.

(Photo no. 30165 in Gluckman Collection, Royal Anthropological

Institute. Reproduced by permission of the Royal Anthropological

Institute.)

Although I will sometimes use the term ‘‘culture brokers’’ for rli
assistants, I will also discuss intellectual and professional aspects of
their behavior that do not necessarily characterize all culture bro-
kers. As discussed in the first chapter, all terms that have been used
for indigenous research assistants are problematic in some way, but
the term ‘‘intellectuals’’ allows for a more symmetrical analysis of
their relationship with social anthopologists. The intellectual and
professional features that stand out in such an analysis were what
became the crucial elements in the career paths of both anthropolo-
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gists and assistants during the watershed years preceding and fol-
lowing independence. During that time the Institute underwent a
complete change of character; academic careers rather than lengthy
research officer or director posts became the norm for the anthropol-
ogists, and the assistants recruited in the 1950s for the most part
joined other educated Zambians in taking positions in government
and industry.∂ Although they did not pursue careers as social scien-
tists, the assistants had created a clientele for anthropological exper-
tise that allowed many of them, even after independence, to continue
to function in a somewhat professionalized culture broker role—in
the area of local politics, reviving traditional ceremonies and en-
hancing local ethnic projects to achieve recognition and resources
from the postcolonial state for the regions from which they came, or,
in the area of national politics, taking a more sociological perspec-
tive on the administrative or development-planning work they did
after independence.

The rli assistants came from a variety of social and ethnic con-
texts, but most shared the advantage of having a level of education
attained by few Africans in Central Africa in the late colonial period.
Nearly all of the assistants, and particularly members of the urban
survey team, had a few years of secondary school education. Afri-
cans who had advanced through primary school and acquired some
secondary education were in demand, especially those who had ac-
quired typing skills. The extent of their education marked this group
out for skilled work as clerks for government, the mines, and white
businesses, or as assistant social workers in the mines’ housing areas.
They could also afford to move from job to job seeking higher wages
or better working conditions. Thus, conditions of work were an
important motivation for Africans to work at the rli, for though the
Institute often had difficulty matching mine and government salaries
for African clerks, it offered a relatively egalitarian working environ-
ment not to be found elsewhere.∑

Like other African men whether educated or not, most of the assis-
tants had either served in the military in World War Two in various
parts of Africa or the world, or had labor migration experience
that had taken them far from Northern Rhodesia. This meant they
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had often directly observed developments in other parts of Africa
and especially in South Africa, where African urbanization, labor
unions, and political parties had advanced further than in North-
ern Rhodesia. In addition, they had often migrated in order to get
schooling. Africans had to travel for secondary education because of
the scarcity of secondary schools in Northern Rhodesia before inde-
pendence. Some assistants had traveled from their home areas to the
few secondary schools in Northern Rhodesia or to Southern Rho-
desia or Nyasaland. For tertiary education, there was little choice
but to go to South Africa or take a correspondence course.

The rli recruited and trained over fifty assistants of various kinds
in the course of its rural and urban research, spanning the period
from 1938 to 1964. The urban survey team alone employed six to
twelve people at various times. Some urban assistants had previously
worked for individual anthropologists in the rural areas. The rli
recruited others in the Copperbelt towns as the urban surveys got
under way. The Institute also recruited senior assistants with uni-
versity training, who would act as team supervisors, through rli
contacts with universities in South Africa. After the Institute moved
to its Lusaka headquarters near the African secondary school at
Munali, rli directors encouraged Munali School students to do
research work during their vacations.∏ Several of these students
worked on the urban surveys and some wrote essays for the Institute
on subjects such as rural tribal traditions and ethnic relations in the
towns. But to understand the role of the research assistant and the
perspective of assistants on the work of the rli, one must begin with
the earliest employees of the Institute, the clerks and interpreters
who worked for individual anthropologists in the rural areas.π

Makapweka the Witchfinder∫

In the rural areas, African assistants may have chosen their anthro-
pologists as often as their anthropologists chose them. Anthropolo-
gists frequently took on assistants suggested by local chiefs, village
heads, or colonial administrators. The pool to choose from consisted
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of African mission school teachers, native authority clerks, and oth-
ers who had proficiency in speaking and writing English, and who
thus could enable the anthropologist to begin research while still in
the process of learning the local language. In some ways the anthro-
pologist’s assistant resembled the colonial administrator’s district
messenger.Ω Like the district messenger, the assistant acted as a
handy informant, being asked for explanations of local behavior as
well as the meanings of local words. Also like the district mes-
senger—who was steered to the administrator by chiefs or village
heads seeking to protect their own interests—the assistant was often
chosen by local leaders with an interest in controlling the activ-
ities and perceptions of the anthropologist. Unlike district mes-
sengers, however, the assistants had more education and did not
suffer from the stigma of being associated with tax collection and
law enforcement. But they nevertheless controlled the anthropolo-
gist’s perceptions in subtle and not-so-subtle ways. One former as-
sistant took pride in telling me how he had mistranslated villag-
ers’ statements for the anthropologist. He had done it because he
was ashamed of the vulnerability and eagerness with which members
of his own ethnic group responded to the anthropologist’s inter-
est in local customs usually frowned upon by administrators and
missionaries.∞≠

Those chosen to be assistants often had a facility for the work that
should not be surprising given the long-standing necessity for indige-
nous groups to shape the perceptions of the colonial administrators
governing them—a task that called forth local culture brokers.∞∞

Anthropologists often saw this interest in culture as parallel to their
own and considered particularly gifted assistants or informants to be
indigenous anthropologists, as when Victor Turner compared his
favorite informant to a university don.∞≤ Indeed, cultural sensitiv-
ity may be a characteristic displayed by certain members of any
society, and especially of societies experiencing contact and conflict
with neighboring groups as was the case in central and southern
Africa in the precolonial and colonial periods. The assistants them-
selves often described their attraction to the work in terms of an
understanding of culture that mirrored the anthropologist’s. As the
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assistant Jacques Chiwale∞≥ observed of his first contact with an
anthropologist: ‘‘I could see what Cunnison was interested in and
that inspired my own interest. I could understand what was in the
back of his mind.’’∞∂

The assistants came to the work, however, with more than donnish
and disinterested motives. Like other brokers in colonial situations,
they intended to gain personal profit from their activities. For some
research assistants, attachment to an anthropologist meant not only
a relatively high-paying job and enhanced local prestige. The most
important feature attracting some Africans to this position was the
opportunity to play a role in the creation of tribal history and ethnic
identity, processes that were of vital interest to Africans in this
period.∞∑

In the rural areas, African agency and the anthropologist’s vul-
nerability had already combined to bring about a degree of African-
ization to the discipline and its practices. In much the same way that
administrators had adopted some African models of authority, an-
thropologists complied with certain African practices in order to
conduct research. In practical matters, anthropologists’ housing,
their contacts in indigenous societies, and their patterns of move-
ment could be partly determined by local people. In terms of meth-
odology, their commitment to participant observation required them
to live with their informants and observe their daily life instead of, or
in addition to, the more formal questioning that had characterized
earlier anthropological methods. Participant observation made an-
thropologists more amenable to pressure to adopt local practices
and encouraged them to identify with local interests, whether or not
they managed to attain the ideal of a total immersion in and under-
standing of the local culture.

Africans also had expectations of Europeans largely based on their
experiences with colonial administrators and missionaries, and they
attempted to make anthropologists conform to these expectations in
such matters as housing location or patterns of movement, thus re-
stricting anthropologists’ perceptions of local activities. The anthro-
pologists of the rli combatted these expectations with a deliberate
attempt to distance themselves from administrative and missionary
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practices, usually by initially financing a beer party and joining in
the dancing.

How assistants perceived themselves as employees at this early
stage depended more on their own original status and on the local
perception of the anthropologist’s status than on any pre-existing
idea of what a research assistant should be. Models of black/white
relationships were nearly always of the employer/employee type,
and this influenced the assistant’s relationship with the researcher.
Those who became assistants had usually had jobs as government
clerks, native authority clerks, or similar posts, and in some respects
their work as research assistants consisted of similar practices—
typing and translating, counting people or asking questions of vil-
lagers, or preparing for their employer’s visit to a village. Anthropol-
ogists, however, wanted something more. The information that as-
sistants gathered had to be systematized in the form of censuses,
genealogies, or diaries of events. The assistant was also expected to
act as a kind of superinformant, being asked for explanations of
local behavior in addition to the meanings of local words.

The work practices of rli assistants usually differed significantly
from those of other African employees, such as government district
messengers and clerk/typists, in that they were more systematized
and were structured by the anthropologists’ theoretical goals. Dis-
trict officers, for example, might want assistants to collect census
data or data for a rough assessment of crop yields in a particular
area. In contrast, social anthropologists tried to perceive the under-
lying structures of African societies, and their questions, though
they might be superficially similar, demanded a different kind of
answer—in the form of data collected systematically and/or placed
in a framework that systematized it in a way that revealed social
structure. Even former rli research assistants today structure infor-
mation in a similar way in response to the questions of a visiting
researcher—in my case, a historian rather than an anthropologist.
When informed that I wanted to know about the kind of work done
by rli research assistants, a former assistant of Gluckman, David
Kalimosho Maila, listed and explained the roles of each of Gluck-
man’s assistants, including himself, in our first interview.∞∏ At the
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next interview, informed that I wanted to know what Gluckman
himself had done while in the field, the assistant opened the inter-
view with the systematic definition of the various kinds of witchcraft
practiced in the area: ‘‘Number one: charms that you step on and
your leg swells—kanjate, brought by the Luvale and Luchazi; Mack
Gluckman asked but failed to find a proper person to tell him and
bring him the medicine for some money; they were too afraid that he
would turn them in, since this was a very bad medicine. . . . Number
two: a bad medicine called muhole . . .’’∞π

This description continued until I asked more questions about
Gluckman’s purpose for being in Barotseland. I received replies
that invariably indicated that Gluckman’s primary interest was in
witchcraft and the systematic collection of data concerning it, data
often construed by the research assistant as evidence for court cases
against witches. As he continued:

at that village they found a piece of a pot . . . Dr. Gluckman knew the
pot was there because once there were 26 cows and a herdboy killed by
lightning and he wanted to know why so many cattle were killed. . . .
and the people said there were people there using magic, so he sent men
to look. . . . The dc didn’t believe the witches would send lightning, so
that was why I was sent by Mack Gluckman to investigate and I got the
pot and brought it to the boma. . . . The dc collected the indunas and
talked to them at Katongo Camp [Gluckman’s camp outside of Mongu
in Barotseland]. The dc sent them all to Gluckman to decide the case
together with him, to decide if witchcraft had been involved.∞∫

This example shows that research assistants, like other Africans,
interpreted anthropological research as an activity similar to other
culturally and socially interested behavior they observed in Euro-
peans or in themselves. Those Europeans most interested in rural
African culture and society would have been administrators and
missionaries. Both collected ethnographic data and examples of lo-
cal crafts. Both groups wanted to eradicate certain behaviors—
polygyny, witchcraft accusations, and the like. And their interest was
both invasive and coercive.

On this model, collecting material culture artifacts, as Kalimosho
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did for Gluckman, could be interpreted as collecting evidence to be
used in court cases against witches. In the above quote from the
second interview, Kalimosho painted a picture of the anthropologist
as witchfinder, cooperating with the Lozi indunas and going further
than the dc was willing to go in pursuing witches. The assistant’s
attitude toward this pursuit was positive, for he portrayed Gluck-
man as a knowledgeable expert, finding and turning in witches to the
government (which would then prosecute if the witch’s medicines
could be produced in evidence—thus the importance of finding the
pot buried in the floor of the hut which the research assistant himself
retrieved for Gluckman). Being both a Christian and a Lozi, the
assistant interpreted Gluckman’s interest in witchcraft—which the
Lozi considered an activity practiced by other ethnic groups—and
his payments to witches for their medicines as a mission to capture
and convict witches.

Gluckman was, indeed, interested in local ideas about sorcery and
witchcraft held by members of the numerous ethnic groups that lived
in Barotseland. He had also had a great interest in understanding
male initiation rituals and the array of makishi spirit dancers associ-
ated with these and other ritual events. To a Lozi assistant, and
particularly one with a Christian education, these aspects of other
local cultures might have been categorized with sorcery, as well.
Gluckman’s close association with the Lozi indunas also would have
reinforced his image as a defender of the dominant group, at least in
the assistant’s eyes, as may also his similarity in dress to government
administrators and association with the government, which was re-
sponsible for the prosecution of witchcraft cases. Missionary be-
havior in Barotseland had also been construed by the Lozi in a simi-
lar way, and Lozi in the early days saw missionaries as the rivals of
witches, beginning with Livingstone whom the Lozi considered a
powerful magician.∞Ω

Kalimosho’s active role in this story reveals something else about
early African perceptions of the job of assistant. In this case the
assistant did not act as an informant or as an interpreter of cultural
knowledge to the anthropologist. Instead his role was more like that
of a boma messenger going out to gather up malefactors for the
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district administrators. The assistant gathered evidence of witchcraft
to deliver both to Gluckman and the indunas, hoping that by way of
them the government would prosecute the witches responsible for
the lightning strike. As a Lozi Christian, Kalimosho identified with
the government’s campaign and what he perceived the anthropolo-
gist’s role to be in it. His behavior also revealed his own cultural and
political interests, which he expressed through his work for the an-
thropologist, gathering evidence against rivals—the supposedly less
Christianized Luvale, Luchazi, and other ethnic groups under Lozi
domination. This was a common feature of culture brokers in the
colonial period, including guides and interpreters who found them-
selves in a position to influence their European employers’ views of
and pathways through the local political and social terrain. Indeed,
the European employer could be used as a resource in local power
struggles simply by managing his or her movements and perceptions.
Research assistants, likewise, played a key role in managing the
movements and perceptions of anthropologists, though this does not
imply that anthropologists saw only what assistants wanted them
to see.

As with Holleman’s story about Gluckman in Zululand, however,
another story lies behind Kalimosho’s interpretation of the anthro-
pologist as witchfinder. During 1957 and 1958, long after Gluckman
had left Northern Rhodesia, an upsurge of witchcraft accusations, as
well as incidents of witchfinding and the killing of suspected witches,
came to the attention of the colonial administration. Reynolds’s
Magic, Divination and Witchcraft among the Barotse describes the
1957–58 events and the artifacts sent to the Rhodes-Livingstone
Museum where Reynolds was then keeper of ethnography.≤≠ The
government began a campaign to prosecute both practicing witches
and witchfinders, by arresting those accused and gathering what
evidence could be found of necrophagy, poisoning, and the use of
magical devices with the intention to kill.

When he returned for a short visit to the area in 1965 after inde-
pendence, Gluckman found it difficult to ask questions about many
of the topics of his previous Lozi law research that he had hoped to
follow up. He found people still disturbed by the witchcraft-related
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events, and he refrained from carrying out census and genealogical
investigations and ‘‘enquiring into past quarrels, lest these awaken
fears that I was hunting for deaths and witches responsible for these
deaths.’’≤∞ He did, however, listen to the stories that local people told
about their experiences of that time, including their accounts of the
mistreatment of those accused as witches by the district commis-
sioners’ staff or the police of the minor Barotse courts.≤≤

Moreover, Gluckman believed that a district officer who misap-
propriated his nickname, Makapweka, had triggered the witchcraft
accusations.≤≥ I have not been able to discover the name of any
person who used Gluckman’s nickname, and former administrators
whom I have asked about this have denied knowledge of such a
person. Gluckman inserted his nickname into the title page of the
1967 edition of Judicial Process because young people in Barotse-
land then knew him by that name but also, it seems, as an attempt to
reclaim it from this misappropriation.≤∂

Nevertheless, the interpretations of the assistant, Kalimosho, and
of other people with whom I spoke in the main area of Gluckman’s
work are interesting because of what they say about the variety of
local responses to anthropological research and the limits of the
anthropologist’s power to affect those interpretations. Kalimosho’s
descriptions of his work with Gluckman show that he interpreted
the research work as witchfinding and saw his employer as a power-
ful and knowledgeable figure to whom the Lozi royal family and
government authorities would come for help in prosecuting witch-
craft cases. Although it is possible that the assistant subsequently
worked for the district officer who used the anthropologist’s nick-
name, Kalimosho never referred to Gluckman as Makapweka and,
indeed, used the name ‘‘Dr Gluckman’’ to indicate his special rela-
tionship as assistant. He also gave detailed descriptions of routine
collecting work and knew the names of the other assistants who
worked for Gluckman. He was, however, a minor assistant, working
for the anthropologist only during one year of collecting and trans-
lating, though they kept in touch after Gluckman left Northern Rho-
desia. Gluckman did not, of course, engage in witchfinding in the
sense meant by Kalimosho, but he did enquire about artifacts and
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practices that the assistant associated with witchcraft and he no
doubt questioned people Kalimosho and other people in the area
considered to be witches or potential witches.

The later 1957–58 events, as Gluckman recognized, had long-
term consequences and, given the insecurities and conflicts caused
by subsequent periods of sudden political shifts and/or economic
downturns—at the time of Gluckman’s return visit, as well as at the
time I did my own research in the early 1990s—the issues occa-
sioned by that historical event continue to arise. Unlike the Ngoni
attitude toward spies (discussed in chapter 4), however, the Lozi
attitude toward witchfinders was positive, though the people who
were accused by them no doubt felt differently about the case.≤∑

Before I interviewed Kalimosho I interviewed a number of other Lozi
people in the area about Gluckman’s work, and many, though not
all, portrayed the anthropologist’s work as witchfinding. This was
also the case with the entirely unsolicited stories about Gluckman
that were told to a Norwegian anthropologist working in the area
just before I arrived. These stories were told by younger educated
people, who felt that Gluckman had been very popular with their
parents because of these witchfinding activities.≤∏

The events of 1957–58 and the activities of a district officer who
may have used Gluckman’s nickname thus show that subsequent
events can reshape the local memory of an anthropologist’s work.
This would also be the case with Colson’s work in the Gwembe
Tonga area in 1956, which she studied immediately before the people
were resettled—with some violently resisting the move—to make
way for the Kariba hydroelectric project and the creation of Lake
Kariba in 1959. Her subsequent fieldwork on the people’s responses
to resettlement was at first very difficult, according to one of her later
assistants, because people thought she might have had a role in the
government’s plans (though she persisted in her work until her own
good behavior allayed these suspicions).≤π In cases like this, the re-
turning anthropologist is not greeted like a lost tribesman.≤∫

Kalimosho also interpreted his own role of assistant in terms of his
previous work experience as a government tax collector, which
points to the importance of understanding the models that assistants
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themselves bring to the work they do for researchers. In Kalimosho’s
case his local identity as a Christian Lozi shaped his attitude to
Gluckman’s work and interactions with non-Lozi people. Accord-
ingly, it is important to consider the particular nature of the assis-
tants’ local connections when considering their roles in the research.
Anthropologists in rural areas usually hired assistants who came
from the ethnic group they studied in order to employ the assistant’s
local connections and local knowledge. Some assistants in the rural
areas, however, did not have local connections but came to the an-
thropologist through other channels that reflected the assistant’s
own skills and interests. This was the case with Benjamin Shipopa,
who worked for Colson during her research in the Plateau Tonga
area in 1947–1950. He had come from the Ila area just north of the
Tonga area and had a Standard Three education, army experience,
and training as a driver. Gluckman met him in Kenya in 1947 (while
the director was there visiting Audrey Richards) and offered him a
job at the rli. According to Colson, he did well as a research assis-
tant despite the lack of local connections because he was ‘‘a man of
integrity who could make friends and win respect.’’≤Ω

This would also be the case with many members of the urban
survey team, who, though they may have lived in some of the urban
areas they studied, could not possibly have had local connections in
all of them nor with the numerous rural areas from which the Cop-
perbelt residents came. Instead, they usually had connections to the
emerging African political and union organizations, as well as mem-
bership in the growing informal network of educated Africans who
worked as clerks, teachers, and welfare officers in the urban areas.
And their cosmopolitan experiences and their activities in emerging
African organizations would prove to be a particularly useful form
of indigenous knowledge for the urban work.

Walking with Europeans

During the rli’s initial program of rural research in the late 1940s,
assistants’ work in rural areas established practices that could be
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imported into the urban research situation. One reason for this was
the quantitative aspect of the rli’s research program, which re-
quired gathering demographic information both in rural and urban
areas. Assistants walked around with the anthropologist when he or
she counted heads, at first playing the role of translator but even-
tually participating in the counting themselves. For larger survey
projects members of the first rli team of researchers sometimes
employed government survey workers known as ‘‘African enumera-
tors.’’ For example, in his Malemia survey in Nyasaland, the govern-
ment provided Mitchell with African government clerks to do a cen-
sus of that ‘‘semi-urban’’ area.≥≠ Another rural practice that would
become crucial for urban anthropology was the assistants’ continua-
tion of research when anthropologists left the field. The rli required
researchers to leave the field at regular intervals—for in-house con-
ferences approximately every six months, for larger yearly confer-
ences with outside experts on certain aspects of the research, and for
study or writing periods in South African universities, Oxford, and,
later, Manchester. In advance of the initial writing-up session for the
first team of researchers, Gluckman suggested that the anthropol-
ogists train their interpreters (as he called the assistants then) to keep
diaries of births, deaths, arguments, and other significant events dur-
ing the researchers’ absence.≥∞ Through this practice, rural assistants
gained a fair amount of autonomy in conducting the research.

Assistants in the rural areas also provided the anthropologist with
guidance about local customs and expectations, smoothing the way
for life in the village until the anthropologist learned enough to man-
age successfully. Urban researchers, however, required more than
this initial guidance from their assistants. In the urban areas anthro-
pologists dealt with a more Westernized population of Africans with
different expectations of Europeans. Moreover, the mines and white
society prevented anthropologists from living in the urban African
locations and constrained their research visits there. These con-
traints limited their contacts with ordinary Africans, making them
more dependent on assistants for their knowledge of urban African
society. And although anthropologists tried to transpose their own
rural patterns of research onto the research assistants’ activities, the
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assistants’ own status and contacts in the urban areas shaped their
patterns of research, sometimes in other directions, as explained in a
later section of this chapter.

Gluckman and Colson planned to attract highly qualified Africans
from across southern and central Africa for the survey team jobs,
especially at the senior assistant level. For example, the salaries and
contracts Colson asked for in her research plan reflected the rli
directors’ general aim to encourage African scholars to pursue ca-
reers in sociology: ‘‘The appointment of a team of African Assistants
would also enable the Institute to train a small number of Africans
in scientific procedures. The Senior Assistants at the end of their
five year contracts would undoubtedly be trained sociologists com-
petent to work independently. They would attend all conferences of
the Institute staff and would be encouraged to write reports for
publication.’’≥≤

The salaries she requested were based exclusively on qualifications
and did not reflect the color bar, for she hoped eventually to take on
European and African staff at all levels, with high enough salaries to
compete for the very few Africans in the region who possessed some
tertiary education. For example, an urban sociologist with a D.Phil.
was to receive £1700 (not including additional expenses), a senior
assistant with B.A. or M.A. would get £1200; a junior assistant with
a Standard Eight or higher secondary school qualification or pre-
vious experience would get £812.≥≥ The rli Board of Trustees,
reflecting government concerns about competition for educated Af-
rican staff, refused to allow such high salaries for the assistant posi-
tions, as noted in the previous chapter.

Because salaries remained generally lower or at best comparable
with those offered by mines and government, the question of what
motivated Africans to take work as research assistants becomes
more interesting. In the towns what attracted African assistants to
anthropological research often differed from what attracted them to
the work in rural areas. The work practices—conducting interviews
and writing reports—did not differ enough from those of clerks and
welfare assistants to compensate for the sometimes lower salaries
offered by the Institute. The subject matter—statistics and observa-
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tions of urban African life—however, proved attractive because of
its potential for use by Africans to change government policies. As-
sistants believed they were joining a profession critical of govern-
ment and white settler dominance. They also saw themselves as
learning a method for analyzing European, as well as African, so-
ciety.≥∂ The rli assistants, as well as some informants, pointed out
these uses in the course of the research and used them to justify the
work to potential informants (see below).

The egalitarian aspects of the rli work culture also enhanced the
assistants’ modern urban self-image. For example, not the least of
the attractions of working for anthropologists in the towns was that
it allowed one to get a good drink when at rli conferences in
Lusaka. For elite urban Africans in Northern Rhodesia, access to
alcohol had become an issue of symbolic importance. Although ac-
cess to bottled beer and wine had been liberalized in 1948 in re-
sponse to the modernizing aspirations of returning African soldiers,
the consumption of spirits by Africans remained illegal until shortly
before independence.≥∑ This prohibition exacerbated Africans’ anger
at the urban color bar. Judged by the regularity of its mention in
interviews with the former assistants, the invitation to drink spirits
with the anthropologists at rli headquarters was highly valued as a
symbol of equality.≥∏ Nevertheless, the context of work and social
activities at the Institute was only free of color bar restrictions rela-
tive to the larger racist context, which constantly impinged upon it.≥π

While an assistant might value the equality of sharing a drink at one
anthropologist’s house, at another’s he might find himself confined
to the verandah while the anthropologist’s family took tea inside, as
one assistant bitterly recalled.≥∫ And different directors established
different practices at the Institute headquarters, some of them wel-
comed and others resented by the assistants (see below).

Being seen in association with anthropologists was also a mixed
blessing. As discussed previously, Africans in the late colonial period
viewed anthropologists and assistants with suspicions based on their
experiences with other Europeans and their African employees—in
the rural areas, the colonial officer and his district messengers, and in
the urban areas, the mining compound manager and his African
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police. These suspicions increased during the anti-Federation strug-
gle as African political parties and unions came under intense gov-
ernment and mining company surveillance often carried out by Afri-
can collaborators who attended the meetings of nationalist and
union organizations and reported their activities. As the tensions
escalated all whites came to be stereotyped as spying on African
activities, an idea that could easily bring observing anthropologists
under suspicion. Moreover, Africans who appeared to cooperate
with whites could be found guilty of ‘‘walking with Europeans.’’≥Ω

The rli assistants faced these political suspicions as they carried out
the urban surveys.

Beginning in 1950 the rli’s fourth director, Mitchell, recruited
and trained the team of research assistants and began a series of
demographic and social surveys in the major towns on the Northern
Rhodesian Copperbelt and the line-of-rail. The first assistant re-
cruited for the urban survey was Sykes Ndilila,∂≠ employed at first
individually by Mitchell. At that time Mitchell resided in the town of
Luanshya on the Copperbelt during the early period of the rli’s
urban research in 1951. His first piece of urban research concerned
the Kalela dance, which he observed in the Luanshya Management
Board Location.∂∞ As mentioned in the previous chapter, Ndilila
translated Mitchell’s questions and wrote down and translated the
songs that figured prominently in Mitchell’s analysis of the dance.

Another of the rli’s earliest urban assistants was Davidson Si-
anga∂≤—who, as mentioned in previous chapters, had worked for
Gluckman and who had considerable experience with rural surveys.
He tried out the rli’s new census cards in a random sample in
Livingstone run by the rli administrative secretary before the main
survey was begun. Sianga participated in a later rural field training
session for Turner in Lambaland, arranged by Mitchell, and then
worked briefly for Epstein on his urban courts study.∂≥ Like Sianga, a
few assistants who had previously done rural research or research
for a single anthropologist in town became early members of the
survey team. Because the rli researchers usually had nationalist
sympathies and research interests in African political organization,
they preferred assistants who were politically aware and sensitive to
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the issues that would be important in an urban study. These assis-
tants were ‘‘in the games—they knew what we were about,’’ accord-
ing to Mitchell, and they picked up other potential assistants with
similar awareness. Mitchell selected assistants for their literacy and
their ‘‘social skills for dealing with suspicion’’—because ‘‘people al-
ways thought they were government and doing a census to throw
people out of towns.’’ He also ensured a mix of ethnic backgrounds
because of the tribal sensitivities in the towns and the frequent need
to interview informants in their own languages, though all assistants
had to speak ‘‘town Bemba’’—the Copperbelt lingua franca.∂∂

Using punchcards, each assistant filled in questionnaires for the
inhabitants of five houses per day. On days when this ‘‘card work’’
was impossible, they conducted open-ended interviews with infor-
mants or observed local events such as dances and football matches,
gathering qualitative data for their own research reports. In the early
days, Mitchell supervised the interviews and corrected the assistants’
procedures. He also checked the punchcards for inconsistencies at
the end of the day, and the assistants had to interview the informants
again to correct any inaccuracies or gaps.∂∑ Later the assistants them-
selves did much of the work independently, as well as the recruitment
and training of additional team members, under the direction of
senior research assistants who had university qualifications.∂∏

Mitchell helped to set up the surveys in each new town, however,
because of white compound managers who were ‘‘always suspicious
[and who] never understood what he was doing.’’∂π As Ndilila re-
ported to him on his own successful attempt to bring around a re-
calcitrant compound manager: ‘‘I have managed to get permission
from another two contractors[’] compound[s]. I had a long talk with
the Manager of the Northern Builders who at first was very difficult
& yet anxious to know much about Research. He fired dozens of
questions at me: such as: ‘What is Research? Whom do you Repre-
sent? What statistics for?, Isn’t the Gov’t doing?’ etc. I managed to
answer his questions.’’∂∫

On other occasions the assistants’ explanations did not satisfy
white authorities, resulting in failures that must have been galling to
their sense of independence and professional status. As Ndilila re-
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The urban survey team in Kitwe, on the Copperbelt, in April

1952, with Senior Assistant, Simon Katilungu, standing on the

right and M. B. Lukhero, in hat, standing on the left. (Photo from

J. Clyde Mitchell’s private collection. Reproduced by permission

of Jean Mitchell.)

ported of some other contractors, ‘‘They say they would not allow
anybody to enter into their compounds unless one produced a note
of introduction from one’s master.’’∂Ω

Gender, as well as race, became a source of trouble in conducting
the surveys because of working men’s fears concerning their wives’
opportunities for adultery while they were away at work. From the
start the Institute attempted to recruit African women for the general
urban surveys and for special surveys of women’s issues. These re-
cruits didn’t work out because interviewing clashed with women’s
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domestic work and with the prohibition on their movements en-
forced by their husbands. As a supervising male assistant com-
mented on a female trainee’s evaluation form: ‘‘Remarks. Is unable
to do research—has baby on back all the time. Likes to learn but
seems to have no way out.’’∑≠

On the other hand, some research assistants’ wives carried out
participant observation research which allowed them to continue
with their normal domestic routines and, in the evening, write a
diary of the day’s events. Women didn’t join the urban survey team
until the late 1950s, at about the same time that women in unip
began doing political organizing that challenged their restricted
roles. And then only one woman joined the rli, Possenta Akapelwa,
who worked on urban surveys during Fosbrooke’s directorship.∑∞

The growing professionalization of the research assistants found
expression in the standards they applied to themselves and others
based on intellectual attainment and membership in a meritocratic
elite, as indicated in the male assistant’s approval of the female
trainee (above) when she showed that she ‘‘like[d] to learn.’’ In a late
colonial context in which African achievement was measured by
academic grade and level of autonomy on the job, the rli assistants
had gained an unusually privileged position. Some, like Godfrey
Mukonoweshuro,∑≤ who served for a time as senior assistant, or
Simon Katilungu,∑≥ the longest-serving senior assistant, considered
themselves professional sociologists on career paths that would lead
to academic posts.∑∂ Both men organized seminars for the other as-
sistants and assigned them reading and research topics. Mitchell
encouraged them and others on the team to pursue their education,
attempted to arrange funding for the purpose, and published the best
of their papers in the rli journal or cited their work in his own
published papers.∑∑

Ethnicity, as well as race and class, became an object of study that
the assistants dealt with in their work.∑∏ In ‘‘The Kalela Dance,’’
Mitchell cited a survey of beer-drinking habits carried out by one of
the assistants which showed that the drinking clubs were divided
along tribal lines.∑π Mitchell himself carried out a social distance
study for inclusion in ‘‘The Kalela Dance.’’ To determine the social
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distance between the members of various tribes in the urban areas,
the study used such questions as ‘‘Would you willingly agree to close
kinship by marriage with a Lozi?’’ and ‘‘Would you willingly agree to
share a meal with a Bisa?’’ The study was done at an African second-
ary school by Mitchell rather than in the Copperbelt towns by the
survey team because of the need to administer the questionnaire to a
literate group.∑∫ Mitchell drew on the assistants’ views of ethnicity,
particularly in deciding the content and order of the questions.∑Ω

Ethnicity figured to a small degree within the team itself, as its
members divided up the resources allotted them for research. Until
he put a stop to it—Mukonoweshuro complained—‘‘tribalism’’
dominated the allocation of the team’s two typewriters.∏≠ Tribalism,
however, was not an important factor relative to other factors such
as resentment of the senior assistants’ university education and the
team’s solidarity along racial lines.∏∞ At one point Ndilila wrote to
Mitchell to advise him of a potential rebellion of the team over late
salary payments, led by Mukonoweshuro and Katilungu.∏≤ In an-
other letter, Mukonoweshuro denied the charges, and Ndilila later
left the team.∏≥ It is not clear from the sources whether this conflict
had an ethnic dimension.

The fact that Ndilila broke ranks with the other team members,
however, indicates that racial solidarity against the white director
was not the only issue. The struggle may, indeed, have been over
control of the white director, with Ndilila using his best civil service
language and speaking of Mitchell as his ‘‘master’’ to curry favor in
letters he wrote during the conflict, while Mukonoweshuro used a
more professional tone and references to his academic colleagues at
Ft. Hare College when anwering the charges.∏∂ Formerly Mitchell’s
sole assistant, Ndilila may have resented his loss of control over the
anthropologist’s perceptions, indicated by the greater status given to
assistants with university qualifications. Katilungu, who came from
a Bemba area, may have been resented by Ndilila even more than
Mukonoweshuro, who came from a Shona area in Southern Rho-
desia, because people from Katilungu’s area—because of the relative
lack of secondary schools—rarely managed to obtain the educa-
tional qualifications necessary for clerical and other white-collar oc-
cupations, and Katilungu had managed against the odds to do so.∏∑
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The assistants’ research reports revealed that racial politics was ul-
timately the most important issue for them in their engagement with
anthropology. In a report on the Robinson Puta trial, Katilungu dis-
cussed the ethnic behavior he observed in the African Mine Workers’
Union during its conflict with the mine compounds’ tribal represen-
tatives—a case in which Puta, an official in the union, was charged
with threatening the tribal representatives for their collaboration
with mine management.∏∏ At the end of the report Katilungu stressed
that, though ‘‘tribal feelings’’ could be found in everyday relations
among Africans, ‘‘black nationalism [was] more pronounced’’ when-
ever Africans interacted with whites.∏π Indeed, his report itself often
analyzed mine management’s motives and behavior in maintaining
the tribal representative system, and in the report he concluded, ‘‘It is
this European employer element in an African organisation that is
significant from the sociological point of view,’’∏∫ an African view
that resonated with the older rli theme of crosscutting ties between
European and African groups.

Max Gluckman, the rli’s second director, had stressed the need
for a sociological analysis of European society together with African
society. His ‘‘Analysis of a Social Situation in Modern Zululand’’ had
provided a model of this kind of study for later rli work, though
rli research on the whole did not treat European institutions as
thoroughly as African ones. The assistants in their seminars dis-
cussed Gluckman’s work and found the idea of analyzing white so-
ciety attractive. One of the assistants, Joachim Lengwe,∏Ω seems to
have consciously applied Gluckman’s method in a report on an ath-
letic meeting attended by a racially mixed audience, which he ob-
served for his research. In the report, Lengwe commented on the
voluntary segregation between African and European spectators, en-
forced mainly by the African women. He focused also on the con-
trast in gender relations between the races: ‘‘Tea was given to [the
African women] by their husbands, whereas on the European side
women served men. Another interesting incidence I noticed was the
time when the guests found that the waiters were few, European
women helped the waiters whereas African women just remained in
their chairs drinking and eating.’’π≠

Lengwe’s focus on the racial dimension of gender roles may have
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been a conscious response to the colonial attitude toward race and
gender. Administrators, missionaries, and settlers adhered to an ear-
lier evolutionary view of African societies that saw their apparent
treatment of women as ‘‘beasts of burden’’ as an indication of savag-
ery. Lengwe used his report to point out that this was not the case as
far as elite African women were concerned and, moreover, that Eu-
ropean women voluntarily took on the role of waiter, joining Afri-
can men in this task. Thus he may have been implying that, by their
own evolutionary scale, Europeans ranked below the so-called sav-
age African.

Lengwe’s report illustrates a process occurring in many of the as-
sistants’ reports, of a reworking of anthropological material and
methods to fit African purposes. Jomo Kenyatta’s Facing Mount
Kenya is perhaps the best example of this process of reworking an-
thropology, in his case for the purpose of imagining Gikuyu nation-
hood.π∞ In both cases the goal was political—to provide a criti-
cal analysis of the colonial racial situation. The crucial difference
between them was that the rli assistants were not primarily re-
imagining ethnicity as Kenyatta was—though some of them would
take up that project in the post-independence period.π≤ Another dif-
ference from Kenyatta was that the rli assistants involved in the
survey used a different kind of anthropology, a quantitative anthro-
pology that focused on modern urban life rather than the cultural
focus favored by Kenyatta, who was partly trained by Malinowski.
Thus the material the rli assistants had available for their political
purposes was often statistical and concerned with contemporary
problems rather than with traditional customs and local histories.

Statistics, as well, had the power to impress or annoy the govern-
ment, and the assistants were not unaware of this. They promoted
the idea that social research would help to improve living conditions
and provide ammunition for debates with colonial officials, a strat-
egy that they employed to get informants to cooperate with their
work. And this strategy was successful. First, Africans did, indeed,
use the data collected by the rli for political debates at the time.π≥

Second, the assistants themselves acted ‘‘politically,’’ in the sense in
which Zambians often employ the term—strategizing to advance
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their own personal goals—which in this case, was doing their paid
work for the rli. Thus, when to my question about his political
affiliation a former assistant replied by exclaiming, ‘‘We were all
politicians!’’ he meant not only that he had been a member of a
political party, which he had, but also that he had used his political
network strategically to get his paid survey work done.

‘‘We Were All Politicians!’’

While singing the praises of the loyal and unspoiled district mes-
sengers who served them, most colonial administrators reviled those
they called ‘‘African politicians,’’ who made governing difficult, es-
pecially in the towns. In keeping with the Cold War atmosphere of
the day, they suspected politically conscious Africans of being com-
munists, though one administrator noted ironically in his memoirs
that when security officers searched for communist literature in the
house of an arrested union leader, they were disappointed to find
only ‘‘Professor Tawney.’’π∂

Government agents checked the political background of all Afri-
can applicants for jobs in government, a procedure that also applied
to the rli because of the government’s role in its funding. This
greatly increased the director’s difficulty in finding assistants to work
for the Institute, since many of the applicants engaged in politics.π∑

Despite this government scrutiny, most of the Africans who even-
tually got work on the urban survey team had been politically active
before their employment or clandestinely engaged in such activities
during their employment. In an interview, one former assistant em-
phasized that their political involvement was what made the urban
research possible at all.π∏ Their membership in the miners’ union, in
the Northern Rhodesian anc, and later in unip—or their contacts
with friends in these organizations—gave the assistants access to
urban compounds that were increasingly coming under nationalist
or union control.ππ

Before undertaking a survey in a particular town, the assistants
contacted union and political party leaders, who then introduced
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them at the next union or party meeting. There they would be grilled
as to the politics and the value of social research. Lukhero,π∫ the
administrative assistant for the Copperbelt survey, described such an
event in one of his reports to Mitchell: ‘‘We were asked to climb on
top of the table one by one in order to be seen by people. The [Union
Branch] Secretary introduced our work and told people that it was of
great importance & that our Department was not ‘connected’ with
the government. One question was put to me by one man ‘Do you
belong to government?’ I said ‘We have nothing to do with the Boma
and we do not belong to them at all. We only ask for cooperation
from every concerned organisation, such as the Mines, contractors
and even the government itself if we want to do our work in the
Compound where their people live.’ ’’πΩ

The assistants’ association with European anthropologists—and
as it was sometimes assumed, with government—became more prob-
lematic as African resentment of the Federation increased in the
mid-1950s. The accusation that assistants were ‘‘walking with Euro-
peans’’ carried with it specific political connotations as well, for
Africans used this epithet to describe the African members of multira-
cial groups such as the Capricorn Africa Society or the Federal Party.
African members of the latter party usually came from Southern
Rhodesia and toured Northern Rhodesia at Federal Party expense to
gather African support for the Federation. Assistants for the rli
found themselves frequently accused of being ‘‘Capricorns’’ or ‘‘Fed-
eral agentsi.’’∫≠

At one point a man making this accusation beat up the team’s
senior assistant.∫∞ When the assistant took his assailant to court,
however, the man refused to pursue his political accusation about
the assistant and insisted that he had beaten the assistant for ‘‘inter-
fering with’’ his wife, possibly because he would be more likely to get
sympathy for this charge from the white magistrate. This shift in
accusation was not, however, a shift entirely away from politics.
Well-dressed and relatively highly paid, the research assistants fit the
image of the emerging class of African white-collar workers. Resent-
ment against them increased on the Copperbelt after the African
Salaried Staff Association broke from the mineworkers’ union in
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order to represent the interests of the educated and higher paid clerks
on the mines. The union suspected the new association of collaborat-
ing with management against the other African workers. Whatever
their actual union sympathies, rli assistants dressed and talked like
members of the breakaway staff association and, like them, some-
times expressed contemptuous attitudes toward miners. The rli as-
sistants found the miners’ compounds the most difficult areas to
survey, for miners were hostile because they had become accustomed
to visits by African compound personnel who were ‘‘not on friendly
missions.’’ The research assistants also saw miners as among the
least ‘‘enlightened’’ of urban Africans, ‘‘kept back’’ by mine manage-
ment in order to make them easier to control as workers.∫≤

When talking about their fieldwork at the time, research assistants
used words like ‘‘invading’’ and ‘‘persuading,’’ words that reveal
their response to this difficult environment. Particularly rough com-
pounds would be ‘‘invaded’’ by the entire team in order to provide
safety in numbers. At particulary unsettled times, a compound might
be left out of the survey until strikes, boycotts, or rumors about
Federal agents had subsided. If nothing else worked, in the early days
the team sometimes called on the African police to encourage coop-
eration through their presence. The senior assistant may have had
misgivings about this practice when, in a report to the director, he
wondered if some of the assistants’ problems were caused by a lack
of tact.∫≥

But neither tact nor the African police alone was enough to get the
work done. Ultimately, African informants had to be persuaded of
the usefulness of research. Accordingly, the assistants developed the
practice of talking individually with difficult informants in the hope
of persuading them that the rli’s work could better their lives. Assis-
tants went in pairs after work to meet with informants who had
refused to ‘‘be written’’—that is, refused to respond to the survey
questions—or those who simply had questions about the research.
In one case—of a man whose wife had been interviewed while he
was at work—the assistants found that he wanted the punchcard
back, probably because he feared it might be used to show he had
joined the Federal Party.∫∂
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In other cases, informants welcomed the assistants and readily
gave information, sometimes asking to talk to them at length as in
the following example: ‘‘Before Mr. Chansa [one of the assistants]
finished explaining [why we were there], [the informant] told him to
start writing without wasting his time. He said, he was pleased to see
us at his house for he was longing for the work we do so as to be able
to present his problems also.’’∫∑

This informant responded as though to a commission of inquiry
which he expected would bring about changes in the treatment of
Africans. Indeed, part of the ‘‘tact’’ that the assistants’ acquired in
the course of the survey may have consisted of learning how to
present their work as contributing to African arguments for better
living and working conditions, on the model of the government com-
missions that often followed strikes and disturbances on the Copper-
belt. After one strike, the administrative research assistant described
the people’s reaction to the survey as unusually positive: ‘‘When we
go in the compounds, people have a hope that we are ‘bringing’ them
good wages when we ask them what work they are doing, and what
type of houses they live in! Some say their wages shall go up after we
finish our work on all four mining centres!’’∫∏

Soon Africans, however, lost confidence in the ability of colonial
commissions to address their grievances. By the time of the Monck-
ton Commission, which sought to gauge African opinion of Federa-
tion, nationalist leaders condemned any cooperation with the com-
mission as giving support to the Federation. The urban survey team,
which continued its work throughout the resulting boycott of the
Commission, experienced considerable resistance, with people ex-
pressing the fear that being written would in itself lead to their being
counted on the side of Federation.

Other informants became skeptical when changes in working and
housing conditions did not follow from their cooperation with other
surveys. Once when Ackson Nyirenda called at a house, the man liv-
ing there said, ‘‘I’ve been interviewed before and nothing good came
of it—push off!’’∫π Resistance to the survey could express Africans’
disillusionment with the government’s commitment to improve liv-
ing conditions and their increasingly sophisticated skepticism about
the usefulness of research into those conditions. Katilungu encoun-
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An informant ‘‘being written’’ by members of the urban survey team in

Mufulira on the Copperbelt. This photo is one of a collection of

‘‘sociological snaps’’ taken by the survey team to supplement their data

collection. Team members captioned these with descriptions of social

situations and the research process. The caption for this one states: ‘‘Here is

a picture of two Research Assistants getting information from their

informants in Murambe Compound. As you see them here they are very

interested with their work of research. The two men [the informants] are

staying in a poor hut as you can see by yourself. One informant is standing

up while the other one is s[it]ting down. This man is trying to go and get

something from the roof of the two informants’, and behind him you can see

a Research Assistant writing one of his informants.’’ (Photo taken by L. L.

Bweupe. From J. Clyde Mitchell’s private collection. Reproduced by

permission of Jean Mitchell.)

tered this attitude after explaining the purpose of the survey to a
union executive meeting: ‘‘In concluding I invited questions from the
meeting which were poured at me like tropical summer rains. Some
of the most difficult questions concerned the benefits which the sur-
vey would bring to the African population. It is not easy to say
anything to this group about social planning, as they would tell one,
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and they told me ‘The Government is the social planner, but since it
is not interested in facts it cannot improve things. District Commis-
sioners and District Officers have for many years asked how many
children this man has and how [many] has the other and so on, but
what have they produced?’ they ask. ‘Nothing’ is the answer they
gave themselves.’’

Ultimately Katilungu won the approval of the meeting by explain-
ing the potential political usefulness of the survey: ‘‘Our publications
contain useful information which could be used for arguing their
case in negotiations. I was supported in this direction by Mr. Chapo-
loko who seemingly heard [someone?] quoting written evidence in
their arguments.’’∫∫ (James Chapoloko was the Branch Secretary of
the union at Roan Antelope Mine in Luanshya.) In this case, Afri-
cans’ recognition of the power of written evidence led them to accept
the process of ‘‘being written’’ by the rli survey team.

Even when local branches proved difficult to persuade, the pre-
vious contacts national union and political leaders had had with the
Institute often saved the day. Harry Nkumbula (from 1951 the presi-
dent of Congress) spent time reading at the rli library, was familiar
with its publications, and had even been suggested for a job as re-
search assistant.∫Ω Lawrence Katilungu, head of the miners’ union,
knew of the rli’s work through friendship with one of the anthro-
pologists, Bill Epstein. Both could be called upon to persuade the
local branches to cooperate with the assistants or to dispel rumors
about their work.Ω≠ The union management, in particular, expressed
an interest in social research and at one point requested that Epstein
conduct a study of its organization.Ω∞

Along with stressing the usefulness of their research to all groups,
including Europeans, Africans, unions, nationalists, and govern-
ment, rli researchers and assistants developed a professional stance
of neutrality to protect themselves from public scrutiny. Reacting to
attacks on the rli in the local white press, as well as to the assistants’
difficulties, Mitchell wrote to the administrative secretary: ‘‘The fact
that we are attacked by both African and European seems to indicate
that we are about in the right place—in the middle. And that’s where
we must stay. Things are likely to become more and more difficult as
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time goes on and I think I should say that I think it would be wise if
we were to refrain from falling into the trap of expressing any politi-
cal opinions whether to government or settler or African. In our
public relations, at least, I think we ought to present the façade of the
Victorian ‘objective’ scientist.’’Ω≤ Here Mitchell recognized that the
rli’s appearance of objectivity was a façade for the purpose of pub-
lic relations, for both researchers and assistants realized that the
assistants’ ability to argue for the political usefulness of social sci-
ence was what allowed them to carry on research in a highly politi-
cized environment.

Indeed, when the struggle for independence intensified in the early
1960s, and the conflict included rivalry between the two nationalist
parties—Congress and unip—the assistants had to declare their
political allegiance openly in order to gain access to informants in
compounds dominated by one or the other party. Some assistants
resorted to carrying membership cards from both parties. Nothing
guaranteed safety, however, in a time of suspicion so intense that
‘‘even your wife would suspect you for belonging to the wrong party
and would report you to your party,’’ as the assistant Jacques Chi-
wale put it.Ω≥

In this atmosphere, the assistants’ professional stance may have
been useful to them, because it allowed them to distance themselves
from political commitment in a situation in which some may not
have yet decided where their personal interests lay. Open affiliation
with a political party carried with it dangers—first, of losing one’s
job if the government caught wind of it, and, second, of attracting
the hostility of members of the other competing political party, who
might include neighbors or kin. Coupled with this may have been a
genuine, but certainly not entirely disinterested, interest in the po-
litical situation for its intellectual and social complexities. Stand-
ing back as professionals, observing and experimenting with the
situation, may have allowed some assistants to gain an understand-
ing of it that would be useful for their future survival in a post-
independence state. An example of this professional distancing is
contained in one of Katilungu’s reports to Mitchell, in which he
comments on nationalist political activity: ‘‘Incidentally Mr. Dixon
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Konkola President of the African Railway Workers Union, and Dis-
trict Chairman of Broken Hill branch of the Congress, has been
imprisoned with [an]other six African congress leaders and fol-
lowers for taking part in an unlawful procession which demon-
strated at the police station here, carrying banners which read ‘Our
Ultimate End is Self Government’ and ‘No Colour Bar.’ These upris-
ings are the most interesting to study.’’Ω∂

In another case, Epstein commented to Mitchell on an assistant’s
apparent attitude to a Congress boycott: ‘‘[The boycott] is due here
in Ndola next wk, and I wouldn’t be surprised if Nyirenda isn’t
giving it every encouragement just to have something interesting to
follow up: not meant seriously of course. N is a bit fed up with
Congress’ antics, but rubs his hands in anticipation of having ‘a real
social situation’ to deal with.’’Ω∑

This kind of professional distancing clearly received approval from
the assistants’ employers—which may have been a factor in its adop-
tion by the assistants—but it also proved useful in dealing with the
painful instances of racism that confronted the assistants in their
work and social lives. Describing a time when the white owners re-
fused to let him enter a restaurant in Southern Rhodesia with Mitch-
ell while he worked as Mitchell’s assistant at ucrn, Lukhero brushed
off the incident by saying to Mitchell, ‘‘It is all research.’’ Later
Lukhero participated in anticolor bar protests by entering whites-
only hotels and businesses to—as he put it with some humor—
‘‘conduct sociological experiments.’’Ω∏ For the assistants, then, social
research had become a versatile strategy for dealing with the political
situation and with the daily humiliations of a racist society. It was
not, however, a strategy that always succeeded.

Conclusion: Savagery and Social Science

The later stages of the independence struggle saw a devaluation in
the usefulness of negotiation in the political arena and, thus, less
interest in social research as a means of arguing for change. On the
defensive because of Hastings Kamuzu Banda’s return to Nyasaland
in 1958 and the aggressive independence campaign he initiated
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there, the Federal and Northern Rhodesian governments followed
the Nyasaland government’s lead and cracked down on African pro-
test and began preemptive arrests of nationalist leaders. The new
style of political organization favored by unip also brought more
effective forces into play on the African side. Along with mobilizing
women and the masses, unip organized youth brigades that proved
their usefulness in the violence that increasingly became the na-
tionalist response to government recalcitrance, culminating in the
violent ‘‘Cha Cha Cha’’ campaign of July to October 1961 to bring
pressure for constitutional change.Ωπ

Being menaced by a group of stone-throwing youths while driving
into a housing location in 1956 convinced Epstein that urban field-
work was no longer possible for white anthropologists, and he left
Northern Rhodesia for Manchester shortly thereafter. With the end
of the first urban survey in 1955, Mitchell had already left for ucrn
in Southern Rhodesia, where he had been offered the first chair in
African Studies. With the future takeover of the rli by ucrn (as
part of an overall Federation plan for centralization of services), the
rli was supposed to become the university’s research wing, and it
was hoped that Mitchell’s presence at ucrn would benefit the In-
stitute. As the assistants put it in their farewell message to Mitchell:
‘‘As a matter of fact, we are soothed by the fact that by leaving this
place you are not cut off from the Institute and its science but that
you are going to an upper chamber where you can render your ser-
vices to the Institute to a greater extent in these troubled days than
you have hitherto done. We therefore have all hope that some of us
will be with you in the nearest future either as students or as your
assistant lecturers or even in other capacities—all of which are ad-
mittedly pretty hard.’’Ω∫

Their farewell message showed the assistants’ interest in advance-
ment in social science, though at the same time they expressed the
anxiety that it would be difficult to attain. Ackson Nyirenda,ΩΩ for
example, had been strongly encouraged to continue with his studies
and had already produced published and unpublished work of high
quality, but, like most of the other assistants, did not continue in
sociology or anthropology.

The Board of Trustees replaced Mitchell with Henry Fosbrooke, a
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colonial administrator who had previously worked as a government
sociologist and district commissioner in Tanganyika. Through this
move the government intended to make it easier to control the In-
stitute’s controversial research.∞≠≠ Politically, however, Fosbrooke
supported African nationalism and engaged in a number of activities
that demonstrated his sense of racial equality and strong objection to
the color bar. He also objected to the degree of control exercised over
the Institute by government and used its research capacity, as well as
his government contacts, to advance the issue of social security mea-
sures for Africans. Ultimately, he resigned in protest of the rli’s
takeover by ucrn because he felt the reputation of Southern Rho-
desia for its segregationist policies would make the Institute’s work
impossible among Africans. He further objected to ucrn’s domi-
nance as the only university in the Federation—again because its
location in a segregationist country made it an inappropriate train-
ing ground for the ‘‘future leaders of independent African states,’’
and his letters to Northern Rhodesian students attending that uni-
versity expressed sympathy for them because of the racism they
encountered.∞≠∞

The survey team continued working on a number of projects, in-
cluding a government housing survey and a family budget research
project that established the poverty levels of the three capital cities of
the Federation. During this time the assistants encountered trouble
not only in the field but also at the Institute itself where staff relation-
ships changed dramatically under Fosbrooke. Under Mitchell, the
Institute headquarters had stood out as one of the few nonracial
institutions in the Federation. For example, assistants had argued
for, and succeeded in getting, their title—‘‘African Research Assis-
tant’’—changed to the nonracial ‘‘Research Assistant.’’∞≠≤ Although
he didn’t find Africans to fill the higher posts, Mitchell encouraged
some of the assistants to continue their schooling and publish their
research.∞≠≥ He also embarked on a building project for the head-
quarters which gave the assistants’ and other African staff housing
the highest priority.∞≠∂ The houses were situated behind the main
buildings and in some ways replicated the so-called African quarters
found behind the government bomas in each district administrative
center, where the clerks and boma messengers lived. Despite this
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spatial segregation, the staff quarters influenced the atmosphere of
the rli in no small measure. As in a village, chickens wandered
everywhere, and the assistants and anthropologists carried on noisy
discussions of field methods whenever they stayed at headquarters
together.∞≠∑

Under Fosbrooke, however, the rli changed in ways that dis-
turbed both the assistants and anthropologists. Anthropologists re-
sented what they saw as a government ploy to control their research,
and new researchers arriving at the Institute, eager to join its ‘‘pro-
African project,’’ felt betrayed.∞≠∏ Assistants resented Fosbrooke’s
misunderstanding of their established practice of getting together to
discuss field methods, analyze theoretical articles, and debate socio-
logical points—‘‘He thought we were just making noise,’’ Katilungu
recalled.∞≠π In addition, the assistants criticized Fosbrooke for not
being ‘‘progressive,’’ meaning that he maintained the strict practices
associated with district commissioners rather than the more cultur-
ally sensitive practices of the previous directors, who happed to in-
clude a culturally sensitive administrator, Charles White.

In particular, Fosbrooke objected to the wandering chickens. At
one point a clerk at the Institute accused him of killing a rooster
that had wandered too close to the director’s office and annoyed him
with its crowing.∞≠∫ The senior research assistant, Katilungu, saw
Fosbrooke strangling the chicken and ‘‘told [the director] he was
behaving like a savage instead of a director of a social research
organization.’’∞≠Ω

The recriminations that followed this incident increased the ten-
sion between the director and the African staff to the point that
Katilungu resigned. His resignation statement accentuated the se-
riousness with which he took giving up social science as a career: ‘‘If
when I was born I was meant to work for the Rhodes-Livingstone
Institute only, and if I was unable to work for it I would perish, [then]
I am prepared to perish!’’∞∞≠

The end of Katilungu’s career as a social scientist, however, pre-
ceded by only a short time the end of the rli’s existence as a center
primarily focused on anthropological research. Despite the director’s
own resignation in 1960, the Institute was handed over to ucrn in
1962 and then quickly handed back upon Northern Rhodesia’s inde-
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pendence in 1964. In the process it lost its research focus on social
anthropology and most of its personnel, including the research assis-
tants who were much in demand for other work in the soon-to-be-
independent nation.∞∞∞

The contrast that Katilungu pointed out—between a savage and
the director of a social research organization—indicated for him the
difference between authoritarian colonial administrative practices
and the more egalitarian work relations that had previously pre-
vailed at the Institute. The social researcher’s professional stance
represented a practice of distancing and maintaining neutrality in-
compatible with Fosbrooke’s behavior, and Katilungu took this op-
portunity to turn the standard colonial criticism of Africans back
onto the European, by comparing the director’s behavior to that of a
savage. Thus, he reinterpreted the professional stance of the social
scientist into a critical stance on the failings of colonial practice.

His reinterpretation notwithstanding, Katilungu found himself
out of a job as a social scientist. The colonial administrative practices
that drove Katilungu to resign signaled a break in the rli’s program,
for both its overt sociological aims and its covert political goals. The
Institute did not become the nucleus of a Zambian university, though
it would later be absorbed into one. Neither did its coordinated
anthropological research continue, being displaced by a coordinated
research program in psychology in the period immediately before
and after independence. An rli anthropologist, Jaap van Velsen,
again headed the Institute in the early 1970s, the University of Man-
chester continued to publish some of its research, a number of Man-
chester students continued to do fieldwork in Northern Rhodesia,
and Max Gluckman maintained an interest in the Institute’s fate well
into the 1960s. But the institutional culture fostered by the rli no
longer flourished, except during a few periods when later Manches-
ter School researchers overlapped during fieldwork or while holding
posts at the University of Zambia, as occurred for a time during van
Velsen’s directorship.

The nature of that institutional culture and its relationship to the
culture of fieldwork developed by the rli anthropologists will be
explored in the concluding chapter.
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The Culture of Fieldwork

Four ideas have driven this account of anthropology as a field science
in Africa: networks, cultures of research, the coproduction of scien-
tific knowledge, and the field as a constructed and negotiated space
for the production of knowledge rather than as a mere source of
data. In this concluding section I draw out some of the larger im-
plications of these ideas for understanding the rli and its place in
the history of science in Africa. I begin with the enormous changes
that occur when the members of a network established in the field
move into academic careers. Because this happened for different rli
researchers at different times and also involved the transition of the
rli itself from a colonial to a postindependence institution, this shift
in networks raises the question of what is an appropriate endpoint
for the rli’s history.

The Ends of Histories

A history of the rli could end at many different points, and each
alternative endpoint could be used to say something meaningful
about the nature of rli fieldwork and its legacy. Each alternative
endpoint changes the story, as well. One could end with Mitchell’s
resignation and use that endpoint to stress that academically minded
anthropologists no longer controlled the Institute and its research
agenda. But that would give less importance than it deserves to the
continuing use of the rli as a field center with strong academic
connections that included future fieldworkers sent from Manchester,
ucrn, and other universities, which had been or would become
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part of the rli’s institutional network. This use of the rli as a
field center continued even during the subsequent directorships of
administrator-ethnographers such as White and Fosbrooke.

Such an ending would also distract from key aspects of Mitchell’s
directorship—his promotion of applied anthropology and the work
he did to establish demographic and poverty datum line studies at
the rli, as well as to continue the fostering of links with govern-
ment. It would also leave out Jaap van Velsen’s later directorship
(1971–73) and the strong continuity of the sociological vision of the
rli’s work, which led, as well, to the founding of the Department of
Sociology at the University of Zambia, the first professor of which
would be the Manchester School medical sociologist Ronald Frank-
enberg in 1966.

Alternatively one could end with Fosbrooke’s resignation and use
that endpoint to emphasize the loss of the rli’s coordinated program
of anthropological research. Indeed, the rli as an institution might
not have survived the subsequent uncertain period during its transfer
to ucrn and then almost immediate return to Northern Rhodesia
when the Federation came to an end. As one former Munali School
student, who worked for the rli during his vacations, put it, ‘‘The
Institute went into a black hole at that time.’’∞ Continuities of many
kinds seemed broken, and when a research program was started
again at independence, it was a program devoted to cross-cultural
and occupational psychology. Despite the complete change of re-
search personnel, however, many continuities with earlier work per-
sisted. Previous rli directors, and especially Mitchell, had attempted
to get psychology onto the Institute’s agenda, and many of the
researchers—and especially Marwick, Epstein, and Biesheuvel and
Holleman—had included elements of social psychology, Freudian
analysis, or occupational psychology in their work. In addition, the
psychologists who began work at independence—Robert Serpell,
Jan Deregowski, Alastair Heron, and Donald Munro—took some
aspects of the previous anthropological studies into account in their
own research. They also continued to use a few elements of the
material basis and social networks for fieldwork established by the
previous researchers, and they employed a few of the same clerks and
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assistants who had worked for the earlier anthropologists and de-
mographers. As director from 1963 to 1967, Heron worked with the
Zambian government and mines, carrying on the rli tradition of
applied research relevant to local needs. In his later directorship
(1978–1983), Serpell did the same.≤

The best endpoint, of course, would be a constantly moving one,
following the Institute up to the present day and considering the
changes in personnel and research focus that have taken place over
the years. The first African director, Philip Nsugbe, came from Ni-
geria (1968–70).≥ Mubanga Kashoki became the first Zambian di-
rector (1973–1978), followed by Serpell and then Steven Moyo
(1983–1988) and Oliver Saasa (1989–2000). Each new director set
a research agenda for the Institute that reflected local as well as
multidisciplinary concerns. The Institute’s name also changed to re-
flect concerns about its place in Zambian society and its goals—first
being renamed the Institute for Social Research (1965), with the
Centre for African Studies added (1966–1971), and then being re-
named the Institute for African Studies.∂ In 1998, it was again re-
named the Institute for Economic and Social Research (inesor).

Debates about its colonial legacy arose at various points in the
Institute’s postcolonial history, with Zambian directors, researchers,
and observers often divided over the significance of the Institute’s
disciplinary focus on anthropology during the colonial period. The
most prominent case was Bernard Magubane’s critique of anthro-
pology as a colonialist pursuit (in articles published in 1969 and
1971). He focused on the urban ethnography of the rli—and, in
particular, Wilson’s, Mitchell’s, and Epstein’s work—for its sup-
posed emphasis on Africans’ ‘‘aping’’ of Western ideas and dress and
its failure to address the oppression of colonialism.∑ Magubane’s
critique relied largely on quotations taken out of context and misin-
terpreted, as was pointed out in some of the contemporary responses
to his 1971 article. In addition, he ignored overt critiques of the
colonial system in Wilson’s and Gluckman’s work (discussed in
chapter 3) and the unusually strong focus in Mitchell’s and Epstein’s
urban work on African agency (rather than mere victimhood) in
response to the colonial context, a focus that appeals to scholars
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working in anthropology and history today. What is most interesting
about Magubane’s critique, however, is that, despite its flaws, its
general theme was taken up as typical of the African point of view on
colonial anthropology, and it was used by a subsequent generation
of largely non-African anthropologists and historians as ammuni-
tion in a territorial move for the displacement of British social an-
thropology from the African field. (See the discussion of the ‘‘hand-
maidens of colonialism’’ critique in the first chapter, and see below
for discussion of the nature of professional territoriality on the part
of the social anthropologists in an earlier case, carried on against the
administrator-ethnographers.)

Magubane’s critique was not the only African response in Zambia
to the Institute’s work, for, as mentioned in chapters 6 and 7, Zam-
bian nationalists and union organizers had a favorable view of the
work of the very researchers Magubane finds wanting. And Zam-
bian academics coming from more theoretically informed positions
held a variety of opinions in the postindependence period. For ex-
ample, in 1984 Kashoki defended previous rli directors against
charges of maintaining the colonial legacy, charges made by Moyo
when he became director. In this defense, Kashoki prefigured the
critiques that have since been made of the simplistic handmaidens-
of-colonialism analysis of colonial anthropologists:

As you [Moyo] perceive it, their [the rli directors’] contribution was
in essence designed to further the colonial objectives of penetration,
occupation and oppression. . . . I myself suffer from a serious doubt as
to whether any one of us, even with the hindsight of history, has suffi-
cient evidence to justify our conclusions that research workers in the
Rhodes-Livingstone Institute slept in the same bed as the colonial Gov-
ernor in terms of the conceived ends and use of social science research.
I doubt even more that we have such evidence to conclude in categori-
cal terms that the Gluckmans, Colsons and even ‘‘air force officers’’
like Wilson saw their research primarily or consciously as a direct
contribution to the hidden motives of the colonizer. For one thing,
didn’t some of these same people we are indicting today actually resign
their directorships when they didn’t see eye to eye with the colonial
administrators who wanted them to behave in a certain way?∏
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Kashoki subsequently developed a critique of the problems for the
development of Zambia created by so-called academic tourism—the
practice of doing research only for very short periods, which had
become typical of rural development studies by both expatriate and
local researchers in the 1980s. In his critique he pointed to the
rli tradition of long-term fieldwork, ‘‘the tradition of the tent, the
candle and the camp bed,’’ which allowed for a greater understand-
ing of rural conditions, and which few contemporary researchers
practiced.π

Kashoki’s critique, unlike Magubane’s, pointed to the difficulties
of carrying on meaningful research under the conditions imposed by
postindependence international development agendas and agencies.
And the Institute, indeed, has often been shaped powerfully by those
agendas despite some of its subsequent directors’ efforts to promote
strong local interdisciplinary research programs. The name the In-
stitute carries today, the Institute of Economic and Social Research,
still shows the broad scope that the Institute’s directors have always
envisioned for its work. Unfortunately, funding for its local work has
shrunk in the last two decades, and much of the work going on at the
Institute since the early 1980s has been done by individual expatriate
researchers with their own research agendas. Although no longer
cohesive, the work culture of the Institute has continued to be stimu-
lating, as researchers from around the world congregate at various
times and mix with local researchers, but the disparities in local and
outside resources for research work and opportunities for local
scholars to publish have been crippling to any overall local agenda
that might potentially coordinate research in the country. Moreover,
the results of expatriate studies usually go back to the home country
of the researchers when they leave, where they are published and
help to establish the researchers’ careers. Although some of the work
has been put into application through its effects on development
planning and the donor countries’ views of Zambia, the entire body
of work done by expatriates has not been coordinated or even col-
lected together in one place where results could be compared and
utilized in a comprehensive fashion.∫

As a result, many of the researchers working in Zambia today have
no idea of the former studies done at the Institute either during its
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colonial past or in the subsequent postindependence decades. Nev-
ertheless, the colonial work and subsequent work have some little
recognized links. Ideally a constantly receding endpoint for an rli
history would allow one to follow the work of the former rli re-
searchers up to the present and trace the Institute’s legacy into cur-
rent work being done in a wide and diverse range of disciplines and
endeavors. One could follow this work from anthropology and so-
ciology into their legal, medical, industrial, urban, ethnomusicologi-
cal, and applied subdisciplines (to name only a few). One could also
follow it into new research initiatives, such as the Israeli school of
sociology/social anthropology founded by Gluckman in the 1960s
or into the work of a group of sociologists of science and medicine at
the University of Delhi inspired by J. Singh Uberoi’s later work on
the history of science, or into the shop-floor ethnographies carried
out in Manchester, Zambia, and elsewhere.Ω

The theoretical advances of the Manchester School are but one
aspect of this legacy—and not necessarily the most important one. A
significant strand of development anthropology (with theoretical
and applied dimensions) originated in the work of the rli and con-
tinues to the present in international development research networks
founded by Scarlett Epstein and Norman Long.∞≠ Moreover, these
scholars have fulfilled the early rli directors’ mission to train indige-
nous scholars to the doctoral level in sociology and anthropology.
The demographic strand of the rli’s work has also had a significant
impact on both theory and application, both within Zambia today
and in an international context in the emergence of the research
agendas of population studies and refugee/forced migration studies.
The pioneering work in these areas was the long-term Gwembe-
based Kariba Study initiated during Fosbrooke’s directorship and
pursued by Elizabeth Colson and Thayer Scudder from the 1950s to
the present, now joined by a new generation of fieldworkers who
began work in Gwembe in the 1990s.∞∞

Further, the research assistants who played a vital role in develop-
ing the culture of rli fieldwork have, in some cases, carried on with
that culture of fieldwork long after most of the anthropologists had
left the field. Although they did not transplant the institutional cul-
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ture of the rli headquarters into any of the postindependence orga-
nizations they worked for, at least two of them—M. B. Lukhero and
J. C. Chiwale—continued with anthropological fieldwork and be-
came key culture brokers for their ethnic groups in the 1980s.∞≤ This
work remains an important legacy of the rli, a continuation of its
work in an Africanized version. That these former research assis-
tants continued the rli style of fieldwork when reconstructing the
history and customs of their ethnic groups reveals the impact of the
rli on the history of indigenous cultural interpretation in central
Africa.

The legacy of the rli for the ordinary people they studied, how-
ever, is much more diffuse and difficult to pinpoint. Government and
the mines may have responded to suggestions from the researchers
for changes in African urban housing and working conditions or
rural land tenure and resettlement issues, but they did not broadcast
the fact, nor would it be easy to disentangle rli research influences
on African living conditions from the many sources from which
administrators and planners drew their inspiration. New admin-
istrators who arrived in the 1950s had a more positive assessment of
the rli’s work than the majority of those who had worked in the
1930s and 1940s; an administrator who began his career in the
1950s told me that the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute Journal and
Papers were highly respected, displayed and read at every boma, and
he included as ‘‘rli’’ the work of agriculturists like Allan and Trap-
nell.∞≥ But, again, these administrators drew on the work in a general
way and did not footnote the sources they used for making policy.

Among Africans themselves, as has been suggested at several
points in the previous chapters, rli work has been diversely inter-
preted, sometimes used and sometimes forgotten. Munali School
students who went on to government jobs in the postindependence
government had a largely positive assessment of their rli experi-
ence, but most either felt it had been irrelevant to their subsequent
work or influenced their thinking only in a general ‘‘sociological’’
way.∞∂

Among the subjects of the research, the former rli informants
whom I interviewed exhibited a wide range of perspectives.∞∑ Many
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in the old rli fieldsites who had been young at the time had forgot-
ten the research, and in the urban areas, few people who experienced
the research remained in the same place. But always I found some
people, both in the urban and rural fieldsites, who had vivid memo-
ries of the researcher’s stay and who placed that visit in the context of
other events in the cultural history of the area. For some, the rli
research had become part of a sophisticated local consciousness of
culture and its uses, developed through multiple experiences of nego-
tiation with rli and later researchers, as well as from previous expe-
riences of cultural investigations by administrators and missionaries.
Anthropologists of the rli were themselves aware of this process,
already underway before they arrived, and they speculated about
their own impact on the emergence of later cultural forms. While in
the midst of her Plateau Tonga fieldwork, Colson made a short visit
to the Gwembe Valley, which, although she did not know it at the
time, would be the site of her future long-term fieldwork:

Despite the isolation, it was still impossible to get explanations for
many of their [Gwembe Tonga] customs, even for customs which the
Plateau Tonga could provide with an explanatory myth. They have for
instance a clan joking relationship, as do the [Plateau] Tonga. After
digging and digging for some myth explaining the clan tieups and
failing to get anything save ‘‘perhaps they knew long ago but when
we were young and asked the old about this, they said it was only
custom,’’ we proceeded to tell a little group of men about the Tonga
myths. They were fascinated. And now perhaps at some future date
another anthropologist will really work the area and perhaps find
myths of this type and then discover to his great horror that some
European first told them.∞∏

In the same vein, Gluckman proudly recounted the following story
in the reprint of the second edition of his Judicial Process: ‘‘Mr.
Philip Silverman [a subsequent researcher] of Cornell University
wrote to me that when he asked questions about law at the Barotse
southern capital, Nalolo, the sambi asked him why he was wasting
their time asking questions about their law when they had written a
book about it. And the sambi produced this book [Judicial Pro-
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cess].’’∞π (It is interesting, too, that the sambi said that they—the
Lozi legal experts—had written the book, perhaps indicating their
estimation of the degree of their own local input to Gluckman’s
work.)

This observation suggests that some of the books produced by the
rli, as well as the fieldwork, have a local history quite different from
their history in the development of academic anthropological theory
(see below).

Diaspora and Return

The question of the possible histories that could be told about the
rli relates closely to the use of the concept of networks to under-
stand its history. Much of my work on rli history involved tracing
the networks of interaction that enabled the fieldwork to be accom-
plished. In this study I have not used the concept in any of the techni-
cal senses worked out during the heyday of Manchester School net-
work analysis, but have, rather, returned to a less technical sense of
the term.∞∫ ‘‘Network’’ is also a term that has been transformed
through its use in a large number of fields, including history of sci-
ence, where the related notions of ‘‘thought collectives’’ and ‘‘social
geographies’’ also help to map out intellectual and social/political
connections among scientists and between them and the multiple
human contexts that shape their work. (In this book on rli history, I
have employed the concept of network largely as it has been trans-
formed through its use in history of science, but with strong influ-
ences from the sociology of the professions and the sociology of
work, also fields in which the Manchester School anthropologists
played pioneering roles.) As in the original Manchester School stud-
ies, however, the concept of networks is most useful for dealing with
unbounded units of analysis, though one must always make a some-
what arbitrary decision about where to stop when following the
links in any network or in pursuing its shifting character over time.
Time constraints and the multicentered nature of the fieldwork and
archival research required to trace rli researchers, assistants, and
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informants, both in the former fieldsites and in the many places to
which their subsequent careers brought them, have limited the scope
of my study, and many important people and connections have been
neglected in this book (but will be taken up in subsequent work).

Nevertheless, this far-flung research can say something about the
kinds of interactions that took place in the rli’s history that led to
the researchers’ particular anthropological understandings. To dis-
cuss the genesis of particular theories and relate each to particular
researchers’ networks and experiences is beyond the scope of this
book. I instead, limit the discussion to the significance of the field in
the shaping of these networks and in the development of the general
characteristics of the rli approach.

Thus, I would argue that the unusual rootedness of the rli re-
search in a field-based institution, along with the mobility of the
researchers in their individual fieldsites and between each other’s
fieldsites, produced a different anthropological perspective and, ul-
timately, a different field from that which is produced when anthro-
pologists work individually. Many of the insights they gained de-
rived from this difference, and these insights were enhanced by their
subsequent experiences of the lifting and shifting of their own intel-
lectual network to Manchester and beyond. The first major social
and spatial translation of the researchers’ network, from the rli to
Manchester—which Gluckman ‘‘colonized’’ with rli people—in
some respects also paralleled an earlier social and spatial translation
that took place in Central Africa itself—the adaptation of rural
methods to a new urban environment and the move from rural to
urban fieldsites and field relations experienced by some of the re-
searchers and assistants.

The subsequent diaspora of rli researchers into new posts around
the world would eventually turn their ‘‘tight-knit group’’ into a
‘‘loose-knit network,’’ as Werbner has argued.∞Ω An exceptional num-
ber became professors or heads of departments, many newly estab-
lished, in social anthropology or sociology.≤≠ But equally important
to this diaspora are the instances of return that occurred in the later
careers of rli researchers. These include, most famously, Colson’s
and Scudder’s long-term research on the Gwembe Tonga project, but
they also include later books by Mitchell and Epstein that allowed
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Max Gluckman’s return to Zambia in 1965, after independence. He is

pictured at the Institute headquarters in Lusaka. (Unaccessioned photo from

rai Box ‘‘Supplementary Gluckman Material,’’ in Gluckman Collection,

Royal Anthropological Institute. Reproduced by permission of the Royal

Anthropological Institute.)

them to return to their central African material, much of which still
remains to be analyzed.≤∞ If one considers yet another kind of ‘‘re-
turn,’’ it also includes the method of reanalysis, encouraged by Gluck-
man, which became an element in the teaching style of many of the
former rli researchers after they moved into academic posts—and
which encouraged the reappraisal of their own work, as well as other
anthropologists’ work, by a new generation of students.

Research Culture

Another theme of this book has been that small groups of scientists
develop unique cultures of research and/or styles of field practice
that shape the results of their work. The term ‘‘work culture,’’ as it
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has been used here, is intended to capture the way that a hetero-
geneous group of people drawn together for a long-term project
develops a shared identity and style of practice and uses these to
produce knowledge. A work culture is not a thought collective nor a
style of thought, for though some members of the group may share a
thought style and training in a particular discipline, the group in-
cludes people who do not explicitly take part in writing or theory
making and who may have entirely different interpretations of the
collective project. What the concept of work culture does is to show
how a science connects with its context through the partly overlap-
ping networks of the people involved in the research. It shows how a
field science becomes a part of its field context while at the same time
distingishing itself from other activities within that context, produc-
ing a group identity. The identity of a scientific project and the people
involved in it are constructed from what is available in the field
context in addition to what particular members bring from their
background and training.

The notion of a work culture also focuses attention on the scien-
tific group as a small society engaged in maintaining itself for the
duration of the project. This small society develops rules and rituals,
practices of inclusion and exclusion, and traditions and customs,
some of which carry on into other settings after the group disperses.
Despite often great differences in individual members’ interpreta-
tions of the overall project, a work culture like that of the rli pro-
duces a cohesive group with a strong collective identity, often antag-
onistic to others within the same discipline or fieldsite. Thus, an rli
director might critically examine the political position of a new re-
searcher, an anthropologist might insult a director imposed by the
colonial government by calling him an ethnographer, an administra-
tive secretary might deflect government surveillance of research as-
sistants’ political activities, a research assistant loaned to another
project might disparage their data gathering methods as not ‘‘the rli
way,’’ and a gardener at the rli headquarters who never actively
does research might nevertheless feel himself to be part of an exem-
plary interracial project within a hostile colonial society.

But these examples only begin to capture the individual motiva-
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tions and interpretations of its goals that would draw diverse people
into the rli project. The cohesiveness of the group derived from
different individual sources but also from common experiences of
living and working together and the group’s harmonies and disso-
nances with the larger society. The analysis of the culture of this
group should resemble the uses of anthropological analysis to study
colonial societies, but on an even smaller scale, like the study of a
small band of researcher hunter-gatherers living in uncomfortable
symbiosis with a larger society of colonial farmers and herders.

I do not want to give the concept of work culture too much theo-
retical weight nor clarify its fuzzy edges, but rather use it primarily to
suggest the importance of aspects of field research that are missed
by studies of the research of individual anthropologists—studies
which, until recently, have failed to deal with the collective processes
that are involved in fieldwork even when only a single researcher is in
the field. Although the rli project was a rare instance of team re-
search in anthropology, my analysis of its work processes can help us
to understand the work of individual anthropologists supposedly
working alone, because anthropological work always involves the
cooperation of a group of people with diverse backgrounds and
interests.

Each anthropologist in the field becomes an employer with depen-
dents attached to him or her, whether or not exchanges for food,
shelter, and assistance are transacted in currency. Each anthropolo-
gist, too, becomes the center of a production process that she or he
does not entirely control. The metaphors I am using to understand
ethnographic fieldwork are very different from others more common
in the literature on ethnographic method—those being of the self as
a research instrument and of the anthropologist as a sensitive and
intuitive observer and participant, coming to understand a society by
being socialized into it, both observing the society and observing its
practices, and reflexively observing the self’s responses to its new
environment. Although these metaphors are not entirely wrong, they
focus too much on the individual experiences and psychology of the
researcher and fail to capture the joint nature and materiality of
the processes through which fieldwork yields knowledge. And so the
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metaphors I have chosen to emphasize are metaphors of the factory,
of production teams, of employer/employee relations, and of ap-
prentices and master craftsmen.

Territorial Wars and Disciplinary Frontiers

I have also found another set of metaphors useful for capturing the
professional strategies that anthropologists use to align themselves
in their fieldwork and their texts. These are metaphors of territorial
expansion and combative skill. Perkin’s view of the professions as
vertically organized hierarchies cutting across class strata, like mod-
ern versions of warring feudal fiefdoms bound by codes of honor, is
an image I find appropriate here.≤≤ The academic disciplines and
schools within them, like feudal fiefdoms, create research frontiers
and do battle over research territory. Within the discipline of anthro-
pology, this process took place when Gluckman theoretically and
politically positioned the rli researchers to challenge the intellectual
descendants of Malinowski, based on his own intellectual descent
from Radcliffe-Brown, Schapera, and Winifred Hoernlé. Gluckman
also challenged Malinowski directly in his texts, critiquing the cul-
ture contact approach, using language heavily freighted with moral
and political censure.

But the rivalry between Radcliffe-Brown’s and Malinowski’s intel-
lectual descendants was a mere academic skirmish compared to the
territorial war social anthropologists fought with another less recog-
nized but more significant rival—the administrator-ethnographers.≤≥

(Or compared with the war that a subsequent generation of postcolo-
nial anthropologists would fight to discredit colonial anthropolo-
gists; see above.) This battle receives little attention in anthropology’s
histories of itself because it was not carried on (overtly, at least) in
the realm of theory, but mainly took place in the field and over
the appropriateness (and moral/political worth) of differing field
methods and relations with the subjects of research.

The outcome of the battle, on anthropology’s side, was the denial
that administrator-ethnographers even had a method or any kind
of professional status—and anthropologists labeled them with the
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names ‘‘amateur’’ or ‘‘ethnographer,’’ in a use of the latter term that
pointed to administrators’ links with earlier, disparaged types of
anthropology focused around the collecting of customs and arti-
facts. In addition, a rhetoric that invoked theory could play a role in
the field as part of a strategy for demonstrating professional superi-
ority. As Barnes recalled of their time in Cape Town, Schapera ad-
vised him and Mitchell and Colson, that ‘‘if and when we encoun-
tered administrators or missionaries who claimed to know all about
the culture of the natives, to direct the conversation to the topic of
kinship, where it would be easy for us to show our superior under-
standing.’’≤∂ And anthropologists contested not only field territory in
this battle, but academic territory as well. They founded the British
Association of Social Anthropologists in 1946 specifically to protect
the interests of professional anthropologists with respect to getting
university posts that might otherwise have gone to retired colonial
administrators.≤∑

This process of differentiation between social anthropologists and
administrator-ethnographers can be used to illustrate how what
scholars have called ‘‘incommensurability’’ works in the field sci-
ences. Thomas Kuhn originally used this concept to emphasize the
dramatic nature of scientific revolutions, which he saw as producing
entirely incompatible worldviews that left scientists on one side of
the revolutionary moment unable to speak to scientists on the other
side. Kuhn’s view has since been challenged by numerous scholars
who believe such changes are more gradual. In the case of the his-
tory of anthropology, it is not a radical incommensurability, but
a gradual misrecognition of categories and loss of the ability to
communicate that explains why administrator-ethnographers disap-
peared from anthropology’s self histories or were exiled to a ‘‘pre-
scientific,’’ ‘‘pre-paradigmatic,’’ or ‘‘pre-professional’’ past along
with the Enlightenment-tradition travel writers whom anthropolo-
gists today sometimes recognize as distant ancestors. In truth, how-
ever, administrators and administrator-ethnographers worked con-
temporaneously with the social anthropologists, sometimes had
training in functionalist approaches, and were the social anthropolo-
gists’ chief rivals and mentors in the field.

In central Africa the process of making distinctions between
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administrator-ethnographers and anthropologists began in the inter-
war period and was well advanced by the 1950s. This process took
place during precisely the key years in the development of the rli’s
identity and characteristic methods. As pointed out in the earlier
chapters of this book, Gluckman and Wilson used the talk and dress
of administrators to establish the rli’s credibility with the colonial
government and to gain access to the resources needed to conduct
research. The first team of anthropologists arriving after World War
Two depended to a great extent on advice from and good relations
with administrators and technical officers in the field. In everyday
field practices the two groups shared a great deal initially, though the
rli’s pioneering use of comparative statistical methods quickly dif-
ferentiated this aspect of their work from field administrators’ rough
estimates (though not from the mines’ adoption of statistical meth-
ods and machines and, somewhat later, the government’s adoption
of such methods). Similarly, both administrators and anthropolo-
gists used the genealogical method, but anthropologists had already
considerably refined and extended the practice.

In the area of interviewing informants and in their work relation-
ships with Africans, anthropologists and administrators also often
used similar practices or were constrained by informants who ex-
pected certain methods to be used. Examples discussed earlier in-
clude Gluckman’s ‘‘big establishment’’ at his fieldsite and the pres-
ents he gave his workers and informants, the visits he received from
Africans selling crafts, and his reputation as a witchfinder. The latter
image combined the adjudicative and protective functions of the
local induna with attributes of the colonial district commissioner.
Gluckman’s generosity went far beyond that of most administrators,
however, and derived from his background as the son of a wealthy
liberal family in South Africa, generous to its servants and depen-
dents, feeling this as a moral duty imposed by their position in an
unjust society. In another example, Hans Holleman combined both
administrator and anthropologist roles, trained as a social anthro-
pologist and doing research both as an autonomous researcher and
as a government sociologist. His research methods very closely fol-
lowed those of administrators, and other rli researchers criticized
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him for calling informants to come to his boma-style bush camp.
There he also adjudicated local disputes, so that in the eyes of his
informants he may have been little dissimilar from Gluckman in the
latter’s locally perceived role as witchfinder.

Although social anthropologists increasingly differed from admin-
istrators in their actual practices, what is equally important is that
the criticisms that pointed to differences in practice formed part of a
process of consciously creating distinctions. These consciously dis-
tinguished distinctions were necessary because the differences be-
tween anthropologists and administrator-ethnographers were not
always obvious, the territories marked out by their expertise nearly
coincided, and their methods always overlapped.

As political tensions escalated in the years immediately before
federation, anthropologists consciously distanced themselves more
and more from the administration—though not always from indi-
vidual administrators, some of whom shared their political views.
Distancing took place in talk and dress, as well as in field relation-
ships, and it was a distancing that was demanded of them by the
growing power of their African informants and assistants in this
period. Administrator-ethnographers also changed their behavior
during the 1950s—more paperwork and more centralization of ad-
ministrative work in Lusaka meant less time for touring and per-
forming ethnographic tasks. In the Cold War context, too, political
surveillance became an increasingly important part of the colonial
government’s activities, and the atmosphere created by this led to
greater wariness in relations between administrators and research-
ers. Some anthropologists (though not all) shifted their attention
toward academic careers and away from the discipline’s earlier inter-
war project to become the field of expertise essential to the running
of colonial administration. This was exemplified in Gluckman’s ca-
reer in the 1940s, but a similar pattern also shaped Mitchell’s career
in the 1950s.

One of the most important aspects of this differentiation process
took place in sites developed for shared disciplinary communication,
such as the rli publications and especially its journal. With its first
issues in the 1940s, this journal established an international reputa-
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tion as a scholarly publication in the field of social anthropology. In
its first half dozen issues, articles by administrator-ethnographers
and technical officers figured prominently, as they did in other im-
portant anthropological journals of the interwar and early postwar
period. Gluckman initially invited administrators and technical of-
ficers to contribute to the journal because he was himself the only
professional author available during the war.≤∏ Nevertheless, some
of those he invited, such as the agriculturist William Allan, shared
his interests and influenced his work and would, no doubt, have been
invited to contribute regardless of the lack of availability of profes-
sional authors in social anthropology.

Behind these published acts of communication between admin-
istrators and anthropologists lay rli conferences that often included
administrators who joined the discussions and presented papers, as
well as occasional research reports from anthropologists to admin-
istration. All three of these types of communication suffered from
changes in the last years before independence, however. Articles by
administrators continued to appear, but in smaller numbers. A few
administrators continued to attend the conferences, especially when
encouraged by Mitchell and by the administrator-ethnographer,
Fosbrooke. At a conference during Fosbrooke’s directorship, how-
ever, an angry debate broke out between the conservative admin-
istrators he had invited and an openly Marxist researcher—an inci-
dent that revealed growing disparities between anthropologists and
administrators at a point when the power of the African indepen-
dence movement had both hardened the colonial government’s re-
sponses and emboldened researchers to make public statements of
their support for the nationalists.≤π

In some respects this analysis of administrator/anthropologist re-
lationships could be framed using Biagioli’s reinterpretation of the
Kuhnian notion of incommensurability.≤∫ Incommensurability is not
a sudden shift of perspective that renders two groups of scientists
incapable of communicating with each other. It is, rather, a complex
process of persuasion and repositioning, of interacting with some
and refusing to interact with others, of speaking to some and refus-
ing to speak to others. Languages differentiate into dialects in this
way, as do ethnic groups. The differentiation takes place along cul-
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tural lines, first through noticing or creating differences in style and
then by emphasizing them. The failure to speak eventually leads to
the failure to comprehend, as when dialects of a language become
mutually incomprehensible among groups of people who share the
same physical space but whose interests radically diverge.

Possibilities for eventual cultural differentiation evolving from ini-
tial stylistic variations hold the key to this model of incommensur-
ability, and the history of the rli and its relationship to the colonial
government clearly illustrates the process. Looked at as cultural
groups, rli anthropologists and administrators in central Africa
diverged from the start in one prominent feature: administration
in Africa was a highly ritualistic and courtly affair, abounding with
strictly observed (though largely recently invented) traditions in-
tended to legitimate European authority. The courtliness of ad-
ministration derived from the culture of the public school, though
many administrators by the 1940s and 1950s did not have a public
school education. It also derived from the New Chivalry of the late
nineteenth-century British civil service, concerned to foster a new
vigorous masculinity needed in an industrial, imperial age.

Although anthropologists were no sluggards in inventing disci-
plinary rituals, and despite the fact that their love of the rigors of
fieldwork was strongly shared with administrators, they did not
share the courtly aspects of administrative style. Indeed, the rli
may have diverged from that style more than most groups of an-
thropologists in developing a work culture that expressed an anti-
authoritarian style. Despite his elite background, Gluckman ad-
mired proletarian values, and at the Manchester social anthropology
department, he promoted a ‘‘working class’’ style, with colleagues
frequenting a laborers’ pub near the university and occasionally
holding seminars in the stands during Manchester United football
games. Gluckman exerted significant pressure on his staff and stu-
dents to attend the games.≤Ω But this style ultimately derived from the
work culture at the rli headquarters, where, in the rli Circular
Newsletter of July 1954, the secretary printed the ‘‘odd utterances
overheard during our June Conference,’’ including Edith Turner’s
remark: ‘‘I’d rather see a blast furnace than a ballet.’’≥≠

Differences of style affected more than the relations between an-
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thropologists and administrators, as important as that differentia-
tion process was. The study of national and subnational styles of
practice in anthropology is an area where much more needs to be
done for understanding fieldwork and its history; here I have only
made a beginning. The rli style developed in conscious distinction
from the South African volkekunde style, as discussed in chapter 3.
There, I compared three styles—volkekundiges’ fieldwork, admin-
istrators’ touring practices, and Gluckman’s own evolving style.
A comparison of the rli’s fieldwork style with further examples
of anthropological fieldwork styles is difficult to do at this point,
though one can speculate that rli field practices were quite different
from the contemporaneous styles of French, German, or Portuguese
anthropological fieldwork. One can speculate, however, that the rli
style may have shared some features with that of Georges Balandier,
who admired Gluckman’s approach and was also interested in in-
dustrial and labor migration studies.≥∞ On the other hand, it differed
sharply from Marcel Griaule’s expedition style of fieldwork in North
Africa and his concern to capture the essential features of African
philosophy and religion, which he believed differentiated the African
worldview from that of Europe. Moreover, as more research is done
on the history of anthropological fieldwork, as opposed to the his-
tory of theory, we may find that national differences are not as im-
portant as differences within national traditions. South Africa alone
supported at least three different styles of fieldwork—those of the
volkekundiges, the administrator-ethnographers, and the social an-
thropologists. All of these expressed crucial political and theoretical
conflicts among South African anthropolgists, reflecting the wider
social and political context within that country.

Coproduction and Efficacious Relationships

Despite the comparatively better housing and greater status the rli
provided its African staff, the layout of the Institute headquarters,
with its boma design and African quarter at the back, showed that
the architecture of colonial institutions still constrained the relation-
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ships between rli researchers and assistants. Nonetheless, the In-
stitute presented an image of colonial structures breaking down—in
the enthusiastic discussions of the research assistants, as well as in
the roosters crowing outside the director’s office. The most striking
image of this breakdown is that of the research assistants presenting
their papers at an rli conference dressed formally in suits, while the
anthropologists watched, dressed casually, some in colonial-style
khaki (or kabadula)≥≤—an image filled with the dissonances of the
late colonial period itself. In this image, the research assistants ap-
pear as Africa’s so-called new men, apprenticed in a field that they
see as having the potential to improve the condition of Africans and,
in the hopes of some of them, leading to successful individual ca-
reers. In it as well, the anthropologists assert themselves as Euro-
peans dressed for comfort in a tropical climate or as fieldworkers
evoking the ethos of the bush. Yet despite these dissonant elements,
the practices of fieldwork that lay behind these images—both in its
urban and rural dimensions—gave the institutional culture of the
Institute an egalitarianism exceptional in Northern Rhodesia in the
late colonial period.

This was not a culture associated necessarily with anthropological
fieldwork, nor necessarily with a participant-observation style of
fieldwork, but was a unique product of the political and social back-
ground of a particular group of anthropologists working during a
watershed in southern African history. Because of contingent histor-
ical factors, this group stretched to the limit the possibilities inherent
in social anthropology’s field methods and developed theories that
often challenged the tenets of what is today called the functionalist
paradigm. In the process they created an institutional culture that
became an experiment in black/white relations unequaled by the few
other mixed race institutions, such as the nearby Munali Secondary
School or the white pro-Federation political parties that recruited
Africans using the propaganda of racial partnership.

Unlike the pro-Federation political parties and the rhetoric of in-
terracial partnership that masked the drive for a white-dominated
dominion, the Institute relied on a different kind of partnership be-
tween Africans and Europeans for the success of its fieldwork.≥≥ This
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is not to say that the assistants had equal status with anthropologists
nor that they shared all of the goals of anthropology; they were
undeniably employees and apprentices and sometimes chafed at
these roles. They did not possess the administrative or academic/
professional power of their employers, and they related to anthro-
pologists in a larger context of European dominance and African
subjugation, which affected the behavior of both researchers and
assistants. But in the field, they often had greater power than the an-
thropologists to gain access to various aspects of African society and
determine the kind of information collected, while as interpreters of
culture their influence pervaded every aspect of the rli’s work, from
the anthropologist’s language learning to the framing of survey ques-
tions and the analysis of results. The anthropologists depended upon
and acknowledged the assistants’ power in these spheres.

What made the rli’s practices different from other examples of
black/white relations at the time was the culture of fieldwork that
informed the institutional culture of the rli headquarters. This was
not, however, a case of there being something special about anthro-
pological fieldwork in itself that necessarily led to a more egalitarian
institutional culture. Some have claimed that anthropological field-
work—and participant-observation as a method—is itself subver-
sive of established hierarchies. This subversive character supposedly
stems from anthropologists’ reflexivity, which leads not only to the
analysis of the self as well as the subject, but also leads to the analysis
of the so-called customer of anthropological knowledge. In the case
of development anthropology, the customer is a government or de-
velopment organizations, or, perhaps also, the academic or disciplin-
ary institutions of the anthropologists themselves.≥∂ This kind of
reflexivity can, indeed, be subversive, as in the case of Gluckman’s
focusing attention on the role of the colonial administrator, an ac-
tivity that made the colonial government uneasy and resulted in its
often strict control and limitation of anthropological fieldwork.≥∑

Anthropological reflexivity is not necessarily subversive, however,
for it can be limited to the anthropologist’s observation of the self as
a participant in another culture—the minimum amount of reflexiv-
ity (seeing the self as a research tool) necessary to make participant-
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observation work as a method at all. Or, some anthropologists may
see the people they are studying as the customers of the research—
that is, as the beneficiaries of development projects made more sensi-
tive to local needs through social research or as the beneficiaries of
anthropologists’ work as culture brokers, writing about local history
and customs, or as advocates for change or resistance to dominant
forces. At least some members of local communities or ethnic groups
may benefit from these activities, but this does not necessarily make
anthropology’s method a subversive one and may, indeed, mask sup-
port for certain local hierarchies and certain preferred cliques in
local structures of domination.

Rather, what is interesting about the role of fieldwork in anthro-
pology is not if it is necessarily subversive.≥∏ What is interesting
about fieldwork has to do with relationships—between anthropo-
logical method and anthropological theory, and between anthropol-
ogists and the people they study. Here, the history of the Rhodes-
Livingstone Institute can provide an example, not of subversion, but
of the development of particularly efficacious relationships in both
areas. In certain cases these relationships went some small way to-
ward subverting the colonial system, but their greater importance
lies in their usefulness for anthropological activity continuing both
outside of colonial boundaries and after the end of colonialism, and
in their usefulness for anthropology as an activity done by and mean-
ingful to Africans.

As I am using it here, the word ‘‘efficacious’’ refers to relationships
that work effectively to produce knowledge and at the same time are
useful to each person involved, though the people involved might
have different and even contradictory ideas of the goals of the ac-
tivity. Antagonistic relationships can be as fruitful as friendships in
the field; mistakes and misunderstandings can lead to important
insights, despite the danger of the researcher being shut off from
certain areas of local life. But what is most important to recognize is
that the goals of each person involved are usually multiple. In the
case of the rli, the goals of the research assistants exercised a pro-
found influence on the development of the anthropologists’ charac-
teristic practices because of the vulnerability of the researchers in
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politically or racially charged settings. This was true of the rural
research, where local attitudes to outsiders had led to the develop-
ment of specific defenses and management strategies, and it was even
more true of the urban research, which took place in a period of
rapid change, struggles for independence, and growing African con-
trol of the towns.

The origins of the relationships developed by the rli anthro-
pologists also lie in the three contexts described in chapter 2 and the
place of the anthropologists and assistants within them. By showing
three important contexts of rli research—British, American, and
African—the intention was to challenge a simple center/periphery
understanding of how scientific research was carried out in the colo-
nies. The rli researchers had a complex relationship to anthropol-
ogy as a discipline centered in the British universities. Some were
academically centered elsewhere throughout most of their education
and careers, in Africa or the United States. Although Central Africa
acted as a periphery to South Africa as center—just as it functioned
for the British academy as a convenient field outpost—the white and
black societies in which the South African-centered rli anthropolo-
gists lived and worked while in the Central African field shared much
with the South African society from which many of them came. In
terms of class as well, rli anthropologists—including those born in
Britain—often came from marginal groups, but those which were
experiencing new mobility and opportunities. Some rli researchers
were part of the influx of lower-middle-class students into British
universities in the postwar period, others were Jews, women, South
African colonials, and people of Britain’s Celtic fringe, who were
also able to exploit new opportunities for advancement. The African
assistants also experienced marginal status, as educated and/or ur-
ban Africans kept on the margins of white economic and political
hegemony. Marginality alone, however, fails to explain the culture
these researchers developed at the rli nor their individual success in
their careers. Membership in these social groups did not render each
individual marginal in all settings nor in all of the activities they
aspired to join.

Instead of marginality, the characteristic theories of the Manches-
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ter School anthropologists find their roots more in the identity of the
researchers as hopeful migrants entering—not established and hier-
archical social situations—but rapidly changing and contested set-
tings in which migrants could make a telling difference and in which
researchers could find purchase for their own skills of defining and
analyzing novel situations. It was this novel quality of their situation
that resulted in their attention to movement across boundaries and
within contexts organized, defined, and contested by others.≥π Net-
work theory bears a clear relationship to the strategies of newcomers
in complex and rapidly changing situations—African assistants at-
tempting to get their research (and political) work done in an ur-
banizing, decolonizing society; or rli anthropologists attempting to
rise through the British academic hierarchy in the postwar period.
Home boy or old school (or rli) ties helped in both cases. Moreover,
situational analysis, attention to cross-cutting ties, the dominant
cleavage, and intercalary roles are ideas that emerge even more
clearly from the African context—both the colonial indirect rule
context of Central Africa and the racially segregated context of the
central and southern African region.

That political context also explains to a large degree the rli focus
on history and process. Gluckman brought to the work an overarch-
ing view of southern African history based on his view of colonial-
ism, segregation, and industrialization as its key processes. Further-
more, his interest in Marxism as an approach to research made
historical arguments essential to the program he developed to make
the rli’s work politically and socially relevant to the major issues
facing southern Africa at that moment in its history—a watershed
that led to both the rise of apartheid and the emergence of indepen-
dent African nations.

But the characteristic rli theories also have their roots in the more
local context of fieldwork, in the work conditions and relationships
discussed throughout this book. Attention to intercalary roles and
the micropolitics of interracial and interethnic situations would have
been necessary on practical grounds alone, in the context of late
colonial Northern Rhodesia. The rli researchers had to be sensitive
to the political situation in order to negotiate permission for their
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research from a number of groups, and they also found themselves
occupying intercalary positions between government and settlers,
settlers and Africans—or in the case of the assistants, between an-
thropologists and informants. A characteristic method of the rli,
the extended case method, has obvious precedents in the legal and
social work training of Gluckman, Epstein, and Mitchell. It also,
however, could hardly have been used effectively outside of the work
conditions provided by the Institute—the lengthy periods of field-
work, the requirement for two periods of fieldwork with a break in
between, and the continuity of the researcher’s interest allowed by
this. This continuity of interest also stemmed from the initial expec-
tation of some of the researchers that they might continue their ca-
reers (and not just their fieldwork) in Central Africa and, after the
move by many of them to Manchester, the continuing commitment
of the Manchester department of social anthropology to Central
Africa as a fieldsite where they might hope to return or to send their
students.≥∫

It is important here to distinguish between two aspects of the cul-
ture of fieldwork. The characteristics of fieldwork discussed earlier
constitute the material culture of fieldwork—the objects, physical
locations, and work relations necessary to do research in the field.
But there is another sense in which fieldwork has a culture, and that
is in the way that members of a particular discipline speak about the
field, value it as part of a range of scientific activities, and use it
programatically to advance within the academy. An example in the
case of the rli was Gluckman’s construction of the Manchester
School as a product of the Central African fieldwork, as he presented
it in a history of the Manchester School that he used to convince the
University of Manchester of the need for a grant for the further
development of research in the department of social anthropology
there.≥Ω

In this document, Gluckman describes the development of the fa-
mous seminars at Manchester as deriving from seminars he held for
the rli researchers at Oxford, when the group took a field break
there in 1947. These, in turn, he describes as a continuation of the
first conference held at the rli headquarters in Livingstone. He
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speaks of it in almost biblical terms as the ‘‘conference where we all
came out of our tribes and met at Livingstone, [where] we worked
out a coordinated attack on common problems by similar methods
and techniques.’’∂≠ He continues the story by describing the diaspora
of rli people into professorships around the world, the spread of its
method into numerous subdisciplines, and the hoped-for return to
Central Africa where—given sufficient funding—their fieldwork
could be resumed ‘‘on the former scale’’ under the supervision of
Mitchell at ucrn.∂∞

Behind this mythic charter, however, lay field experiences that
did, indeed, involve coordinated teamwork. Critics of anthropology
have pointed out that the discipline bases its claims to intellectual
authority on fieldwork that is largely invisible to all but the individ-
ual researcher and that the descriptions of fieldwork contained in
published ethnographies and texts on method bear little resemblance
to the field experiences on which they are based.∂≤ But rli field-
workers, in contrast, often set out to make some aspects of fieldwork
visible. This is not to say that rli publications more directly con-
veyed the true character of the fieldwork or provided some closer
representation of the social realities they attempted to explain. The
published material did, however, result from the researchers’ use of a
more public method, unavoidably subject to both friendly and hos-
tile scrutiny from local government, industry, settlers, informants,
assistants, and fellow researchers. In the case of the latter, Gluckman
encouraged the kind of wide-ranging data collection that would al-
low for reanalysis of a researcher’s work by other researchers. To this
end he encouraged the researchers to deposit copies of fieldnotes at
the rli headquarters, insisted upon the writing of detailed ethnogra-
phies that could be reanalyzed by others, and led the Manchester
seminar in conducting the reanalysis of other classic enthnogra-
phies.∂≥ And rli field methods continued to be taught, talked about,
observed, and modified through a collective effort as directors like
Colson and Mitchell trained new teams of researchers and ventured
into new fieldsites.

In the urban context, public pressure on rli fieldwork intensified
these collective efforts to develop and modify research practices.
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Urban Africans, including the research assistants, exerted more con-
trol over the research and presented the researchers with a field situa-
tion full of unavoidable conflict. This conflict was often irresolvable,
as well, during the preindependence period when settler intransi-
gence met every move for African self-determination. This dominat-
ing factor of racial tension permeated even the most well-intentioned
of relationships, including those at the rli. Scholars have pointed to
the rli’s characteristic attention to conflict and conflict-resolution,
but one of the strongest features of its later work was the incorpora-
tion of ongoing conflict in its picture of society, without the certainty
of resolution into a new state of equilibrium—an important break
with Gluckman’s own work.∂∂

But even in the urban field, the culture of rural fieldwork could be
imported as a means of keeping conflict to a manageable level, com-
patible with research. Epstein, for example, did not engage in formal
interviews with informants and trained his urban assistants in open-
ended methods of questioning as a way of avoiding the inegalitarian
structure of the interviewer/interviewee relationship. He always
tried to ‘‘keep relationships egalitarian as a way of recreating the
position of the anthropologist in the [rural] field.’’∂∑ Moreover, he
based this view of the anthropologist’s role on an important distinc-
tion between anthropologists and other professionals. ‘‘A doctor is a
professional offering a service; an anthropologist isn’t’’ and so must
respect people’s right to privacy. ‘‘The anthropologist is not priv-
ileged to explore and must observe limits.’’ The situation in the rural
field is, ideally, one where people can tell the anthropologist to ‘‘go to
hell, but wouldn’t.’’∂∏

Given the colonial situation, however, Africans would have felt
coercion in any relationship with whites, a coercion that would pre-
vent the ideal fieldwork situation from being achieved. Nevertheless,
villagers could, and in at least one instance did, resort to running
away when researchers approached. Even racial coercion was medi-
ated through local rulers in the rural areas and Africans could have
resisted field research through an appeal to colonial authorities or
other white groups who were sometimes hostile to the rli. Even
more in the urban areas in the 1950s, Africans challenged implicit
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and explicit coercion on the basis of race, to the point of preventing
whites free entry to the African townships. Epstein’s last fieldwork
experience on the Copperbelt was of being threatened and told to
leave by young Africans who did not know who he was. Thus, al-
though the relationship between researcher and informant could not
be egalitarian in a colonial setting, that relationship was negotiated
in the context of struggles between colonial and anticolonial forces.
That conflict placed rli researchers in insecure positions that de-
manded constant realignment and that, despite their efforts, some-
times broke down irreparably, as was the case when the mines pre-
vented Epstein from doing fieldwork in mining townships.

The Field as a Knowledge-Making Machine

One of the major arguments of this book has been that the field is not
simply a source of data that is then organized in the mind of the
researcher to create theories. Instead I have discussed the field as a
constructed and negotiated space that through its very structure pro-
duces knowledge. Other scholars have made this argument about the
natural history museum, arguing that this institution (through its
collectively developed practices) organizes the work of many diverse
professionals and laypersons; processes and stores the objects they
collect; and associates these objects in novel ways that produce new
knowledge.∂π This analysis of theory production focuses on collab-
orative processes of collection and association rather than on what
happens in the mind of an individual scientist who simply directs the
activities of others.

The insights provided by this approach are relevant to anthro-
pological fieldwork because this approach reveals the multiple influ-
ences—including all kinds of human and nonhuman actors—that
shape scientific knowledge. Museums were the original organizers
for fieldwork across all of the natural history disciplines, including
anthropology in its earliest forms. In the interwar period, social an-
thropology made a significant break with its own museum tradition,
but it also retained some aspects of that tradition in the structuring
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of its fieldwork. The new method of participant-observation may
have changed the relationship of the researchers to their informants
in significant ways, by bringing the researchers down off the veran-
dah and into the midst of the village, but this new method did not
replace, but rather nested among, earlier practices of information-
and artifact-gathering and the relationships that had sustained them,
none of which completely disappeared.

The types of information and artifacts associated with the period
of museum ethnography played different roles in social anthropol-
ogy than they had in diffusionist or evolutionary anthropology. The
relationships in the field that had sustained these older types of an-
thropology also took on different meanings and did different kinds
of work for the professional social anthropologist. And although
anthropologists still sent the artifacts to a museum, the museum
no longer functioned as the central organizing institution for the
knowledge-making enterprise of anthropology, once it became so-
cial anthropology. Similarly, the base for the relationship between
researchers and their fieldsites also shifted from museums to other
institutions—to university departments and research institutes.

In the case of the rli, a social anthropology research institute
initially existed in close conjunction with a museum. Gluckman en-
gaged himself theoretically and practically with both sides of this
institute/museum project, writing articles on the relationship be-
tween museum displays and social anthropology research and col-
lecting artifacts for the museum displays. He also adapted these col-
lecting practices and networks for his anthropological research, as
discussed in previous chapters. He was, in addition, a strongly visual
and spatial thinker in his planning of the rli’s research, a skill that
expressed itself in his vision of Northern Rhodesia as a human labo-
ratory. His seven-year plan of research provided a structure for the
comparative, coordinated work that followed, in which researchers
were carefully placed at points in the flows of activity that allowed
Northern Rhodesia’s multiracial society to function. Gluckman in-
tended this placement of their research studies to reveal important
features of the processes going on, and all of these processes were to
be elucidated as a whole in a final jointly written volume on the
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industrial revolution in central Africa. This book itself represented a
structuring process that created new knowledge—the characteristic
rli methods and theories—despite the fact that the intended book
never materialized.

Today, the individualism of the monographs produced by the rli
researchers dominates our view of the entire project, so that it seems
that only a characteristic method united the group as a whole. Nev-
ertheless, in many ways, that intended volume functioned as an
organizing structure to which all the many different researchers and
the many different pieces of research could relate, despite their di-
verse goals and results. This industrial revolution book provided the
focus of discussion at some of the conferences, it reappeared in sub-
sequent research plans sent to the funders, and it kept Gluckman and
the later directors in communication over its shape and contents—
deciding what topics and field studies should be included and which
people should contribute. In some respects this book that was never
written functioned as an objective that united the diverse work of the
researchers at the rli. It was a unifying project, yet it did not de-
mand complete conformity of vision, disciplinary background, or
approach from each of those expected to contribute to it. Historians,
demographers, economists, and administrators, as well as anthro-
pologists, appeared on various lists of potential contributors made
up by Gluckman and Mitchell.∂∫ Like the directors’ research plans
themselves, the book contributed to the cohesiveness and standard-
ization of rli research but did not impinge constantly upon the
researchers’ autonomy.

This unwritten book, and other books associated with the rli,
functioned in some ways as so-called boundary objects, that is, as
objects that can be used to translate between the different social
worlds of the diverse actors who must cooperate to produce scien-
tific knowledge.∂Ω In the case of the industrial revolution book, the
differences between the social worlds of the actors were very small
and consisted only of the differences in training, discipline, or re-
search interest that marked the rli researchers as individual schol-
ars. In the case of the overall work of the rli, however, many dif-
ferent objects served to translate between the very different social
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worlds of the anthropologists, the assistants, and the informants.
Here I can only describe one set of objects, books, but many others,
such as vehicles, punchcards, artifacts of material culture, and so on,
could and did function in such a way in the rli’s research.

Books had many meanings in central Africa during the late colo-
nial period. A number of different books impinged on Africans’
consciousness—the bibles brought by missionaries, the books asso-
ciated with Western education, and the tax books carried ceremoni-
ally by a boma messenger when district officers toured the villages to
collect taxes and stamp a unique yearly mark next to each taxpayer’s
name. Each anthropologist also strove to produce a book, and an-
thropologists’ books became part of the cultural history of many
former rli fieldsites. The case of Gluckman’s book on Lozi law has
already been cited. Actual books, however, did not have to be pres-
ent in the fieldsite to play the role of boundary object, for the pro-
cesses associated with the researching and writing of books could by
themselves play this translation role. Thus, local Africans asked one
rli anthropologist why he was not typing every evening, as a pre-
vious anthropologist had done. Similarly, research assistants and
their informants who participated in the process of interviewing and
filling in data on punchcards, called this process ‘‘being written.’’ For
rural research, too, the assistant Lukhero told me he always carried
the same notepad, essential in his mind for writing fieldnotes (see
epilogue). And in the Gwembe Valley, the corpus of demographic
information that has been collected by Colson’s and Scudder’s proj-
ect over the past forty years is referred to as ‘‘the book’’ by Gwembe
people, who play a significant role in inducting new researchers into
the practices associated with its ongoing production.∑≠

The field and the informants, in the case of the Gwembe ‘‘book,’’
have shaped the anthropological project into a locally meaningful
endeavor. Ultimately, it is these localized projects and their capture
of the objects and processes of research—and sometimes of the re-
searchers themselves—that create anthropological knowledge.

Carrying on one of the traditions of the ‘‘rli way,’’ John Barnes
has written an introduction to the last book of his former Ngoni
research assistant, M. B. Lukhero, which I will use to end this chap-
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ter. As in previous introductions written by Gluckman, Colson, or
Mitchell, this one places the author’s work in the context of other
anthropological studies and raises key issues. In this case the context
is that of the anthropologist as fieldworker. As Barnes writes of
Lukhero as researcher and author:

Lukhero’s positive sentiments about the traditional social order should
not surprise us. However a tendency to favour unduly an Ngoni point
of view . . . is not confined to the Ngoni themselves. . . . My Ngoni
informants told me approvingly that [Margaret] Read had real tears in
her eyes at the funerals she attended. I was more dry-eyed and thought
that I was more balanced in what I wrote. Nevertheless both of us have
been criticised. . . . Lukhero’s essay forcefully raises the question of the
extent to which ethnographers, and in particular indigenous ethnogra-
phers, can gain access to the sentiments of the people they study with-
out being captured by them. This empirical question is perhaps not as
important as the disciplinary query: should the committed ethnogra-
pher solicit capture or try to avoid it?∑∞

As this book has argued, it is not only ethnographers, but anthropol-
ogy itself that has been captured by Africans.



EPILOGUE

The local people also started to understand her work. [Colson

worked] as you are now doing, by visiting people in different parts.

You visit people in Siameja and also visit their relatives who work

[in town]. They [the local people] were pleased to know how people

live, those that have died or have left the place or arrived in the

place. This showed the people [that] she was concerned with their

problems and way of life. In 1978 when she departed they were

happy [with her visit]. [When she came again] they no longer asked

such questions as what Kamwale wanted, but [instead asked]

whether Kamwale knew each one of them. Kamwale would

acknowledge saying she knew them. ‘‘You are such, such. You

are Tom’s son, you are Galantia’s son,’’ and so on.

(Kaciente Chifumpu, speaking to Lisa Cliggett,

a new Gwembe project researcher)∞

I remember going to mass with Blackson at the White Fathers’

mission. We were kneeling, and at some point I noticed Blackson

scribbling away in his notebook. (John Barnes, recalling

M. B. Lukhero’s devotion to fieldwork)≤
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NOTES

Abbreviations: Archives and Papers

ias /unza Institute for African Studies, University of Zambia,
Lusaka, Zambia

jcm J. Clyde Mitchell Papers, Rhodes House, Bodleian
Library, Oxford

naz National Archives of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia
pro Public Record Office, London
rh Rhodes House, Bodleian Library, Oxford
zccm Archives Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Archives,

Ndola, Zambia

1. ‘‘The Water Follows the Stream’’

1 Read, like Audrey Richards, worked in central Africa prior to the es-
tablishment of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute. See her early article
‘‘Traditon and Prestige among the Ngoni,’’ Africa 9 (1936): 453–84.
J. A. Barnes, who worked in the area later for the rli, recalls people
speaking approvingly of her visit because she attended funerals. (Per-
sonal communication with author.)

2 M. B. Lukhero, interview by author, fieldnotes (29 May 1991) held by
author.

3 See Richard Werbner’s account of their accomplishments in the area of
theory, ‘‘The Manchester School in South-Central Africa,’’ Annual Re-
view of Anthropology 13 (1984):157–85 (and the version in Richard
Fardon, ed., Localizing Strategies: Regional Traditions of Ethno-
graphic Writing [Smithsonian Institute: Scottish Academic Press, 1990,
152–81]). Richard Brown discusses the role of patronage and politics
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in the establishment of the rli, ‘‘Anthropology and Colonial Rule:
Godfrey Wilson and the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, Northern Rho-
desia,’’ in Anthropology and the Colonial Encounter, ed. Talal Asad
(New York: Humanities Press, 1973), 173–98, and ‘‘Passages in the
Life of a White Anthropologist: Max Gluckman in Northern Rho-
desia,’’ Journal of African History 20 (1979): 525–41. See also the
substantial sections on the Manchester School in Adam Kuper’s, An-
thropology and Anthropologists: The Modern British School (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983); Ulf Hannerz’s, Exploring the City
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1980); and Joan Vincent’s, An-
thropology and Politics (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1990).

4 For a case in the history of British anthropology see Henrika Kuklick’s
discussion of the diffusionist school, in The Savage Within: The Social
History of British Anthropology, 1885–1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991).

5 For a study of colonial settler culture that contains insights important
for this approach, see Helen Callaway’s, Gender, Culture and Empire:
European Women in Colonial Nigeria (Oxford: Macmillan Press,
1987). For the importance of mission and administrative practices for
the development of anthropology, see Peter Pels’s and Oscar Salemink’s
‘‘Introduction: Five Theses on Ethnography as Colonial Practice,’’ His-
tory and Anthropology 8, nos. 1–4 (1994): 1–34; and Lynette Schu-
maker, ‘‘A Tent with a View: Colonial Officers, Anthropologists, and
the Making of the Field in Northern Rhodesia, 1937–1960,’’ in Hen-
rika Kuklick and Robert Kohler, eds., ‘‘Science in the Field,’’ Osiris 11
(1996): 237–58.

6 George Stocking’s work exemplifies this approach, as does that of most
of the contributors to his edited series, History of Anthropology.

7 See Kuklick’s review article, ‘‘Speaking with the Dead’’ (Isis 89 [1998]:
103–11) for a comparison of Stocking’s ‘‘multiple contextualization’’
in Victorian Anthropology and his narrower contextualization in After
Tylor (104). (George W. Stocking Jr., After Tylor: British Social An-
thropology, 1888–1951 [London: Athlone Press, 1995])

8 ‘‘In commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the
Rhodesias in 1890 and the centenary of the arrival of Livingstone in
Africa, the appeal balanced the widely different associations evoked by
the two names.’’ (Brown, ‘‘Anthropology and Colonial Rule,’’ 181)

9 Mainza Chona, interview by author, fieldnotes (13 August 1992) held
by author.
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10 For discussions of the literature in sociology of science that focus on
the social forces that shape science, see Michael Mulkay, Science and
the Sociology of Knowledge (London: Allen and Unwin, 1979) and
Kuklick, ‘‘The Sociology of Knowledge: Retrospect and Prospect,’’ An-
nual Reviews in Sociology 9 (1983): 287–310. See also Bruno Latour’s,
Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through
Society (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987).

11 The history of the field sciences is growing rapidly. Examples of
this approach include George W. Stocking Jr., ‘‘The Ethnographer’s
Magic: Fieldwork in British Anthropology from Tylor to Malinowski,’’
in Stocking, ed., Observers Observed: Essays on Ethnographic Field-
work (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1983), 70–120; Alex
Soojung-Kim Pang, ‘‘Spheres of Interest: Imperialism, Culture, and
Practice in British Solar Eclipse Expeditions, 1860–1914,’’ (Ph.D. diss.
University of Pennsylvania, 1991); Martin J. S. Rudwick, ‘‘The Emer-
gence of a Visual Language for Geological Science, 1760–1830,’’ His-
tory of Science 14 (1976): 149–95; several essays in the collection
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94 Epstein, interview with author, fieldnotes (1 December 1990) held by
author. He had been exposed to the work of Morris Ginsberg while
working as a military camp librarian in Ceylon, though Ginsberg’s
sociology would have given few clues to organizing empirical work.

95 Epstein, interview with author, fieldnotes (1 December 1990) held by
author. This group took on a political character very quickly and while
Epstein was away split up over the question of whether Simon Zukas
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should become its secretary. (Epstein to Mitchell, 8 August 1951,
‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 23/4.)

96 Hortense Powdermaker also shared Mitchell’s house with Epstein
during her year-long study of mass communications and attitudes on
the Copperbelt. See her Coppertown: Changing Africa (New York:
Harper and Row, 1962) and her account of her fieldwork, Stranger
and Friend: The Way of an Anthropologist (New York: Norton,
1966).

97 Epstein, interview with author, November 1990. See Fraenkel, Way-
aleshi, for a description of the soap opera. Siteke Mwale, a friend of
Epstein and member of the Drama Club, described the anthropologist
as being interested in the plays because of the ‘‘conflict of cultures, the
effects of Westernization and the political aspects of the African re-
sponse’’ that they revealed. (Interview with author, fieldnotes [16
April 1992] held by author.)

98 Epstein, interview with author, fieldnotes (1 December 1990) held by
author. Epstein also did quantitative work where circumstances made
it possible to gather statistics despite the ban on the survey in the mine
areas. See, for example, his paper with Mitchell, ‘‘Power and Prestige
among Africans in Northern Rhodesia: An Experiment,’’ Proceedings
and Transactions of the Rhodesia Scientific Association 45 (1957):
13–26; and other studies mentioned in Epstein, Politics in an Urban
African Community.

99 rli Circular Newsletters no. 7, August 1953 and no. 6, April 1955,
Rhodes House, Oxford, uncatalogued Mitchell Papers. Her other as-
sistants who also joined the team were Hosiah Ng’wane and P. J.
Mwamba. They joined it in April 1955, making it large enough to
divide into Bemba-speaking and Nyanja-speaking teams, the first,
under Senior Assistant Katilungu, going to Watson’s fieldsite to do a
survey of the Lungu area, while the other, under Senior Assistant
Tikili, went to Fort Jameson in Eastern Province to do a survey of the
town.

100 rli Circular Newsletter no. 6, July 1953, Rhodes House, Oxford,
uncatalogued Mitchell Papers.

101 Ninth Conference of Research Officers, March 1955 (rli internal
report, included with the rli Circular Newsletters), Rhodes House,
Oxford, uncatalogued Mitchell Papers.

102 Mitchell to Colson, n. d., but near 20 March 1951, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’
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Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 1/3. Epstein had also been asked to
lecture informally on sociology by some Africans at Ndola, including
the headmaster of Kabushi, who offered the use of a classroom at the
school for one of the sessions. (Epstein, interview with author, field-
notes [1 December 1990].)

103 Increasing unemployment due to an economic downturn in the mid-
1950s helped to fuel stronger urban protest and provide a field for
renewed political activity. See Cherry Gertzel and Morris Szeftel,
‘‘Politics in an African Urban Setting: The Role of the Copperbelt in
the Transition to the One-Party State, 1964–73,’’ in Gertzel, Baylies,
and Szeftel, eds., The Dynamics of the One Party State in Zambia
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), 122.

104 The phrase heading this section, ‘‘Anthropology and the Struggle for
the City,’’ is borrowed from Frederick Cooper, ed., The Struggle for
the City: Migrant Labor, Capital, and the State in Urban Africa (Bev-
erly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1983).

105 Parpart, Labor and Capital, 39.
106 Monica Wilson, ‘‘The First Three Years, 1938–41,’’ African Social

Research 24 (1977): 279–84, 279.
107 Epstein, interview with author, fieldnotes (1 December 1990) held by

author.
108 Epstein, interview with author, fieldnotes (1 December 1990) held by

author. Epstein’s behavior may have led to Kenneth Kaunda’s positive
assessment of anthropologists as people who helpfully acted as infor-
mants for Congress. (Brown, ‘‘Anthropology and Colonial Rule,’’
194.) At the time of Epstein’s research, Kaunda was a member of the
Northern Rhodesian anc, though he would later split the party to
create unip and become Zambia’s first president.

109 Mitchell to administrative secretary, 23 August 1951, ‘‘Mitchell Pa-
pers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 1/3.

110 ‘‘Circular No. 4, To Research Officers,’’ May 1953, ‘‘Mitchell Pa-
pers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 2/2.

111 Simon Katilungu ‘‘Report on Work during Period 23rd March to 17th
April 1953,’’ Broken Hill, 18 April 1953, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes
House, Oxford, jcm 24/3.

112 Simon Zukas, interview with author, fieldnotes (25 October 1992)
held by author. The government imprisoned him in Livingstone rather
than Ndola for fear local Africans would rise up in protest. (Siteke
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Mwale, interview with author, fieldnotes [16 April 1992] held by
author.)

113 ‘‘Confidential Circular No. 3, To Research Officers,’’ April 1953,
‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 2/1.

114 Gertzel, et al., eds., The Dynamics of the One Party State, 123.
115 Gertzel, et al., The Dynamics of the One Party State, 125. Michael

Burawoy, in The Colour of Class on the Zambian Copper Mines:
From African Advancement to Zambianization (Manchester: Man-
chester University Press, 1972), explores the problematic relationship
between mine labor’s aspirations and national politicians’ goals in the
period immediately after independence.

116 Zukas, interview with author, fieldnotes (25 October 1992) held by
author.

117 See James Ferguson ‘‘Mobile Workers, Modernist Narratives: A Cri-
tique of the Historiography of Transition on the Zambian Copper-
belt. Part One,’’ Journal of Southern African Studies (jsas) 16, no. 3
(1990), and ‘‘Part Two,’’ jsas 16, no. 4 (1990); see also Hugh Mac-
millan’s response, ‘‘The Historiography of Transition on the Zambian
Copperbelt—Another View,’’ jsas 19, no. 4 (1993): 681–712. Fer-
guson’s recent book, Expectations of Modernity: Myths and Mean-
ings of Urban Life on the Zambian Copperbelt (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1999), is not likely to be the last word on the
subject.

7. Africanizing Anthropology

1 I interviewed or corresponded with some of the researchers and affili-
ates from this period (Peter Rigby, David Bettison, Raymond Ap-
thorpe) and a number of the students who did vacation work for the
rli (David Phiri, Edward Shamwana, Jacob Mwanza, Lyson Tembo,
Peter Siwo). The names of others are drawn from articles written by
Fosbrooke and White respectively, ‘‘From Lusaka to Salisbury, 1956–
60’’ and ‘‘Interregna, 1955–56 and 1960–62,’’ African Social Re-
search 24 (1977): 319–26, 327–30. I also interviewed some members
of the urban survey team and a number of the rural assistants.

2 N. S. Carey Jones, Assistant Auditor, Northern Rhodesia Govern-
ment, ‘‘Report on the Accounts of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute,
Livingstone,’’ 14 August 1942, National Archives of Zambia, Lu-
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saka, rc 1385 (61/2). The practice was officially ended at this Board of
Trustees meeting.

3 Many of the rli studies, both rural and urban, took account of the
development of new organizational forms, including the political. Two
of the most pertinent studies for this chapter are Epstein’s Politics in an
Urban African Community (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1958), and Peter Harries-Jones’s Freedom and Labour: Mobilization
and Political Control on the Zambian Copperbelt (Oxford: Blackwell,
1975), based on work done in the run-up to independence in 1964.
Religious innovation and its relationship to class and politics also
found expression in a number of later Manchester School studies, nota-
bly George Bond’s The Politics of Change in a Zambian Community
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1976) and Norman Long’s Social
Change and the Individual: A Study of the Social and Religious Re-
sponses to Innovation in a Zambian Rural Community (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1968).

4 The factors that have prevented the social sciences and humanities in
African universities from developing a uniquely African perspective
have been cogently discussed by Mubanga Kashoki in ‘‘Indigenous
Scholarship in African Universities: The Human Factor,’’ in Hussein
Fahim, ed., Indigenous Anthropology in Non-Western Countries (Dur-
ham, N.C.: Carolina Academic Press, 1982). Their Eurocentric ele-
ments may have been one of the reasons these academic fields did
not draw African scholars after independence, as has been repeatedly
stated in the critical literature on colonial anthropology. This argu-
ment, however, could be as easily applied to the fields that proved to be
popular to scholars in developing countries—for example, economics,
political science, engineering, medicine, and the agricultural sciences.
As Kashoki points out, the career structures of African universities,
the focus on topics relevant to development rather than to pushing
the boundaries of knowledge, the denigration of African indigenous
knowledge, emphasis on teaching and lack of funding for research, and
the demands of new governments for educated people to fill admin-
istrative posts have been the most important factors in stifling new
African scholarly perspectives. My own research suggests that the rli’s
assistants did not pursue sociology/anthropology as an academic ca-
reer for two main reasons. The older research assistants and those
involved first in rural research for individual anthropologists had fam-
ilies to support and were unable to go back to finish secondary school
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or start university education by the time they had some experience of
anthropological work. They were also in great demand for nonaca-
demic jobs in the mines and government both before and after indepen-
dence. The Munali School students who did vacation work for the rli,
for the most part, went on to get degrees in the fields that were seen as
more useful to developing countries. And few of them who aspired to
academic careers remained in universities, being instead drawn into
posts in the civil service, industry, and politics.

5 Former research assistants often mentioned this factor in my interviews
with them.

6 Henry Fosbrooke, ‘‘From Lusaka to Salisbury,’’ 321.
7 The role of research assistants in anthropology is only beginning to be

explored by scholars. See Sanjek, ‘‘Anthropology’s Hidden Colonial-
ism: Assistants and their Ethnographers,’’ Anthropology Today 9, no.
2 (1993): 13–18.

8 Prins translates Makapweka as ‘‘the recklessly generous giver.’’ (The
Hidden Hippopotamus: Reappraisal in African History, The Early
Colonial Experience in Western Zambia [Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1980], 247.) During the main period of my own research
in Zambia (1991–1992) and in subsequent visits in 1995 and 1996, I
asked a wide variety of Lozi speakers both in Lusaka and in Western
Province to translate this term for me, without initially telling them why
I was interested. Some in Western Province immediately recognized it as
Gluckman’s nickname, but many more there and in Lusaka did not.
None translated it in a way that would suggest a pejorative connotation
or a sense that the person referred to was reckless. It may, nevertheless,
have been subtly critical. The most common interpretations included
‘‘some one who gives more than expected’’ or ‘‘everything you could
want,’’ or simply ‘‘Father Christmas.’’ A siLozi-language radio program
after independence that featured generous prizes also used the name,
according to one informant. Near Katongo, the site of Gluckman’s
camp, people recognized both ‘‘Dr Gluckman’’ and ‘‘Makapweka’’ as
Gluckman’s names and said that they had been the first to give him the
nickname. The local residents called me ‘‘mwana wa Gluckman’’ when
I arrived for my first visit to Katongo. This means ‘‘child of Gluckman’’
and referred to my interest in what he had done there, not to an actual
relationship they believed I had to him, since the local induna, Nawala,
had explained that I was a historian and not a relative of Gluckman’s.
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As I was leaving the first time, the induna told me that I should pay a
small amount of money to each of the people who talked with me, and
after I did so, they thanked me and called me ‘‘mwana wa Makap-
weka.’’ I do not speak siLozi and have not been able to make a more
thorough investigation than this.

9 Terence Ranger, personal communication with author.
10 Jacob Mwanza, interview with author, fieldnotes (10 March 1992)

held by author. rli anthropologists recognized their dependence on
assistants, particularly in the early stages of fieldwork when the re-
search assistant might be necessary to ‘‘redeem’’ the researcher’s work.
(Barnes to Mitchell, 20 December 1951, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes
House, Oxford, jcm 4/1.)

11 Even earlier, European explorers relied on the cultural, linguistic, and
geographical guidance of African assistants. A number of such Africans
worked for more than one European explorer, shaping their travels and
perhaps also their perceptions of Africa. See Donald Simpson’s Dark
Companions: The African Contribution to the European Exploration
of East Africa (London: Elek, 1975).

12 See chapter 1. Also see James Clifford’s discussion of Turner and
Muchona, in ‘‘On Ethnographic Authority’’ (Gifford, ed., The Predica-
ment of Culture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art
[Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988], 49, 21–54): ‘‘a long list
of distinguished anthropologists have described the indigenous ‘eth-
nographers’ with whom they shared, to some degree, a distanced, ana-
lytic, even ironic view of custom. These individuals became valued
informants because they understood, often with real subtlety, what an
ethnographic attitude toward culture entailed.’’

13 Jacques Chileya Chiwale, a Lunda, was born in Ngoma village in
Luapula Province. He worked as a typist in the Katanga mines and later
for the chief’s court in his home area. He was employed very briefly by
the rli anthropologist Ian Cunnison, in Luapula, did typing for Ep-
stein during the course of the urban study, and helped him gain access
to Congress through his work for its committee at Ndola. He also
worked for Ann Tweedie. He later joined the urban survey team during
Fosbrooke’s tenure as director. After independence he got a diploma in
Social Science and Social Administration from the University of Ghana,
Legon-Accra, and worked for the Zambian government. His publi-
cation for the rli was, ‘‘Kasaka: A Case-Study in Succession and
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Dynamics of a Bemba Village,’’ with Peter Harries-Jones, Rhodes-
Livingstone Journal: Human Problems in British Central Africa 33
(1963): 1–67. In the 1980s he became involved in writing Lunda his-
tory and promoting the Mutomboko traditional ceremony as an an-
nual event.

14 Jacques Chiwale, interview with author, fieldnotes (26 July 1992). He
did not specify what it was he understood to be in the back of Cun-
nison’s mind, though one could presume it was an interest in culture
that they shared.

15 See Robert Papstein’s account of the Luvale History Project and the
activities of James Chinjavata, a research assistant of C. M. N. White,
a colonial administrator who was twice acting director of the rli.
(‘‘From Ethnic Identity to Tribalism: The Upper Zambezi Region of
Zambia, 1830–1981,’’ in Leroy Vail, ed., The Creation of Tribalism in
Southern Africa [London: James Currey, 1989], 372–94.

16 Kalimosho attended Mombo Primary School and Mabumbu Pri-
mary School (run by the Paris Evangelical Mission) in Barotseland,
through Standard Three, and completed Standard Six in Livingstone.
He worked in Livingstone as a tax collector for the administration
from 1943, and Gluckman recruited him there in 1947 to do some
work translating texts. During and immediately after Gluckman’s last
tour of fieldwork in Barotseland, Kalimosho also collected artifacts for
him, going from Livingstone to Barotseland to find particular artifacts.
During my interviews with him he showed me a letter he had received
from Gluckman explaining why he could not return to visit him in
1958. A photo of some members of Kalimosho’s family can also be
found in Gluckman’s photographic collections at the Royal Anthropo-
logical Institute. Gluckman lists him among those who voluntarily as-
sisted him in his work, in the first edition of The Judicial Process among
the Barotse of Northern Rhodesia (Manchester: Manchester Univer-
sity Press, 1955), xxiii.

17 Kalimosho, interview with author, fieldnotes (14 September 1992) held
by author.

18 Kalimosho, interview with author, fieldnotes (14 September 1992) held
by author.

19 Prins, The Hidden Hippopotamus,192.
20 Barrie Reynolds, Magic, Divination and Witchcraft among the Barotse

of Northern Rhodesia, (London: Chatto and Windus, 1963). I also
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interviewed James O. Lemon, the district commissioner at Kalabo, the
district boma in Barotseland where the first cases occurred.

21 Judicial Process, third ed. (1973), 427.
22 He also later criticized Reynolds’s account as biased in favor of the

administration’s version of events. (Judicial Process, third ed., 424–
25.)

23 Judicial Process, third ed., xxxiii.
24 ‘‘I have inserted my Barotse name, ‘Makapweka’, under my name on

the title-page, since young Barotse I have met know me by that name, a
name misappropriated by a British District Officer who was uncon-
sciously instrumental in stirring up an outbreak of accusations of
witchcraft in Barotseland in 1957 . . .’’ (xxxiii).

25 A growing literature deals with the meaning of witchfinding and witch-
cleansing movements in Zambia and other parts of Africa. See, espe-
cially, the work of Mark Auslander, who discusses the relevant litera-
ture and provides a perceptive analysis of a recent movement in the
Ngoni area and its historical and cultural context. (‘‘Fertilizer has
Brought Poison: Crises of Reproduction in Ngoni Society and His-
tory,’’ [Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1997].)

26 This was Tor Skudall from the University of Bergen, who kindly al-
lowed me to look at his fieldnotes.

27 Kaciente Chifumpu, interview with Lisa Cliggett, transcript (29 August
1995) held by Cliggett.

28 See chapter 4 and the epilogue.
29 Colson, personal communication with author.
30 Mitchell to Colson, 28 February 1949, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes

House, Oxford, jcm 1/1.
31 Letter from the administrative secretary to all research officers, 14 May

1947, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 1/1.
32 This is part of Colson’s research plan submitted to the cssrc, 26

November 1948. (pro, co 927/64/3.)
33 Colson to cssrc, 26 November 1948. (pro, co 927/64/3.)
34 Most former assistants whom I interviewed specifically mentioned

Godfrey Wilson and Max Gluckman as critics of colonial policy.
35 Charles Ambler, ‘‘Alcohol, Racial Segregation and Popular Politics in

Northern Rhodesia,’’ Journal of African History 31 (1990): 299, 302,
295–313.

36 Epstein mentions that Lawrence Katilungu and other union leaders
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carried on an important discussion of union matters at his home in
Luanshya because they were able to get a ‘‘proper’’ drink there. (Scenes
from African Urban Life [Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press,
1992], 8.) As he recalled, they laced his drink while he was out of the
room, and after they had departed he had to type up his notes while
very drunk. (Epstein, personal communication with author.)

37 Merran Fraenkel, interview with author, fieldnotes (18 April 1995)
held by author.

38 Simon Katilungu, interview with author, fieldnotes (28 September
1992) held by author.

39 Peter Harries-Jones, Freedom and Labour: Mobilization and Politi-
cal Control on the Zambian Copperbelt (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1975), 120.

40 Sykes Ndilila came from the Lala area of Northern Rhodesia, near to
the Copperbelt. He was an early member of the Federation of African
Societies, formed in 1946, which in 1948 became the Northern Rho-
desia African Congress (anc), the first major nationalist political party.
Technically, he could not be a member of an African nationalist party
while working for the rli, but I have not been able to discover what his
political activities may have been during the early 1950s when he
worked for Mitchell. He may have been a member of the United Na-
tional Independence Party (unip) by 1960—the nationalist party that
would come into power after independence—but he was back in the
anc as publicity secretary for Central Province in 1962. See David C.
Mulford’s Zambia: The Politics of Independence, 1957–1964 (Ox-
ford: Oxford University Press, 1967), 15–16, 134, and 295–96.

41 J. Clyde Mitchell, interview with author, fieldnotes (24 November
1992) held by author.

42 Davidson Silumesii Sianga grew up in a prosperous family in Barotse-
land, attended a Paris Evangelical elementary school, and held a num-
ber of engineering and clerical positions in Livingstone, N.R.; in Fran-
cistown, Bechuanaland; and in Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia. While
in Livingstone on his way home, he heard that the rli was about to
send the anthropologist Max Gluckman to Barotseland and that he
needed an interpreter. Sianga applied for the job despite the low pay,
because he was ‘‘so struck by the idea’’ that someone would make a
study of his homeland. He continued working for the rli from 1939
until 1954, seconded occasionally to government agriculture depart-
ment surveys. (From his autobiography, ‘‘A Brief Outline History of my
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Life,’’ Institute for African Studies, University of Zambia [ias /unza],
‘‘RLI Manuscripts File.’’)

43 Mitchell to Colson, 29 August 1950 and her response, 1 September
1950, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 1/3. Sianga
participated in a later rural field training session for Victor Turner in
Lambaland and then briefly worked for A. L. Epstein, who later be-
came a rli researcher, on his urban courts study. (19 October 1950,
and 2 May 1951, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm
1/3.)

44 Mitchell, interview with author, fieldnotes (24 November 1992) held
by author. This attitude toward assistants contrasts with that of some
anthropologists and sociologists today who seek assistants for inter-
view work who are as close as possible to being tabulae rasae: ‘‘He [the
research assistant] was in need of work, was well educated, was from
Banaras, and was without ideas, opinions, or knowledge that could
make him difficult to guide.’’ (Nita Kumar, Friends, Brothers, and In-
formants: Fieldwork Memoirs of Banaras [Berkeley: University of Cal-
ifornia Press, 1992], 141.)

45 Mitchell, interview with author, fieldnotes (24 November 1992) held
by author.

46 ‘‘For the last six months or so the Africans have been running the
survey almost entirely on their own.’’ (Mitchell to Barnes, 22 Novem-
ber 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 4/1) Things
did not always run smoothly, with Mitchell at one point complaining
that the assistants didn’t have the necessary ‘‘scientific ideology behind
them.’’ (Mitchell to McCulloch, 13 April 1953, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’
Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 2/1.)

47 Mitchell, interview with author, fieldnotes (24 November 1992) held
by author.

48 Ndilila to Mitchell, 22 February 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes
House, Oxford, jcm 9/1.

49 Ndilila to Mitchell, 28 February 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes
House, Oxford, jcm 9/1. Another assistant proudly reported his
method of getting around an uncooperative personnel manager. (Luk-
hero to Mitchell, 14 November 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes
House, Oxford, jcm 24/1.) See also Katilungu’s report on the ‘‘red
tape’’ he had to go through to get a survey started in Broken Hill. (7
August 1953, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 24/3.)

50 Ndilila to Mitchell, 1 November 1951, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes
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House, Oxford, jcm 23/4. This training session was given by the sur-
vey team to potential government social workers, but some of the
trainees became rli team members later. Mitchell also tried to hire a
woman from South Africa as senior research assistant for the team, but
her parents wouldn’t allow her to go to Northern Rhodesia. (8 March
1951, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 4/3.)

51 Possenta Akapelwa, interview with author, fieldnotes (22 October
1992) held by author. And see Harries-Jones’s chapter containing Foster
Mubanga’s account of her political activities in the years before inde-
pendence. (Freedom and Labour: Mobilization and Political Control on
the Zambian Copperbelt [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975].)

52 Godfrey Shoko Mukonoweshuro was born in Southern Rhodesia near
Fort Victoria (now Masvingo), the son of a minister. He attended Al-
heit Mission School and Adams College, received a b.a. from the Uni-
versity of South Africa, and studied at Ft. Hare in Anthropology and
History under Z. K. Matthews. At the time he applied to work at the
rli he was doing a diploma in Education under O. F. Raum and had
some research experience. (‘‘Annexure III: Application—Godfrey Mu-
konoweshuro,’’ ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 3/4.)

53 Simon Katilungu was born in the Bemba region of Zambia in Kasama
District, the son of a village headman. He began his education at the
age of thirteen at Malole Mission School, then at the Kasama Govern-
ment School, and Munali Secondary School in Lusaka. After working
as a welfare assistant for the Rhokana mining company and as a gov-
ernment clerk in the labor department, he got a diploma in social work
at Johannesburg’s Jan Hofmeyer School. After he worked for the rli
from 1952 to 1959, he was employed briefly at the American library in
Lusaka, and then took a number of positions in unip. (Interview with
author, fieldnotes [28 September 1992] held by author.)

54 Katilungu, interview with author, fieldnotes (28 September 1992) held
by author; ‘‘Annexure III: Application.’’ The junior assistants usually
had a Standard VIII education. (Mitchell to Ngoobo, 27 June 1953,
‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 2/2.)

55 See 8 June 1953, Mitchell to Simon Katilungu (‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’
Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 2/2), on the possibility of publishing
assistants’ papers in the rli journal; and ibid., 22 May 1953 on the rli
sponsoring Lee Setumo’s research. Directors of the Institute had also
hoped to employ an African as research officer, in equal status with the
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other rli anthropologists. (Colson, interview with author, fieldnotes
[6 September 1990] held by author.)

56 Mentioned in a letter from an assistant to Mitchell were possible re-
search topics he would like to do, dealing with race, class, and eth-
nicity: ‘‘(i) Colour-bar in every walk of life; (ii) Social bars among
different classes of people; (iii) Tribalism at work and parties.’’ (11 July
1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 25/4.)

57 D. Chansa, mentioned in Mitchell, ‘‘The Kalela Dance,’’ Rhodes-
Livingstone Papers 27 (1956), 18.

58 Mitchell, ‘‘The Kalela Dance,’’ 22–28. Secondary school students in
this period would have been aware of issues of ethnicity, and rli an-
thropologists would have known that. Elizabeth Colson, the rli’s third
director, noticed in the 1940s ‘‘the simultaneous emergence among
secondary school students of national and tribal consciousness’’ (cited
in ‘‘Return to the Malungwana Drift—Max Gluckman, the Zulu Na-
tion and the Common Society,’’ African Affairs 94, no. 374, [1995]:
39–65, 12, and drawn from Elizabeth Colson, ‘‘Contemporary Tribes
and the Development of Nationalism,’’ in June Helm, ed., Essays on the
Problem of Tribe [Seattle: American Ethnological Society, 1968], 204).

59 Mitchell, ‘‘The Kalela Dance,’’ 23.
60 7 April and 30 May 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford,

jcm 9/1. In June he reports he is ignoring the ‘‘old tribal feeling’’ of the
team and that they are being cooperative. (13 June 1952, ‘‘Mitchell
Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 9/1.) Team members divided
themselves along linguistic lines where appropriate for interviewing,
and this may have led to their joint use of typewriters. (Mitchell, per-
sonal communication with author.) Assistants were also approached
by fellow tribesmen wanting work at the rli, to intercede for them
with the director. (Lukhero to Mitchell, 14 November 1952, ‘‘Mitchell
Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 24/1.)

61 These factors were pointed out by Mitchell himself in a personal com-
munication to me. Katilungu concurred that ethnicity did not figure
much in the assistants’ relations with each other. Most of them focused
more on the ‘‘politics of protest’’ going on in the country at that time.
‘‘Ethnicism’’ was an ‘‘innocent word’’ compared to the meanings it is
given today, he told me after reading the original draft of this chapter,
in which I gave much more emphasis to ethnicity. (Katilungu, personal
communication with author.)
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62 10 March 1952 and 14 March 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House,
Oxford, jcm 9/1. Mukonoweshuro was at the time the senior research
assistant leading the team.

63 7 April 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 9/1.
64 Ndilila to Mitchell, 14 March 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’ Rhodes House,

Oxford, jcm 9/1, and Mukonoweshuro to Mitchell, 7 April 1952,
ibid.

65 This was relative to other ethnic groups who had greater access to a
secondary education, especially those from eastern and western North-
ern Rhodesia, closer to Nyasaland’s Livingstonia Mission and to the
secondary schools in Southern Rhodesia. Ndilila had a Standard VI
certificate. (Ndilila to Mitchell, 10 March 1952, ‘‘Mitchell Papers,’’
Rhodes House, Oxford, jcm 9/1.)
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